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INTRODUCTION

If by European standards all American universities

my name was mentioned as a possible author, I

are young, then California State University,

fo~.md

myself resisting. Thirty years is no more

Northridge is still in its infancy. Yet by the time it

than a blink in time. I had spent the prior decade

reached its third decade of formal existence in 1988,

and a half studying mass political behavior from the

the university had already become a giant, one of the

1880s to the 1980s, a subject far removed from the

largest campuses in the United States. With 30,000

story of CSUN. And the proposal involved

enrolled, its population equals that of a small city.

completing a book in just four years; my prior

It has more than a hundred thousand graduates,

record was nine.

many of whom have distinguished themselves. One
of the university's architects was the great Richard

I agreed to take on the task for a number of
reasons. The idea of commissioning a frank and

Neutra. CSUN can boast acclaimed programs in

honest self-history seemed a refreshingly courageous

fields as far-flung as Journalism, Accounting,

one. The Northridge story clearly contained a good

Geography, Music, and Communicative Disorders

deal of drama-more, it turned out, than I first

(speech pathology). Its National Center on

realized. Then too, the university was in a sort of

Deafness has achieved fame throughout the country.

pause that had gone on for some years, but which

And six of its administrators have gone on to

was quickly coming to an end. The founding

become the presidents of other universities.

faculty had begun to retire. An explosion of new

In numerous ways California State University,

construction would soon transform the face of the

N orthridge has become an immense success. Yet

campus forever. A new campus in Ventura moved

many of its achievements have been matched by

haltingly into being as a branch of CSUN, just as

frustrations and failures. It remains a campus whose

N orthridge had emerged from Cal State Los

national reputation, and even whose self-identity,

Angeles (then Los Angeles State) three decades

have yet to solidify. Symbolically, the campus is

earlier. Unforeseeable at the time I began the book,

known by different names-"CSUN," "Cal State

early in the 1990s practically the entire upper

Northridge," and plain "Northridge." (These terms

administration of CSUN changed; nothing rivaling

will appear interchangeably in this book.)
In 1988 the university commissioned a history

this had occurred since the late 1960s. As it turned
out, the thirty-year mark proved an ideal time to

of itself. It wanted a real history-not the common

reflect on the course we had pursued, a dividing line

sort of commemorative coffee table book. When

between eras.

lll

This book is fundamentally an oral history. It
takes life from the reminiscences of some forty

have habitually disagreed with one another so as to

people whom I have interviewed in depth, and

establish a field of perspectives. Nor do I always

many more whom I have consulted about particular
episodes or experiences.
Before coming to the book, I had never before
done oral history in any methodical way. I knew

· share the views expressed.
Looking at the final list of names (p. 145), one
sees that many of them come from the Department
of English. The reader may find this odd, since the

little about it. Oral history by its very nature is

book says little about that department per se. Yet

vulnerable history. It is limited by the pool of its

from the start, the English faculty were everywhere,

sources, nhe interview subjects themselves. These

including the upper reaches of the administration.

interviewees experienced certain things but not

They played a central role in shaping the campus as

others, and they can only tell what they know. Oral

it is today. Only Education and Speech

history depends upon the accuracy of their

Communication rivaled them in influence.

recollections, and upon what they are willing to say.

First histories of a subject, such as this one, 1 are

There are lots of surprises in oral history-

typically rough cuts, and this book endeavors to

unexpected insights, unexpected replies to

convey a sense of textures more than it does total

questions. I have heard a great many stories which

comprehensiveness. Again, the volume does not try

have made me laugh. A few have left me

to deal with everything. Instead of tracing out the

spellbound. Many have found their way into this

entire history of each subject it takes up, it tends to

book.

look at moments of origin or particularly telling

Oral history does not lend itself to the writing

incidents. The book relates the story very heavily in

of a common form of book about universities, the

terms of the experiences of the interviewees

type of volume that tries to name everyone and

themselves; it focuses on them in such a way that the

everything. Ultimately that is a futile task. The

patchwork of their stories becomes the story. Since

result of attempting it is usually a dreary chronicle

oral history is eyewitness history, when an

of facts laid out in chronological order-a catalog.

eyewitness to an event or a process can provide an

Fortunately, oral history practically compels a more

account of it, I tend to step back as author and let

selective approach. The historian cannot interview

the witness become the relator. (This is especially

everyone; so the choice of interviewees becomes

true of Chapter III.) Throughout, I have provided a

crucial.
Because oral history requires cooperation

background narrative drawn from a range of sources.
Thus the book might be termed an oral-narrative

between interviewer and interviewee, it is

history. I have tried to write it so as to convey a

collaborative history. Each interview involves a

sense of the university's past to those who know

significant investment of thought and time on the

little or nothing about the institution as well as to

part of both. Narrowing the list of interviewees to a

those who know it intimately.

manageable number proved the most painfully

Several editorial decisions may cause surprise

difficult single task of the project. More people

among some readers. As a rule I have chosen not to

volunteered or otherwise made themselves available

preface the names of faculty with the title

than I could interview in the time at hand for

"Professor" or "Doctor," or administrators' names

research.

lV

addition, I have taken pains to talk with people who

with their administrative titles. This is consistent

In no fashion, including its choice of

with the usual practice in writing history today, and

interviewees, is this book a who's who. Many

also takes account of the fact that a slavish adherence

important people remain unmentioned. True, a

to titles weighs down prose like lead. The practice is

few of the interview subjects had to be consulted in

meant as no sign of disrespect. Neither is my

order for the book to have substance. Yet most

decision to delete middle initials. Departments and

interviewees' accounts are representative of a certain

programs are usually referred to by their current

range of time or experience, or epitomize it. In

names.

Another point about style must be mentioned.
Rarely did an interviewee "touch up" his or her
remarks after the tape was made. What the reader
will encounter in this book is spontaneous speech,
which I have edited merely to eliminate such
throwaways as "uh" or its cousin among the soundfillers, "you know," and to keep the speakers'
remarks focused. I expect the reader will find the
interviewees as impressive for their fluency, and
often for their eloquence, as I have.
In interviews and other discussions connected
with this book I have encountered a full range of
attitudes and emotions about the university, from
joy to anger, fulfillment to bitterness. An occasional
interviewee has appeared to feel that the institution
adds up to little more than the sum of its errors.
Listening further, one realizes that even the harshest
criticisms usually arise out of a wish that the campus
could be different in this way or that-in other
words, out of deep (if frustrated) concern for the
university. I have rarely if ever heard criticism
purely for its own sake. Nor have I ever
encountered indifference. The one subject that
arouses the deepest feelings is the tumultuous 1960s.
Time and again an interview would move along
smoothly in chronological order until it hit those
years. Then it would mire down.
Indeed, at different times CSUN has aroused a
full range of feelings in me. I have spent a quartercentury on the faculty. My wife and one of our
children hold degrees from the university. In a
number of the events I describe, I was deeply
involved. I have decided to make no mention of my
own role in these matters, hoping only that the
occasional reader who might recall which ones they
were will find my assessments reasonable.
Because the format of the book's
documentation is somewhat unusual, a glance at
p. 145 regarding endnotes may be worthwhile
before continuing.
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STARTING OUT

Chapter 1

The Valley
Today a million and a half people live within the

commuters who worked in Los Angeles.

250 square miles that make up the San Fernando

Meanwhile, big companies began opening

Valley. As a city in its own right, the Valley would

operations in the Valley itself. Before the war,

rank among the six largest in the nation. A great

movie studios and the aircraft industry had already

deal of cement has been poured since, half a century

begun to shoulder in alongside agricultural

ago, the Valley's economy and ambiance rested on

processing firms. In time, divisions between Valley

farming and ranching. Yet one has only to look

towns began to blur. When, exactly, had one

with a little care to find the remnants of that rural

actually passed from Reseda into Van Nuys, or from

past. Fifty years ago, for instance, the author's

Northridge to Canoga Park?

maternal grandparents owned a walnut grove quite
dose to what would become the campus of

The postwar era was haunted by twin memories
of the Great Depression and World War II. The

California State University, Northridge. A few of

generation that peopled the Valley after the war

the trees, badly showing their age, still stand in the

wanted nothing so much as economic security and

lawns of the tract houses that replaced the grove.

an opportunity to consume, underwritten by

At first the town where CSUN resides was

abundant and well-paid employment. In the late

called Zelzah, and served as an agricultural shipping

1940s and '50s, the Valley beckoned as one of the

center. By the 1920s it had a population of several

nation's great places to move-a geographic emblem

hundred. There ensued a series of name changes.

of an era which many now look back on as an

At the end of the twenties, Zelzah became North

American golden age. In some ways it was a golden

Los Angeles, then, late in the thirties, N orthridge.

age, typified by inexpensive land, federal subsidies

Home to a number of movie stars, the area was also

for suburbanization, easily-affordable tract housing,

called "The Horse Capital· of the World." Horse

and ever-expanding highway systems. Rising middle

ranches abounded. Local equestrians needed to go

class affluence led to expectations of still more

no farther than the edge of town, to Devonshire

affluence. Expectations simply abounded. More

Downs, to watch rodeos and races.

cars. More swimming pools. More opportunities

The building explosion that transformed the
San Fernando Valley into suburbia largely followed
World War II. The automobile was the fuse. The
Valley became a huge bedroom community for

for young people than their parents had ever
enjoyed. More education.
Americans (and notably Californians) have
historically shown an enormous faith in education as

a vehicle for equalizing opportunity in general and

Democratic floor leader. Throughout these years,

for improving their own lives. The two decades

he also served as a member of the Assembly

following World War II became the golden age of

Education Committee.

education in the Golden State. California provided
a model for the whole country. Elementary and
secondary education boomed to keep up with the
growth of population. Yet it was in creating access
to easily-affordable higher education that the state
most distinguished itself. Students had a choice
between community (then called junior) colleges,
state colleges, and the University of California. Not
only did the taxpayers foot practically the entire bill
for higher education; there was a rush to build more
and yet more colleges and universities.
In retrospect, one of the most obvious places in
the entire state to have sited a four-year campus
should have been the San Fernando Valley.
Surprisingly, it took a struggle just to make the
Valley a contender.

The Battle for a Valley Campus
The California legislature established Los Angeles
State College of Applied Arts and Sciences in 1947

Julian Beck

as an upper division and graduate institution. At
first it shared the North Vermont Avenue campus
of Los Angeles City College. Five years later the
legislature appropriated funds for a separate

(comprised mainly of members representing the

campus. The State Department of Education

Valley) heard testimony which revealed that the site

specifically excluded the outlying, semi-populated

included a potentially self-igniting peat bog covered

San Fernando Valley as a potential location.

with fill-soil.2 Images doubtless sprang to mind of a

Recommended instead was a 145-acre plot at the

new college whose Bunsen burners would light up

edge of Baldwin Hills. Toward the end of

by themselves. Additional problems developed,

November, 1952, the state Public Works Board

including the opposition aroused by the fact that

gave its blessing to the Baldwin Hills site, and the

Baldwin Hills was close to UCLA, USC, and other

legislature appropriated funds to buy

it. 1

Enter Julian Beck. Beck had moved to San

campuses. Meanwhile, the San Fernando Valley,
with over half a million people by now, would have

Fernando in 1935. He took a teaching position at

no baccalaureate-granting institution whatsoever,

San Fernando High School that year, combining

making it the nation's largest metropolitan area

this career with a general legal practice which he ran

lacking a four-year college.3

on weekends and over summer breaks. In 1943 he

2 STARTING OUT

A month after the approval of the Baldwin Hills
site, a subcommittee of the Education Committee

Valley assembly members wanted Los Angeles

was elected to the state assembly, representing a

State in the Valley, pure and simple. Further

district which at one point stretched all the way

maneuvering ensued. By mid-January, 1953, Beck

from Chatsworth to Lancaster. Beck spent a decade

had authored a measure which he and the other

in the assembly, finishing his legislative career as

local members introduced as Assembly Concurrent

Resolution Number 29. It called on the Public

given campus location, out of concern about

Works Board "forthwith [to] rescind its action

backlash from prerogative- and district-conscious

whereby it approved a site near the Baldwin Hills"

legislators. Still, the logic of the situation, if the

and demanded that other locations-"including, but

legislators would only see it, pointed straight to the

not limited to, those sites located in the San

Valley-and the Valley contingent would help the

Fernando Valley" -be considered for L.A. State.

others see it. Sure enough, the lobbying worked:

The resolution passed both houses of the legislature

"The legislators at that meeting as a body agreed

by wide margins. At length, sure enough, Baldwin

that they would go in with legislation in 1955 to

Hills was scrubbed. 4
Ultimately, though, from the Valley's vantage

acquire a second site for a state college in [the] Los
Angeles area." Things had indeed begun to move.

point Los Angeles State was merely authorized for

On the same date as the dinner, the Department of

another undesirable location. In October, 1954,

Education finally gave the go-ahead for a state

things started well enough when the Public Works

college program in the Valley.6

Board approved site acquisition in the San Fernando

When the promised legislation passed, it

Valley. Then, in December, the State Director of

authorized 160 acres for a Valley campus. Although

Finance declared his intention to go after another

this sounds like a big parcel, McDonald and Masters

plot ofland. Late that month, a "downtown"

tried to get even more acreage, without success.

location was chosen for Cal State L.A. This left the

Meantime, Masters took to the air in search of sites.

Valley hanging-again. Meanwhile, toward the end

He would make proposals to McDonald, and

of 1953, Beck had received an appointment as Judge

McDonald would relay proposals to the state. In

of the Los Angeles Municipal Court and had left the

fact, the hunt for at least one location, L.A. State's,

legislature. 5

and now two, had been going on since 1953.

Despite these setbacks, the new President of Cal

Masters "flew all over the San Fernando Valley."

State L.A., Howard McDonald, realized himself that

McDonald and members of the Public Works Board

the Los Angeles region would need more state

searched as well. Valley assembly members wanted

college campuses than just one. A tall,

the college in their own particular districts, naturally

distinguished-looking World War I veteran with a

enough. The Valley's direction of growth was

fine mane of white hair, McDonald came from an

steadily moving westward.7 A number of places

administrative background in public education in

were considered. One was Hansen Dam-

both California and Utah. He had previously been

snakebitten, as things turned out, by double flood

President of Brigham Young University.
The Business Manager of Cal State L.A.,

and earthquake hazards. 8 An otherwise desirable
spot at the southern end of Reseda Boulevard in

Warner Masters, fully agreed that Los Angeles

T arzana also revealed unusual earthquake risks.

needed an additional state college; and Masters was a

Some of the additional sites lay in the Griffith Park

person of considerable drive who understood that

area; near the (then) Grand Central Airport, close to

the job of obtaining one essentially required

San Fernando Road in Glendale; at Birmingham

salesmanship. "We decided,'' he recalls, "to get all

High School in Van N uys; and on land between

of the assemblymen and the state senators in the Los

Plummer and Nordhoff streets in Sepulveda, which

Angeles metropolitan area together" for dinner at

later went

the Brown Derby. On the night of December 21,

to

the Veterans Administration Hospital.9

Neither of McDonald's and Masters's leading

1954, twenty-one members of the assembly and two

choices was eventually picked. They favored either

senators trooped in. "One of us [administrators and

the T arzana site, dropped for fear of quakes, or the

other advocates] was at each table with these state

future hospital site. The latter fell by the wayside

legislators." "'fie had a little show for them,''

since it lay too near the flight approaches to Van

projecting the demographic boom the region could

N uys Airport. What if a plane crashed? Less

expect. The committee that had formulated strategy

catastrophically, on hot days classroom and office

for the evening decided not to press directly for any

windows would be open and engine noise would

3

In the beginning:

squash

roar m. Windows open on hot days? What about

The Department of Education initially relegated the

air conditioning? Incredibly, Masters points out, at

Valley to the very bottom of its priority list, ranking

the time "there was a rule against air conditioning

no fewer than 204 other state college projects

of state buildings." 1O
The site eventually selected presented a
problem. The City of Los Angeles owned ten acres
for an elementary school where the student union

Through the summer and fall of 1955,

now stands. The city agreed to trade this land for a

McDonald found himself under ongoing pressure to
establish a Valley branch at once as an independent

Zelzah. With this arranged, the original 165 acres

campus. Boosters in the community wanted

for the campus were purchased in the spring of

buildings immediately-whether or not any

1956 for around $6,000 per acre.11 The acreage

educational programs had been designed yet, or, for

was agricultural land planted in squash and orange

that matter, whether or not any faculty had been

trees and shaded, too, by walnut and eucalyptus.12

hired.

apparently planned to let it lie dormant and focus
on building up Cal State L.A. At some point down
the line, a Valley campus would emerge. But in the
Valley, political pressure to start construction
mounted, and McDonald insisted that construction
go forward on each site. The State Department of
Finance grudgingly went along. 13 McDonald also
asked several of his deans to rough out a curriculum
for a Valley branch campus while they framed the
curriculum for Cal State L.A. The deans managed
to do this in two hectic days. The buildings, on the
other hand, turned out to be a different matter.

STARTING OUT

Death Valley.

ten-acre notch in the campus, fronting toward

Now that the land was in its control, the state

4

higher. It was as though the department had
somehow confused the San Fernando Valley with

In July, 1955, McDonald appointed as Dean of
the San Fernando Valley branch Delmar Oviatt,
formerly Chair of the Division of Education at Los
Angeles State. 14 Earlier that year, McDonald had
indicated a desire eventually to head the Valley
campus himself. McDonald continued to signal
that he would move to the Valley as President.
Ultimately he changed his mind.15
The setting for the ground breaking ceremony
on January 4, 1956, was a recently-harvested patch
of banana squash, with stubble all about. Governor
Goodwin Knight attended. Joining him were
Superintendent of Public Instruction and State

Director of Education Roy Simpson, Los Angeles

student teachers in mid-city, ... then drove at night

Mayor Norris Poulson, other officials from

to San Fernando High School to teach classes ....

government and education, and some 500

That was a very, very full year."

spectators. Twenty-one Valley chambers of

Permanent faculty for the Valley branch would

commerce sponsored the event. Simpson predicted

be chosen for the following year. Most would come

that within less than a decade, the Valley campus

from Cal State L.A.'s existing staff. But who would

would become one of the largest among the
California state colleges. 16 Knight turned a bit of

they be?

soil with a gleaming ceremonial shovel. Then he

eµipire. Along with Los Angeles State with its

looked up and asked, "Do you want some more
shoveling?" 17

downtown and Valley campuses, he was also

A few days later, the Van Nuys News and Valley
Green Sheet published a building layout representing

At the time, McDonald was running a small

President of L.A. City College. But the empire
developed a lot of friction, as empires will. Right
from the start, the first professors in the Valley

the state of thought at that point as to how the 165acre campus might be developed.18 The layout bore
startlingly little resemblance to the way the campus
would ultimately grow. In mid-January, the
construction of temporary buildings began.
Early in 1957, the Department of Education
asked Judge Beck's former law partner and successor
in the assembly, Allen Miller, to introduce a bill
which would establish San Fernando Valley State
College (SFVSC). With both houses approving,
Governor Knight signed the measure that July. It
was set to go into effect on July l, 1958.19

A Campus (of Sorts)
The ground breaking came too late to signal the first
semester of classes. These had actually begun in
September, 1955, in ten leased rooms at San
Fernando High School. Lying behind the early class

demonstrated a strong separatist streak. Exactly how

Ground breaking,

offerings was the belief that once an array of courses

to accomplish the division of faculty and programs

January, 1956

began to be given in the Valley, the Department of

between the Los Angeles and Valley campuses

(Governor Knight

Finance would virtually have to construct buildings

created major disagreements at L.A. State. As Dean

holding shovel on left,

in support. 20 Taught by ten faculty from L.A. State

of Instruction, Oviatt fell into a dispute with his

Roy Simpson with

during afternoons and evenings, this first smattering

counterpart at Los Angeles over budget allocations

shovel on right)

of courses was concentrated in Education. The

and over the competitive recruitment of professors.

bookstore was Oviatt' s automobile.

These differences had lingered behind the scenes as

Elizabeth (Betty) Brady arrived that fall to teach
Education. A product of Carleton and the
University of Chicago, she would become engaged
in a kaleidoscope of campus roles over the ensuing

the ground breaking ceremonies took place in
January, 1956. 21
McDonald later explained that, by and large, he
had allowed professors their choice of campuses. 22

decades. "We were officed on Vermont," she recalls,

Oviatt left a more detailed account.23 Once

"and ... I went to Vermont to my office, supervised

McDonald had asked faculty whether or not they

5

wanted to transfer to the Valley, half of the 200 or
so professors at L.A. State formally indicated a

like Police Science."29 Or again: "The cadre that

desire to leave. Of the 40 positions that

had come over from Cal State L.A. had hopes that

materialized, L.A. State faculty filled 30. By

we would remain a small liberal arts institution."30

Oviatt' s account and others', 24 people wanted to

"Liberal arts" -the term recurs time and again. But

escape from conflicts and unhappiness on the main

as Raymond McHugh has pointed out, "the

campus. Curricular needs basically drove decisions

principal mission of the new college at first was to

as to who went or stayed where. Oviatt did signify,

produce teachers."3 1 "We were never a liberal arts

though, that the selection process became

institution," Robert Williams, who directed

confrontational. The administrator in charge of the

admissions, observes. "We were really training

academic program on the main 'campus wanted to

teachers."

send some faculty to the Valley whether or not they
themselves had indicated any yen to leave, and
proposed that he and Oviatt draft professors for the

developed with a combination of liberal arts and
professional emphases, but never as a liberal arts

that idea to the extent, at least, that only faculty

institution per se. Nor did the curriculum establish

who actually wished to go to the Valley would wind

any major new departures. In fact, it took quite

up there. 25 A few who did had had prickly

traditional forms. Looking back years later, Oviatt

relations with the L.A. State administration-:-but

wondered whether there should actually have been

Oviatt wanted these. A number of other professors

more innovation during the early years than there
was.3 2

Perhaps no one still living knows in full detail,

Another hope arose among the founders-that,

though, exactly how the original Valley faculty were

as early-arriving Professor of English Mitchell

chosen.

Marcus put it in 1989, Valley State would become

Two of the new faculty couples came out to

"the cultural, social, political, educational center that

survey the campus setting. Heading from opposite

we are not yet." "We tried hard .... In Music we've

directions, they encountered one another on

done it .... [Yet] I think the competition from the

Zelzah-a narrow, rutted dirt road. The cars nosed

rest of the institutions-UCLA, USC, downtown-

toward one another until they were grille to grille.

was too much for us. We never became the focal

Then came the key question: "Who's going to back
up first?" 27

point. And that's very sad because we all wanted it."

Until 1958-59 the Valley curriculum was L.A.

Optimism glowed on the morning of
September 24, 1956, when the Valley campus

State's, and the catalog, too. No library existed.

formally opened. Ben Rude, the first Associated

Oviatt himself stamped registration cards. With

Students President, remembers that day vividly. In

cash changing hands at registration, remarks

withering heat, he sweltered in a wool jacket.

Masters, "we used to hire Los Angeles Police

"There were maybe ... three or four hundred

Department off-duty officers in plain clothes, and I

people there." The temporary buildings, just barely

made those guys work on registration line, because

completed, served as a backdrop. Paint on the curbs

... we were paying them, and there wasn't anybody

had not even had a chance to dry. Rude had labored

to shoot!"

for hours over a speech that took about a minute to

What did the founders originally expect Valley
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The college emerged, then, as a branch campus
specializing in Education courses. It subsequently

Valley one at a time, by turns. McDonald killed

he took reluctantly, as part of the package.26

6

said we would not do. We would not go into things

deliver. He accepted the ceremonial presentation of

State to become? Emphatically not, in the minds of

the first book for the library. Howard McDonald

many (including McDonald himself), 28 what L.A.

declared that the campus would become "one of the

State was-a college of "applied arts and sciences"

largest, if not the largest state college in ...

with a business-industrial-vocational emphasis.

California." In a decade, he predicted, the campus

Recollections from those early years repeat a

would have 10,000 students-double the state's

constant theme: "There were certain things that we

original projection of 5,000.33

The campus opens,
September, 1956 (Ben
Rude at center)

Flags went flying. It was time to begin. Forty

At that moment and for a brief time thereafter,

instructors and 1,475 students took possession of a

the school was, as one early-arriving professor put it,

dozen new structures inauspiciously named

"a small, rural college."35 Another professor recalls

buildings "A," "B," "C,'' and so on down the

the campus as displaying "a great deal of really rural

alphabetical line. 34

charm."36 The surroundings were "quite

7

beautiful-orange groves and horse farms,"

and students cut firewood for themselves at $3.00 a

remembers Robert Williams. "It was a gorgeous

cord. What remained was finally sold off to the

physical environment in the Valley."

public. One early proposal was that the students

On the campus itself, the groves quickly came
down. .A5 trees were cut, the larger pieces were

The Bookstore, 1956

nickname themselves the Woodchoppers.37
Valley State's initial center of gravity lay along

arrayed in a pile of wood twenty feet high, forty feet

Lindley Avenue. Zelzah still flooded in the rain.

wide, and a hundred yards long. For months, chain

Though well-designed, the temporaries looked as

saws sputtered and roared on Saturdays as faculty

un-collegiate as their letter designations sounded.
More important than an absence of ivy creeping
over weathered brick, the buildings lacked air
conditioning. They also lacked space. "We were
small and close and ... all sat in one room and
made decisions," recalls Elizabeth Brady. The
Bookstore measured 15' by 15'.38 The most
cramped office of all, though, may have been the
President's. During Howard McDonald's now-andagain visits, he would set up headquarters in his
Buick.39 Outdoors, one could snack at the Bull
Ring, an early alfresco eatery, or sprawl in the shade
beneath towering eucalyptus trees and watch
jackrabbits scurry about.

, The Bookstore today
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Students

Fraternities and sororities had gotten started by
1956-57.41 One of the first social clubs, Los

Who were the first students? Somehow, the

Maduros, was established by what later came to be

fledgling campus managed to get out an eighty-page

called nontraditional students. "Los Maduros"

annual for the year 1956-57, the first Sunburst. It

means "the mature ones." They were mostly (if not

was edited by Frank St. Denis, who lacer succeeded

entirely) women, in their mid-thirties or older, just

Rude as AS President. Glancing at chis annual and a

beginning their higher education or else returning to

few chat followed it today, one is struck by the era's

school after a period of time away. Omega Alpha

styles. The collegiate look for women of the lace

Delea Sorority, an honorary and service organization

'50s commonly featured pony tails and circle skirts.

for women attending class during late afternoons

Men's hair tended to follow one of two basic lines,

and evenings, attracted nontraditional students as

either the flattop (dry) or the Brylcreem look

well.

(shimmering). Completing the Valley State man's

This leads the eye scanning a 19 57 Sunburst to

attire was a sport shirt, pants cut on the generous

pages of portraits of the seniors. For the most part,

side, and loafers.

they really do not look like stereotypical college

One of the first social events of '56-57 was a

students. They are older. The caption under

sock hop. Photos show students and faculty doing

Gladys Taylor's portrait indicates chat her high

the "bunny hop" together in a playful shoeless

school graduation year was 1922.

serpentine. Ac the height of the evening, Dianne

"They were housewives and Korean [war]
veterans," Elizabeth Brady recalls of the earliest
students. Before the initial arrival of freshmen, all of
chem held upper division or graduate standing.
Roughly equal numbers of men and women
enrolled, taking an average of two courses each. As
of 1957, more than half the students majored in
Education. During its first eight years, Valley State
granted 69 percent of its master's degrees in chat
field. Of the college's 119 faculty in 1958, 28
belonged to the Division of Education. This seems
stunningly high until one looks at the era. With the
baby boom on, Los Angeles City schools were
running on double and triple sessions. In the Valley
alone, 147 elementary schools had gone up by
1983. 42 During the campus's early years, the Valley

An early dance

suffered from a severe shortage of teachers.

Murray was crowned Miss San Fernando State

old, their professors were relatively young, the two

While at the outset the students were relatively
College. The Associated Students sponsored a

groups separated in age by perhaps a decade on

Christmas party, a turkey dinner followed by carol

average. As near age-peers, students and faculty not

singing. Once again, faculty, staff and students all

surprisingly shared "a kind of a peer feeling," as

in cermingled.

Brady puts it.

During a casual discussion in the temporary
cafeteria one day, a group of students and professors

Were the students any brighter in the early
years than today? Noc necessarily.43 While there

reflected on the Valley's Spanish and Mexican

"may be a bigger spread," Brady observes, ''I'm not

heritage. Together they hit on the name by which

sure there's a big difference." Marcus recalls

future athletic teams would be known: not

something else-a sharp distinction between L.A.

Woodchoppers, but Matadors. 40

State students and Valley students. Overall he
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found the Valley students superior. But at Los

both CSUN and USC, he specializes in English as a

Angeles, "people came in shabby clothes who

second language.

looked like tramps but who were geniuses! Every
class had four or five incredible minds, ...
diamonds in the rough .... When we got to the

responsibility a budding cocurricular program. The

Valley, those people weren't there .... We had a

great anthropologist Margaret Mead spoke that first

good cross section but we didn't have those

year under AS sponsorship. "We also did what we

smarties." Overall, though, the Valley students

could to encourage clubs to form, academically-

proved willing to work and "willing to learn, and

oriented clubs. And those were usually strongly

we pounded away at them with an awful lot. We

supported by the faculty." Early on, the biggest

had very high requirements." Oviatt, in fact,

such club was the Society for the Advancement of

thought the academic standards might even have

Management. Faculty sponsors abounded, in

been excessive at first. But the college saw UCLA

keeping with the spirit of widespread professorial

and USC as its competition (whatever they

support and turnout during the evenings and on

thought of the Valley campus at the time), and

weekends. Most students, though, did not become

wanted its instructional standards on a par with
theirs.44

significantly involved in extracurricular affairs; they

Ben Rude looks back at that era from the

attended class and went home. The very first
students, in other words, epitomized the

perspective of a student who became a college

commuterism which has characterized the campus

teacher himself. As for high requirements, today

ever since. "We all were looking forward eagerly to

Rude does have the sense that faculty "were more

the first freshman class," Rude reminisces, "because

demanding" then. What is Rude' s impression of

we thought, This will bring the youth, and this will

his fellow students of 1956-57? "I think by and

bring the vitality and the interest in activities

large they were quite serious as students, but they

programs."

were not by and large full-time students. The great
majority of them were employed, many of them

Rude' s presidency also involved community
outreach. He found then-tiny Northridge

were married, many of them were family people.

"tremendously supportive" of the campus.

... So they were people who were very, very busy.

Inevitably, the N orthridge Chamber of Commerce

. . . By and large school was an important part of

wanted the school to bear the name N orthridge

their life, but the school was only the place where

State College. The San Fernando Chamber of

they came to attend class."
Though far from typical in his achievements on
campus, in other ways Rude was a representative
student of the early era. He had served in the Air
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The Associated Students government Rude
headed at the Valley campus had as its primary

Commerce had a different idea: San Fernando
State.
Despite the commuterism, Rude reiterates that
"there was ... a tremendous closeness at that time.

Force from 1951to1953. Before transferring to

... There was one tiny cafeteria that served faculty,

the Valley, he had been Junior Class President at

staff, and students, and it was really one big happy

L.A. State. Starting out as chair of an interim,

family. It would be unheard of to go in for coffee,

transitional student governing board, he was elected

for example, and sit down at a table by yourself....

Valley AS President around the midpoint of the

Regardless of whether it was a caretaker or the

1956-57 academic year. By the time he had

President of the college, you simply went over and

graduated at the end of that year, he had celebrated

joined that person at the table. The next person

his twenty-sixth birthday. "As a matter of fact," he

who came in would probably join you also, because

observes, "I was one of the younger ones in the

just about everybody knew just about everybody."

graduating class." In 1959 he began a teaching
career at Pasadena High School. In 1961 he moved

Family--that term recurs again and again as
students, staff, and faculty look back on those first

on to Pasadena City College, where he has taught

years. It may not have pertained to the students

ever since. A linguist with master's degrees from

who came, attended class, and promptly fled. But

for the rest, as Rude puts it, "I think what tended to

State College .... In things that we printed, we

create the family feeling was the feeling that we were

would have in very, very large letters, 'San Fernando

all really building a ... new institution." The

Valley,' and then in small letters, 'Campus of Los

students who did get involved played softball with

Angeles,' and then in large letters, 'State College."'

faculty; went on picnics with faculty; square danced

Rude got a sign company to donate a billboard at

with faculty.

the corner of Nordhoff and Zelzah, with the

Meanwhile, the tiny Valley campus maintained
an awkward relationship to its parent college in Los
Angeles. For some students this awkwardness took a
personal turn. The few athletes attending classes in

lettering laid out so that "from a distance, you see
'San Fernando Valley State College."'
What did Rude and the students he worked
with expect Valley State to become? "I think that

the Valley, for instance, had to practice in L.A. But

most of us might have envisioned something maybe

the difficulty went well beyond that. While

as large as half the size of what developed. It was in

cooperation existed between the two campuses,

no one's mind that university status would ever

Rude recalls, "there was also a great deal of

come to that institution."

Registration, March,

1957

rivalry" -if the diminutive size of the Valley outpost

"I don't think any of us ... had a sense of the

can even be said to have allowed for rivalry.

dramatic expansion that would take place," Robert

"Problems and resentments" and "jealousies" kept

Williams remarks. At the outset, in fact, expansion

surfacing. "We felt, of course, far superior to our

did not take place. "When we first started our

campus downtown." "They felt that we were an

freshman class in 1957, ... we felt we ... wanted a

arm of their student government, and ... there was

couple hundred freshmen, that's all we had room

a move to abolish student government on the Valley

for; and ... I thought it would be a breeze to get

campus." (This move failed.)
The rivalry even came down to student body
stationery, Rude adds. "Our official name ... was

that many students." But there was tremendous
competition from Valley College, which had a good
reputation and, besides that, a real campus.

the San Fernando Valley Campus of Los Angeles
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When that 1957 class of 135 freshmen arrived,
"they had to wear beanies," Williams recalls.
Elizabeth Brady points out that with the change in

tomorrow morning!"
Other signs of growing pains abounded. The

the student body, now "what we had was a lot of

first theatre was a World War II metal prefab.

young people who were clearly the first member[s]

Actors had to shout over the din of rain clattering

of their own family to go to college." Some of the

on the tin roof. Then too, there emerged the crisis

undergraduates, at least, "were here because their

over what to call the student newspaper. Instead of

parents wanted them to come." "We had a ...

a title, the first issue (February l, 1957) was

modest admission requirement as compared to

emblazoned with a question mark. The third issue

now," adds Williams. "Over 50 percent of the

(February 15) sprang forth as State Standard. By

freshmen that started ... went on probation every

March 1, the Sundial had finally found its name.

semester." And no remedial facilities existed.
Despite the drawbacks, students began arriving

During the college's first decade, its students
were overwhelmingly local and overwhelmingly

in droves. By the time San Fernando Valley State

white. Elizabeth Brady sponsored the Human

debuted as a college in its own right in the fall of

Relations Club. Early on, she spoke to a Greek

1958, it already had 3,526 of them.45 A campus-

retreat on the virtues of meeting different kinds of

wide vote had confirmed that students would

people in a campus setting. "And I remember one

identify themselves as Matadors, with colors red and

girl fluttered up to me afterwards and said, 'I do

white. The freshmen thus wore red and white

understand what you' re saying about differences!

beanies. "We used to call it 'the friendly campus,'"

just think it's wonderfalto meet other girls who are

Williams remembers of the era both before and

so different from me. In my sorority I've met Music

following the arrival of freshmen and sophomores.

majors and English majors and History majors, and

"I don't think that even from the beginning ... we

it's really wonderful!"'

as a group then were any more student-centered or

In 1958-59, San Fernando Valley State College

any different from probably the way it is now."

issued its first independent catalog. In a segment

Still, something was different. Of students, faculty,

entitled "Philosophy,"46 the catalog stated:

and administrators alike, he reflects: "I think that

"Challenges are provided to call up the individual's

those of us that had a chance to be a part of that

best abilities so that each may realize his greatest

school the first five or ten years had a much richer

creative potential as a person and as a member of a

experience than people who are here now." And of

community of scholars and citizens, prepared to

faculty specifically: "I saw people re-establish

make real contributions to American society, not

themselves as human beings."

merely as an efficient technician or specialist but as a

Sometimes things went awkwardly, though.

thoughtful citizen and leader. The faculty and

(Before they become big, remote institutions,

student body of the San Fernando Valley State

universities go through growth phases which may be

College invite each new faculty member and student

endearing in the way that adolescent clumsiness is.)

to seek growth and development through meeting

A warm and folksy person whom everyone calls

these challenges, and each undergraduate and

"Red" and who takes things in stride, Williams

graduate program is therefore centered on a core of

served as director of admissions for both L.A. State

liberal education .... Whatever the objective of each

and Valley State before planting himself full-time at

student's specialized program of study, ... he is

Northridge in 1957. South Library opened two

called upon to develop and test his abilities and

years later, and registration began to take place

values: personal, social, civic, and intellectual. The

there. "We had registration cards ... all assembled"

extent of such student endeavor will be the ultimate

on a table, Williams tells, "and ... darned if the

measure of our purpose and our program."

whole thing didn't collapse" in the midst of
freshman registration. There was "no way to restore
them to a manageable order." The registrar simply
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stood up and announced: "Folks, ... come back

Leadership

any other one person, Oviatt deserves the credit for
the boundless sense of possibility that characterized

With students beginning to flood in, the biggest

the early campus. "Can't say enough good about

pending question was, Who besides the faculty

him," Mitchell Marcus summarizes.

would actually bear the responsibility for this
program? Who would become the President of the

Oviatt had other traits, though, that limited
him. Some of them helped turn his brief role as

college? On campus, the answer was utterly clear-

caretaker President years later into a tragedy. "If I

so clear, in fact, that for all its importance, the

had to go on a canoe ride with anyone in the

matter scarcely seemed worth raising. All that

administration," remarks Jerome Richfield, a future

remained was to bring Sacramento into the

dean who arrived late in the fifties, "I would rather

consensus. "I thought Del [Oviatt] was a shoo-in,"

go with Del, who was a witty and entertaining guy.

Masters remembers. "Del," as Williams remarks,

But when it came to education, ... his ideas were

"took the Valley by storm." Oviatt's leading backers

rudimentary." Specifically, Oviatt seemed to have

were members of the faculty.

little sympathy for cutting class size or the faculty
teaching load, or for supporting faculty research.
Something of the teachers college mind-set
remained with him. Oviatt' s administrative style
embraced two additional tendencies: a quite famous
propensity for operating out of his hip pocket; and,
under pressure, an impulse toward rigidity and the
official manner that conflicted with his otherwise
warm, engagmg ways.
The troubles these traits portended lay in the
future, though, and again, Oviatt had extraordinary
support behind him as the choice of a President
approached. Subject to approval of the State Board
of Education, Roy Simpson, the Superintendent of
Public Instruction, appointed presidents in these
years. Simpson passed over Oviatt. A number of
speculations have been advanced to explain Oviatt' s
failure to get the position: that pressures had built
to appoint a President from the ranks of community
college administrators; more bleakly, that resistance
developed to choosing what would have been a third
Mormon as a state college president;47 or that the
tremendous support for him from the Valley

Delmar Oviatt

A civic leader in his own right, Oviatt had done

actually produced too much lobbying and an
overkill effect. 48
There may have been something else as well,

everything imaginable to win community support

though. A Canadian by birth, Oviatt did not

for the college. "He was bright, he was witty, and

become an American citizen until the spring of

warm," remarks Paul Walker, an administrator who

1957, when he was forty-six years old.49

arrived in that era and knew Oviatt well. A

McCarthyism had recently run rampant in

persuasive speaker, Oviatt could be a superb

California, with a big battle over requiring loyalty

politician within a given range of circumstances.

oaths of state college and university faculty. Would

Mentor to many, he knew how to make people work

the presidency of a new state college have been given

together. He could inspire great loyalty. More than

to any recent alien, however worthy, even a person
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one point he had more than a dozen buildings under
construction at once. 50
"I assume this experience was what moved Roy
Simpson to call me on the telephone about

Ralph Prator

Christmastime," 1957, Prator later commented.
"He said there was an opening of a new branch of
the state college system at Northridge, and since I
had had this experience of starting right from scratch
at Bakersfield in building a campus, and they were
going to do the same thing in the San Fernando
Valley, would I be interested?"5 l Prator would be
advancing by an uncommon route, from a
community college presidency to a state college
presidency. But his experience at Colorado belied
the impression that he was a community college
administrator pure and simple.
Prator arrived in Northridge at the outset of
February, 1958. With the Los Angeles and Valley
campuses mandated by the legislature to divide on
July l, he began the process of post-separation
planning. He was not yet President, thoughMcDonald remained in charge until the first of
from a friendly country? Perhaps it didn't matterbut again, perhaps it did.
Whatever the case, the presidency went to

restricted to planning. 52 Just before his arrival, the
"ultimate enrollment projection" for Valley State

another candidate with his own set of skills, Ralph

had doubled from 5,000 full-time equivalent (FTE)

Prator. Behind Prator lay an interesting, varied

students53 to 10,000. Steps were already being

background. Born in 1907, he had graduated from

taken to acquire eighty more acres.54 "We had an

the University of Colorado in 1929 as a History

opportunity," Prator emphasizes, "to have a very

major. An injury halted a nascent career in

high quality institution if we didn't make too many

professional baseball before his first season had even

mistakes in these early years."

ended. Returning to the University of Colorado,
Prator completed a master's degree in History in

Prator brought only two people with him from
Bakersfield. One was Clarence Wiggins, who would

1931. A kaleidoscopic variety of administrative,

build an extraordinary Department of Music. The

teaching, and coaching jobs followed. Prator then

other was Paul Walker. Trained in the law at

entered UC Berkeley for a doctorate in Educational

Columbia and endowed with a fine, dry wit, Walker

Administration. His studies interrupted by a stint

taught Business Law and handled a gaggle of other

in the navy during World War II, Prator finished

responsibilities for the new campus, among them

the Ed.D. in 1947. Meanwhile, returning to the

managing public relations.

University of Colorado, he had become director of
admissions and records, along with juggling an

Independent, alert, Prator was also somewhat
removed from the daily ebb and flow of events.55

extraordinary variety of other administrative

"His own style was one of being fairly remote and

responsibilities.

cool," recalls David Benson (an administrator who,

In 1950 Prator became President of Bakersfield
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July-and for the moment his authority remained

years later, would become a university president

College. Although this community college had

himself). In fact, Walker remarks, Prator "seemed

existed for decades, it was about to be rebuilt on a

completely detached." But he wasn't. "It was

new campus. This became Prator's focus, and at

uncanny," Walker continues. "One had the feeling

that Ralph was not paying attention, yet he knew

era: Eisenhower. (Like Ike, he also had a passion

just what was going on. Not only that, he knew the

for golf.)

value of certain people."
Prator governed from within a circle comprised

Having missed his reach for the presidency,
Oviatt threw Prator, in Prator's words, "his

of Oviatt, Masters, and Executive Dean Leo

wholehearted support." "Had he been a lesser

Wolfson.56 Not infatuated with financial or

man," Williams points out, "it could have been

administrative detail, Prator surrounded himself

chaotic." Oviatt continued to exercise major

with administrators who specialized in these things,

authority as Dean of Instruction and later Vice

notably Masters and Wolfson (and, following

President, Academic Affairs, and was highly visible.

Wolfson's death in 1962, Harold Spencer, Vice

His remained the dominant personality of the era.

President, Administrative Affairs).57 Trusting the

A constant parade of people marched into

loyalty and ability of these men, Prator delegated

Oviatt' s office seeking support for this proposal or

with confidence and ease.58 "He was not a political

that. David Benson describes Oviatt as always

animal at all" remarks Robert Williams-meaning

having "a thousand balls up in the air at one time.

that Prator resisted political pressure. "He had a

Very hard to get to .... I served ... right next door

tremendous interest and concern about the

to him as his assistant, and there were sometimes

reputation of the school. I recall at his very first talk

two or three days at a time I couldn't get to see him

to the faculty in a meeting, he said if there's doubt

for five minutes because he was just always on the go

in your mind as to whether the student earned a B

with people. : .. He was an old-style administrator.

or a C, give the student a C." "The thing that I

By that I mean he believed that the faculty had a

most admired about Ralph Prator," Walker stresses,

role, he believed that the institution was terribly

"was the fact that we had some knock-down, drag-

important, he believed he was in a position where he

out fights ... and it never got on a personal basis.

had to make fundamental decisions, primarily about

... It just rolled off his back, so to speak. We

who was hired and where the money was spent. He

remained friends throughout." "I think he was a

obviously allowed the faculty to have a heavy say in

tremendous administrator in the fact that ... he

the curriculum. But when it came to information,

really fought for the university, and he was

he didn't believe the faculty deserved to have all the

tremendously farsighted."

information, particularly about budgets, and he ran

Comparing Prator and Oviatt, Professor of

his shop sort of out of his back pocket." Not even

English John Stafford remarks: "On the whole I

the deans got to see the whole budget, but only their

think Del Oviatt was the strongest influence, and I

share of it. There was "nothing malevolent about

thought that at the time; but as I have looked back

that. He just felt that's how administration would

at that period, I've seen that Ralph Prator had

work, and that was very typical of that period of

more influence than appears on the surface. He

time."

was a person who knew, for one thing, when not to
talk-when not to speak up, and to let things run

Williams recalls searching for dollars, a
hundred or so at a try. "You didn't really know ...

their course. He did permit faculty to exercise a

how the thing worked till you finally got into the

good bit of power. But at the same time he could

inner circle. I can remember how furious I was

in a quiet way achieve many of the things that he

when I was director of admissions .... There were

wanted to, so that while he was not aggressive so

times when I didn't know where I could get a

often in achieving what he wanted, he was able to

hundred bucks to pay the student help ... for the

exert considerable influence." In much of his

last day's work, ... and I always did pretty well. ...

administrative style-maintaining charge and

But one time when the Dean of Students couldn't

distance at the same time, for example, or extensive

attend, he asked me to sit in for him at one of those

delegation of responsibility, or an understated,

top management meetings, and I did, and that's

even invisible manner in pursuit of ends-Prator

where I saw them just shuffle thousands of dollars

very much reminds one of a national figure of that

right and left."
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"Del Oviatt was a man who needed to be in

different points of view .... Academically, it was

charge of every group, I think, that he was a part of,

much more stimulating than to have just or mainly

and he was more obviously the outspoken leader of

your own department people that you talked with."

the group," Stafford reflects. "But it was always my

Colleagues didn't peer over one another's

feeling that as we grew larger and crossed the line

shoulders. 60 Keeping the unit requirements for

and became a large institution, Del did not adjust

majors within bounds, faculty encouraged students

to the fact that he had to delegate more authority

to take courses in different fields. 61

than he was willing to, and so he was not able to

"It was a time of much more optimism,"

exert as much influence, as people began to see that

Stafford continues. "Everything was new. We

he somehow hadn't kept up with the times by
recognizing that a large institution cannot be run in

could do things more as we wanted to and as we
thought would be academically justified." "I think

the same way as the smaller institution."

we had a feeling that we had a chance to make of
this a great institution, ... something that we could
do with much more optimism at that time because it
looked as though the state would be financing the

Community

institutions better." For a few years, anything
seemed possible, a rare chance to begin afresh: new

Under Oviatt' s leadership, an entire lower division

college, new curriculum, new career. Many spoke,

curriculum had to be created. (Coexisting as it did

and seriously, of turning this into the Harvard of the
West.62 Arriving in 1962, English Professor Harry

with a community college, L.A. State had lacked
one.) New majors developed continually. Unlike

Finestone and his wife Eve exclaimed to one

today's arrangement by schools, the academic realm

another, "How lucky we are to be here!" "There was

was originally broken down into divisions, each of
them under a chair.59

a great deal of collegiality and a great sense of

Faculty and administrators saw one another
constantly. Originally, for instance, there were
weekly meetings of the forty instructors. When
registration occurred, the whole faculty appeared,

groups of professors getting together for lunch rather
resembled New England town meetings.
"One of the remarkable things when we
started," Marcus points out, "was the cooperation

since registration and counseling were considered

between administrators and faculty." Elected

their responsibilities. Registration kept going until

Faculty President for 1958-59, the historian

all the students had programs, even if this meant

Howard Fleming then received an appointment as

running into the night. Apparently no qualified

Associate Dean of Students. He continued on in

student was turned away. The pace of things was

both positions, something that would become

frenetic. "I think," Williams recalls, that the first

inconceivable in later years. 63 During the days

catalog was put together "in a week."

before a Faculty Senate emerged, an ecumenical

Among the faculty-comparable in total
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academic community," Finestone recalls. Large

"General Faculty" concept briefly flourished-the

number to one of today's good-size departments-

General Faculty drawing together professors,

spirits ran high. "There was a lot of socializing,"

administrators, librarians, and highly placed staff.

Brady recalls. "People socialized across department

There was even a faculty-staff-student dance band.

and discipline lines because we were a small group."

In a way, it all resembled a family. John

They made efforts to invent instant traditions.

Stafford, for example, describes it thus. Before

"There was a sense of great pride." Most of the

arriving in 1958, he had taught at an array of

founding faculty had known one another at L.A.

universities in this country and abroad without ever

State; and the new campus displayed such elan in

experiencing the closeness of the early setting at

part, Stafford observes, precisely "because we all

Valley State. Spouses fitted right into the family.

knew each other and agreed on many things." "We

Some of the wives organized shopping pools. "They

exchanged opinions on matters from ... many

would bring back large baskets of things and then

split them up after they got back. ... It helped the

Politics

salary, too." But Stafford adds this: "At times, later,
when we grew larger, the administration would use

In retrospect, the family or community era was a

the term 'family' to keep ... the faculty from saying

relatively brief period in the university's history.

what it should say. It was 'family' in a more

Those who experienced it much lament its passing,

repressive sense." He found Oviatt to be especially

but conventional academic concerns increasingly

fond of the family metaphor in this second meaning.

began to hold sway. "I found that the faculty were

"We were a family and he was ... kind of [the]

primarily interested in their discipline," Prator

patriarch of the family."

comments, "that the institution as a whole was

Additional undercurrents ran here and there.

down the ladder of importance as far as they were

From the beginning, as Stafford puts it, there

concerned. And therefore, to keep the concept of

erupted "the usual interdisciplinary battles." Partly

the institution as a whole in the foreground, the

offsetting these, "we got so we could discuss all

members of the administrative staff had to take a

kinds of opposing opinions, and even humorously at

very strong position with respect to this idea,

times, without offending anyone and without feeling

sometimes in conflict with what the faculty would

that we had to be especially diplomatic about it."

like."

"It made faculty meetings much easier because we

A measure of conflict between administration

already knew pretty much what opinions would be."

and faculty is probably inevitable on any campus.

Other things proved quite nagging, though. Like a

In this case, David Benson sees two distinct concepts

low-grade virus, mediocre salaries became a

of governance coming into play. Benson remarks of

perennial issue. 64 There was also the inordinate

Prator that "he came out of the community college

number of students per faculty member (the

system, and he was not familiar with faculty

"student-faculty ratio"). And-though at least some

governance in the four-year system as well as others

faculty thought it might lighten in time-the

were who'd come over from L.A. State. So we had a

twelve-hour teaching load hung over each semester

situation with a President who came from a ...

like a gray cloud.

community college ... , and a faculty who had

Then too, there was parking-the epitome of

experience in the four-year setting and who had

issues on a commuter campus, and a demoralizing

definite ideas about how faculty governance should

problem almost (though not quite) from the

play a role. So Prator was learning, I think, how to

beginning.65 In 1956-57, Ben Rude recalls,

be a President under faculty governance, because

virtually everyone drove to campus. "We had a dirt

faculty governance in 1960 in the community

parking lot, and you could come at any time of the

colleges didn't exist .... Ralph, I think, adjusted to

day or evening and find a parking spot with no

that very well." In campus politics, Elizabeth Brady

trouble at all within a city block of your classroom .

believes "that a lot of things got run in a fairly

. . . That disappeared, I think, after the first year,

authoritarian fashion." Of the relationship between

never to return." Not only did parking become

Prator and Oviatt on one hand, and the faculty on

inadequate. Though it started out free, at length

the other, Richfield remarks: "They let us

campus employees, unlike those of other state

[professors] deal with all kinds of things that didn't

agencies in the Valley, found themselves compelled

make a great deal of difference to them."

to pay for it. Early opposition to the policy

Late in the fifties, although the General Faculty

galvanized a good deal of faculty energy quite

had a president, it was Prator who chaired the

fruitlessly.66 In time the campus joke about parking

weekly faculty meetings. During the 1960-61

permits would be that they only amounted to

academic year, a Faculty Senate was established. But

hunting licenses, with no guarantee that the hunter

departing from the pattern of some state colleges,

would bag the game.

the senate contained administrators as well as
professors. "Because I didn't want this thing to get
out of focus in terms of what our objectives were, I
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Matadors: Presidents
Prator (left) and
McDonald

insisted on being the presiding officer of the senate

President Prator saw things from a similar

during these early years," Prator comments. "I

angle: "Our role had to be pretty much

don't think this was particularly popular at the

emphasizing teaching as against research in these

time, but ... it was a marvelous way for me to keep

early years. We had to make a name for ourselves as

my association with the faculty sharp. " As things

a good teaching institution. Research was necessary

started off, administrators chaired the senate

to be good at teaching, but the teaching was a highly

committees; only later did the chairs become

significant factor with us. " Not that publications

faculty, with the administrators serving as executive

didn't make an impression, even if they were only

secretaries. Three committees stood out in

rallied up. Elizabeth Brady "remember[s] in the

importance: the Academic Standards Committee,

early days arguing about someone who was up for

the General Education Committee, and the

promotion and the chairman of the committee

Curriculum Committee. Every one ofthese

saying, 'But he has forty-eight rides out!' And I said,

committees focused on students and learning.

'Have you read them?' And he said, 'No, it doesn't

Eventually all three were merged into the

matter!"'

Educational Policies Committee.
Valley State was a teaching institution, as the
term went, bur what, in turn, did that actually
mean? A clear enough understanding existed at

Buildings

first, it seems. In a small college just being set up,
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with its tremendous demands on faculty time,

As these decisions about the identity of the campus

attempting scholarly productivity in the usual sense

evolved, the era of the temporaries began to pass.

became a precarious enterprise. So, among the

People found themselves teaching and learning in a

faculty of English, for example, one aim became (in

construction zone lined with debris and swamped by

Marcus's words) "to get away from the publish or

legendary loblollies of wintertime mud. Boardwalks

perish business. " The point was not to abandon

were laid out in advance of sidewalk installation, but

publication, bur to grant tenure and promotion on

sometimes they washed away. With Lindley

the basis of a broader array of contributions than

flooding continually during the rainy season,

books and articles alone.

campus pickup trucks ferried students across. By

the end of the 1957-58 academic year, five

McDonald, Prator, and Masters had to fight

permanent buildings had already been designed and

Sacramento to get big structures. The State

funded for construction: South Library (the first,

Department of Finance still wanted to scale

already going up), Natural Sciences, Fine Arts,

buildings to the original 5,000-student projection.

Music, and the Cafeteria (today's Bookstore).

Eventually Finance backed down; building size was

While the initial responsibility for buildings had

instead scaled to 20,000 FTE. The faculty

belonged to A. C. Lambert, Dean of Building

apparently backed the idea of big buildings

Planning and Construction at L.A. State, Warner

containing multiple academic programs, rather than

Masters had also been centrally involved; and once

smaller structures for each program. 67

the two campuses separated, Masters took charge.
During Valley State's first years, construction

"There was an argument," Masters remembers,
"over whether or not a large classroom or lecture-

funds simply poured in. Each year but one from

type instructional effort was better or worse than a

1959 through 1965 saw at least one major building

small teacher-student ratio." Many faculty had

The campus as
moonscape, 1961

completed. Nineteen-sixty produced no fewer than

experienced the big lecture hall approach on other

five. In addition to those listed above, the buildings

campuses. On the whole, neither the administration

of this era included Monterey Hall, Speech-Drama,

nor the faculty wished to duplicate that approach

Physical Education, the Sierra complex,

here. They were, as Williams says, simply "adamant

Administration, and Engineering.

in not wanting facilities that permitted large classes."

Faculty, Masters emphasizes, had "a great deal"
of say in the design of the original buildings. The

Stafford explains the thinking behind this: "We felt
that it was important to keep the sort of classroom

Campus Planning Board had professors on it, as well

in which there could be the give-and-take between

as student representation, something more unusual

student and teacher, [in which there] could be

in the early years than today. Masters wanted large

questions, there could be disagreements, agreements,

buildings-not little ones, later supplemented by

and so on. And so this was something I think the

still more little ones, cluttering the campus. But

faculty did wisely, and I think it helped the
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Under construction,

1959

institution." "This was part of the original policy.

that (in Masters's words) "it was actually more than

remember fighting it through a committee meeting,

the State Division of Architecture could handle." So

and it was accepted as the general policy. The only

some projects were contracted out.

rooms that were larger were the theatre rooms, and
even they were not so large." After extensive

Early on it had had South Library and the Science

deliberation, Masters' s original plan for two lecture

structures imposed on it. Afterward, Masters was

halls was rejected-on academic grounds.68
Then too, there was the lingering issue of air

responsible for clearing every building on campus
both aesthetically and structurally. He did not hold

conditioning. According to state regulations, if a

state-issue aesthetics in especially high regard: "I

state college campus was situated less than twenty-

thought that state buildings looked like hell,

five miles from the ocean, it must get special

generally." On the other hand: "For a fine arts

approval to have air conditioning. This meant in

building to be a Neutra? ... We're not going to

the San Fernando Valley, too! Offices and

turn it down!"

classrooms in the temporaries could soar to over

Then several professors conceived the idea of

110 degrees. Masters had permanent buildings

creating a small housing development within

constructed with the necessary machinery rooms

walking distance of campus, the homes to be

and ductwork in place even before approval to air

designed by Neutra. The architect enlisted with

condition came down from Sacramento. The

enthusiasm. Plans called for clustering dwellings

cooling systems were added afterward. 69
In the midst of it all, the college wound up

randomly on common, park-like grounds. College
faculty could purchase a Neutra for a remarkable

with a landmark building-Fine Arts-by the great

$20-26,000. The plan proved too good to be true,

modernist architect, Richard Neutra. A Neutra on

ultimately disappearing from sight amidst a thicket

a state campus? What could account for it?

of mundane obstacles. 70

Something that probably could only have happened
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This gave Valley State a huge opportunity.

Negotiations involving practical matters-cost

at the time accounted for it. So much construction

and technical factors-significantly altered the

was occurring on state college and UC campuses

original design for Fine Arts before construction ever

began. Some of the Neutra firm's individualistic

with the steady growth in numbers of students-

concepts, such as stepped-back stories and

among them disabled students whose wheelchairs fit

zigzagging hallways, were scrubbed or toned down.

into elevators only one or two at a time-and the

Campus planners and Art faculty insisted on these

development of the fourth floor of Sierra South as a

changes.7 1 Though thoroughly cooperative, Neutra

thriving food emporium, things have only gotten

himself was in advanced years. "His backup staff

worse.

were simply not really very good-they were not

Of all the design headaches, though, shared

good technically," Masters observes. The large flat

faculty offices have very likely proved the most

sills on Fine Arts, for instance, originally leaked.

consequential. These offices pack Ph.D.s together

Despite all the design changes, the building later

like apples in crates. David Benson describes the

required a great deal of modification.72

problem this way: "If you' re sharing an office,

Fine Arts: the Neutra
building

Neutra's leaky sills could at least be fixed.

you' re not as likely to feel that that is your home

Campus construction came with certain other

away from home. It's more likely just a work station

genetic flaws, many resulting from mindless state

where you can get certain kinds of your work done;

formulas like the one on air conditioning that have

but ... the full role of faculty in his ... or her

proved vastly more troublesome. Inadequate

intellectual life cannot be done in a gang office or an

elevator service, for instance, was built right into the

office with two or three people sharing. That forced

guts of the buildings. One wonders how many

faculty to have less time on campus."

person-hours have gotten wasted as throngs have
congregated around the two meager, often broken-

Over the years, the uses of buildings have
sometimes changed. Monterey Hall, which from

down elevators that service the eight-story Sierra

1969 on housed among others the faculty of

Tower. As early as 1964, the elevators in the Tower

Education, actually opened in 1960 as the first

and South Library had inspired a Faculty Senate

dorm. The Cafeteria has long since given way to a

resolution calling for improvement.73 Since then,

diversity of food services flung across campus. Big
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buildings have been internally carved up,
particularly the Science complex, Fine Arts, and the

Perennial budgetary constraints constantly
thwarted improvements to both the buildings and

Bookstore. As it occurred, this carving brought on

the grounds. "The enthusiasm was there,'' Marcinik

a host of difficulties. One problem involved an

recalls-though sometimes it "got real low ...

inadequacy of funds to redo lighting properly.

because, 'We could do this if we have another ten

Another problem involved air conditioning (again)

thousand dollars."' During the late fifties and early

and, as George Marcinik, Jr. puts it, affected "just

sixties, maintenance personnel constructed nearly all
of the Physical Plant buildings. "We didn't contract
anything. If we didn't build it, we didn't have it."
World War II surplus became a construction
mainstay. "All my tools in the shop were surplus."
Army surplus duckboards became temporary
sidewalks. Staff bought "army surplus jeeps. We
couldn't buy a new truck. If you got a new truck
you felt like you got a Christmas present." In 1959
a jeep and a hand-made cart hauled all the books
through seas of mud to the new South Library.
Those who work on the physical plant are
rather out of the ordinary, as Marcinik has come to
know them. "I think it's a different type of people,
[a] different breed of people. I think it's people that
are more basic, and they have certain principles and
certain scruples .... They're not fly-by-night,
they' re wholesome people." He compares them to a

Sierra Hall goes up

about every building on campus." Arriving as a

"family." That sense of family no longer seems "as

carpenter in 1958, Marcinik eventually became

strong as it used to be years ago," largely due to

supervisor of the university's construction contracts.

growth. Still, the feeling of community remains

The air conditioning designs of the first group of

among those who maintain and rebuild the campus.

buildings, he points out, proved pretty sound. But

To many, "it's home-it's home."

"when the air conditioning is geared to a certain
square foot ... area of room and that air
conditioning ... is balanced, then when you' re
asked to split the room in half, ... you've thrown

Expansion

the air conditioning off ... balance; you've not only
ruined the system there, you've ruined it down the

At the outset, Valley State faced a fundamental

hall." Problems also developed because rather than

irony. It devoted a great deal of attention to its

routing requests for alterations through Physical

buildings and to well-planted, well-manicured, park-

Plant Management (formerly Plant Operations),

like grounds. Yet, as Masters bluntly states, "it

which often seemed slow and costly,74 departments

became very apparent that we were going to be

would bring in unauthorized contractors from the

surrounded by a bunch of hamburger stands." If

outside who would flatly ignore the building codes.

universities comprised "one of the most permanent

Sometimes these "contractors" were unlicensed.

fixtures ofWestern civilization, ... why in the

Their forte involved bootlegging shoddy work.

world should we have the environs be a bunch of

"They'd do it on weekends, so none of the

junk?"

maintenance men were around." Physical Plant
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Still, what roadblocks could the university

Management would then have to try to correct the

throw up to stop it? The master plans of sixty or

mess.

seventy of the country's largest universities were

studied. Masters visited various campuses. Out of

"was to ... fight the institution unless it would buy

all this emerged something called the "college-

their property." Whether bought out or not,

oriented concept." California law made it possible

ultimately "most of the opposition moved." Among

for a campus to prevent undesirable encroachment.

those who remained, some were apparently assuaged

"We took that key," Masters recalls, "and decided

by visions ofNorthridge becoming a campus
community. 78

that we were going to start trying to impose the
university's will on the surrounding area to protect

Meantime, Valley State did grow. It had to.

it." When that happened, "all the speculators began

Besides the Valley itself, the region the college served

to scream their heads off." So a College-

included Ventura County; and north to south, the

Community Advisory Planning Committee was set

service area stretched all the way from Mammoth to

up. "We let them have lay chairmen, but ... it was

Westwood! Some of the best long-term planning

our board. We were going to be damned sure that

the school has ever undertaken occurred during

that board heard our philosophy, and we figured

these early years. Prator, Paul Walker notes, "was

that we couldn't be hurt because eventually we'd be

primari~y

able to control that board. "75

Prator's projections were on target, plenty of

As an upshot, N orthridge did not become the
sort of ragged place that, for example, Isla Vista did

interested in physical development." If

development would be needed. "He was pushing
for more acreage and people were scoffing and he

in relation to the University of California at Santa

said, 'We' re going to need every acre we can get."'

Barbara. Impulses toward crazy quilt zoning did

Though the original scheme had envisioned a

not prevail. "Certainly we stopped any commercial

campus of 5,000 FTE, projections had quickly

development" from immediately fringing the

leaped. McDonald had foreseen students coming in

campus, Masters asserts. "It would've been ideal, if

throngs. So did Prator, who emphasizes that "we

we'd ... had our way, to've had everything from

were well aware at the outset ... that the size of our

Reseda Boulevard to Zelzah, including the frontage

campus in terms of student enrollment was probably

on Reseda-that could've been a park frontage all

going to explode, and explode very quickly. We did

along there-and [to have] had everything all the

a number of demographic studies-helpful to us

way up to Devonshire."

were agencies like the telephone company, et

The original 165 acres included only a fraction

cetera-and we anticipated that within ten years we

of this area; and though Oviatt later recalled the

would be at twenty thousand students, and that if

town-gown honeymoon as lasting longer,76 Masters

we were left to uncontrolled growth we could reach

perceived community resistance to campus

fifty thousand students by the year 2000. And this

expansion commencing "immediately." Ralph

meant, then, that we needed to put our hands on all

Prator, who charged Masters with the responsibility

the land that we could get hold of as early as
possible."79

for land acquisition, elaborates on this resistance:
"Our community relations were strained in the very

"The most available large tract of land," Prator

early years, for obvious reasons. First of all, the

continues, "was the Devonshire Downs, ... and

campus developed so quickly; the number of

therefore what we immediately set about trying to

bulldozers; the uprooting of trees and this sort of

do was see whether we could get any lien on that

thing was very distressing to a number of our

property as a possible adjunct to the campus."

neighbors. And the prevailing wind that blows from

Julian Beck and Allen Miller backed the plan. So

north to south blew dust off of the campus into

did the two major Valley newspapers. Following a

their swimming pools." People living on a sleepy

convoluted battle, legislation by Miller finally passed

acre-and-a-half or two-acre parcel suddenly found

which terminated the 5lst District Agricultural

themselves enmeshed in traffic. And residents with

Association, as it was called, and put its acreage in

4-H clubs or agricultural fairs on their minds

trust for the college (or for other educational

discovered that the campus was eyeing Devonshire

purposes). Prator then worked with friendly

Downs. 77 "Their first effort," remarks Masters,

legislators to secure title to the land. In 1967 the
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property was finally transferred to the California

Masters recalls Prator replying straight from the

State Colleges solely for use by San Fernando Valley
State.SO

shoulder: "If trying to build an institution that will

Meanwhile, with help from the state level, the
SFVSC administration successfully fought off an

serve the people of the San Fernando Valley and do
it well is ... foreign to your desires, then the job
isn't worth having."

onslaught of pressure to plow Plummer Street right
through the campus. The city councilman
representing N orthridge had threatened to drive the
first bulldozer himself. 81

Beyond Growth

"Land acquisition," as Masters explains,
"basically was a case of selling it to the legislature

Prator meant a good deal more than land when he

and getting the money." Like Prator, Masters spent

thought of serving the people. He was looking for a

a great deal of time in Sacramento. Members of the

niche, an educational realm in which Valley State

legislature were entertained and lobbied. But

(and for that matter, the state colleges in general)

Valley State constantly had to compete with other

might become distinctive. "We had to make a place

rapidly-growing campuses.

for ourselves," he stresses, "and we had to do it

"We had the feeling that the Department of
Finance looked upon us with great suspicion,"

for our institution, and my feeling was that we had a

Prator acknowledges. That department, for

tremendous opportunity, particularly in the practical

example, opposed the transfer of Devonshire Downs

sciences. The University of California was obviously

to the campus. "Finance had assumed, I suppose,

entrenched in the theoretical sciences .... They

that they were going to satisfy our needs by getting

were not particularly sympathetic to the practical

the land that was, so-called, in the lap of the campus

areas."

... on Plummer and that general area, so they had

This spelled an emphasis on such fields as

... made surveys and talked to the people who were

Business and Engineering, the professional realms.

in residences there about taking over their property

The close proximity of the film and entertainment

... and made, in many instances, commitments.

industry, too, appeared to offer extraordinary

Well, when we got the Devonshire Downs property,

possibilities. Early on, the show business

and they'd already committed this other, they felt

personalities Steve Allen, Ann Blyth, and Francis

[it] necessary to follow through ... and buy the

Lederer became members of the College Advisory

property, ... a very expensive gesture. And Finance

Board. (Allen would still be performing with

was quite unhappy about this business. They felt we

CSUN's fine jazz band in the 1990s.) And there

had coerced them into doing something that they

seemed to be open avenues in Music and Drama.

just didn't want to do."
Valley State, in short, had enjoyed too much
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rather quickly." "I envisioned a university complex

Rather than suggesting any reservations about the
liberal arts per se, Prator believed his vision of the

success. Masters learned that Governor Edmund G.

future took into account realistic obstacles to Valley

(Pat) Brown had gotten upset. So had the state

State's becoming a liberal arts campus: "We're

colleges' new Chancellor's Office (p. 29): "We

surrounded by institutions who excelled in the

were end running them all the time." Like the

liberal arts." From a vantage point as the campus's

Department of Finance-and fearful of setting

leading advocate of the humanities over many years,

generous land base precedents for other campuses-

Jerome Richfield looks back on things rather

the Chancellor's Office actually opposed the

differently: "I think there was a bias in favor of

transfer of Devonshire Downs to Valley State. 82 As

professional programs because that's what brought

the college acquired land piecemeal, Masters

in the student bodies." The college rejected early

complains, it cost "more and more and more."83

proposals for programs in Nursing and Police

Finally Prator and Masters were summoned to face

Science; but opposition from the liberal arts failed to

Chancellor Glenn Dumke "and read the riot act."

block Engineering. 84

Prator wanted to move away from the divisional
setup, and toward a more mature framework of
administration. "My concern," he recalls, "was to

pictures of the registration on the campus where the
people are in ... shirt-sleeves."
More and more new faculty arrived-as many

get an administrative structure that would

as a hundred a year-and Prator left the recruiting

accommodate the kind of growth we were expecting,

increasingly to them. After half a decade or so of it,

so that we could provide the services needed at the

he pulled out. But tough decisions on tenure

time they were needed. And this meant, then, that

remained. Eligibility for tenure came after only

we probably were going to have to develop some

three years of teaching. "Under the circumstances

concept of colleges and schools within the university

we had a fairly high turnover ... because in some

concept. Now the university concept was not a very

instances we obviously made serious mistakes." "We

popular concept with the University of California,

had a kind of a rule of thumb. If there was any

of course. And obviously we could expect, and I

doubt [at any level of review, whether faculty or

suppose did get, some objection to this idea."

administrative] in these early years, we had to let

The university concept also meant that the

him go. That meant that we probably let some

recruitment of faculty should be carried out with

people go who were very good." John Stafford

considerable care, with an emphasis on doctorates

stresses that faculty judgment played a central role in

or other terminal degrees. During its initial, more

deciding who stayed or went: "As I recall it, in all of

freewheeling phase, the campus had paid rather less

the time that I was involved, ... there was only one

attention to these. 85 "In the early years the

time when the· recommendation of the faculty was

recruiting was done primarily by myself," Prator

not taken, and there were special circumstances on

points out, with Oviatt also joining in the

that ... that made a difference of opinion

process. 86 "The two of us did practically all the

understandable, I think. And so it was an extremely

recruiting for the first three or four years."

fortunate arrangement, I thought, because I have

Traveling from university to university in search of

always felt ... that the academic colleagues of a

promising candidates, they focused on eastern

prospective appointee or someone who's going to be

seaboard institutions and the Big Ten. Locally,

promoted are much more competent in judging the

UCLA and Claremont proved especially fruitful. It

person's quality and his competence."

was a tough time to recruit. "Faculty members
were hard to come by. They were at a premium,"
particularly in such fields as the sciences or
mathematics. "I would go from coast to coast on

Pioneering

these recruiting ventures. We would list a large
number of vacancies in these areas, and I'd be lucky

From choices on tenure and promotion to those on

to see one or two people when I visited mammoth

curriculum or construction, critical decisions, many

institutions" such as Harvard, Illinois, or

of them with permanent consequences, were made

Minnesota. Faculty sometimes had to be hired who

one after another late in the 1950s. Pioneerinr

ranked well below first choice. In the teeth of

that word probably comes up more than any other

competition from other colleges, Prator found that

when faculty and former students describe the fifties

Valley State's biggest drawback was probably its

and early sixties at San Fernando Valley State. Rules

initial lack of facilities in place. Nor did the

and regulations were fewer then, and the

college's neophyte prestige attract swarms of

bureaucracy sparser. As Ben Rude puts it, "there

candidates. (Valley State, did you say?) Still, "we

was ... a real pioneer spirit that caused a kind of

were able to draw outstanding people in the face of

cohesiveness that you don't find on larger campuses

these difficulties." One big factor that spurred

anymore."

recruitment was timing. Prator would recruit over
a two-week span each January. With the Midwest
and East Coast freezing, "I could show them
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This is an abbreviated chapter. It describes an

like). "We were very short-handed administratively

abbreviated era in the history of San Fernando

speaking," Prator adds. No doubt this helps explain

Valley State. The 1960s opened in one way, and

why good ideas and proposals sometimes received

closed in a drastically different way. Here is how

scant follow-through.

they began.
By the end of the fifties, Valley State had

The Foundation, chartered at the time of
separation from L.A. State, now functioned as a

emerged as a full four-year college. If one were a

service-providing auxiliary. Nonprofit and

major political figure, it was now a place worth

corporate in structure, independent of state support,

visiting. The sixties dawned prophetically when

its most visible operations included the bookstore

vice-presidential candidate Lyndon Johnson

and food services. The revenue earned from these

swooped down on the campus by helicopter.

businesses could then be used to underwrite

Through the course of the decade, Robert Kennedy

instructional improvement, faculty research, student

and Ronald Reagan came, too, in search of votes, as

projects, conferences, and similar activities.

did Henry Cabot Lodge, Hubert Humphrey,
Nelson Rockefeller, and Eugene McCarthy.
The campus was also becoming a presence in

Meanwhile, campus growth went on and on.
By fall, 1965, 12,690 students were enrolled (9,359
FTE). Among the faculty, Prator notes, some

the surrounding community. Administrators joined

became "quite resentful of this rapid growth. They

service clubs. President Prator, for example, was an

felt that we ought to stay small and intimate. One

active Rotarian. "My feeling," he recalls, "was that

of them felt we should probably stay over in our

we could make a contribution and we could do the

orange grove .... She felt that this intimacy was

institution a great deal of good in terms of good will

something we were losing very rapidly, and she was

by participating-and by participating, I mean

hopeful that something could be done to preserve

actively participating. We became officers in these

the kind of ... collegiality that we had in these early

clubs." Witty and well-connected, Judge Beck

years where everybody knew everybody." Just the

served the college as a perennial sage and benefactor.

opposite would happen.

Among other things, from 1958 to 1975 he chaired
its Advisory Board. Not everything could be done

Moreover, Valley State was about to become
tied into a system. That story requires us to drop

at once, though, in either public relations or

back into the nineteenth century, to the era of the

institutional development (fund-raising and the

Gold Rush and the Civil War.
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Lyndon Johnson on
campus, 1960

Immediately following World War II, the freedom
to confer liberal arts degrees was granted by the state

The System

legislature regardless of whether or not these degrees
bore any relationship to teaching.

California's first constitution (1849) established a
blueprint for public education, including a
university. Accordingly, the University of

the University of California-jostled for position.

California (UC) was chartered in 1868.

The state colleges' standards of admission remained

What is now the California State University

15 percent of high school graduates, during the early

California State Normal School in San Francisco

fifties the state colleges considered as eligible perhaps

(later moved to San Jose). The purpose of a

the upper 45 percent.
By the time Valley State emerged, most of the

Before the nineteenth century had ended, additional

state colleges had become "in essence regional liberal

normal schools had been established in Los

arts colleges," as Donald Gerth has put it.2 Though

Angeles, I Chico, San Diego, and San Francisco

they trained teachers, the newer campuses were not

once again. New campuses continued to pop up

being established as teacher-training institutions per

after the turn of the century. Redesignated "state

se. The colleges offered M.A.s now. Some even

colleges" during the 1930s, they were empowered to

made soundings about granting doctorates.

offer undergraduate majors not in teaching alone,

BEGAN

low. While the UC restricted admission to the top

(CSU) originated in 1862, with the founding of the

"normal school" was specifically to train teachers.
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Meanwhile, the three segments of higher
education-community colleges, state colleges, and

Each campus possessed a remarkable degree of

but also in liberal arts subjects which were

independence from the others. In 1948 a Division

significantly tied to fields of secondary education.

of State Colleges and Teacher Education was

founded in the State Department of Education. Its

colleges would sacrifice their former autonomy and

roles included at least a modest degree of

be grouped together into the California State

coordination between the state colleges, but it had

College (CSC) system. They would offer higher

only a slim staff. "While the campuses were

education through the master's level; they could not

nominally governed by the State Board of

grant doctorates alone, but only jointly with the

Education, which had the power to approve

University of California. The state colleges would

presidential and faculty appointments as well as

also raise standards, admitting freshmen from

curricula," notes Gerth, "the campuses were largely

among the top third of high school graduates.

semi-independent fiefs of the presidents."3 Though

During the summer of 1961, responsibility for

the presidents met together once a month, each

overseeing the new system was transferred from the

maintained an independent lobby in Sacramento.

State Board of Education and the Department of

Along with their business managers and deans, they

Education to the CSC Board of Trustees and

made repeated treks to the capital. Hence the

Chancellor. In 1962 Glenn Dumke, formerly

continual trips of Ralph Prator and Warner Masters.

President of San Francisco State College, became the

From the air, early

1960s

Then, in 1960, everything changed when

system's second (and to date its longest-serving)

California adopted the Master Plan for Higher

Chancellor. The question now arose, How could

Education. The Plan has since been imitated to one

there be a system on one hand, and campuses with

degree or another around the country and indeed

some degree of identity and autonomy on the other?

around the world. In essence, the Master Plan

This became a central question in Northridge,

distributed the tasks of higher education in

where a college just pushing up from farmland did

California among the three segments. The state

not have the legacy of a century's traditions behind
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it. San Fernando Valley State had abruptly been

students had to make do with a subsistence diet.

transformed from a semi-independent fief, in

There was too little of everything, from parking to

Gerth' s phrase, into a fragment of what was from

classroom space to faculty hired to teach them.

the outset the most populous college system in the

Meantime, their instructors could count on higher

United States.

teaching loads, lower salaries, and less support for

The Master Plan created another kind of

research than their counterparts in the UC. The

system as well, a caste system in which the

state colleges tended to become homogenized, to

University of California monopolized the lion's

forfeit their own individuality.5 A great deal of the

share of virtually all resources. Richard Moore,

subsequent history of the Valley campus would

President of Santa Monica College, has written:

involve stated or unstated struggles to overcome the

"The elitist era of higher education in California

disabilities inflicted on it by the Master Plan, in

began in 1960 when Clark Kerr, then president of

hope that its stature might someday match its size.

the University of California, crafted and sold to
Californians a master plan for higher education."
Moore adds that the Master Plan "was deliberately
designed to be elitist."4 The state constitution

Budget Crunch

contained specific provisions that benefited both the
UC and community colleges. The CSC enjoyed no

CSUN has repeatedly been jarred by budget crises-

such constitutional status. Of course, the UC had

not just minor temblors, but seismic upheavals. The

its own internal pecking order, with Berkeley on

cause is largely the institution's location within the

top. And the UC had its status anxieties, including

CSC (now CSU) system. The University of

fears of being raided by the Ivy League. But from

California has historically received massive support

the next "tier" down, such concerns appeared

from the federal government, as well as aid from

trifling. In common use throughout California

private donors. But the state colleges, their budgets

higher education, that symptomatic term "tier"

minutely controlled by the legislature, depend

implied several things: UC would concentrate on

almost entirely on the state's general fund.

research, graduate training, and the baccalaureate

Expenditures pass through a labyrinth of intricate

instruction of the state's most promising high

and often utterly arbitrary formulas. "This historical

school graduates, drawn from among the top

precedent weighs heavily against the state colleges,"

eighth. The state college system would primarily

wrote George Clucas in the early 1970s. These

emphasize undergraduate teaching, along with

institutions "find themselves not unlike an

graduate education through the master's level;

underdeveloped nation. "6 The funds available to

research would occupy a back seat. The third

them have simply never measured up to their

"tier," the community colleges, would have a

m1ss1on.

straight teaching mission.
True enough, the Master Plan did provide

1965, when the college had to restrict spring

limited gains for the state colleges. They would

admissions. State allocations to the campus were

draw from a higher pool of students. They would

slashed by over $500,000. All this caused great

shed the image of teachers colleges under the Board

unease. So did a systemwide salary cut for senior

of Education in favor of a more prestigious

faculty.? Additional unease lay in store.

arrangement, at least, with a Chancellor and
trustees.
Insofar as it froze existing relationships between
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Valley State's first major budget crunch came in

David Benson recalls that during the late sixties
"we were growing, and any campus that's growing
keeps getting new positions. Our problem was that

the state colleges and UC, though, from the

we couldn't get the state to give us as many positions

standpoint of the state colleges, the Master Plan was

as we knew we would grow into. And we had a

a master mistake. While UCLA students across the

sense that growth was good." As the numbers

hills enjoyed an educational feast, Valley State

mounted, the allocation of faculty positions lagged

behind from year to year with a sort of downward

fall behind, as we did in our appropriations and our

ratchet effect. "It wasn't that the state didn't have

ability to compete in hiring people [et cetera]." In

the money in those years. I don't feel that. I think

recruiting for the Department of English, Stafford

it was a question that the system didn't have a way,

found that "we began to have great difficulty in

and we as a campus didn't have a way, of shutting

getting the right sort of people interested, because

off enrollment. There was a reluctance to fall below

the better ones would rather not get involved in

your budget in this great state that was growing ....

what they saw happening out here." Despite this,

It was a point of view rather than a budget crisis

English and other departments did succeed in

from my standpoint."

attracting some splendid faculty, including some

Following his 1966 election to the
governorship, the initial years of Ronald Reagan's

fine scholars; and even after the prospects for Valley
State began to dim, many of them remained. One

administration "were very, very tough years, because

reason continued to be Los Angeles itself. "We've

he really did make a fundamental shift" from the Pat

always benefited from being where we are," affirms

Brown era, Benson continues. "The budgets had

Harry Finestone. "That is, a lot of people have

been increasing, enrollments had been increasing.

stayed here because this is Los Angeles. And there

In his first year he actually took us back. Now, at

were other, personal reasons."

the end of his term he had come back to where we

Finestone, in fact, provides a case study of those

would have been. (He's an interesting politician.)

who came and stayed. He arrived at Valley State in

But he made a very symbolic cut, and for a few years

1962, thankful·to be leaving behind the political

... we had a very difficult time." Also troubling

infighting of a campus in his native South. He

were Reagan's appointments to the system's Board

found Valley State "an exciting, a potentially

of Trustees. As Richfield noted in 1971, "the

exciting place. I think what nobody realized then

orientation of the board has become steadily more

was that some major decisions probably had already

autocratic." For a time, the concept of tenure itself

been taken without everybody knowing it that

seemed threatened. 8 And at Valley State, teaching

would prohibit the CSU ever from developing in the

loads, which had been edging down for many

ways that people expected it to develop at that

faculty, got yanked back up again. 9

time." Throughout the country, onetime teachers

Dumke was meanwhile arousing the same irate
response in faculty breasts as Reagan did. In the

colleges and land-grant institutions which had been
devoted exclusively to instruction were now

spring of 1970, complaining of "the pronounced

becoming research universities with lower teaching

surge of undisguised authoritarianism taking place

loads and with funding for scholarship. The same,

in the administration of the California state

it seemed, would happen at Valley State. "So that

colleges," the chair of the statewide academic

although the teaching load was twelve hours and

senate-Jerome Richfield-formally complained to

everybody regarded that as excessive, there was

Dumke that "I am distressed by what I have come to

always the hope that that was really a temporary

regard as a constant sacrifice of educational values to

matter and that was going to be reduced, and

political pressures and to expediency." In 1968 the

although there wasn't a great deal of money for

statewide academic senate had called for Dumke' s

research, everybody thought that that was a matter

resignation. By a three-to-one margin, the faculty of

that would be taken care of shortly.... The

the state colleges voted to back the senate. Dumke

expectation that San Fernando Valley State College

stayed. 10

would be transformed into a vigorous, new, highly

The Reagan era had an impact that directly

research-oriented college-that seemed a real

affects CSUN to this day. "After being very

expectation, and it attracted the kind of people who

optimistic there at the beginning about all sorts of

wanted to do that."

things," John Stafford ruefully reflects, Reagan "was

What finally alerted faculty to the state colleges'

the ... final straw to show that we weren't going to

true prospects, and to Valley State's? "I think the

go ahead, and as a matter of fact we were going to

state realized it was not going to support two first-
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rate university systems," Finestone concludes. "It

At that point, the Geography Department was

didn't need to. That is, if it wanted a really first-

projected to top out at six or seven faculty; by 1959

rate system, which it got in the UC, then it couldn't

it already approached that threshold.

afford to have even a mildly first-rate system that

"We started to chew it over," Lewthwaite

would've cost too much money, and I think the

recalls, "and say, What sort of a department do we

state decided against spending the money." Or, as

want? How will we hire? And I think as a duster

Richfield puts it: "Before Reagan, faculty here had

we agreed we wanted to be a university department

a high morale .... [But] Reagan made it clear that

even if it were a state college." The concepts this

the citizens of California were not about to support

raised included "quality," scholarly "productivity,"

two first-rate educational systems."

and "a wide-ranging geographic education" for the

CSUN has ever since devoted a great part of its
collective energy to surpassing the intentions which

students.
In some (maybe most) departments at Valley

the State of California has had for it. True enough,

State, scholarship and publication went on as a

its future place among the leading institutions of

lone, unappreciated endeavor. Not so in

the state college/university system was assured; but

Geography, as Lewthwaite stresses. "Right from the

their own future distinction remained uncertain.

word go, one of the things that hit me ... [was that

The really key questions went beyond the CSC, and

in this department there existed joint] support in

arose quite early. Could the campus become

meeting goals .... The congratulations came in ....

genuinely first-rate despite the state's tight leash?

In a sense, an element of rejoicing in the success of

Even if it could not succeed at competing with the

others in the department was ... a strengthening

University of California, could Northridge reach a

force. It muted our differences and it gave us

state of excellence on different terms than UC' s?

common goals." "Though that mutual support

Could it educate students well, mount nationally-

might have sometimes been frayed, it's never been

recognized programs, and produce graduates of

broken."

genuine distinction? Through it all, could its
faculty succeed at making significant contributions
to scholarship?

The department produced a string of strong,
sharp-eyed chairs who knew how to make
bureaucratic formulas work to Geography's
advantage. "Here's something we've got to be
careful about," they would discern. "Here's
something where we should really move in." Steps

Getting on the Map

were taken to break the plodding lockstep of lecture
courses by mixing types and sizes of classes. The

Geography was one department that set out to

college quickly acquired an extraordinary map

accomplish nearly all these things virtually from the

library, which became the largest west of the

beginning. Its story is worth recounting in detail

Mississippi. I I It also amassed a remarkable set of

to show how a single department became

atlases (the Sanborn collection).

outstanding by surmounting limitations imposed
by Master Planning, budgetary shortfalls, and
obstacles in the design of the campus itself. The

approach the department had decided upon. Hire

histories of other leading departments at

from the best graduate programs in Geography.

N orthridge embrace many of the same general sorts

"Pick a person, if possible, with strength," as

of adaptation strategies employed by Geography;

Lewthwaite puts it, "and build around his

let its story stand for them all.

strengths." The multiplication of strengths would

Among the department's early hires was the
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Additional hiring took place during the early
sixties, and was carried on around the particular

diversify the department's specialties and

historical geographer Gordon Lewthwaite, a native

curriculum. "We of course came in without

of New Zealand with a Ph.D. from the University

anything in the way of national recognition, but we

ofWisconsin. He arrived at Valley State in 1959.

felt the way to quality was to target towards

productivity in terms of publication. Possibly we
overstressed it, but it was a fruitful line to follow."
Research and teaching became closely

By the early 1970s, with over thirty faculty, the
SFVSC Department of Geography had become the
largest in the United States. Beyond mere size, it

integrated in the Geography program. In theory,

had succeeded at accomplishing what it had set out

every professor should be good at teaching both a

to

do. It had achieved national stature. It had

specialty and general education, but as Lewthwaite

become a force in scholarship. Some of its students

points out, this sometimes worked better as theory

were moving on toward Ph.D.s. The department

than as practice. "Some people gravitated into the

steered students into jobs. Meanwhile, probationary

upper [division] ranks pretty quickly. Others of us

faculty who did not work out as expected were

were happy to serve at both levels. But we did want

either let go or encouraged to leave.12

to give people as teachers a chance to walk on two

At this point the department fell prey to raiding

legs .... We wanted the introductory students to

by universities which promised lower teaching loads

have good teaching that would inspire and lift them

and higher salaries. Lewthwaite observes that "it was

a bit, especially because very few students come to

very hard for a person ... to resist the blandishments

university or state college with geography in their

of other places which ranked higher, so to speak, on

heads." The lower division became among other

paper, and which offered more 'green paper' to go

things a recruiting ground for good Geography

with it."

majors.
Yet one big problem did confront the

The loss of good faculty to raiding, Lewthwaite
recounts, became one of the considerations driving a

department's pedagogy, Lewthwaite stresses: the

majority of the department to want to go beyond

question of how to schedule field trips for commuter

offering the M.A. alone, and toward mounting a

students. Geography, "after all, is to a considerable

Ph.D. program. Not doing so, the argument ran,

degree a field subject. But ... you ran into this, that

"freezes us. It takes us out of competition with

everybody was working, ... and they commuted to

other places .... We have within our ranks ...

the campus; and we [were] perpetually juggling

more expertise than is needed to compete" with

timetables to meet the needs of people who lived off

institutions already granting doctorates. Developed

campus, to whom the campus was essentially

at the end of the sixties, the plan involved offering a

peripheral (not in all cases, but in enough cases to

degree jointly with UC Riverside. But the idea ran

really create practical problems in organizing field

afoul of obstacles that arose on both campuses-

trips)." Mass field excursions as on a traditional,

including opposition at Valley State because outlays

residential campus proved impossible. Smaller

for the program would come off the top of the

efforts, geared to individual courses, worked rather

campus budget, at the expense of other

better.

departments. A question also arose as to where joint

Shared offices "did cramp our style .... There

doctorates fit into the overall scheme of the Master

were all the embarrassments and awkwardnesses that

Plan. "There were politics, and legitimate

arise when you're trying to give some sort of

considerations, both involved." The doctoral

confidential advice, and somebody gently gets up

proposal failed. "It would have meant extra work,"

and leaves the room." "I don't think there was any

Lewthwaite remarks, but "it would have satisfied

real argument. We all wanted private offices."

and held some excellent members of our faculty

Given the choice of confined private rooms or larger

who otherwise were tempted to move out to the

shared ones, late in the sixties the department set up

prestige of a Ph.D.-giving institution." The raiding

a suite of little one-person offices on the first floor of

continued. "We had our losses .... As young

Sierra South. These became places where serious,

people got their Ph.D. and got into publication, the

uninterrupted work could be pursued. As a result,

next thing they got was a letter of invitation. That

Lewthwaite adds, "I think there's probably more

came to be almost standard."

tendency to productivity, as well as an easier
interaction with students in advisement."

Despite all this, Geography managed to
maintain a remarkable degree of pride and esprit.
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Ranked among the twenty most productive
Geography departments in the country by the late

The 1959 Sunburstwas the first to make a
prominent feature of athletics. From men's

1970s, 13 it was the only one of these that did not

basketball to track, baseball to football, practically

grant the doctorate.

everyone in the photos was white. Except as

The Geography story has not been free of

fetching cheerleaders or rapt onlookers, women

political differences or problems, but the

scarcely had any relation to sports at all-or so it

department has done a far better job than some

appeared in the pages of the Sunburst. Leafing at

others have of holding things in perspective. As

random through other early annuals, the story

Lewthwaite reflects: "The professional side, which

remains the same.

involves the good of the department," has tacitly

With his background in athletics and

remained its focus. "Politics are one thing, and

Bakersfield's reputation as a sports town, Ralph

professionalism is another." "If there've been brief

Prator aroused a particular suspicion even before he

flare-ups over this issue or that issue, ... they've

arrived as President. Paul Walker vividly recalls this:

been flashes in the pan, not consuming fires."

"When it was learned that Prator was coming they
said, 'Oh, god, we're going to be gung ho on
athletics!"' But Prator had an unexpected sense of
proportion, and that did not happen. "We realized

Athletics

immediately," Prator now says, that "the chances of
our having any particular place in the sun were very

A different early test of whether and how Valley
State could compete with other, often better-

time trying to compete in this [Los Angeles] area,

supported schools occurred in the field of athletics.

and a heck of a lot of money." Nonetheless,

To some degree this was an odd realm for such a

intercollegiate athletics was a traditional part of the

test. Regarding it as a fringe enterprise, many

American college scene and would quickly become

faculty religiously ignored intercollegiate athletics.

part of Valley State's. What place, then, should it

Yet what occurred in sports provided some of the

occupy?

first and most revealing indications about the future

Prator' s answer to the sports riddle envisioned a

potential of the campus, and about where that

self-contained state college league-" a league within

potential might originate.

ourselves." He tried to persuade the other state

Valley State's athletic program got off to a
halting start. In 1958, for instance, the college

college presidents of two things: first, that "we
couldn't afford to compete to get the kind of

played water polo in a borrowed pool-and with a

athletes that are going to be required for national

goalie who could not swim. As one professor

significance." And second, "there are tremendous

recounts, "we had to play in the shallow end of the

obstacles to doing well here. For instance, there's an

pool so that the kid wouldn't drown." 14 Arrows

insatiable appetite on the part of these facilities and

shot off by archery classes had a distracting way of
coming down on the tennis courts. 15 This was still

more you feed it, the bigger it gets and the more

a campus whose (not yet intercollegiate) gymnastic

you've got to feed it .... I don't care how big you

teams. It's like feeding a tapeworm, you know. The

events took place in one-half of a tin warehouse.

get, you never get quite big enough." But the other

The warehouse was so short that when students

state college presidents were unconvinced; some,

jumped on the trampoline they had to throw their

indeed, had visions of national glory that Prator' s

hands above them to keep from slamming their

modest plan would frustrate.

heads into the ceiling.16 Delmar Oviatt substituted
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remote .... But you can waste a heck of a lot of

Ultimately intercollegiate athletics did become

humor for buildings. When he hired the future

one of Valley State's most successful programs, but

fencing coach, Muriel Bower, at the outset of the

strictly on a limited scale. The college competed not

1960s, he exclaimed, "Welcome to the world's

in Division I of the National Collegiate Athletic

largest outdoor P .E. program!" 17

Association, against such powerhouses as USC or

Michigan, but in the very respectable Division II.

in the country that had coaches who had Ph.D.s in

Between 1968 and 1989, Valley State/Northridge

our field. " Though no longer true, "it put a base

earned thirty-two national championships, divided

under the program that has remained there." An

evenly between men's and women's sports. Over

early assistant baseball coach who held a doctorate

half that span of time, it had quite simply the best

would later become a famous sportscaster: Dick

NCAA Division II program in the United States.

En berg.

League and regional championships abounded.
Valley State excelled, for example, in baseball,

Glenn Arnett, Paul Walker points out, "fought
against athletics being separated from the Physical

softball, basketball, volleyball, track and field,

Education Department." Coaches were not only

gymnastics, swimming/diving, soccer, and tennis.

coaches, but teaching faculty in that department.

These were mostly sports in which the campus could

Through all the Division II decades, not a single

take advantage of one asset that came free-the

recruiting scandal erupted. Some coaches got fired

weather. Valley State teams could practice outside,

on ethical or behavioral grounds. But as Ann Stutts

year-round. And there was another free

stressed in 1989, "a coach at Northridge has never

advantage-a huge metropolitan population base

been fired because he had a losing season."

from which to recruit athletes.
The weather and the population helped to
offset major obstacles that did involve money. The

In important ways, the Valley State program
also operated democratically. Stutts remarks that
"we started with no distinction ... between the so-

sports facilities were and remain, as Ann Stutts,

called major and minor sports. We thought

Chair of the Department of Kinesiology, puts it,

swimming was as important as football, and we

"atrocious." The Physical Education Building "was

wanted to offer a broad-based program for all

built to max out at about 12,000" students.

students." Recruiting, too, reflected a healthy

Governor Reagan blue-penciled funding for an

egalitarianism. "We have some very outstanding

addition. "When you compare the ... financial

coaches .... They recognize the student that has

support, which translates into time for the coaches

potential but isn't quite there .... Our students are

to deal with their teams, ... to other schools that we

often the ones that were not recruited by Division I

compete against, we have consistently been one of

schools." Whether because of illness or other

... [those] on the bottom of the list in terms of

reasons, "they were late starters." The most

release time for the coaches for working with the

successful Northridge coaches have proved "very

teams. And it's almost in spite of the support the

good at spotting those people and at bringing them

university's given [that we have been so successful],

along." The most successful coaches, in other

not because of it. We don't represent, never have

words, have been dedicated and successful teachers.

from the inception represented, a typical athletic

Many of them N orthridge itself has produced.

program."
One of the keys to the program's success

The physical education-athletic program
operated democratically in another, quite

originated in the best values of its shaper, Glenn

fundamental way. Stutts arrived in 1965. "No one

Arnett. He wanted his coaches, Stutts recalls, to

had intercollegiate athletic programs for women at

"really understand the concept of student-athlete.

that point." Valley State moved right into this

And he knew what it took and what the realities of a

vacuum. "Some of our first outstanding athletes

Division I program were like." Accordingly, as

here that were Division I and international caliber

sister state colleges started joining Division I,

were women as well as men." For their coaches,

Northridge held back. One reason for this was

though, democracy had its limits. "While the men

precisely to preserve the scholar-athlete concept,

were getting some release time [from teaching], ...

rather than using and discarding athletes who would

the women, including myself, did it on top of our

never be students or earn degrees. Consistent with

teaching loads because we valued that kind of

this concern for academics, early on all the head

experience for young women." Then too, there was

coaches had Ph.D.s. "We were the only institution

the matter of terminology. At first "the men had an
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'athletic program,' the women had an 'extramural

To an athlete, the campus had all the feel of a

sport program."' The men's program was

commuter institution. "Most of the students there

underwritten by regular university funds. Though

were commuter kids, and most of them were part-

diminutive compared to what other universities

time." Of student loyalty to or enthusiasm about

expended, the budget for men's athletics looked

the college "there was really very little." As for

awesome in comparison to outlays for women's

baseball, "we didn't get a great turnout from the

athletics. Women students "bought their own

student body." The faculty showed scant interest of

uniforms, paid for their own meals; we volunteered

any sort. "I remember one thing that kind of struck

our time to coach them." Student government paid

me was that ... we had won the first championship

for officiating and entry fees.
The civil rights and feminist movements, and

in a major sport in the school's history, and there
was nothing afterwards. There was no banquet, ...

ultimately federal law, had a transforming impact

no trophies. It was just, the season was over." Little

on women's athletics. One key issue, predictably,

League or a high school would have celebrated more

arose from limited resources: building an equal

than this. "I thought, ... This is not the way it's

women's program, the argument ran, meant

supposed to be in a four-year institution, especially

diminishing the men's. Inside the Physical

when you've had such an exceptional year." It was

Education Department, men and women squared

"a cold shoulder," a "slap in the face."

off. Yet even in these circumstances one found a
redeeming irony. The instructors were able to
avoid much of the bitterness that their counterparts
elsewhere experienced partially because (despite the

The Arts

prevailing discrimination) the men's and women's
programs coexisted in the same department rather
than in separate ones. When the department had

avenues that separated the college from the

originated, that oneness in itself was ahead of its
time. 18

communities surrounding it-stated more directly,

The same year that Ann Stutts joined the

one way to bring people to the campus for more
than just classes-lay through the arts. The

faculty, 1965, a student athlete named Vance

Hollywood connection glimmered. That possibility

Proctor transferred to Valley State from Pierce

aside, what about collegiate dramatic productions or

College. Mainly attending part-time, he remained

musical performances that would summon

at Valley State until 1974. He majored in History,

audiences at once?

taking a minor in Political Science. "In the back of

Unfortunately, the beginnings were a trifle

my mind," he recalls, "I had always wanted to be a

halting, at least to the classically-attuned ear.

police officer." In 1965, though, he was a baseball

Exclaims Paul Walker: At "the first concert I went

player.
Even during that first year at Valley State,

to, they played the overture to Rienzi, and they
sounded like Spike Jones." When Clarence Wiggins

Proctor had a remarkable range of commitments:

arrived he wouldn't stand for that, and "built an

"I was a husband and a father and full-time student

outstanding Music Department."

and trying to eke out a living ... and play baseball
at the same time." The college "attracted a lot of
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Together with sports, another way to bridge the

There were also the fine arts, Walker
continues. "We'd use models, and in one of the

athletes from the Valley, particularly in baseball."

Art classes they were using a male model-a nude.

With this core of local players, together with "a few

And ... at that time we didn't have any air

from outside the Valley, ... we were fortunate

conditioning, so the teacher said, 'Well, we can go

enough to win the first championship in the

out in the hall where it's more airy.'

school's history."19 Proctor played first base. "We

Unfortunately, Red Williams had a couple of

were definitely upstarts. People were saying, 'San

sisters [nuns] from one of the schools coming

Fernando Valley State? What is that?"

through, and they came down the hallway where

this male nude was posing." Williams turned the

deeply concerned about public school field trips

sisters right around.

trooping past Kienholz' s sculpture.

Then too, there was the far-from-humorous

Other than that they were not private galleries,

Kienholz affair. 20 As part of a campus festival

the exact role of "college" or "university" galleries

exploring "the arts at mid-century" in March, 1963,

remained ill-defined at the time. Young as the

several major, private Los Angeles galleries agreed to

campus was, Valley State's responsibilities to the

loan works to the campus gallery. The result was an

community, as well as in higher education at large,

ambitious exhibition of contemporary painting and

also remained ill-defined. How should Sudlow's

sculpture by prominent West Coast artists. In

challenge be addressed?

accord with standard practice, the galleries which
represented the artists played a key role in selecting
the works to be displayed.
One of the sculptures, an assemblage by Ed

Oviatt wanted the Executive Committee,
including Jerome Richfield, to view the sculpture.
"I couldn't believe anyone thought it was obscene,"
Richfield exclaims, and in any event he would not

Kienholz, consisted of the torso of a female

have condoned banning it. "That's censorship."

mannequin. It had steel wool pubic hair. Through

But a second issue now intruded. As Richfield

a plexiglass window in the torso, a doll version of a

summarizes it, "there was an invitation to a gallery

baby appeared within; the doll was connected to a

to submit work, but there was no selection of a piece

crank that could be turned from without. A

by any member of our faculty. So the Art

significant figure in L.A.' s rise from the artistic

Department made the monumental mistake of

backwater it once was, Kienholz had had his work

allowing an outsider-a gallery owner, who can

exhibited at such places as New York's Museum of

serve only his own interest to the [potential]

Modern Art and the Los Angeles County Museum

detriment of the university2l_to decide what pieces

(now the Los Angeles County Museum of Art). But

to send .... It's inappropriate for a person outside

this was also an era when, in L.A., issues of free

this campus to determine the contents of what

expression-vs-"decency" still had the power to

happens on the campus."

propel the police vice squad into action against
artists. The specific piece in question had reportedly

Richfield and the other members of the
Executive Committee22 now confronted the Art

been displayed without any show of opposition at

Department. "What I personally would accept, and

the Pasadena Art Museum. Kienholz called the

what I was suggesting that the committee accept, is

assemblage Bunny, Bunny, You 're So Funny. Hardly

that even though a gallery person picked the piece, if

an example of erotic art, but intended as a dark

the Art Department would vote and agree that it

commentary on prostitution, it was a single figure

had either aesthetic or educational significance, then

from a group of figures, what the artist called a

I would not find that so objectionable that we had

tableau.
The Chair of the Fine Arts Division, Donald

to raise an issue about it." Most of the Art faculty
did want to keep the sculpture on display. Still, the

Sudlow, recommended to the Executive Committee

department found itself facing a number of

of the Faculty Senate that the piece be removed

questions: Is this good art? Is it pornographic?

from the exhibit before it opened. A man of ideals

Who should have the last word on what goes into

and accomplishments who had come over with the

the campus gallery, the curator or the lender? These

original 195 5 group to teach at San Fernando High,

were then fundamental issues in the art world at

Sudlow scored a coup in the mid-sixties by bringing

large. But another issue underlay them all, whether

the remarkable artist Irving Block onto the faculty.

or not eliminating the Kienholz would create the

In understanding Sudlow' s position on Bunny, it is

appearance of censorship; and everyone (or nearly

crucial to note that his field was children's art and

everyone) resisted that.

art education. The campus show was being

The record becomes extremely clouded here. It

mounted in the spirit of a no-holds-barred

is not even clear in what precise wording the

exhibition, a "real" exhibition. But Sudlow felt

Executive Committee's ultimatum reached the
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department. The Art faculty may have felt that,
prior to the ultimatum, they had already indicated

Valley State did go on to have a "real" gallery.
The campus attracted and retained superb artists as

their position.23 Apparently communication

faculty. But the idea of an annual or semiannual

between the Executive Committee and the

SFVSC festival of the arts died with the Kienholz

department broke down. Richfield recalls the

imbroglio. Along with that appears to have gone a

Executive Committee hearing that the department

bit of the dream of greatness that characterized the

would not vote on the question which the

1950s and early 1960s. Most important of all, as

committee had put to it. "That left us in a position

dearly as any dividing line in the campus's history,

where what was being shown on campus was

the Kienholz affair marks an intersection between

something no one on campus had determined."

identities, between the semirural college with its

The Executive Committee voted to eliminate

Bunny. Perhaps Oviatt alone based his vote on the

emphasis on teacher preparation and the modern
urban university that would come.

piece per se, but the result left a powerful
appearance of censorship. The day before the
exhibit' s scheduled opening, the gallery representing
Kienholz withdrew his remaining sculpture; several

Going Into Business

additional galleries proceeded to pull the work of
their own artists. (A hastily-assembled facultystudent show replaced it.) A modest student protest

diminutive Valley State had already mounted a

welled up-the first taste of what was coming later

program in Business, and it flourished. Eventually

in the decade. The press and TV news converged

major accounting firms would be heavily staffed by

on the campus. "Area Art Centers Buzzing Over

its alumni, and the campus would have one of the

'Censorship' Row," announced a headline in the

largest departments of Business Law in the country.

Los Angeles Times.24 But, revealingly, the press
appears to have been leery of publishing any actual

1965. "Actually, Northridge began my third
career," he points out. Initially he had worked for

Today recollections of the Kienholz affair vary

the Air Force at a technical laboratory in Germany.
Subsequently he had had a business career in the

allow the story to be told with perfect assurance. It

Bay Area. In 1959 he took a B.S. from San

happened three decades ago, and it happened very

Francisco State with a major combining Business

fast. Reflecting back, Donald Sudlow says that, in

and Science. Then, enrolling in classes at night, he

the wake of thirty years of ensuing change in

completed a Master's in Marketing. Before long

American culture, he would not attempt to censor

Bearchell had "left my home, my profit sharing

anything now. He adds that, with its years as a

plan, my lifetime-guaranteed income, and took my

country college well behind it, today CSUN carries

wife and my little boy to a two-and-a-half-room

a different, metropolitan set of expectations. Just a

apartment with silverfish running around on the

short time after the explosion at Valley State,

floor in Evanston, Illinois." Here, at Northwestern

Kienholz' s work became an even bigger issue in the

University, he began working toward a Ph.D. He

artistic heart of Southern California. The L.A.

finished the degree in 1970.

County Museum's exhibit of Kienholz' s The Back

BEGAN

Charles Bearchell arrived to teach Marketing in

photographs of Bunny, Bunny, You 're So Funny.
widely; nor does the sparse paper trail left behind
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By the time its first catalog appeared in 1958,

In some ways this career pattern recapitulates

Seat Dodge '38 had to be dosed until the museum

what the Business program at Valley State looked for

reached an agreement with the City of Los Angeles

in its faculty during the 1960s, and has ever since.

to ban minors from viewing the work. Today,

Bearchell summarizes the expectations this way:

anyone of any age can see Back Seat Dodge among

"The [Business] School looks for a combination of

the museum's permanent holdings. But during the

good academic credentials and practical experience.

1980s and '90s, issues involving art censorship

We think that if our students are going to go out

erupted across the country once again.

and do well, they had better have both . ... We do

believe that the preparation that they' re getting is

one of the best Philosophy departments in the

realistic and that they will be able to survive quite

country. The full, lingering toll which the Reagan

well in the world of business outside."

era would impose had not yet become apparent.

Realistic. Survive. These terms conjure up the

Ironically, though, the college's rising aspirations

image of a technical institute. The Business

levied a different sort of toll by creating an identity

program has often been lambasted for functioning

crisis among the faculty themselves.

like such an institute, and quite specifically, for
overloading its students with units in their major.
Bearchell replies: "Despite what some of our
colleagues feel, we do have an interest in ... general

A Changing Faculty

education, and we want the students to have ... a
background in liberal arts and languages and

As Professor of Philosophy Daniel Sedey (one of

science." "If you're going to be a well-balanced

those whom Richfield hired) has written, "during its

manager, if you're going to understand the world

brief hectic history, the campus did not develop a

around you, you have to understand something

unique image of its own choosing. As it grew, it

about its history and its philosophy and the things

acquired two, almost diametrically opposed, images

that govern the affairs of mankind. Business is not

which attracted the hundreds of faculty ... who

something that operates in a vacuum." Once

came to the campus."25 The first group,

Business students reach the upper division level,

disproportionately represented among the earlier

though, their curricular lives do become packed with

recruits, found a calling in teaching. Some of its

required courses, and they have little elbow room

members arrived from positions in community

remammg.

colleges. A few came from high schools. A good

What eventually becomes of Business

share had luminous minds or teaching styles. By

graduates? "We would like to feel that we are

the mid-sixties, however, a newer influx of faculty

training people who will be managers in several

was appearing. Many of them (particularly,

years," Bearchell remarks. "Not that they will step

perhaps, in the liberal arts) identified with the

out of the school and take over a business, but rather

research universities where they had taken advanced

that they will probably in five or ten years be in a

degrees. Upon arrival, these faculty commonly saw

position of administration where they' re really

Valley State as a brief port of call on their journey

running an organization and making major

back to a research institution. They were shocked

management decisions." "I think probably the

when the academic job market sank in the 1970s,

School of Business is focusing on the training of

leaving them stranded. The assumptions this

managerial staff rather than entrepreneurs [who

second group made about the professorial role still

typically are "displaced managers"] .... We're not

revolved around research and publication. Many of

training the entrepreneurs per se. We'll help

the researchers also turned out to be fine teachers;

anybody that we can who comes to us for an

but over and above teaching, they felt driven to

entrepreneurial background." Yet "I think the

publish.

school that is most [noted for training
entrepreneurs] is the school of hard knocks .... The
school colors are black and blue!"
In Business, then-as well as in such far-flung

This duality in orientation bred a good deal of
resentment. Still-youngish senior faculty dominated
the committee apparatus, notably the critical
personnel committees. Sadly but inevitably, a

fields as Geography, the arts, and intercollegiate

number of the newly-arrived researchers tended to

athletics-by the mid-to-late 1960s San Fernando

look down on their senior, more teaching-oriented

Valley State had begun to chip out a niche for itself.

colleagues. Often the researchers tended to criticize

There were even instances of genuine distinction.

the institution in general. Ironically, some of these

As department chair, for example, Jerome Richfield
presided over the creation of what was quite simply

junior faculty resented being held to publication
standards that the senior faculty, who imposed the
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standards, had not themselves had to meet. Some

meeting of the school's faculty, the new Dean, Paul

also became convinced that their promotions were

Walker, declared: "This is the school that the

being arbitrarily held up so as to keep them in line.

community will see.") Finally, there emerged one

No later than the mid- l 960s, the research ethic had

behemoth originally proposed as a "college," the

begun to displace the earlier preeminence of

School of Letters and Science. It brought under a

teaching, though this varied from department to

single umbrella the old divisions of Language and

department. Eventually those who taught and

Literature, Science and Mathematics, and Social

taught only became the ones who could expect

Sciences.

difficulty at tenure time. If they already had tenure,

The intent of proposing collegiate status for

they must defer in the promotion line to those who

Letters and Science, as opposed to the lesser status of

published.

school, was to signify the centrality of the liberal arts

Besides generating friction, all of this called

at San Fernando Valley State. But when the

into question the realism of each of the two

departments that would have been consigned to

orientations in its pure form. Valley State might

schools insisted instead on parity, they succeeded in

not be a UC campus, but it plainly was not a four-

getting it.26 From the perspective of three decades,

year community college either. Research should

the failure of the core college proposal stands out as

have a place. Yet professors who tried to function

one of the critical decisions in the history of the

as if they were at Berkeley or Stanford ran straight

campus. It meant that the liberal arts would lack

into an obstacle course-a twelve-unit teaching ·

even symbolic preeminence. In the future as in the

load, compounded by the absence of graduate

past, all disciplines would count the same. As if to

students beyond the M.A. level, compounded yet

drive the point home, faculty in the liberal arts had

again by inadequate institutional support for

only recently lost another battle-to head off

research. That a number of Valley State faculty did

establishment of the Engineering program. The

manage to become nationally or even

aerospace industry, which wanted it badly, had

internationally recognized meant that they had

flattened resistance with pressure on the college itself

surmounted gigantic barriers.

and by taking the fight to Sacramento.27 Now
Engineering was designated as a school alongside
Letters and Science.
Like the administrative structure, faculty

Transitions and Omens

governance changed during the early 1960s.

Meanwhile, the college's basic administrative

Council, balanced between administrators,

Previously the General Faculty had had an Executive
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structure changed. Culminating two years of work,

including the President, and the professoriat. The

the landmark 1963 report of the Committee on

council functioned essentially as a liaison body

Organizational Planning, chaired by Professor of

between the administration and the faculty. At the

English Charles Kaplan, recommended that the

outset of the sixties, Valley State became one of the

original setup by divisions be rearranged into new

first of the California State Colleges to set up a

administrative units deemed better adjusted to

faculty senate. Once again, it was a body in which

accommodate growth. The units would no longer

administrators also sat. Richfield reconstructs

be divisions, but schools. At the end of a long,

Oviatt's argument for such joint membership thus:

complex series of meetings and debates, there

"Look, don't exclude the people who make policy

emerged a set of sweeping rearrangements. The

here. Don't exclude the people who have to

divisions of Business and Economics, Education,

implement policy.... The people who make the

and Engineering became schools with the same

policy and the people who implement it should

names. Two divisions, Fine Arts and Physical

work together. ... Now, you as faculty will make

Education, were fused together into a School of

the policy, and we as administrators will only

Fine Arts and Professional Studies. (At the first

implement it, that's all."

Richfield himself was persuaded by this. "But
then it soon became clear that the senate could make
policies only with the things that it was allowed to

with long; began with "Ozzie and Harriet" and
ended with The Graduate.

If the outset of the decade saw white-stetsoned

consider. It never got asked a single budgetary

Lyndon Johnson appearing on campus as part of a

question. [The] faculty was never allowed to do

campaign swing, decade's end would witness a

anything with the budget, or even to make a

deeply-impassioned Robert Kennedy drawing a

recommendation .... It was a matter of what Prator

giant crowd. Counterculture stars like Janis Joplin

and Oviatt saw fit to allow the Executive Committee

and Jerry Rubin would pass through like comets.

to put on the agenda." "It never seemed to me to be

Perhaps the most prescient of the college's early

wise for the administration to be a part of the

visitors, though, turned out to be Robert M.

Faculty Senate," Harry Finestone remarks. "I

Hutchins, the legendary, iconoclastic former

thought that was an administration ploy that the

President of the University of Chicago. He tided his

faculty should never have agreed to."
Seen in retrospect, the first half of the sixties

talk, as Paul Walker recalls, "Advice to a Young
Campus," and declared: "My basic advice to a

was a transitional era when methods of governance

young campus is to burn it down in ten years and

changed. Administrative structures also altered.

start over." By the end of the sixties, it seemed that

Programs began to mature. Then the pace of

at Valley State Hutchins's words were being taken

change started to accelerate and shift direction. The

literally.

Bobby Kennedy on
campus, 1968

campus hurtled off in unforeseen directions. The
decade opened with new fight songs ("Fight, you
Matadors/Fight to win this game/Ole, you
Matadors/Make that goal your aim"). It ended with
protest songs. The decade began with beer and
ended with drugs; began with short hair and ended
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Chapter 3

Before the 1960s, certain customary formalities

Flash Points

prevailed in higher education which nearly everyone
essentially took for granted. It was more or less

Several of the original issues at SFVSC seemed like

assumed, for example, that male professors would

minor tics compared to the spasms that came later,

wear a jacket and tie to class; that the college should

but they did not necessarily appear so minor when

function as a surrogate parent, especially over minor

they first arose. These issues involved openness,

female students; and that students in general should

policymaking, and power. While students had not

not pry too deeply into the domain of the faculty or

formally served on faculty committees during the

the administration. Even in the close atmosphere of

campus's cordial and informal first years, they had

Valley State's first years-a time, as Ben Rude has

been able to drop in on meetings and share their

put it, when "there was no sense of distance at all"-

thoughts. I As the college grew, a more formal

"it would never have occurred to me to call Dr.

orientation toward procedures developed, and these

Marcus 'Mitch' or Dr. Kaplan 'Charley.' ... And

three questions arose: Should students be allowed to

they referred to us for the most part by 'Mr.,' 'Mrs.,'

attend meetings of the Faculty Senate? Should

and 'Miss."'

Sundial reporters attend these same meetings? And
should students serve on faculty committees? The
second issue was tentatively settled in late 1965,
when the Sundial withdrew a request that its
reporters witness senate meetings. Instead, the
Faculty President would hold a press conference
following each session.2 The question of how to
meet student demands for more involvement in
policymaking and on committees was agitated and
deliberated throughout the latter 1960s.
By mid-decade other issues had begun
mounting, one after another. Through the spring
and early summer of 1966, with the Vietnam war
heating up, the Faculty Senate debated the
implications of university actions-including

During the first half of the sixties, though, some
of these unstated assumptions began to come under
a sort of hesitant questioning. By the end of the
decade, many students across the country would be
questioning virtually everything: all authority
figures, all given social assumptions, even the idea of
rationality itself. Thunderous explosions would rock
campus after campus. Higher education would be
altered permanently by the arrival of minority
students in significant numbers. And at a tender
age, San Fernando Valley State would establish its
first, fleeting national reputation-as a hotbed of
student revolt against social injustice and the
Vietnam war.
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disclosing grades and class rank, which determined

establishment whites made a political home in SDS.

which students would be drafted. It chose to resist

"When the Black Student Union [was] chartered"

any pressure

to

release information on "grades and

Mike Lee, "we had to sign their charter paper from

specifically requested that the normal

SDS 'cause there weren't even enough black

confidentiality be waived.3

students on the campus

Meanwhile the potential for educational justice

fill out the ...

mounted, and alongside it the potential for tension.

"We had to get Mike Lee and other ... white
radical students to sign the petition with the

Educational Opportunity grants was established to

understanding that they would not in fact be

help students without resources attend college. As

members" of the BSU.7
In November, 1966, at a protest rally against

attended SFVSC, and half or fewer that number of

the Vietnam war at the Van N uys Air National

Chicanos. 4 In 1968 the state college trustees raised

Guard Base, the first arrests of Valley State SDS

the percentage of students admissible with below-

members had taken place. Further arrests followed a

normally-required academic records (previously a

few days later, this time on campus for distributing

set-aside for athletes, musicians, and other

"unauthorized" literature. In early December, 1966,

performers) from 2 percent to 4 percent each year.

for the first time, elements of the Los Angeles Police

The aim was to stimulate minority enrollment.·

Department (LAPD) appeared on campus

to

help

"You want[ed] to get some more black folk on the

disperse a student demonstration. 8 In September,

campus," points out Bill Burwell, a contemporary

1967, the Faculty Senate voted to urge the college

African-American student who would play a central

administration not to call the LAPD to campus

part in the events which ensued. "That became the

except in otherwise uncontrollable circumstances

number one priority."

showing "clear and evident danger of bodily injury

In the fall semester, 1968, together with other
campuses in the state college system, Valley State
opened its Educational Opportunity Program
(EOP). The program enrolled 2245 new AfricanAmerican and Mexican-American students, mostly

or serious destruction of property. " Campus
security police were urged "to refrain from student
arrests" for violations of college regulations unless
directed to make arrests by the administration itself.
(Violations of the penal code and arrests for

the former. During the previous spring, Stanley

unlawful assembly were excluded from the

Charnofsky, Associate Professor of Education, had

resolution.) 9

served as President Prator' s advisor on minority

In this atmosphere of rising tension, something

students, and Prator had appointed Charnofsky to

crucial occurred. Ralph Prator resigned as President.

run EOP. Meanwhile, the School of Education

The resignation would become effective on

initiated new programs in minority education. In

September 1, 1968.

the fall of 1968, several departments offered courses
on aspects of black America. One model of ethnic

Prator had dealt firmly with student protesters,
declining, for example, to allow demonstrations

studies, a version taught through traditional

be held just anywhere on campus: "We had set

departments (Political Science, History, English,

parameters

to

to

apply during the fall [ 1966?]

and the like) had begun. The Educational Policies

registration where students could have meetings and

Committee studied directions to take from here.

distribute literature. One of the activists deliberately

An arm's-length relationship was meantime
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to

signatures" needed. 6 Bill Burwell adds this twist:

During the mid-1960s a federal program of

of 1967, perhaps no more than twenty-three blacks
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in 1967-68, recalls the contemporary protester

rank in class" to Selective Service unless a student

violated this provision. I had said

to

our campus

developing between the campus's black student

police that if this happens don't hesitate. Book the

leadership and its white student radicals. A chapter

person and take him off campus, if necessary to the

of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), the

nearest police station. This they did." Yet Prator

banner organization of the New Left, had emerged

found the leading activists he confronted to be "able.

at Valley State in early 1966. Antiwar, anti-

They were very able."

Was Prator resigning now because he saw more

previous spring' s shattering demonstrations at

student upheavals coming? "No, I don't think so,"

Columbia University. More than anything else, the

he responds. "I anticipated, of course, that it was

crisis at Columbia had shocked the nation's

going to get worse before it got better. My goal in

educational establishment. Berkeley, also a great

retiring when I did was timely. I thought we had

university, had exploded before, but Columbia was

reached the end of the first phase for California

New York and the Ivy League. Some of its

State University, Northridge. We had the land base .

buildings had been seized and occupied by students.

. . . We had the organizational structure that I

Police had violently driven them out. Now here

thought would fit, and it was functioning. We had

Rudd was, in N orthridge.

gained a status among the people of the San

Several days before Rudd spoke, the Sundial

Fernando Valley and among our sister institutions

had run a front-page photo showing ten campus

that I felt was promising. And as I saw it, at that

police riot helmets in a storage room. Students and

particular time we were ready to start the second

members of the faculty circulated a petition to

phase. The second phase, I felt, was going to be a

disarm the campus security force. Then a counter-

pretty long one. It was a time to implement all the

petition drive, coordinated by a Business major, was

possibilities that were germinating, to settle down

organized in support of an armed campus

and let the institution grow at

~ts

normal course

with a particular emphasis on the· quality concept
that needed to come .... And somebody ought to

constabulary. The AS Senate voted 11 to 5 to
endorse police side arms.11
An array of causes was rising to the surface.

come in who was relatively fresh and able to cope

Some students were showing solidarity with the

with this concept. Now there's probably a little

police. Others showed solidarity with blacks, or

personal feeling about this. I felt as an administrator

with Mexican-American farm workers: Boycott

I was best able to start and push something to its

Alpha Beta! Support the grape strike! The Faculty

maximum possibilities. But to settle down and run

Senate again debated whether or not to admit

it was not my cup of tea .... I left Bakersfield after

students and Sundial reporters. The Associated

we had already developed the campus and it was

Students requested that senate meetings be open.

now ready to run at a normal pace."

Finally they got their way, in a 35-14 vote on a

Prator had announced his resignation a full year
in advance of his departure from the presidency.

motion by Paul Walker.12
That same day-October 17, 1968-the new

Incredibly, the state college system had chosen no

Experimental College, dedicated to offering a not-

successor. Prator was approached about serving

for-credit alternative curriculum, introduced a

another year. The role of lame duck held no appeal

course taught by Cliff Fried. It was tided Marxism-

whatever for him, and he declined. IO

Leninism: How to Make a Revolution.13 To some,

Now Paul Blomgren, formerly Dean of the

the revolution already appeared under way. An

School of Business and Economics, was picked as

outbreak of fiery urban riots that had begun in

Acting President. Charles Bearchell had first

Watts in 1965 had recently climaxed, following the

encountered him a few years earlier, as Blomgren

assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr.

pushed a filing cabinet on a hand truck down a
corridor in Sierra South. "Here was the Dean of the

On campus, tensions mounted dizzyingly. As
soon as the faculty had responded to one demand

school in the summer moving furniture around."

from the students, they threw up a new demand.

Blomgren, Bearchell reflects, "was a friendly
individual who had no sham about him in anything

Now events took a sudden turn. Blomgren later
acknowledged that he had not expected it. 14 Perhaps

he did."

no one expected it. It occurred on November 4.

Early in October, 1968, the campus had a very

And it had a background.

special visitor who spoke in the free speech area (just
west of today's Bookstore complex) called the Open
Forum. The visitor was Mark Rudd, leader of the
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Black Protest

wasn't easy to ignore me! I mean, it took some
effort on the part of instructors, because I was

Through EOP and other means, African-American

relate to the black community? et cetera. But I

some of the more improbable demands for uptilting

would always get brush-off answers or get the
response: ... 'This is irritating!"'

society commonly advanced by white radicals, a
campus black leader-Robert Lewis, who had taken
the name Uwezo (meaning "power" in Swahili)gave a terse reply: "Listen, we've got a thing going.
We're gonna get an education and take it home to
our people. Don't give me any of that crap about
revolution for revolution's sake." This remark
appeared in a long article which Life magazine
published on Valley State in March, 1969, an article
focused heavily on Uwezo.15
Bill Burwell had arrived in 1967. To a black
student, Valley State seemed the obvious place to
come for some of the same reasons it drew the white
students who dominated the campus: "It was in the
Valley, and I was living and working in the Valley. "
His room-mate was attending Valley State, and
another friend ("the first black guy that I had known
to go there") had attended earlier. Simple
proximity, then, attracted Burwell, together with
black friends already on the Northridge campus. He
majored in Sociology. He was twenty-five years old,
had completed his military obligation, and entered
on the GI Bill.
Burwell' s experience as a black on campus was
"frightening, intimidating, lonely-you know, as I
think back on that time period, I think that the one
thing that I felt more than anything else was a sense
of isolation .... I felt that I was looked upon like,
'What are you doing here?' In some cases,
professors acknowledged you, in other cases they
ignored you. And ... so it was tough-so much so,
that's what was the impetus for the formation of the
Black Student Union." Did racism exist among the
faculty, whose minority hiring barely inched along?
"Oh, no doubt, no doubt. The racism, though, that
I encountered was covert and subtle. It was not the
overt type .... The dominant attitude that I ran
into was one that blacks should assimilate as quickly
as possible into the mainstream; that one should
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constantly bringing up the issue, How does this

students were trying to get into the university. To

As a white student athlete, meanwhile, Vance
Proctor was glimpsing some of the same things that
Burwell saw: "I went to San Fernando High School,
which was the only integrated [high] school in the
San Fernando Valley at the time. And I went to
Pacoima Junior High School, which was probably
the only integrated junior high school in the Valley
at the time. And I did notice that [at Valley State]
there was kind of a void of minority students. I did
notice that we lost a couple [of] good baseball
players on the team because they told me, ... 'Hey,
there's no black people here. There's no brothers
here. There's nobody for us to associate with.' And
so they left."
At some point not long after he arrived, Burwell
met Harry Finestone. Finestone recalls an early
encounter. "When I was Chairman of English [the
year was probably 1967], ... I had a telephone call
from Bill Burwell and [his fellow student] Archie
Chatman. 16 Could they come to a meeting of the
English Department to talk about courses in black
writers ... ? And I said 'Yes, by all means.' ... I
invited Bill and Archie to come to an English
Department meeting. They, with the most
incredible politeness, spoke to the faculty about the
fact that there was not a single course in black
literature in the English Department, and would it
be possible for someone to organize such a course?
And the faculty listened very politely. At the end of
their presentation I thanked them for coming. That
was the end of it. Nobody did anything. I didn't
do anything. No one else did anything. But that's
an interesting example of two people who later
became violently involved with wanting to change
things on campus having gone in the way they knew
that they were expected to go and having nothing
happen." 17
The problems did not lie exclusively with the

become white if you expected to be accepted. Either

faculty, as Burwell is quick to point out today.

that, or just ignoring me. And ... I was a black

There were "also the students, and I'll never forget

nationalist w~en I arrived on the campus, so it

the feeling that I received from the Greek

fraternities, the white athletes there. Their response

to the campus, so to speak." "The ideology of the

was, 'Why are you infringing upon us by asking

BSU became one of black nationalism because we

these kinds of questions [about black issues, in

started it and that was our ideology."

class]? Who cares?"' "And you tried

to

be sure that

if you had an evening class, ... you parked your car

Some of the students who arrived at the first
meeting of the Black Student Union were athletes.

in some well-lighted area, because it was not at all

One of them, a football player with his arm in a cast

unheard of to be made sport [of] by the Greek

and cleated shoes around his neck, was Archie

fraternities .... It was dangerous." Black students

Chatman. He impressed Burwell as "a young, very

would be chased "just for the fun of it."

bright, and very impressionable student. And I

Burwell further describes the years between his

remember when I spoke that day how intensely he

arrival in 1967 and his graduation in 1970. Of

listened" to "everything that I had to say." Burwell's

campus social life for African-Americans, "initially,

own commitments went basically to the community.

none existed. There was no social life .... The

Somewhat older than the rest of the African-

entertainment that was brought to the campus was

Americans on campus, and the oldest student in the

all geared to the white taste; the plays, the drama,

BSU, Burwell was out of "the mainstream of the

everything ... was for the white student." There

black student population, as small as it was. [So] I

were hardly any black women students. "And then
you don't really dare court, date, any white females,

decided that Archie should be the guy to head up
the BSU." 19 Campus-oriented, close to the black

because you incur the wrath from both sides,

athletes, an electrifying speaker, Chatman "just rose

particularly at that time of black consciousness."

to the top as the student who was the most

"Off-campus was terrible .... If you went to a bank

committed."

off-campus to try and cash a check ... -[even] a
university check- ... people stared at you" as if to

Burwell and his friends could take little pleasure
in the number of students admitted to EOP for the

ask, "'What are you doing here?"' Black students

fall, 1968. The BSU and its counterpart, the United

called Northridge "Disneyland, because it ... wasn't

Mexican-American Students (UMAS), had pushed

real .... It didn't resemble anything like where you

for perhaps a thousand slots. Federal and state

lived."

support would not cover that many, nor even the

Again, Burwell arrived as a black nationalist.
Born in Birmingham, Alabama, he had earlier been

two hundred-plus who did get in. Faculty, student,
foundation, and other private contributions only

involved in the civil rights movement. "But in early

partly filled the gap. And in 1968 the EOP

'67 I changed over to black nationalism, ... the

confronted the campus with issues that went beyond

difference being that the civil rights movement was a

just numbers. Oviatt was later quoted as pointing

nonviolent movement that was going

to

protest

out that "our immediate problems were, where do

within the law, as it were, and black nationalism

we get the students? How do we tell them about the

being by any means necessary, ... violent if

program, that is, how do we recruit them? And

necessary. So black nationalism also was a separatist

finally, if we do not base admission on scholastic

kind of a movement, whereas the civil rights

achievement as we do with other students, then on

movement was integrationist.... I was about

what do we base admission?"20

separatism, as it were."18
"I thought initially ... that it was a revolution

As EOP director, Stanley Charnofsky had to
come up with answers. He recalls that "my way of

[that was coming], ... we were going to have to

operating ... was to try

overturn the capitalist system." Burwell set up a

Union to help us, and the Latino or Chicano group

black nationalist organization with perhaps thirty

on campus [UMAS] .... So I got the leaders of

members in Pacoima. Called Afro-Pac, "we were

those two groups to help me, because I didn't know

to

get the Black Student

the black movement in the San Fernando Valley."

how to recruit minorities. Where would I go?

"I brought my black nationalism to the campus, and

Where would I find them? How would I know who

the people who were in the community followed me

was eligible for this program?" The BSU and
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UMAS stepped in. "We went down to different

Residence).2 1 Then, on November 4, Charnofsky's

schools and they gave speeches, and they said,

role as mediator took an astonishing turn.

'Northridge is opening up. Let's let some people
in."'
The EOP students arriving in 1968 came in
through a "summer bridge" program. "We
politicized them," Burwell points out. "As a matter

The Day: November 4, 1968 and Its
Aftermath22

of fact, they had to show some political awareness
to be accepted, because we were the guys who did

Exactly what transpired that day has been hotly

the interviewing. We interviewed all the students .

disputed. Underpinned by later trial testimony,23

. . . If you came with black consciousness, [it]

the story will be recounted here mainly, though not

didn't matter how poor your grades were .... The

entirely, from the perspective of Charnofsky himself.

criteri[on] was black consciousness. So we picked

Among the dozens of vantage points, his was

the most politically aware students we could. And

umque.

we spent that summer politicizing them. And

had been played a couple of weeks before. Recalls

program had vowed allegiance to the BSU."

Charnofsky: "Archie Chatman had told me that he

Allegiance meant that students would not merely

did not want his new blacks playing football for 'the

belong to the BSU, but become active in it. "We

man,' because all the blacks would get on the

said to them, 'Listen, you have the responsibility

football team, they'd play, and then their grades

for creating a climate where other blacks, other

would go to pot because they' re spending hours a

sisters and brothers, can be brought to this campus .

week on the football field. 'The man' would use

. . . We are the pioneers."' By the fall, BSU

them as good athletes, and then they'd flunk out of

membership had exploded, "and that's when we

school before they ever got their degree."

became a force on the campus." "To say that ...

to shun the gridiron, though. During a tense

understatement, because they became so political

freshman football game with Cal Poly San Luis

they outdistanced our own anticipation of what

Obispo on October 18, an altercation broke out on

"The BSU became the ombudsman between
the black students ... and the faculty," Burwell
continues. "With this large number of [black]
students on campus, ... we would have brought to

the field. A white Valley State volunteer freshman
football coach, Don Markham, kicked or shoved a
black player to get him back to the sidelines after he
had darted out onto the field. 24
The previous spring, the BSU had accused the

our attention every week two, three incidents of

Physical Education Department and Glenn Arnett

overt [faculty] racism." Over and over, this would

himself of "exemplifying the racism that exists in the

lead the BSU straight back into the bureaucratic

United States." Now the BSU wanted Markham

labyrinth. Students would be told: "Well, you have

fired as coach and "barred from this campus." The

to meet with the chairperson. Well, you have to go

BSU added another demand: "Convene a group to

see the dean. Well, you've got to go see the vice

hear charges against Dr. Arnett, and reassign him to

president. Well, he's not here. You'll have to make

other duties until charges are heard and decided

an appointment."

upon. "25 Chatman, who had witnessed the October

Meanwhile, Charnofsky also found himself
constantly mediating differences erupting between
faculty and students, or between students of
different races and backgrounds who found
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Not all the African-American students decided

[all this] laid the seed for November 4 is an

they would be."
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November 4 began with a football game that

every student ... [who] came in under the

18 incident, told Charnofsky personally that he
wanted to meet with Arnett and that he wanted
Arnett "fired." 26
All this put Charnofsky in an exceedingly

themselves living together in the same complex,

awkward position. He had originally arrived at

Northridge Hall (now Northridge Campus

Valley State as head baseball coach. He had coached

the championship 1965 team. Charnofsky doubted

continues, "they stood over us in a threatening,

the contention that the P.E. Department had

menacing manner. Now, frankly, I laughed at it.

demonstrated a history of racism. "I had no

was not scared. I said, 'Archie, what are you doing?'

evidence of that," he remarks. He knew Markham.

I knew them all, ... so I thought it was ridiculous.

"And the thing that made it worse was that

It was a show.... But that's not how Arnett or

Markham was a policeman." "I am not a racist,"

Winningham took it."

Markham insisted. "The Black Student Union is

The students "said, 'If we can't talk to

capitalizing on an incident and blowing it out of
proportion. "27

Blomgren on the phone, we' re going over to see

Charnofsky set up a meeting between Arnett

him.' And they rounded us up, and they made a
phalanx, ... a circle around us." Charnofsky

and the BSU. Arnett agreed to see no more than

estimates the total number of encircling students as

three of the students.28 Arriving at the Physical

in the neighborhood of twenty to twenty-five, some

Education Building for the meeting late on the

of them women, all of them African-American. The

morning of November 4, Charnofsky "noticed in

phalanx headed for the Administration Building.

the lobby sixteen or eighteen young black students,

By now it was approaching noon. Students

... and they had T-shirts ... which said, 'By Any

crisscrossed the campus in hordes. A white male

Means Necessary,' which scared the hell out of

student who approached the phalanx unaware got

everybody there." All told, possibly fifty or sixty

knocked to the ground by one of the blacks. The

African-American students were inside or outside of

group marched up the stairs of Administration to

the building. 29

the fifth floor, the location of the presidential suite.

Arnett refused to meet with the entire group.

Spotting them coming, Associate Dean of Students

Charnofsky returned to his office in the Engineering

Edmund Peckham had sounded a warning. "There

Building. Perhaps half an hour later, Chatman

was not a real surprise by the time the students

phoned Charnofsky and agreed to talks involving a

arrived," Peckham recalls.

limited number of students. Charnofsky returned to
the P.E. Building. Chatman and three other black

The students landed at Vice President Harold
Spencer's office. The rest of the fifth floor was

students entered a small conference room, together

"secured."30 Thirty-four people-administrators,

with Arnett, Charnofsky, and Sam Winningham,

secretaries, professors-also found themselves

the head football coach. "What we didn't realize

secured inside various rooms.3 1 Charnofsky's vision

was going on outside the room," Charnofsky

of things was confined for the moment to what

continues, "was that, as soon as we went in the

happened within the four walls of Spencer's office,

room, ... the [other] Black Student Union ...

where Peckham, too, had wound up. Witnesses saw

young people 'secured the area,' meaning,

Spencer, a well-respected older man, kicked in the

'Everyone's got to get out, We' re closing off this

chest by one of the students. Spencer's chair shot

area.' They put guards at the door right outside our

backward, his head slamming the wall. Though

little room that we were in, and then they began to

shocked, he was not badly injured.32 Spencer

make their demands to Arnett. Arnett turned

telephoned Blomgren. "They have taken over the

everything down .... And then finally he said, 'I

fifth floor of the Administration Building,'' he

don't have the power to fire a coach. Only the

declared. "Come at once and come alone."33

President can do that."' Charnofsky remarks now

In a house to the north of the Administration
Building, Paul Blomgren was attending a sack lunch
meeting of the Faculty Senate Executive Committee.
He had received two earlier cautionary calls from
Spencer, who learned that trouble was developing
before the phalanx even left the Physical Education
Building. Now Blomgren headed for the fifth floor
of Administration, ordering a call to the LAPD on

that since the coach was a volunteer, Arnett could in
fact have dismissed him, adding: "The episode that
day escalated out of Arnett' s intransigencies."
In any case, Chatman replied, "Get the
President on the phone." But Blomgren could not
be located. Meantime other black students filtered
into the conference room, and, Charnofsky
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the way. Entering his own conference room, where

practices coupled with an emphasis on promoting

most of the people were being held, the new Acting

qualified blacks, and daily meetings between the

President went unrecognized by the students. He

administration and the BSU. In addition, the

was ordered to "Sit down and shut up."

President would neither press charges nor initiate

Frightened, wrestling with what to do next, and

disciplinary action against the students.38 Some of

stalling for the police to appear, Blomgren

these demands, such as those for the new

complied. Then, after about thirty minutes had

department, more black faculty, and expanded

passed, he declared: "I am President Blomgren."34

minority admissions, were also being raised on other

Events went on exploding in a chaotic barrage.
Power to the Administration Building was cut off.

signed the demands. Oviatt refused.39 Electricity

Department-by one account nearly 150 officers-

to the building had to be turned back on so that a

arrived.35 The command post was the Devonshire

copying machine could duplicate the agreement.

Division on Zelzah Avenue, which had just opened

More than three hours had passed since the

the previous weekend. The police remained clear of

occupation began. "It seemed like years to me,"

the building, except for some who were in disguise.

Chatman later remarked of the half-hour or more

In one of the more bizarre incidents of the

he spent negotiating with the President.40 Now

afternoon, a plainclothesman infiltrated the fifth

the students melted away. Blomgren quickly

floor masquerading as a reporter or news

consulted with representatives of the Chancellor's

photographer. Searching him for identification,

Office, campus administrators, and leaders of the
faculty.4 1

BSU members discovered a concealed service

Perspectives on what had just happened differed

themselves staring down the barrel. Exclaiming "If

widely. They do today. Peckham, looking back,

you want to take it, come and get me," the

remarks that "whether one's life was really in danger

plainclothesman quickly disappeared.36
At length Charnofsky was taken to the

... is now very much in doubt in my mind,
although at that time I really felt that there was

President's office. Chatman presented Blomgren

indeed some likelihood of a grave danger to some

with a series of demands.37 Blomgren wrote them

people"-especially those in Spencer's office. Like

down. Of the demands in general Charnofsky

Charnofsky, Peckham knew some of the students,

relates: "Blomgren was quite amenable to them.

and "I really didn't feel any threat from the people

He'd say, 'Well, that sounds all right. That sounds

that I knew." On the other hand, "you just didn't

OK."' Or sometimes, "I can't do that. I don't

know what was going to take place in that office."

know how we could do that." "They [also] brought

Swept up in the confrontation virtually from its

Oviatt in. He refused to cooperate with them at all.

beginning, Byrne Fernelius, Chair of the Recreation

He refused to say one thing." At some point

Department, said not long afterward that he had

Chatman whispered to Charnofsky: "Sorry we had

been physically coerced and that he had seen knives

to

get you into all this, Dr. C."
Among other things, in final form the demands

held to the throats of Arnett and Winningham. "I
was scared for my life that day," he was quoted as

called for Markham's ouster and provided for

remarking. 42 Clearly unnerved were secretaries

charges to be filed against Arnett. They committed

who, as Peckham recounts, had been "herded" into a

the President to recommending the establishment

room and "kept under guard, as they felt." A

of an Afro-American Studies Department chaired

number of these secretaries subsequently resigned.43

by a black and granting the bachelor's degree. The
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Finally Blomgren, Chatman, and Charnofsky

Large elements of the Los Angeles Police

revolver. When they tried to seize it, they found
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campuses at the time.

On November 5 Charnofsky told Oviatt, 'Tm

demands included admission of at least five

the wrong person for this job. You need a black and

hundred black students per semester starting in the

a Latino to be EOP directors, not a white guy that

spring, 1969, the hiring of African-American

they don't know." Late in January, 1969, leadership

faculty, an investigation into campus employment

of the EOP passed to a black and a Latino.44

"November 4 was an absolute[ly] spontaneous

signed complaints can be obtained." There would

event," Bill Burwell categorically insists today.

also be "immediate suspensions." Blomgren said

"That was the point we were trying to make in the

that, arriving on the fifth floor, he had personally

trials [which ensued], when they had accused folk of

seen "staff, many of them women secretarial

conspiracy. We had not conspired, and the best

personnel, who were obviously being held hostage.

evidence for that was the fact that I wasn't even on

They also were obviously frightened. Second, it

campus .... I was in Pacoima when November 4

appeared to me chat the personal safety of the

occurred. Because the way it started, of course, was

college personnel was definitely in jeopardy."

just a meeting-another one of the endless meetings

Presented with the list of demands, Blomgren had

we had with the P.E. Department or the History or

"submitted ... under duress." Henceforth the

Soc[iology departments]. We were always meeting

university would continue "working as rapidly as

with somebody." "It was typical runaround, you

possible ... to build a solid program for minority

know. 'Well, the President's not here.' Or, 'The

students. " But as to the signed agreement: '/l.ny

guy you need to see is off campus today. ' That was

document arrived at when people are held hostage or
force is being used is not a mutual agreement. It is
simply a list of terms dictated by chose who have the
force." The document was, in other words, null and
void.46

always the deal. So ... this time the students just
... said, 'Well, OK, if he's not here, then not only
are we going to wait for him but we are all going to
wait. We will wait till the President comes. "'
Had Burwell been on campus, would he have
gotten involved in the incident? "Oh yes, no doubt

The Execu.tive Committee of the Faculty
Senate, together with the past faculty presidents and

about that. No doubt. As a matter of fact, ... they

the President of the Associated Students, adopted

called me in Pacoima" and exclaimed, "'You really

their own statement on November 4. They, too,

missed it, man! Let me tell you what happened,

repudiated the agreement, urging "all possible

boy, we did it today!' So I rushed out to Northridge

disciplinary action against those who were directly

Hall, and they told me the story of what happened,

contributing to the coercion of the staff and

and they said, 'Hey, man, we' re going to be on the

faculty"; but they also stressed "the dedication of

news!"' Burwell had the sinking sensation of

chis campus to the support of the E.O.P.

someone who had been in the wrong place at the

program. "47 On November 7, a special meeting of

wrong time: "Oh, man! I missed it!" Had the

the General Faculty, with around 500 in attendance,

students any sense of what kind of serious

backed nullifying the November 4 agreement,

consequences would ensue? "No, no. Not only

backed disciplinary action, and backed EO P. 48

that, the demands were made up on the spot."

Temporarily suspending the BSU' s charter, the

For Burwell, November 4 answered the
question of whether "we are going to change the

Associated Students Senate commended Blomgren's
actions. The lnterfraternity Council unanimously

existing structure, or whether we are going to

urged the administration to move at once against the

overturn it .... I thought that ... November 4 ...

students involved on November 4.49 And Governor

proved to us that we did not have the force to

Ronald Reagan announced his own position. The

overturn it, although I was partially responsible for

offending students, he declared, "should have been

that, because I'm the one who talked that kind of

taken out of there by the scruffs of their necks."

talk to those guys .... When they came to my black

(After getting more details, Reagan thought again

nationalist organization, I had guerilla training up in

and endorsed Blomgren's response.)50

the mountains and the foothills ... weekly, I mean,
I had an arsenal in my house. "45

These were all reactions by whites, or by
organizations made up largely of whites; yet

At a press conference on the morning of

November 4 had also involved white demonstrators,

November 5, Blomgren announced that "it is my

in the supporting cast. That morning Students for a

understanding that arrests will be made immediately

Democratic Society was holding a rally in the Open

of chose who can be identified and against whom

Forum. "We did not have much rapport with BSU
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or UMAS," recalls one then-SDS member. "The

students opposed the building occupation. 54 At the

SDS participation in the BSU was almost

time, Larry Labovitz was a senior majoring in

nonexistent 'cause they wouldn't even speak with

History. "I was very apolitical. Never been involved

us."51 "My impression," remarks Harry Finestone,

in anything political whatsoever in my life." That

"is that the white radicals were cashing in at every

began to change abruptly on November 4. "Here I

opportunity on the brilliant political maneuvering

am, sitting in the cafeteria, [a few of] my friends are

of these minority students." After the black

locked in the Administration Building, police are

students occupied the top of the Administration

coming on campus; I'm 'freaked out."' Labovitz

Building, SDS and UMAS members filtered onto

"started a petition on one big roll of butcher paper."

the lower floors, and SDS started a sit-in.

"It was a petition for non-violence." Specifically,

Eventually a crowd numbering several hundred

the petition supported Blomgren and declared that

gathered outside the building. Mike Lee wanted to

"any protesters using threats of violence, illegal and

address them from the lower roof fronting the

criminal methods in order to gain acceptance for

building, but "people couldn't hear me, so ... I

their demands will not be tolerated on this campus. "

climbed down the wall and I got a loudspeaker

"We wound up obtaining about 2,000 signatures,"

checked out from Audio-Visual .... I went back up

Labovitz recalls. Suddenly he was catapulted into

on the roof and I started explaining the issues and I

the role of a student leader.55

still remember that I got the loudspeaker with bad

By the night of the sixth, two dozen arrest

batteries. And the right wing ... guy down below

warrants had been issued. When arraignments

me ... had a big loudspeaker. ... He was blaring

began in Van Nuys Municipal Court, the charges

out with his big loudspeaker and we couldn't even

included conspiracy, assault, kidnaping, false

answer because mine ... was dead, so it was really
funny."5 2

imprisonment, robbery, and burglary. Ultimately,

One of the white students who heard Lee that

counts each. "If convicted on all counts," noted a

day was Bob Baker, now of the Los Angeles Times.

contemporary analysis, they "could be sentenced to

"The scene floored me," he wrote twenty years later.

prison terms up to 1500 years" apiece.56

"Still does." "This was surreal. This could not

petition both on- and off-campus for amnesty. And

school." "Politically, it was the equivalent of

some professors, wondering whether coming down

Godzilla walking over the Sepulveda Pass."53

on the students with the full force of the law was in

Baker, then managing editor of the Sundial wrote

tune with the times or the situation, began calling

the lead article of November 5, 1968. In capturing

for amnesty as well.57 Bail bond committees

the sheer feel of what had happened the previous

appealed for contributions from both students and

day, though, no account surpassed a breathless array

faculty.
Just past midnight on Sunday morning,

appeared in the Sundial on the fifth: "I remember

December 8, alarms went off as a fire gutted

the KABC-TV film crew gallantly charging up the

Blomgren' s office and inflicted additional damage

outside staircase of the Administration building in

on the fifth floor of the Administration Building.

an attempt to reach the fifth floor. I also remember

Twelve fire companies had to battle the flames for

their stumbling, panicked retreat when they found

an hour.58 Tried in juvenile court, a black student

three BSU members waiting at the top of the stairs

was convicted of arson. Burwell recalls the genesis

with a fire hose that hissed as if it were about to

of the fire: "This came out of a frustrating meeting

explode."

that we had had as to what the administration was

November 4 actually polarized white students
in two directions. In the general shouting match
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Yet some students quickly started circulating a

happen at this sleepy, impersonal commuter

of impressions by Frank del Olmo which also
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twenty-four students faced trial on over seventy

doing.... This kid knew that something had to be
done. No one suggested anything to him. But he

that accompanied Lee's struggle with his bullhorn,

took it on his own .... We were as surprised as

according to one press report, half or more of the

anyone when we found out the building was on

fire-we had no idea." An unsuccessful attempt was
made, however, to protect the arsonist: "We tried to

African-American students meanwhile
demonstrated continually in an effort to pressure

aid him and cover it up." As on November 4,

the administration to meet the November 4

frustration and rhetoric had led to literal direct

demands and to support the defendants in court.

action,59 and this time to an attempted cover-up.

For Burwell, the memory of this phase of events

From every conceivable standpoint, the December 8

almost became indelible in a quite literal way:

fire was a disaster.
On January 7, 1969, Paul Blomgren was

"Now, all of our demonstrations after November 4
were peaceful, although there was some vandalism

hospitalized for a diabetic condition. Delmar Oviatt

that occurred in the evening time to promote the

became interim Acting President.

activities, as it were." He recalls approaching the

By now Peckham's role, as he puts it, included

Administration Building from the west side "one

being "the first person to confront any student

night and ... taking paint ... and throwing it up

group, whatever it might happen to be." "It was a

over on the name, 'San Fernando Valley State

horrendous period." Day after day, demonstrations

College.' ... [It was] maybe five years before the

would swell in the Open Forum. Protesters would

spot ever went away."

then leave the Forum "and do something, and that

"Finally, as time grew, we gained more and

doing something generally meant marching on the

more support from white students and white faculty

Administration Building.... My task was to ... go

members. They began to join us in these activities,

out and meet them and talk to them as reasonably

and they saw the injustices of what was being done

as I could .... And in many ways I sympathized

there." With SOS help, "we actually politicized the

with them, too." A veteran of World War II,

white student campus."

Peckham, like the students, had questions about
Vietnam.
The campus police reported to Peckham for a

On January 8, a violent encounter erupted.
Burwell, who had missed the confrontation of
November 4, was on hand for this one, and served

time. He, the President, the two vice presidents,

time in county jail as a result. "The black students,

and representatives of the Los Angeles Police

about a hundred and fifty of us, along with about

Department would confer in the Administration

two hundred white students, marched to the

Building. If LAPD intelligence predicted trouble,

Administration Building from that Open Forum

"the police would come en masse. Either they

area ... and demanded to see the President. Oviatt

would mass themselves in battalion strength around

was the Acting President at that time. And Oviatt

Reseda Boulevard, or they would have large

wouldn't come out to meet with us .... The

numbers of their officers inside the Administration

security guards were there, and they said, 'The

Building." "The university did not call in the

Administration Building is closed.' ... When I got

police," Peckham insists today (though

to the door and [had] all these students behind me, I

acknowledging that students refused to believe this);

pulled the door, and the door wasn't locked, which

Valley State fell under their jurisdiction-and they

should've told me something. But I pulled the door,

policed it.
The police had a command post on the fifth

and the door came open and ... [a security guard]
said, 'The Administration Building is closed.' And I

floor, a room "where they had a bird's-eye view of

said, 'I am a student! The Administration Building

everything that took place south of the

can't be closed to me, I am a student here!' So I

Administration Building." The scene is reminiscent

knocked his hand away from the door; ... and

of men scanning the horizon for Indians from the

when I knocked his hand away and went on in the

top story of a frontier blockhouse. "We had, in

building, ... within seconds, ... [arriving on the

effect, scouts, just like the old days in the far West,

scene from within the building] were these

... to let us know when a march was coming on the

helmeted, riot-equipped police. And [with several

Administration Building, so there was ... enough

demonstrators now inside] they closed the door

time for me to get out in front."

back. ... When the police closed the door, the
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students on the outside said, 'You've got our leaders

students, faculty, and staff from the campus.

inside!' And there was this big stone ashtray with

"Unauthorized persons will be subject to arrest," the

sand that sat in front of the building. So students

proclamation read. "During the emergency all

picked up this big ashtray and hurled it through the

demonstrations, assemblies, rallies, and meetings in

glass door. When they did that, the police-[it]

the Open Forum or elsewhere, except for classes are

was just like letting out mad dogs then .... They

prohibited. The meeting in the Open Forum for

just came out and they started indiscriminately

12:00 noon today has been cancelled. This is an

beating people." Burwell was handcuffed and put

extreme situation precipitated by the events of the

on a police bus. "Then I remember Shelton Jones

past few days. There has been a steady escalation of

January 8, 1969

being brought on the bus handcuffed with his eye

disruption of normal campus activity. In addition,

almost hanging out of the socket, where a

information has been given to campus authorities

policeman had taken his billy club and gouged him
in the eye. "60

college and interfere with classes regardless of risk to

Burwell got out of jail that night. His black

That morning, an Open Forum rally took place

"At that meeting there were probably a hundred

anyway. Peckham, who tried to persuade the crowd

white students and faculty from N orthridge who

to disperse, "knew that there was a whole phalanx of

... pledged to go back with us the following day to

police officers, many of whom were just itching for

do it again. Well, because of the brutality, the way

the opportunity to come and make mass arrests." A

the police acted on the eighth, it enraged, it really

hundred uniformed members of the LAPD swept

enraged the white students. So when we came back

the Forum area clean of an estimated 2,000

on the following day, we had three times as many

spectators, arresting an additional 286 people who

people supporting us."

refused to disperse from an "unlawful assembly."

On January 9, Oviatt declared a state of
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life and property."61

nationalist group in Pacoima also met that night.

emergency, excluding anyone but authorized
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that off-campus groups plan to disrupt the entire

The demonstrators chanted "We Shall Overcome!"
or sang America the Beautifol. Those arrested

included eight or nine members of the faculty,

At 2:00 AM on the ninth, Oviatt' s explanation

kneeling, arms linked; a number of ministers; and

went on, he had received a police intelligence report

Bill Burwell (again). They were herded peacefully to

concerning the Pacoima meeting. Oviatt quoted the

waiting buses.62

report at length. It alleged the possibility that

Burwell remembers January 9 with a sense of
irony. "They drove up these police buses, and they

plotting had taken place to bring up to "2000
militants from the black communities and outside

began making this announcement: 'This is an illegal

agitators" onto campus, armed, with "women and

assembly, and by order of the people of the State of

children ... in the front of their protest

California ... you are hereby ordered to disperse!'

demonstration." Oviatt's own life might be in

... We started chanting, 'We are the people of the

jeopardy. Following consultation with the

State of California!"' The Van Nuys jail was

administration and the Chancellor's staff, Oviatt

suddenly overwhelmed with inmates. "When you' re

had called the state of emergency.

in jail with two-hundred and eighty-six people,"
recalls then-protester Vicki Temkin, "it's fun! In the

The intelligence report raises yet another aspect
of the crisis. Recalling the whole affair, Peckham

sense that ... you have a real camaraderie. It's a

points out that "the police reports talked about

crazy thing that you' re even in there, you know....

caravans coming toward the campus." Oviatt "was

The men had a food fight."63
What had led Oviatt to declare a state of

not a person easily shaken by reports like that. But
you can listen to enough of these and it makes it

emergency in the first place? On January 13 he

sound as if indeed you are in some kind of duress,

issued an explanation.64 "This was strong action,"

and that there is some kind of a state of emergency,

he acknowledged, "interpreted by many as an

even if that emergency largely is a figment of the

abrogation of rights of assembly and free speech."

imagination, as I really feel it to be." Oviatt may

Expanding on his reference of the ninth to "off-

later have had his own doubts as well. 66

campus groups," he indicated that late on the night

Meanwhile, plainclothes police officers-

of the eighth, two members of the faculty had come

as well as FBI agents? Who else? Who knew for

to his home to give him a letter. They had been at a

sure?-filtered in and out of the campus scene.

meeting in Pacoima earlier that evening. Signed by

They did not go entirely unobserved. Protesters

twelve faculty, the letter began: "We believe that

shunned and isolated those they could identify. 67

violence is probable on campus." It urged that

One of the police officers on campus-in a

certain steps be taken, the first of them cancellation

manner of speaking-was Vance Proctor. He had

of classes after mid-day on January 9 "so that faculty

completed his police academy training in 1967.

and students can convene at noon at The Open

Meanwhile, from 1966 until his graduation in 1974,

Forum."
Oviatt's two late-night visitors were Wallace

he continued on as a part-time Valley State student.
He felt that the faculty took "a very sudden change"

Graves and Marvin Klotz of the Department of

during the late sixties, becoming "swept up in the

English. Police radios crackled unseen in the home.

movement." "Naturally I had short hair and [was]

Graves attests that the faculty letter was inspired by

very conservative in dress, and ... I stuck out like a

fear of violence precipitated by the police in view of

sore thumb .... I could tell that I was treated

people's determination to demonstrate at the Open

differently by faculty, by other students. They

Forum. The way to avoid violence, in other words,

couldn't quite figure out exactly who I was or what I

was to take the opposite course from the one that

was." Considering the context of campus politics

Oviatt ultimately pursued. But arguments to this

then, Proctor retrospectively characterizes his own

effect simply bounced off; after perhaps fifteen

views as "moderate." Divided in his feelings toward

minutes, the two men left. Graves tried to persuade

the Vietnam war, he strongly supported civil rights

Oviatt again the following morning. In the ensuing

and gun control. Though upset by "some of the

demonstration, one of those arrested was Graves

violence" that accompanied protests, he "didn't have

himself.65

trouble with people demonstrating being against the
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war." "I chose my words carefully in class, and I

Intelligence Division. This is a very difficult area to

tended not to interact too much, particularly in

judge. There were groups char were initially formed

non-History classes [finding History, the

for legitimate reasons but later committed illegal

department of his major, more open to differences

acts. Some of those acts included arson and

of opinion than other departments] .... I really

aggravated assaults. How intrusive the Police

wouldn't voice my opinions very often. [A] couple

Department should be in legitimate groups that

of rimes I would come out with ... - I would say

commit civil disobedience is a perplexing question,

just a conservative stance, not a real right-wing

in which the answer seems to be dictated more by

[stance] or anything like that-and really came

the circumstances of the rime than a model policy

under a lot of ridicule for it in class. So I tended

that transcends rime. Hopefully the future will only

just to back off and not really say too much." This

involve undercover operations after very careful

ridicule of conservative opinions would come not

review within the Police Department and through

just from students, bur from professors as well.

civilian oversight. "68

Proctor suspects that some students thought he
might be an undercover officer-but if he were,
why would he be so obvious about his appearance?
He proved a shrewd observer. Among the students

Negotiations

at large, who had watched other erupting campuses
grab headlines, "I got the flavor ... [of], 'Hey, isn't

Following the mass arrests ofJanuary 9, 1969, police

this neat. Somebody finally knows where Valley

human relations officers unclogged some of the

State is."' "'Let's put us on the map, too!"'

arteries of communication. Informal contacts

As a police officer inching toward his degree on
a campus attracting a big reputation for

demonstrators (or, for that matter, faculty

insurrection, Proctor could have found himself in

protesters) had never been adequate. "Oviatt was

some wrenching situations. Yer "I didn't feel torn

refusing to even meet with us," Burwell declares.

between the roles .... I think if something was

"He said categorically, 'What you are asking is

illegal and going on and I saw it, I would do

absurd!"' "He personified what it was we were up

something about it." Bur despite Proctor's

against." Bur now, finally, "Oviatt agreed to

willingness to intervene in the case of a felony or

negotiate. The agreement was that he would sit

major misdemeanor, he "really did not want to have

down and negotiate the demands with us if we

that kind of involvement while I was going to

would agree to cease the demonstrations." As

school. I really wanted to be a student. I want[ed]

Burwell saw it, the administration "yielded because

to get my education and I wanted to graduate and I

the campus was being shut down. I mean, they had

want[ed] to provide for my family." "I didn't want

no choice .... The campus had become a fortress. "

to be known on campus as a policeman."

The Black Student Union stopped demonstrating

Did Proctor ever actually report an incident
that he witnessed at Valley State? "No." Was he
undercover? "No, never undercover on campus."
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between the administration and student

and began dealing with Oviatt on the ninth itself.
But "we didn't know what we wanted."
On the tenth, the Process Committee convened

Did he identify significant numbers of undercover

for the first rime.69 Ir was named and chaired by

police on campus? "No, I really didn't." Bur going

Herbert Carter, who also chaired the Los Angeles

beyond Valley State, he adds this: "At the time, I

County Human Relations Commission. The

did not know the extent of the undercover

committee had thirty-four members, among chem

operations. Later I learned that they were extensive

representatives of the African-American and

and involved groups that were basically exercising

Mexican-American communities in Pacoima, the

their freedom of speech. History has rendered the

Black Student Union, the United Mexican-

judgment of the operations in Los Angeles which

American Students, Students for a Democratic

resulted in the disbandment of the Public Disorder

Society, other students, and the faculty, staff, and

administration (Acting President Oviatt himself).

Additionally: "The heads of such departments

That day a unanimous agreement was reached that

should be Afro-American and Chicano, respectively.

the campus would establish departments of Afro-

The criteria for qualified instructors will not be

American and Chicano Studies, each headed by a

limited to academic background but will also

representative of its particular group. According to

recognize areas of expertise in a field. The College

the College Information Bulletin,70 "the committee

will actively recruit and employ Black and Chicano

further agreed that the criteria for qualified

faculty in all departments." Other key points

instructors will not be limited to academic

provided that "the College vigorously pursue the

background but will recognize areas of expertise in a

recruitment of Chicano and Black students" (with a

field." The BSU and UMAS would help recruit the

fall, 1969 target of at least 350 from each group); for

faculty.

two separate EOPs, one black, one Chicano, to do

By January 14, after four meetings, the Process

the recruiting and counseling; for new student

Committee had lost its bearings. As Harry

grievance procedures against faculty; for accelerated

Finestone remarks, it "became a kind of a

hiring of minorities into staff positions; and for the

revolutionary tribunal. ... The room was jammed,

creation of" centers in the Black and Chicano

and nothing really was happening." The meetings

communities where information about the College

decayed into "largely a forum for revolutionary

and its programs, and higher education in general,
will be available. "73

ardor." "It became clear that the demand that Del
[Oviatt] commit hara-kiri-and that would be the
only thing that would satisfy his opponents- .. .
was not leading anywhere."

"I think," Harry Finestone reflects, that "one of
the great ironies of that whole process is the
realization much later that the blacks would have

Then another route was tried. A small corps of

settled for much less than we gave them .... They

negotiators was assembled, comprised of

were absolutely stunned by what we were willing to

representatives of the BSU, UMAS, and the faculty.

agree to"-in particular, by the agreement to the

In order to improve chances for an agreement, the

creation of two new minority departments. What

administration stayed on the sidelines-and SOS

had led to these unexpected concessions?

got excluded

completely.7 1

The six faculty

Finestone's response is "guilt, obviously, and a kind

bargainers included Finestone and Malcolm Sillars,

of idealism. In those years I think we were perhaps

who chaired the Department of Speech. The

overly optimistic about what the results would be,

negotiators met every other day, in secret. Carter

and idealistic about the justice of those causes, and

served as intermediary. "No subject was taboo,"

the fact that here was an opportunity to do

Sillars later said. Participants would have to sell the

something. And we felt we should not be stingy and

larger groups they represented on whatever

not be mean, and do the right thing."

agreements these sessions produced. Things started

David Benson provides another perspective on

awkwardly, but after a couple of meetings areas of

why events turned out as they did. "The campus,"

assent began to appear. "Any faculty-held

he recalls, "had been working that entire previous

conception of a stereo-type 'militant' was ...

year through the Educational Policies Committee

destroyed," Sillars averred. "The meetings were

[whose executive secretary he then was] to try and

friendly yet serious, the mood one of basic good

respond to some of the student demands of bringing

humor and good sense." The upshot turned out to

more content of the black experience or the

be a twelve-point agreement accepted by the

Mexican-American experience or the American

administration, BSU, UMAS, and-unanimously-

Indian experience, but primarily the black

by the Faculty Senate.72

experience, which was the most vocal group ....

The first of the points met student demands by

EPC was trying to respond, and I think they were

reiterating that "there will be established and

trying to respond as quickly as an academic

developed departments of Afro-American Studies

community can respond. But it wasn't as fast as

and Mexican-American Studies on the campus."

some of the black students wanted. " Too, Benson
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points out, "there was an element of fear involved,

recalls Oviatt declaring on one occasion, ''I'm not

there was an element of intimidation." Not limited

going to continue with this meeting if you' re going

to

this campus, violence had erupted around the

continue with this meeting!" After the meeting (in

ever dealt with true physical or psychological

which Oviatt proposed yet another committee to

intimidation. They didn't know how to deal with

study black demands, and got an angry blast of

it. And they dealt with this rather poorly." "I think

swearing in reply), Benson remarked to Charnofsky

that the principal force that led to the university's

that one must not let the tone drown out the

responding to the trouble," adds Jerome Richfield,

message. "But Del," Charnofsky adds, "was very

"was fear-and a sense of great vulnerability, and a

righteous."

recognition of a need to do something, no matter
how symbolic, in order to produce some
appeasement, because otherwise there would be ...

administration, but on the faculty as well. "There
was no one the students could go to with problems,"
he said, "and the faculty were not as involved as they

of us ... in the administration overreacted and

might have been. Too many of them felt that if the

didn't understand the very, very real issues that were

problems were ignored, all the poor, ill-qualified,

involved." The question of what had happened on

troublesome kids would go away.... But they are

a football field, for instance-whether or not a ·

not going away. "77

black player had been kicked or shoved by a white

In mid-January, the Faculty Senate held what

assistant coach-initially seemed "tiny." "I was

was called an "emergency meeting" and spent hours

more worried about winning football games," head

wrestling with the issue of amnesty. A resolution by

coach Sam Winningham later recalled, "but we had

Jerome Richfield "in the spirit of amnesty" urged

a growing Black Student Union that was concerned

"the withdrawal of criminal charges dealing with the

with other issues."74
These retrospections, taken together, get at the

November 4th incident and subsequent
demonstrations on this campus through January

core of much of what November 4 and its

9th." It failed to carry, but barely. A second and

surrounding events had meant. Subcultures had

more guarded resolution by another professor78

suddenly collided. No one has put it better than

passed overwhelmingly. Also offered "in the spirit

Delmar Oviatt did at the time: "We thought they

of amnesty," it spoke of the naivete of the

[the new minority students] might need a little

November 4 defendants as to "the possible

academic coaching, but that otherwise they would

consequences of ... [their] actions," and

be just the same as our white students." "We failed

recommended that Oviatt "personally make this

to understand and often did not know the kind of

point to the proper authorities." In addition: "We

social and psychological problems these students

urge the Acting President to recommend that

would have in our environment. Perhaps this

charges be made consonant with the dimensions of

illustrates how little whites understand the problems

the actions of November 4th through January

of blacks throughout our society."75 Street

9th."79 Two days later, a General Faculty meeting

language, not to mention force, could come as an

essentially repeated the same process that the senate

extraordinary shock in an environment used to

had just gone through. 80 In late February, a day-

civility, compromise, gradualism, and unceasing

long faculty convocation was held which focused on

deliberation. But then, shock became the intent.

minorities and education.

"They are not easy to get along with," Oviatt
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Herbert Carter placed a share of the blame for
Valley State's catastrophe not just on the

endless ... battling."
Edmund Peckham reflects: "I think that a lot
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to use that kind of language-absolutely will not

country. "There were very few academics who had

Meanwhile, the upheaval in the administration

remarked of some of the minority student leaders.

continued. With Blomgren hospitalized in early

"They are vulgar, impatient, aggressive, abrasive

January, Oviatt had served in his stead until

and, by our standards, disrespectful. It's easy to be

Blomgren could return to the acting presidency

put off by their four-letter words. "76 Charnofsky

part-time. In February, under doctor's orders,

Blomgren relinquished the position altogether.

I think the whole thing was wrong. I think the

Oviatt then resigned as Vice President, Academic

approach of the students was wrong. They had not

Affairs, to be replaced at length by Paul Walker (and

gone through anything like this either. They were

eventually David Benson). Malcolm Sillars was

establishing brand-new terrain for themselves. We,

named Acting President, becoming the fourth chief

as administrators, had not been responsible enough

executive in under a year. In his supporting cast

to try to meet these students and their needs and

were an acting vice president, an acting Dean of

talk them through .... To have any of them

Students (Edmund Peckham), and an acting

convicted of a felony that day-in retrospect, I really

Librarian.

regret the outcome of that case very much."

And the November 4 trial dragged on. On

Bill Burwell views what had happened this way:

November 5, 1968, Richard Nixon, who had no

the administration "were insensitive, they were

love at all for student protesters, had been elected

intolerant, they were unyielding. The events took

President of the United States on a strong law-and-

the form that they did because they left us no other

order platform. Public attitudes were hardening.

avenues .... We had to go to a by-any-means-

Over a span of two months, Superior Court Judge

necessary [strategy] because peaceful means were

Mark Brandler conducted the trial without a jury.

simply not being responded to." In the perspective

Both defense and prosecution had agreed to this.

of more than two decades, were the means used the

Prosecutors claimed that the seizure of the

only way of opening up the campus to black

Administration Building had been planned in

students? "Yes; yes, yes."

advance; hence the critical conspiracy charge. The

Peckham reflects that for all its grim

three-member defense team, financed by the

dimensions, November 4 did have another side, "a

National Association for the Advancement of

salutary effect over the years." It marked the demise

Colored People Legal Defense Fund, denied the

of the "ivory tower kind of mentality" at

charge. Deputy District Attorney Vincent Bugliosi

Northridge. Programs for minorities arrived.

led the prosecution-the first attempt in the United

"Resistance to change" softened. "The relationships

States to convict a large group of student militants

that ... I've had with minority students have

of felonies.8 1

certainly matured" since then. "I just do not think

Accusations of racism and politics

ripped through the trial like bullets.

that November 4, 1968 would happen now."85

In mid-November, 1969, Brandler meted out
the first mass felony convictions resulting from
campus protest. Brandler called Archie Chatman
and Robert Lewis (Uwezo) the "masterminds" of
November 4.82 Three defendants, including

White Hats versus Black Hats: The
Faculty Divides

Chatman and Lewis, were sentenced to state prison
for one to twenty-five years. 83 Eight others received

All the chaos-November 4, the administrative

county jail terms of three months to a year. Eight

upheaval, the constant meetings, the mounting

faced lesser penalties. Five students were acquitted.

anger of many of their students, the sharp

(Meanwhile, Vincent Bugliosi was assigned to what

disagreements that began to slice through

would become his most famous trial: prosecuting

departments-had a tremendous impact on the

Charles Manson for murder.) "The convictions of

faculty. College professors thrive on the serenity

the ... students," declared the Los Angeles Times

that allows them to teach and to write. Now they

under a giant headline, "climaxed what court

were distracted, asked (even forced) to take a stand

observers called one of the most significant trials

at every turn. Many of them had entered academe

ever held in this country."84

idealistically; they belonged to an idealistic

"I had major qualms about the trial," Edmund

generation. But it was a benign, almost genteel sort

Peckham reflects today. "I don't like the idea of

of idealism, the idealism then associated with John

students being on trial for something like this ....

F. Kennedy or Martin Luther King, Jr. "Many of us
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were into teaching for a purpose," recalls Patrick
Nichelson, who arrived during that era to teach

researchers, and around self-image and institutional

Religious Studies. "We thought society was going

image. Patrick Nichelson dwells on the latter:

to support our idealism."

"There was a sense amongst a lot of the liberal arts

Then came Vietnam, the counterculture, and

Fernando Valley State College as a stepping-stone,

want to say that everything the black revolutionary

as a place that they would be for a while and then

leadership did on chis campus was right," Harry

they would go on." Now "they found themselves in

Finestone reflects. "Obviously they did things chat

a few short years stuck here." Not only stuck, but

were not right. But one of the things chat divided

with "this terrible self-image that state college

the faculty was the willingness by some people to

faculty had of themselves, a real second-class

understand that what they did was natural and had

citizenship image .... In the late sixties-early

reasonable causes, and the feeling by other faculty

seventies we hired some very good people in the

members ... chat what they did was wrong under

liberal arts who, but for some fluke, maybe would be

any circumstances and [that] they should never be

somewhere else. But the jobs froze; there was no

forgiven." Vern Bullough, the anguished Faculty

mobility in the field."

expressing the former point of view when he

In the face of it all, large elements of the faculty
peeled apart. "That campus more or less developed a

remarked: "& one who has worked in civil rights

two-party system," remarks David Benson. "And it

for 12 years I feel the BSU and UMAS are the best

was pretty open about the fact chat there were two

thing that has happened to chis campus and to

parties, but they were never clearly enunciated, and

minority communities because it is not white do-

there was a tremendous number of people in the

gooders like me but leaders from within the

middle who were not a member of either parry."

community that can do the most for these
people."86

"There's always been probably more than 50 percent

"I think the Vietnam war made an enormous

of the faculty who didn't care about either side.
They simply wanted to get on with their professional

difference," Finestone reflects. "Not because I knew

lives." As for the "parties," "neither one of them had

a lot of people who were in favor of our

any firm hold on the middle. But in any given

participation in the Vietnam war. ... Most of the

election on any given policy, if the middle didn't

people I knew were not in favor of the United

care, one group or the other could win. And what

States' participation in Vietnam. But there was a

would normally happen is, one group would win."

difference. Most of them were not pro-Vietcong,

Benson sensed a rhythm to it: the outgroup "would

either. And that became a dividing line between

muster a majority from the middle, and they would

members of the faculty" -those who were opposed

come back and take over again. And so we had a

but not pro-Vietcong versus those who were

swing, back and forth." Whenever one group "went

opposed and pro-Vietcong. The positions

too far, the middle would just bring them back. And

professors took were generally more complex than

I think it worked very well." The administration

this suggests. But for some, especially among the

"was always trying to tap into, What is the middle?

younger ones, a deepening anger toward the war

What do the faculty on the campus think about these

compounded a deepening disillusionment with

issues? The larger you get, the harder it becomes to

Washington. In Northridge as around the country,

find out what that mass of faculty in the middle who

the normal academic skepticism frequently

will not quickly identify with either side [wants] ....

hardened into bitter cynicism.

But I think that sort of two-party development on

The momentousness of such questions as war
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faculty that they had arrived at a place like San

the convulsive phase of the race issue. "I would not

President when November 4 erupted, was quoted as
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around the emerging division between teachers and

the campus was very positive because what it meant

and race made narrow professional concerns look

was, the administration was constantly seeking to

trivial by comparison, but these figured into faculty

find out what the, quote, 'true faculty' really felt-

unrest as well. The professional issues revolved

... the majority."

The two parties Benson describes were

faculty or curriculum be? Some of the students

nicknamed the White Hats and the Black Hats.

insistently pushed and prodded the faculty to

Doubtless inspired by the attire in old cowboy

become more and more political.

movies, faculty conservatives must have come up
with the imagery, because they claimed the white
(customarily worn by heroes) and stuck their
antagonists with the black (worn by villains). The

A New President

relationship between campus party affiliation and
national party affiliation was loose: one could be

Faculty played a significant role in the choice of a

both a White Hat, for instance, and a Democrat. In

new President for the campus, someone to occupy

the campus realm, the two groups tended to divide

that position at long last on more than an acting

not just politically but by discipline, with the White

basis. John Stafford chaired the screening and

Hats disproportionately concentrated in the

selection committee: "The ones that we

professional fields, the Black Hats in the humanities

recommended were the ones, then, that went to the

and social sciences. The nicknames faded in time.

trustees, and they were required to choose from"

Yet the fundamental orientations endured, for

that list. Jerome Richfield also served on the

example, in later struggles over union

committee. "Our objective, and the basis upon

representation.

which Dumke allowed us to make ... visits [to the

At Valley State as on other campuses around
the country, especially in the social sciences and

candidates' various campuses]," Richfield points out,
"was that we were going to talk to people about the

humanities, faculty also tended to fly at one

candidate, and not interview the candidate himself.

another within departments. Why these fields in

We were leaving that to the trustees."

particular? Nichelson hazards the opinion that in

When the committee arrived at the University

subject matter, these "disciplines are closer to the

of Wisconsin, it spent three days talking with

world of values to begin with. There isn't the kind

students, faculty, and administrators about one

of bread-and-butter menu that has to be delivered

particular candidate before actually meeting him,

to the students no matter how you personally stand

and then spoke with him only briefly. He was

about matters of public policy. In the humanities

James Cleary. The committee forwarded the names

and social sciences, your philosophical stance, even

of Cleary and two other finalists to the Chancellor's

if you don' t want it to, has to enter into how you

Office. Dumke, his advisory board, and the trustees

... shape the subjects that you teach. This may

(with Governor Reagan in attendance) conducted

not even be a good thing, but clearly our fields are

the in-depth interviews, making their decision for
Cleary.87

much more malleable by public debate ... than
some other subjects, and we can't veil the political-

James Cleary was Professor of Speech at

ideological side of things the way engineers who

Wisconsin and a leading authority on parliamentary

really are making war instruments can, for

procedure. Now in his early forties, he had been

example, by simply sticking with the technical."

serving as Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs.

We must remember, he continues, that "we had

The diverse responsibilities of the job included

students who were going to the war, and if they

faculty issues (among them monitoring retention,

couldn' t talk about it in their Finance class or their

tenure, and promotion to assure that these

Engineering class or their P .E. class, they certainly

conformed to the faculty constitution), recruitment

could in their History class or [in] Philosophy."

of administrators, and the academic budget. The

Not only could they do it, adds Professor of

university's Reserve Officers' Training Corps

Foreign Languages and Literatures and former

(ROTC) program reported to him as well. "And

Faculty President Edda Spielmann. They

also, for whatever reason," as Cleary remarks, he

"demanded to." One of the key questions of the

"ended up as the CEO for the entire intercollegiate

era became, How "political" should a university

athletic program at Wisconsin." Having spent the
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1963-64 academic year as an administrative fellow

hour. Funds saved by the simplicity of the program

at UCLA, he had already gotten a close look at

were earmarked for the EOP. It was a promising

higher education in California. This included the

gesture.

state college system generally, and San Fernando
Valley State itself, where he had talked at length
with Ralph Prator.

Cleary had had to deal with student unrest at
Wisconsin-and was doing so, in fact, the very day
that Valley State's search and screen committee had
met him. In 1967, in the wake of a riot which had
seen the National Guard called in,88 Cleary had
presided over what must surely stand as one of the
longest (perhaps the longest) faculty meetings in the
history of American higher education. Involving

President Cleary at

nearly 2,000, he recalls, it "started on one day at one

investiture, 1969

in the afternoon and ran until about one in the
morning. And then we recessed and I met with the
executive committee of the faculty from about onethirty until seven AM. The faculty reconvened at
eight AM and we carried on the second day until, I
believe, about four [or] five in the afternoon. Bue in
chat total period of time we had disposed from a
parliamentary perspective of three hundred and
forty-four motions from all classes-main,
subsidiary, privileged, and incidental."
Cleary' s twenty-three-year presidency had
actually begun well before his investiture, on June
15. "Several things surprised me," he remembers.
"Number one, the office of the President was in a
windowless closet because the President's office had
The trustees had chosen Cleary. Why had he

five or thirty minutes, was [with] ... representatives

have the same kind of intellectual and professional

of the BSU." Next arrived a delegation of faculty

environment that I knew existed at Wisconsin," he

"co indicate what they perceived to be the position

explains. "So I found this institution by virtue of

of the entire faculty," and then another delegation to

the makeup of the faculty, in many respects even

do the very same-"and of course, the two came

the students, very comparable to the general

from conflicting camps." "That probably was the

educational environment of the University of

most educational moment in terms of becoming

Wisconsin. And then secondly, I knew, as many

acquainted with the institution chat I have ever had,

people across the country knew, that this institution

and in a ... matter of one day."

was a troubled institution .... I thought perhaps I
might, from my past experience in having served in
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Cleary's "first priority was to reestablish a sane,
peaceful educational environment." This meant

the capacity of a mediator between the students and

crying to unify both the faculty and the students

the administration and the university and the

"and really co get on with the business of the

faculty, ... provide some assistance to the

institution." The second priority involved restoring

institution."

the college's public image. "When I came here,

On October 21, 1969, Cleary's investiture as
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been burned out. My first meeting, within twenty-

chosen Valley State? "The institution seemed to

people spat on the institution and were angry it was

President took place in an understated ceremony

located here."89 "le became important to address

characterized by business suits, not academic gowns.

what appeared to be a very poor rapport between the

With Glenn Dumke presiding, it lasted just half an

institution and the immediate community-to

restore that to normalcy-as well as restoring the

minority departments, more and more the Vietnam

credibility of the institution within the [state

war dominated campus protest. "Our political view

college] system ... and [with] the legislature. And

was [that] the campus was ... part and parcel of the

that task did not take too long. " An early reward

'War Machine,"' Mike Lee recalls. "We didn't feel

was the reestablishment of funding for construction

that the school served any real educational purpose,

of what would become Oviatt Library, which had

... we felt it was dangerous. "9 1 Harry Finestone

been eliminated by the state legislature during the

makes this penetrating observation: "One of the

spring of 1969 as lawmakers reacted to the

things that the radical white students were

upheavals on the Northridge campus.

demanding was a total student voice in university

What was Cleary's overall attitude toward the

governance and a university foreign policy. And

student demonstrators? He recalls feeling "fully

those issues were much more complicated than the

sensitive and sympathetic with their issues. " "I

demands by minority students for some kind of

personally believed then, believe now, that all forms

minority presence on this campus and a role for

of protests are legitimate"-though violence and

minority culture." "There's a big difference,"

property destruction were not. "I applauded the

Edmund Peckham observes in making much the

students in the protests and demonstrations in

same point, "between demanding something that

which I was personally involved, and that was

the university can do, " such as working toward

almost every day for the first two or three or four

improved race relations, "and demanding something

months of the fall semester of 'sixty-nine. " Did he

the university can' t. " Peckham "really felt a sense of

have a strategy for coping with demonstrations?

helplessness oftentimes" when he faced groups of

"The obvious key here was one of talking, and

students "demanding to see President Cleary, always

getting people to talk rather than to fight and

on the same theme, that somehow he should talk to

argue." He called for compromise instead of

them and listen to them and do something to

violence-for "sitting down and talking things out

reorder the world."

and working to some understanding and

So many political flyers circulated from day to

compromise, with all parties standing behind that

day that the campus could have been wallpapered

compromise."90 Cleary set out to establish "a

with a fraction of them. Two publications, Outcry

presidential office that would become known for its

(left-wing) and Open Campus (right-wing) , blasted

openness and to encourage discussion of all of the

each other. Sundial readers were greeted by crazy

issues. " He wanted to be seen as "willing to meet

quilt headlines such as these, the one positioned

with students, to meet with faculty, to hear both

directly above the other: "Moratorium March

sides, and try to explain the importance of

Set"/"Homecoming Ball Tonight. "92 Or, on

retracking the institution. " All this fit a milieu, in

another day: "Cleary Faces 500 Strikers"/"Gourmet

his perception, in which "people were anxious to get

Society to Hold Hamburger-Eating Contest. "93

back together and get on with the institution. " He

Issues erupted one after another. The fire-

found himself "amazed" that, as he saw it, a

eating attorney William Kunsder, who had defended

turnaround "began to occur within six months, and

prominent radicals in the infamous, spectacular

within twelve months I felt that the institution was

Chicago Seven trial, was barred from speaking on

fully back on course. "

campus for fear of violence.94 Student grievance
procedures aroused a great deal of attention. And
there were more arrests; the trials went on
continuously.

Vietnam

In May, 1969, Larry Labovitz was narrowly
elected student body president for the following

The demonstrations did not die out, though. Far

academic year. A national student strike was called

from it. With the minority issue more or less

for October 15, 1969. The AS Senate passed a

internalized as a question of how to create and staff

resolution in opposition to the war and asked
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President Cleary to cancel classes on October 15.

of passive ... wanted to ... bomb a building, take

in session. A big demonstration took place that day

over the school militarily, with guns!"96

in the Open Forum.

Demonstrators churned through hallways chanting,

Issues swelled in number. The first Earth Day

lowered from the Administration Building flagpole

arrived on the scene with a sudden jolt, but it was

and burned in the Open Forum; a "strike" flag

not the sort of issue to set police batons swinging.

replaced it at half-mast. A good many draft cards

For once, people tended more or less to agree on

went up in flames as well.97
This was on Tuesday. With protests erupting

literature on air, land, and ocean pollution-the last

like fireworks, Governor Reagan closed all state

a particularly sensitive issue in the wake of 1969's

college and UC campuses from midnight

disastrous Santa Barbara Channel oil spill.

Wednesday through the following Sunday. On

Meantime fifty participants in an Ecology Action

Wednesday afternoon, the SFVSC faculty packed

Survival Walk proceeded toward Valley State,

into an emergency meeting. A declaration of

nearing the end of a trek of several hundred miles to

defiance was moved, seconded, and passed: "The

demonstrate the urgency of environmental

General Faculty of San Fernando Valley State

problems. The college shortly initiated steps toward

College calls upon President Nixon to withdraw

preserving orange trees in the southeastern corner of

American troops forthwith from Cambodia and to

the campus. Symbolizing a changing consciousness,

make the withdrawal from Cambodia the first step

the college's Mountaineering and Conservation

in the immediate withdrawal of all American troops

Club altered its name to the Ecology Action Club.

from Southeast Asia." The faculty "condemn[ed]"

The Age of Aquarius arrived as well. The scent
of marijuana wafted into the Valley's brackish air.

Reagan's shutting down Valley State and the other
state colleges as a breach of" campus autonomy."

The Sundial took on steamy ads. Conservatives

Declaring that recent, "tragic results [for students

who had been worrying about the breakdown of law

around the country] are attributable to violence on

on campus now had to worry about breakdown of

the campuses and to the presence of fully armed

the whole social order.

police and troops," the faculty passed a resolution

Through it all, the overriding theme remained

"direct[ing]" President Cleary "to bar the police and

one of struggle and protest focusing against the war.

the National Guard from interfering with those

Even so, recalls Vicki Temkin: "In the sense of

students camping out on the campus in protest of

getting a broad-based support, we didn't have it.

the Vietnam war." "Upon the entrance on campus

We had fringe support but you didn't have a real

of armed units of Los Angeles Police or National

broad base. Maybe ... there were ... twelve to

Guard," another resolution declared, "we will cease

fourteen thousand students .... And I think, when

to teach classes."98

we had a rally, a thousand would have been a lot
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"On strike, shut it down!" The American flag was

was observed on April 22, 1970. Ecology had

something. Environmental groups distributed
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Big meetings of people who were ... ordinarily sort

Labovitz vetoed the resolution. Cleary kept classes

One thrust of all these resolutions was that

... of people. We usually drew several hundred. "95

faculty and students would collaborate in supporting

In April, 1970, demonstrations splashed across

them. A formal motion passed to that effect. It was

the campus. At the end of that month, United

also MSP "that a roster of faculty willing to serve as

States troops invaded Cambodia. During a

protectors of students during current peaceful

demonstration on May 4 at Kent State University

student meeting [sic] and activities be prepared, that

in Ohio, National Guard troops killed four

arm bands identifying such professors be prepared

students. The next day a huge crowd, perhaps

and distributed, that faculty coordinate its action to

1,500 people, marched peacefully around the Valley

protect students and public order, and that the

State campus demanding that the college shut down

General Faculty asks President Cleary to request

in protest. Some students, Mike Lee observes,

police to not come on campus while such faculty

wanted to go even further: "People were mad! ...

members are acting to protect students and to

preserve public order." Mitchell Marcus (a cigar-

companies that had signed agreements with the

smoking Marine officer in World War II)

United Farm Workers Organizing Committee,

volunteered to coordinate this "informal Faculty

signaling a big victory on a fundamental issue for

Policing Force." After three hours, the meeting

campus Chicanos. In February, Cleary announced

finally ended. 99
Now the question arose, Would the protesting

he would begin holding open office hours for
students each Friday afternoon. Protesters had

students actually leave by midnight, the Governor's

evoked a degree of cooperation from the

deadline? Or would they dig in? There may have

administration and faculty that would scarcely have

been 1, 700 demonstrators on campus as darkness

seemed conceivable two or three years before. Yet

fell. Their nerves taut, wearing armbands stitched

the demonstrations went on, and the cooperation

together by the Home Economics Department as

had limits-as the story of one student who took

insignia, many faculty remained, too. An aid station

part in the last phase of protest makes clear.

stood ready. Police helicopters hovered overhead, a
large light eerily shining down on the faces below.
Shortly after 10:00 PM, Cleary addressed the crowd,
trying like others before him to talk the students out

Final Gasps

of a confrontation. "When the word comes to
disperse, for God's sake, disperse," implored

Jack Bermingham transferred to Valley State from

Associate Professor of History Paul Koistinen.

UCLA in 1970, remaining to graduate and to

"Don't throw your bodies into the machine, because

complete the M.A. in History in 1973.

the machine will chew you up." Finally, at around

Subsequently he took a Ph.D. at UC Santa Barbara

10:30, the gathering broke up, people disappearing

and became a professor. Having lived on both sides

into the gloom.100

of the line that divides faculty from students, he

Cleary and the Executive Committee of the
Faculty Senate announced a week-long convocation
once classes resumed, with locations for dialogue

reflects back over the battles of two and more
decades ago.
The issues of race/ racism and Vietnam,

identified around the campus. Some professors and

Bermingham points out, tied directly into the

even whole departments were calling a halt to classes

Northridge campus then-race in the obvious ways

for what little remained of the academic year.

that November 4 had raised, and Vietnam more

Hundreds of students pressed for the strike. The

subtly. Was the college wedded to defense research?

General Faculty met on May 14. Both Cleary, in

What about ROTC? "What avenues were open to

his remarks, and a motion adopted at the meeting

get the administration to address these issues ... ?

encouraged students to confront the issues of the

And how could you get them to engage in

moment. If, the motion added, "as a matter of

meaningful dialogue about all kinds of things which

conscience" students felt "unable to continue their

you presumed to be important?" Why, for example,

participation in regularly scheduled classes," they

were there no students on committees framing

should not be penalized. Faculty might grant
incompletesl0 1 or withdrawals, allow their students

educational policy? In light of their background,
administrators and faculty "may have known more

to convert their enrollment status from graded to

than we did," but "maybe they hadn't adjusted the

credit/fail, or "work out alternative ways of satisfying

information they knew properly, and we might have

the course requirements." Meanwhile, classes

something to offer. ... In the absence of that, there

themselves would continue.102

was a feeling of having no say in something that was

In October, the Faculty Senate went on record

supposed to be mostly about you."

as favoring "greater student involvement in college
governance." 103 By January, 1971, a month-long

There were, true enough, some administrators
who seemed "genuinely interested, and even

boycott of campus food services had driven the

sympathetic to what you were saying, and who may

Foundation to agree to purchase lettuce only from

have tried to build some bridges." Others, it seemed
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to Bermingham at the time, "simply tried to do
things to put out the fire. So if you wanted

impassioned agitator would have little sympathy

something, they gave you the facade of something

with the quiet agonies that deans or department

rather than the reality .... And then you had other

chairs go through as they watch administrative work

people who didn't even show you the respect to

pile up on their desks while they get yanked away to

respond to you, they just ignored you." "To give

deal with demonstrations. Yet those calendars, those

the administration its due," Bermingham reflects,

reports, those deadlines represent central realities of

attempts were made to designate "committees

administrative life. To the protester, they are as

where students were involved with not really

remote as the moon. It was this very maw of

negotiating, but where there were communications

mysterious bureaucratic processes and procedures

back and forth" over "grievances" which the

that had helped pull the BSU toward violence.

university endeavored to "resolve .... But still, I

Bermingham sees the police, too, as playing a

think the impression that students had who were

central role in the dynamics of confrontation. "It

active was that rather than dealing with the

always seemed like when the police showed up, the

substance of the issue, ... the administration

concern shifted from what was the basis for the

tended to see activism as defiance of authority. And

demonstration to taunting the police or interacting

that ... made responses more irrational on both

with the police." Student study groups debated how

sides, probably." "Looking at it from afar, it seems

to see the police: Were they "an instrument of the

to me the students had nothing to lose. They ·

war machine," or merely dehumanized workers?

weren't in a position of power. They had no

And, in particular, "What did we think about police

authority and essentially no influence except a

coming on campus?"

disruptive one." "It became a game on both sides,"

Vietnam. American history. The history of

resolution of the problem." Vicki Temkin

American imperialism. The nature of imperialism

perceptively remarks that "in some respects, I think

and colonialism in general. Third world writings.

... [the administration] were cooperative with us,

Methodologies of analysis. The activists alternately

probably as far as they felt they could go. And in a

read, debated, and demonstrated. Overall,

lot of respects they didn't do a damn thing for us;

Bermingham found them reasonably sophisticated

because we wanted everything, ... the maximum

politically. They were not particularly doctrinaire.

Reflecting on the student demonstrators from

Some professors tried actively, often on their
own time, to help students think through the

his own perspective, Cleary remarks: "Where I

pressing issues. This hardly earned them kudos

personally perceived then ... [that] they may have

from their more distanced colleagues, Bermingham

gone wrong was to attack the problem in a way that

recalls. "Here was something that we related to as

simply would not be productive .... You don't

students," the professor "having a special talent to

effect change by burning down buildings or

offer." Yet "in fact, we always had the perception

stopping the educational process or disrupting an

that the system would work against him, both

educational institution. Eighty percent of the lay

personally and his type." Demonstrators

community could care less whether we shut down a

complained that personnel decisions had gotten

day or two in classes. The only people that suffer

politicized. There erupted what Cleary describes as

are the students, the faculty, and many

"protests over obviously-popular instructors who

administrators who then have to put aside all their

were not promoted or did not receive tenure. The

administrative work and let it pile up until they can

students at that time were very much interested in

get back to it .... You effect change by getting

the faculty personnel process and the outcome."

involved in the process itself."
Perhaps these words contain a clue to the clash
of" cultures," administrative-versus-dissident, which
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Study groups also delved into Marx. Mao.

Bermingham contends, "but it didn't facilitate any

we could get, and they couldn't give that."104
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characterized that era. A twenty year-old, morally-

In March and April, 1971, Bermingham
watched antiwar protest heat up. Jane Fonda drew a
huge crowd at the Open Forum. In May Tom

Protesters on the road,
ca. 1970

Hayden appeared. On campus and off there were

The police arrested and handcuffed him. Then they

rallies and marches, a few of them sizable. One

jailed him. He wound up in a cell with a batch of

special target was the branch of the Bank of America

protesters. At around 1:00 AM the following

then located in the shopping complex on the

morning, he was released on his own recognizance

northeast corner of Reseda Boulevard and Nordhoff

(charges were never filed). When he arrived in his

Street. The Bank was charged with playing a

classroom later that morning, his students had

particularly prominent role in supporting and

chalked on the blackboard "FREE MUDD NOW!"

financing the war. Early in 1970, in the midst of

and "AMNESTY FOR MUDD!"l05

rioting and arson at UC Santa Barbara, Bank of
America's Isla Vista branch burned

to

the ground.

The Northridge branch had come under siege

On May 5, 1971, a band of protesters, Jack
Bermingham among them, marched yet again on
the Northridge branch of the Bank of America. The

the year before that, while Sillars served as Acting

students made speeches in front of the bank.

President. Sillars had often asked Charles Mudd, a

Helicopters soared in like dragonflies. "The police,"

genial Speech professor and prominent White Hat

Bermingham relates, "line up in riot gear opposite

with a quite conservative reputation, to scout

the bank side of the street on Reseda Boulevard ...

student demonstrations. On one such occasion, at

in what I would characterize now, as I did then, as

the corner of Darby and Dearborn, Mudd

... very provocative fashion. And of course, as soon

encountered a protest against the Bank of America.

as the police arrive, the students move ... over

Initially, though, he failed to realize that the police

the other side of Reseda Boulevard ... to taunt the

had already given the order

police and tell them to leave, ... and make a

to

disperse. Once he did

realize it, he retreated along Darby-only to find

to

considerable number of obscene gestures .... As the

himself surrounded by police. Now, of all times, he

police are perceived as provocative, some of the

could not find his faculty identification card.

students decide they' re going to be provocative ....

Wearing a sad old sweater, unshaved this day as yet,

One of the ways they decide to be provocative is that

he did not look particularly professorial.

they' re going

to

start walking back and forth
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[through the] crosswalk on Reseda Boulevard, ...
which effectively stops traffic .... Then you get

they took some of both. And of course as people

some police officer who's no doubt a lieutenant or a

began to run, police chased them." By the time the

captain who gets one of his bullhorns and says,

melee ended, more than seventy had been arrested.

'This is an illegal assembly. You have a short period

A good many students had gotten clubbed, and

of time to disperse!' ... By and large the students

there was a spate of injuries.

disperse and they move back ... to the bank. The

Bermingham recalls another demonstration,

police manage to filter through the cars and then

involving an evening candlelight march. The march

come across on the bank side of the street.... So,

wheeled from Lindley onto Nordhoff in traffic lanes,

you're left with another illegal assembly."
The demonstrators retreat to the parking lots

proceeding west across Etiwanda, then passing
Darby. From the front rank, Bermingham spotted

on campus. 'They taunt the police and yell at them

police, first to the rear, then ahead. 'T d never really

... , and so the police declare an illegal assembly

been in a demonstration where the police attacked

again. Now there's the perception that, 'How can

... without declaring an illegal assembly. But they

this be an illegal assembly when you're at your

simply jumped out of the car[s], and with their

university?' And so that tends to anger people. But

sticks in hand ... waded into the crowd." A

for some reason most people disperse. But then the

demonstrator on Bermingham' s immediate right

police come ... onto campus."

went down from an officer's blow. With two

The students continue falling back through the

friends, Bermingham bolted across Nordhoff toward

parking lots in the direction of the Fine Arts and

a parking lot near the southeast corner of Nordhoff

Sierra complexes, crossing Etiwanda with the police

and Reseda. Two officers roared into the lot on

following. "As fate would have it, this is about 2:50

motorcycles. Bermingham and his friends dodged

in the afternoon .... The police ... again ...

into a back alley, plunging "down this alley with two

declare an illegal assembly." Just then, a class

motorcycle police chasing us." Quickly losing the

period ends. "So rather than dealing with what had

race, the friends dived over a wall into someone's

been a few hundred ... students over at the Bank of

backyard, "and I turned and ran towards the police,

America, ... all of a sudden at the end of a class

which was probably really stupid now that I think

hour you have all these students ... heading for

about it." The police split up, one pursuing the

their cars, and I mean literally ... three, four, five

friends, the other chasing Bermingham.

thousand people .... You have mass confusion,
because you have all these people coming out

"There was a beauty salon there, and the back
door was open, ... and it was still doing business.

saying, 'Illegal assembly? I just got out of class. My

... I ran in, ... pouring down sweat .. .. I probably

car's over there!'"

looked like I just murdered somebody or something,

Meantime, TV reporters have arrived. The
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[because] most of these students looked alike .... So

and everyone ... looked very astonished .... I tried

police begin to move back toward the parking lots

very calmly to say, There's nothing wrong. I'm just

and in the direction of Nordhoff Street.

walking through. There's been a demonstration at

Commuting students enter the lots in order to find

the campus and I was just running away from it.'"

their cars and leave. Now the Nordhoff-bound

As Bermingham headed toward the front door, one

contingent of police starts to return, while the

of the employees shouted out the back door, "He's

police in the parking lots stop retreating. The

in here! Get him!" Bermingham burst out of the

students-the great majority of them uninvolved in

salon. His final hideout was the International

the Bank of America demonstration-find

House of Pancakes, where, posing with a Coke as

themselves surrounded in the lots. Protesters taunt

the all-American college student, he escaped arrest.

the police. "The police move in, and they begin

Vance Proctor-still a student at Valley State-

arresting people and beating people .... In these

also ran into protest trouble off-campus. In 1972 he

circumstances, it's hard to tell what I'm sure they

was gathering police intelligence near Nixon

perceived as the 'good guys' from the 'bad guys,' ...

reelection headquarters. "At the demonstrations I

Some demonstrators "kept the faith,'' and do to
one degree or another to this day, through the
practice of law, say, or through teaching or
journalism. Others retain many of their old values
without any particular form of display. Still others
have changed dramatically. One of the leaders of
the late protest era returned to campus less than a
year, perhaps, after his graduation. He was wearing
a three-piece suit. He had become a stockbroker.107
Looking back at the 1960s and early '70s from
the vantage point of the early nineties, one finds that
time has taken some of those whose stories have
made up this chapter in quite unforeseen directions.
In other instances, the years have merely extended
the paths on which they then set out. Jack
Bermingham, once the bane of campus
administrators, is now a university dean. Bill
Burwell, formerly a militant black nationalist, has
become a Christian minister. (The rest of his story
remains to be told.) Mike Lee of SOS, who
struggled with the bullhorn on November 4, is a
Singer Cass Elliott in the Open Forum, 1972

public defender. Frank del Olmo, whose story the
following day preserved the sense of the moment,

would be in the crowd, and go ... around chanting

has a Pulitzer Prize to his credit and that of his

everything, and made my own signs .... I had an

newspaper, the Los Angeles Times. Herbert Carter,

old, raggedy T-shirt. And I took out a blue spray

whose negotiating skill helped resolve the impasse

can and ... made a big peace symbol on the back."

that followed November 4, went on to become

In an ensuing demonstration, "I ended up in
MacArthur Park. And this hippie-looking character
comes up to me and ... says, 'Hey, officer, ... you
forgot to paint the middle arm on your peace
symbol there!"'
By this time, across the country, student
activism was quickly dying. As early as the winter of
1970, in fact, signs of its demise had already begun
to appear at Valley State. Some demonstrators
turned inward, away from issues as broad as the war
or civil rights and toward immediate problems on
the campus itself or in the community. By 1971 a
number of radicals had become involved in student
government. To one degree or another, inertia-the
sheer drag in trying to mobilize large numbers of
people on a commuter campus to do anything or
back any cause in particular-was wearing activists
down. Repeated arrests wore them down, too. And
each year a fraction of the protesters graduated and
departed. 106

Executive Vice Chancellor of the California State
University system; in 1992 he resigned that position
to head the Los Angeles regional branch of United
Way. And Vance Proctor, whom we have followed
from championship baseball in 1965 to MacArthur
Park seven years later, today commands the
Devonshire Division of the Los Angeles Police
Department.
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Epochs like the 1960s, which produce whirlwinds of

resentful, bitter, curious, hesitant but above all

change, tend to give way to their opposites. People

perplexed." As for public attitudes, "the amount of

decide that they want to relax. Society returns at

misinformation and false stereotyping of our college

least partway toward traditional norms and values.

that prevails in the community is remarkable. I

The 1970s marked the beginning of a period of

listen to people who describe some chamber of

readjustment which would continue through the

horrors and find myself agreeing that no sane person

following decade. The era of Kennedy, King, and

would want to be associated with such a place, only

Johnson yielded to the era of Nixon, Ford, and

to discover that they are stating their impression of

eventually Reagan. This reaction did not set in all at

Valley State College."1

once. Some groups that had made gains in the

In some ways the campus did seem to project

1960s built on them during the '70s; others, such as

dual personalities. Though the Age of Aquarius

women, really came into their own in the seventies.

may have arrived, reading the 1969-70 catalog one

On campus, in some respects the 1970s saw the

might conclude that in loco parentis still flourished

beginnings of a return to earlier expectations-in

as well. A section entitled "MINOR STUDENTS

general education, for example. Other changes

HOUSING REGULATIONS,"2 which had been

wrought by the sixties became institutionalized, part

in the catalog in one form or another for years, read:

of the established order of things-minority

"The college may require all unmarried minor

insurgencies, for instance, became minority

students, not living with a parent or guardian, to

departments. The 1970s was a decade of

live in residence halls, unless a request in writing

institutional transition, and in many ways it was a

from the student's parent or guardian for

better era in retrospect than it tended to seem at the

accommodations other than those furnished by the

time.

college has been approved by the Associate Dean of

Valley State opened the decade in sour spirits.

Students, Activities and Housing. Registration may

Still beset by student radicals, attacked as radicals

be denied or canceled for failure to comply with this

themselves by prating politicians, many professors

regulation." In fact, the regulation had gone

scarcely knew how to respond. Perhaps Faculty

unenforced. "We never believed," Edmund

President Donald Cameron best captured the

Peckham points out, "in trying to enforce parietal

prevailing mood in a memo of September, 1970:

rules-let's say, check in and check out-at

"The faculty returns to the campus this week

[women's dorm] Monterey Hall." The 1971-72
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catalog finally took the university out of putative

immemorial-except that these two are nude. The

residential parenting. In loco parentis went the way

next shoe down is of a crowd watching "streakers"

of freshman beanies.

streak. The third shows the couple in photo one,

Though student protest fell off, students' knees

side view, running through lawn sprinklers. The

needed only to be tapped the right way for

fourth is of two couples (hand-in-hand again)

demonstrations to kick up again. One day in 1980,

streaking together across the Sierra South roof.

well after the Vietnam war had ended, military

Streaking was not, admittedly, the panty raids

recruiters apparently decided it had become so safe

of the 1950s. It did suggest, though, that the

that they towed an artillery piece onto campus as a

impulse co outrage public and academic sensibilities

recruiting device. A history professor, whose class at

had turned from overt aggression toward childish

that very moment was viewing grisly color footage

display-much in the spirit of panty raids. A

ofWorld War II, saw the convoy arrive and

streaking site in the mid-seventies, the Sierra South

thought for a second he was hallucinating. Sitting

roof had earlier seen one confrontation over

in the class for her daughter, taking notes, was a

Vietnam so intense chat, as Peckham puts it, "we

veteran antiwar activist. She and others

really were afraid chat people were going to be tossed

immediately threw together some signs and started

off the parapet." Pantyless raids suggested chat

picketing.3

display had triumphed over ideology on campus.

In 1971, the Faculty Senate recommended that

Mere careerism would not lie far behind.

an honorary degree be conferred on Bob Hope. ·
(The CSU grants honorary degrees in the system's
name, but individual campuses may nominate,
becoming the site of conferral. It was expected that

A University

Hope would favor his nominator financially.) The
trustees unanimously endorsed this idea, but the

Faculty and students had become particular objects

plan faced opposition on campus because of Hope's

of Governor Reagan's political wrath, but early in

support for U.S. policy in Indochina. Expressing

the 1970s he signed a measure which, for chose who

concern for his own safety at San Fernando Valley

would allow themselves the pleasure, conceded a bit

State, Hope declined the degree.4

of ego-recovery. The law authorized re-designation

Student alienation during the early seventies

universities. There were limits, of course: the

to the merely satirical or raucous. In 1971, the

systemwide trustees and the Coordinating Council

Matador Gourmet Society sponsored a pig named

for Higher Education would develop the criteria for

Juicy Lucy for homecoming queen. That might not

elevation and screen the candidate campuses. Nor,

have angered anyone a decade before, but now some

more importantly, would the functions of the

whose consciousness had been raised insisted that it

campuses change just because their tides did.

insulted women. The pig was disqualified.

Instead of becoming Ph.D.-granting research

As the seventies wore on and activism generally
ebbed, students began to remind their professors
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of qualifying state college campuses as state

sprouted different sorts of growths, from the angry

universities, the state universities would essentially
remain comprehensive institutions providing

more and more of the students of the fifties.

graduate instruction through the master's level.

Sometimes, though, it required a bit of imagination

Their resources would not increase, either. In face,

to make the comparison. Here is a case in point:

support for graduate instruction was dramatically

Over the years, the Sundial has featured a number

dropping.5

of remarkable page-one photos. The issue of March

Given the accepted meaning of the term

22, 1974 may just be the most memorable of them

"university," Valley State clearly qualified. As of

all. It is made up of four shots. The one at the top

1971 it had 24,450 students by total count, and

displays a frontal view of a couple jogging across

2,750 faculty, administrators, and staff; it offered

campus hand-in-hand, like college lovers from time

bachelor's degrees in 39 fields as well as master's
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degrees in 29. The larger problem involved agreeing

opportunity to reflect thoughtfully on educational

on a name. Would it be "California State

ends and means. Inertia, too, has played a large part

University, San Fernando Valley"? Could anyone

in allowing us to fall too readily into familiar

actually say that without becoming breathless? With

curricular patterns, academic disciplines, teaching

plenty of on-campus and a good deal of

methods, and organizational structures that

surrounding-community support, President Cleary

characterize hundreds of colleges; we have settled for

chose "Northridge." Unfortunately, throughout the

the conventional and the traditional instead of

country a good many people who knew where the

attempting to construct something new, worthwhile,

San Fernando Valley was did not know the location

and different that would truly distinguish us-and

of Northridge; students and faculty have ever since

the word 'distinguish' is used here in both of its

discovered that they need to identify the campus

common meanings."

geographically. In any event, on June 1, 1972,
SFVSC became CSUN.

What should be done now? The commission
wanted the university to "set aside a percentage of
its annual budget to encourage and support
experimental, nontraditional instructional
programs." It called for new dimensions of

The President's Commission on
Educational Developmen-t6

flexibility in undergraduate instruction-for
example, by offering a small-group class to all
entering students. In one variation designed for

Meanwhile, in November, 1971, Cleary had charged

general education, an extensive list of freshman

a new Commission on Educational Development

seminars, restricted to 10-15 students each, would

with "restudy[ing] San Fernando Valley State

be directly linked to lecture classes of 200-300, so

College's mission, nature, objectives and means to

that a student would concurrently take both. A

these objectives over the next 10 years." It was just

dramatic expansion in interdisciplinary studies

the right moment to undertake such a reevaluation,

would embrace new cross-disciplinary degree

and the commission was more than up to it.

programs in, for example, Urban Studies or Child

Chaired by Charles Kaplan, who had headed the

Development; clusters of team-taught courses, each

Committee on Organizational Planning a decade

grouped around a common theme; and custom-

earlier, the commission included among its eighteen

tailored programs for individual students. A Skills

members David Benson, Harry Finestone, Jerome

Center would be set up "in which students may

Richfield, and Charles Bearchell.

obtain individual help as needed, in writing,

Where should the university proceed from here?
The full commission held thirty meetings over a

reading, mathematics, and library skills." And
extensive, concerted efforts should take place to

span of as many weeks. With its escorts of

improve the caliber of teaching, among them "an

committees and subcommittees, it came to resemble

annual or more frequent student evaluation of

a large fleet of ships. Questionnaires went out to

teaching effectiveness of all faculty."

2,500 currently-enrolled students. Other

The commission further recommended the

questionnaires were sent to nearly 2,000 alumni, as

appointment of a presidential task force to "establish

well as to members of the faculty and community

specific criteria for controlled development of the

leaders.
"Despite the fact that we are a relatively young

University over the coming decade"-in other
words, comprehensive, detailed planning

institution," the commission's Report observed,

department by department and major by major,

"many symptoms of premature aging are evident.

including planned departmental size. Future

Because we have had to scramble every year at an

campus buildings, and existing facilities to whatever

increasingly faster pace to accommodate thousands

degree possible, should be designed (or redesigned)

of new students and hundreds of new faculty, in the

to include "informal student gathering places. The

past we have had neither the time nor the

ecology of learning should not exclude what occurs
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outside the classroom." As for the old debate over

excel? Instead, wherever the students went, whether

the role of students in the affairs of the university,

to department X or department Y, there, too, went

the commission argued that "student participation

the resources. Rather than determining priorities in

should be increased in a number of areas; for

terms of what mattered most on academic grounds,

example, curriculum development, evaluation of

the university let the students make these decisions

teaching, campus planning, and community

by default. Comprehensive academic planning in its

relations. The acceptance of meaningful student

true sense meant pruning and shaping with

participation will necessitate changes in attitude by

outcomes clearly in mind; it could not coexist with a

administrators, faculty, and students alike." And

simple popularity contest. Ironically, when the

the commission made a series of recommendations

students ultimately began to stampede toward the

to advance the position of women, to reinforce the

professional programs, this forced a sort of decision-

position of the minority programs, and to hike the

making on the university because the numbers ran

number of minority faculty and students.

out of control. So, in good bureaucratese, some

The Report ofthe President's Commission

highly popular programs were declared

remains a remarkable document for its daring and

"impacted"-Engineering along with Computer

the sheer breadth of its recommendations, only a

Science in 1980, and Business in 1982.7

portion of which have been mentioned here. A
good many of the recommendations-in one form
or another, and to one degree or another-became
accepted fact. Examples include the reform of

Administrative Reorganization

general education, interdisciplinary programs,
freshman seminars, clustered, team-taught courses,

Among its most important recommendations, the

individually-tailored majors, regular student

President's Commission urged an administrative

evaluation of teaching, and "people pockets" for

reorganization essentially into the pattern of eight

out-of-class discussion. By 1975 the university had

schools one sees today. 8 Reorganization actually

an affirmative action plan (required by law) and an

began based upon preliminary recommendations of

Affirmative Action Coordinator. One of the most

the commission, so that by the time its final Report

successful recommendations of all turned out to be

appeared, new schools of the Arts and of

the Learning Resource Center (the commission's

Communication and Professional Studies had

Skills Center), under the directorship of John

already come into being out of the old Fine Arts and

Hartzog.
Yet those who wanted to put the Report fully
into practice had to pull against two great currents
simultaneously, both of which they understood

Science?
Early in 1972, Jerome Richfield became Dean

well. One was short funding for the state university

of L and S. By now the school had evolved into a

in general. Thus, for example, the proposed budget

leviathan comprised of seventeen departments and

set-aside for experimental programs fell flat, and

commanding 60 percent of university resources.

expensive proposals such as the one for team-taught

Among other things, the immense size of L and S

courses saw only marginal implementation.

meant that the Dean and the seven faculty making

The other crosscurrent was the university's
historic resistance to comprehensive curricular
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Professional Studies. The biggest problem, though,
remained: What should be done about Letters and

up the personnel committee faced an annual load of
more than 200 personnel decisions.

planning-to making choices between programs

Why not divide Letters and Science into more

which already existed, in other words, to making

manageable units? Within the administration, this

decisions as to whether this department should have

idea had come under study well before the

more resources than that one. Early on, the

President's Commission took it up. As Dean,

university had ceased to ask the question, What sort

Richfield saw advantages to dismemberment. Even

of campus are we? At what do we most want to

though L and S added up to over half the university,
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in the Deans' Council all the schools tended to be

The Libraries

treated as equals. Meanwhile, Richfield watched
competition mount between the liberal arts and the

Another member of the President's Commission,

professional programs toward which students were

Norman Tanis, had arrived at Valley State as head

shifting. He also saw central administration as

librarian in 1969. While the library did not figure

favoring the latter. Richfield argued that "if we

into the massive reorganization of schools that was

divide into the social sciences and humanities and

shortly to come, it underwent major transformations

science and math, we'll have three voices and three

of its own.

votes in Deans' Council instead of one, and that

As of 1969 the library had, Tanis recalls, "a very
fine small collection of about 300,000 items, a core
collection of books, and a very small library
building." Already well in place, though, was a
corps of library facultylO who were "very strong
people." The library did a good deal of additional
hiring during the early seventies.

might make a big difference in our protecting liberal
arts on this campus." To some faculty, this
argument proved decisive. Charles Bearchell,
though, believes that "the purpose of the
commission in recommending the breakup was to
allow for a little better representation of individual
faculty members and individual departments in
university administration .... It was very certain
that the remaining schools felt themselves somewhat
put upon by the massive size" of L and S, as well as
Fine Arts and Professional Studies. From this quite
different perspective, the division created
administrative units that were "more even or
equitable."
Ironically, Richfield reflects, "the principal
argument for making the [Letters and Science]
reorganization was so that the Dean could be closer
to the departments, and the departments didn't
want that. They didn't trust that. There'd be more
administrative meddling." When they were polled,
only a bare majority of the L and S faculty who
voted favored dividing up the school.9 The division
of Letters and Science finally occurred in the spring
of 1973. Richfield became acting, then permanent
Dean of the new School of Humanities, William
Knowles of the School of Social and Behavioral

At first Tanis expected that he "was going to be

Oviatt Library ground

Sciences, and Donald Bianchi of the School of

the person that would head up a transition of the

breaking, 1971. Right

Science and Mathematics.

library from an undergraduate (or slightly graduate)

to left, Norman Tanis,

library to a Ph.D. library, ... a true research library

James Cleary, Donald

that was going to be backing up the education of

Cameron; far left,
Warner Masters

Looking back at the administrative
reorganization of the early 1970s, Charles Bearchell
remarks that he "was really impressed by the fact

Ph.D.s. And I thought it was only a matter of a few

that the change actually took place. I felt that that

years before that's what we would be engaged in

was such a major change that it was going to take

doing here." The realities settled in slowly. "I think

quite a while to occur. But it was very smoothly

it was easily ten or twelve years before it finally came

done, and I think with a minimum of disruption

home to me that it's not going to happen in my

and a maximum of effect."

time. I still think it's going to happen" eventually.
"Other goals we had" included "construct[ing]
a habitat which would promote scholarship and
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learning and the love of books." Completed in

campus had two-thirds the student population and

1973, two years after Delmar Oviatt' s death, Oviatt

the library "was 700,000 volumes smaller, and

Library provided just that habitat. The task of

[despite] an additional building of a hundred and

design was given to state architects, but they turned

ten thousand square feet." Only partly offset by the

over the exterior to private ones. President Prator,

remarkable quality of the library faculty, the staff

says Tanis, "conceived of the library as a treasure

shortage has affected students, professors, and the

box, as a box of jewels." Prator denies the story; 11

surrounding community directly. "I think a library

but the fact remains, as Tanis puts it, that Oviatt

like this which is serving a commuting institution

"does look like a jewel box at night, as the lights ...

ought to be open twenty, twenty-four hours a day. I

cast the right shadows on the pillars .... Its real

think it's mandatory. I think this campus would be

character and look is for nighttime, oddly enough."

busy until two in the morning. And I think it
would get busy again at five or six in the morning if
we had the services that we could offer them. But
we don't have the budgets that provide ... for that

Oviatt Library under

span of time. So we hover around eighty-four hours

construction

a week, and it ought to be a hundred and twentyfive, a hundred and thirty-five hours a week at
least."
Libraries can serve more purposes than the
housing of books, and a major purpose for Oviatt
has been "to create ... an environment for students
where they not only can learn from books and
periodicals, but also from the walls of ... art that are
around them." The major example is the
extraordinary Hans Burkhardt collection of
paintings, which hung during the latter 1970s and
1980s along Oviatt Library's central corridors. "But
it's never been our goal to be a Burkhardt collection
here. It's to have art surrounding the students-and
... not 'nice' art necessarily (waves lapping at a
lighthouse). Not necessarily soothing art, but art
that would challenge them .... That's where
Burkhardt fits in, because Burkhardt was the most
Oviatt Library gave the campus a boldly-

generous person in giving us his works." Much of

conceived architectural centerpiece. Inside and out,

the Burkhardt collection is protest art. It tends to

the contrast with the old South Library could

arouse strong reactions from uneasy students. "But

scarcely have been more remarkable. Elegant in its

I think that's perfectly good."

exterior proportions, Oviatt was even more elegant
inside. In fact, with its overstuffed furniture, its
extensive use of oak, and its carpeted interior
expanses, it bordered on the sumptuous. At last the
university had a library building worthy of it.

The Books Come Down: The Quake of
1971

Starting in 1970, though, state budget cuts
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began to sap library staffing-a situation which has

Shortly after 6:00 on the morning of Tuesday,

become chronic. Thus, Tanis continues, "today

February 9, 1971, an earthquake measuring 6.6 on

[1989) we still don't have as many positions granted

the Richter Scale exploded across the San Fernando

us in the budget as we had in 1970," when the

Valley. Centered north of Sylmar and rocking parts
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South Library,
February, 1971

of downtown L.A., it killed 65 people and injured

flooding some of the offices and causing a number

more than 5,000. The greater Los Angeles region

of professors irretrievable loss. The Student Health

had not experienced a quake this strong in half a

Center also flooded. With some buildings unsafe to

century. It was felt as far away as Nevada and

enter and broken glass strewn everywhere, the

Arizona. 12 With lesser jolts following one after

university pushed back registration, and in turn the

another, more than half the door locks at student

start of classes, by a week. Meanwhile the federal

dorm Rincon Hall (later University Tower

government declared the Valley a disaster area.

Apartments) jammed. Getting people out meant

Certainly South Library was. When Tanis got a

kicking in doors. In upper-floor offices in Sierra

look at what the quake had done to it, "I think I

Tower, the shelves that lined faculty offices were

really went into shock. ... It looked much worse

stripped. ATower air conditioning unit ruptured,

than it eventually turned out to be .... There was
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glass all over. ... One of my feelings was a great

bookstore space. The club instead wound up in a

sense of relief that the thing didn't take place during

picturesque-though from a convenience and thus a

the busy parts of the day, because there was so

business standpoint, peripheral-setting surrounded

much glass that shattered down from upper

by orange trees, near the southeast corner of the

windows." A quarter-million books had hit the

campus. The setting ideally matched the founders'

floor in heaps up to five feet deep. The shelves were

intent to create a somewhat exclusive hideaway, in

canted, bent, sometimes uprooted. The books still

other words, a club; but that desire perennially

clinging to them had to be taken down. "We

conflicted with an ability to finance it. Over time,

actually ended up with the whole collection on the

the club would welcome a more diverse

floor." To the stark horror of any bibliophile,

membership. Meanwhile, faculty pitched in

perhaps a third of the rare book collection had

themselves to help build it.

taken significant damage. Two lavishly-padded
cuneiform tablets tumbled yet survived intact.
An outpouring of cooperation followed. A
federal grant helped restore the battered rare books.
Some faculty took entire classes into the library on
reshelving assignments. Faculty and staff spent
evenings reshelving on their own. In just over a
month, the volumes were back in place. "I can,.t tell
you," Tanis remarks, "how shocked and surprised I
was to see all the people hammering on me, 'When
is that library going to be ready? We've got to get
in there! My class has got to get to the third floor
or the fourth floor!' And they wouldn't take No"
for an answer.
All things considered, the quake hit at a
fortunate time. Three hours later, the crowded

Faculty members build their club

walk-through class registration of those years would
have been in full swing. As it was, the campus
escaped any deaths or major injuries. Flying glass

The faculty established a suitable place for
themselves ahead of their students. Through the

and collapsing shelves could have written a

1960s and most of the '70s students lacked an

different story.

adequate setting for on-campus social events or even
meetings. For years they "taxed" themselves
through fees in order to build the University
Student Union (USU). The union finally opened in

Greeks, Professors, Space

1977-78. With its dining (and drinking) facilities,
shops, pool, and labyrinth of rooms large and small,

During the seventies, the campus took on many of

the USU was about as far removed from its

the attributes of a mature university. For example,

predecessor-the unprepossessing Temporary

a new Faculty Club (now called the University

Union Building (TUB)-as the earth is from Mars.

Club) was completed in 1974. Some years before, a

Finding adequate space either on or near the

drive had begun to sign up three hundred professors

campus proved an insuperable obstacle to another

who would contribute toward founding the club

group, though: the Greeks. Consequently, the

through dues in the form of payroll deductions.

university today lacks a Greek row. During the

The original plan involved locating the club on a

mid-sixties, just as campus fraternities and sororities

plot of land between the Engineering and Science

were beginning to affiliate with nationals, public

complexes, but that was also viewed as prime

pressure for local zoning enforcement compelled the
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mass abandonment of their off-campus houses.

to

just six people ... in a house." The long history

Greeks battled homeowners over securing and

of friction between the Greeks and their neighbors

retaining conditional use permits which enabled

continues. One of these neighbors, surrounded by

them to turn residential dwellings into fraternity or
sorority houses.13

three Greek houses, once resorted to brandishing a
shotgun on weekends.16 The term "row"

East of Zelzah in the 1960s and '70s lay a strip

threatened to assume its other meaning, which

of vacant land zoned for college-related use. The

hardly matched the shade tree-and-veranda-lined

university produced a plot plan for a row there. &

image of collegiate lore.

Dean of Students, Edmund Peckham labored to
persuade the Greeks to seize the opportunity. But,
he recalls, "the houses were weaker than they are
now. This was a time [when] they didn't have a

Newcomers

great deal of money.... They were struggling for
membership. They didn't have funds for building.

Though fraternities, sororities, and Greek rows have

They didn't have a large group of alumni to help to

roots deep in tradition, CSUN has never had a

support them."
Seen as conservative and "establishment,"

uniformly traditional student body. If the sixties
had seen the overdue arrival of blacks and Chicanos

nationally and at CSUN fraternities and sororities

on campus, the seventies heralded even greater

fell out of fashion during the Vietnam era. They

diversification-. This became the decade of the

also came into conflict with newly-arriving

&ian-American, the immigrant, and (as in the

minorities. & the Greek system languished at

1950s) the returning student.

N orthridge, many of the organizations folded.
Surviving houses lost membership. The Greeks'

Setsuko Kato Hunter embodied about as many
of these characteristics as any one person could

grip on student government loosened. Then a

have.17 Japanese by birth, she was seventeen years

period of recovery set in, lasting to the present day.

old as World War II approached its end. She barely

In 1974, a black fraternity as well as a black sorority

survived to be eighteen. On July 9, 1945, American

established themselves on campus. Greek coffers did

B-29 bombers, flying about 250 miles northeast of

not recover quickly enough, though. Potential

Tokyo, attacked Sendai, where Hunter was a junior

Greek row land was lost during the mid-seventies;

in a women's college. Directing her mother and

neighbors remained on the barricades; and the east-

sister to a shelter, Hunter recalls, she "remained at

of-Zelzah plan died a lingering death.14

home to protect the house just in case of fire." The

Attention turned to a strip of land extending

bombing went on for hours. Despite the planes'

west of Lindley and south of Devonshire. Again the

soaring in like "big bird[s]," it was actually "very

plan failed. Yet another university proposal would

quiet-that silence was very strange."

have sited some eight houses on the campus itself,

At 3:00 AM, an incendiary bomb slashed

west of Zelzah, north of the tennis courts. Then-

through the roof and into her small bedroom-study.

Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds and the CSU trustees

"That made me angry because that was my room!"

killed it. During the mid-eighties the focus shifted

Rather than exploding, the bomb just lay there

to the "saddle" of the campus, the northwest corner

going off like a sparkler. "I rushed into the house,"

of Lindley and Halsted. Failure again.15

and, choosing the most worn cotton batting

Today, as Peckham summarizes the situation,

comforter she could lay hands on, "I smother[ed]

"our houses are just scattered throughout

that thing.... And all of a sudden, [out from

Northridge." "Our fraternities and sororities are

beneath the comforter, it] started to shoot back at

still weak because they do not have a structured

me with a 'Puff!"' Eventually she drowned the

home base. Most of them live illegally inside the

bomb with buckets of water.

community-either that, or they thwart their real
purpose because [by local ordinance] they're limited

Hunter graduated from college in Japan. In
1950, she married an American who was stationed
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there (with the Air Force, ironically). Over the

changes that ensued. Later on, GE reform set off

following years they raised three sons, each today

explosions at more prominent universities and gave

quite accomplished in his own professional life.

them forms of notoriety which they did not want.

Meantime she did volunteer work and served as a

The Northridge case proved far happier.

teachers' aide. In the mid-1970s, with her youngest

So seriously had general education been taken

son a student at Berkeley, "I thought, It's my turn.

when Valley State began that one of the twelve all-

I can no longer wait!" She restarted her education

college committees was called the General Education

at a community college. Her initial intent was to

Committee. No less prominent a figure than

teach the Japanese language or Asian cultures.

In 1978 she transferred to CSUN. "That was

Delmar Oviatt chaired it. The first (1958-59)
catalog 18 spelled out the program. Beyond a range

the best thing that ever happened to me. Mind

of requirements in the social sciences, the natural

you, I was so scared! ... Very, very petrified." Prior

sciences, and the humanities, and the perennial state

to entering college in the United States, she had felt

mandate in United States history and the

"inadequate" because while on the "Japanese side of

Constitution, students had to meet specific course

me I knew exactly what I could do and where I was

requirements: Understanding Literature, Main

in Japanese society, ... here in the States I felt like I

Ideas and Issues in Philosophy, Communication

was limping.... I didn't know what I could do or

Skills I-II, Principles of Human Behavior

where I [stood] .... What I learned from here, and

(Psychology), and Personal Health and Safety

the biggest gain, was, I'm 0 K. I can function." ·

Problems. Students' options were tightly controlled.

"I came to Northridge to learn about

While over ensuing years the program began to open

American society, I really did. I wanted to be one

up in terms of the number of courses one could

of them, not [an] outsider looking in." Hunter

choose from, the framework of requirements within

decided to major in History. Her main obstacle

which the courses fit remained rigid.

was linguistic, and she surmounted it. Her

Then things changed. An April, 1969 Sundial

professors "just pounded into us to write, write,

headline 19 announced that "more flexibility in G.E.

write!" Graduating in 1981, she returned to

selection" was in the works. "The new plan will

community college for additional training in

have no specific class requirements and will allow

Business. She has since become a successful

students to select their own courses from among

bilingual business executive. "I think I'm ... very

those offered." In effect, apart from the

fortunate ... because I stayed home and raised

requirements for majors, to the (very broad) degree

children and watched them grow, and ... [then

that state policy allowed, the faculty turned

had] the opportunity to go back to college....

responsibility for educating the students over to the

Anyone can do it if they want to .... My peers in

students themselves. In the Social Sciences section,

Japan cannot go back to university even if they

for example, students had to take a mere eight

want to. There is no community college and four-

units-of anything. Rather than listing specific

year state university that would accept them."

courses, the 1970-71 catalog20 listed whole
departments (e.g., Anthropology, History, Political

Science). The same held true for, of all things, the
Natural Sciences (take Biology; take Physics). Some

The Return of General Education

departments elected to be more fastidious with their
listings. In the Basic Subjects section, students had

By the time Setsuko Kato Hunter entered CSUN

to choose six units from two of the following

in 1978, the campus was midway through a

disciplines: English (one course listed), Speech (two

struggle to reform its general education program.

courses), Philosophy (three courses), and

The realization that the student population and

Mathematics ("any course"!). Why these fields

American society as a whole were diversifying

posed logical alternatives to one another was

helped produce the most distinctive of all the

anyone's guess. But this was nothing in comparison
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with a sprawling category called Breadth Electives, a

to philosophy or marching in the Matador field

gathering spot for departments which had gotten left

band .... That was obscene." Caretto identifies yet

out of the other sections.

another hole: "You could get through the science

Philosophically, the "cafeteria approach" to GE,

program without ever taking a course in Chemistry,

as many called it, was a very 1960s idea, and

Physics, Biology, or Mathematics." "I think there

pedagogically a very sixties trend: spread the course

was a strong feeling that the faculty had abdicated its

list all over the place and let the students take

responsibility for giving curricular guidance to the

anything. It's their future, after all. Participatory

students,'' Caretto reflects. "So I would think of

democracy. Never trust experts. But all this really

[GE reform as] ... a very healthy reactionary

meant that the experts, the faculty themselves, had

movement saying, 'Well, we've tried this, we see

opted out. It strongly suggested as well that at

what's happened because of that, and we don't like

Valley State, GE wasn't very serious business

it; and maybe all those questions we were asking

anymore. "If anything," Harry Finestone observes,

ourselves in the sixties really do have answers, and

"it came from a climate which was reflected in all

maybe we are smart enough to design an appropriate

the major universities, and that is that general

general education program for our students."'

education ... [was] not really a very significant

Caretto wound up on a Task Force on General

matter, and the less attention anybody paid to it the

Education appointed by the President in 1974,

better off we all were, and let's get on with the more

whose direction and membership Harry Finestone

important matter of students dealing with their

fundamentally shaped. Caretto was not the most

majors." What this new program did accommodate

obvious person to play a central role in overhauling

nicely, in all its looseness, was the expansion of

GE. He had only been on the campus since 1971,

professional programs. "It offered the least amount

and he came from Engineering, a professional

of resistance to the number of professional courses."

program par excellence which had a relatively

In its 1972 Report, the President's Commission

marginal relationship to general education. To

on Educational Development stated

boot, he acknowledges, he didn't "know anything

straightforwardly that "general education has not

about general education." But Finestone wanted

been satisfactorily achieved. Most of our students,

him exactly because he would come in with "a clean

past and present, express satisfaction with the career-

slate and have no prejudices." Caretto twice

oriented aspects of their education. Our students

declined to serve before finally agreeing. The next

and alumni also cite the General Education program

thing he knew, the task force had elected him its

most often as being their greatest waste of time.

chair.

Inescapably, as our surveys have shown, to most of
our students the University's liberal arts education
lacks value and 'relevance."'21
Several key figures lay behind the sea change

His newness to campus and distance from GE
doubtless did prove to be assets in the end. Caretto
soon added to them a reputation for honesty and
sensible fair-mindedness in addressing even the

that eventually came at Northridge. One was Harry

touchiest questions of curricular merit and academic

Finestone as Dean of Academic Planning. And no

turf. In a situation perfectly calculated to breed

one took a more central role than a member of the

distrust, he was trusted. The fact that the task force

Engineering faculty, Laurence Caretto. "When I

proceeded professionally as a group compounded

first came to this campus,'' Caretto relates, "the

this sense of trust.

general education program allowed so much

Yet there was something else, too, which

freedom of choice that a student could get through

Caretto identifies this way: "We were an

without taking an English composition course."

independent task force that was constructed so that

Jerome Richfield also played a major part in general

we could make recommendations that would carry

education reform, and he never tired of citing this

moral persuasion but would have no final

example: "Our . . . program gave the student an

authority." The final authority resided in all the

option, in the humanities, of taking an introduction

traditional channels-the Educational Policies
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Committee, the Faculty Senate, the President's

work and the Educational Policies Committee got

office. "Free" of concrete power, so to speak, the

its hands on GE.22 Caretto disagrees, arguing that

task force could consider all sorts of suggestions

politics played a relatively small role overall (though

without lifting colleagues' blood pressure off the

smallest during the task force phase). "I think," he

charts.

reiterates, that the task force "did try to approach it

The task force took the better part of three

from the standpoint of saying, 'Well, ... what

years to finish its work, accustoming the institution

makes good general education and what should

to the idea of change. "I think," Caretto reflects,

students have?"' Consideration by EPC involved

"that what we probably did on this campus was to

decisions that would eventually become real policies.

substitute ... time for having an intense conflict."

It didn't help at all that the resulting turf issues

The initial phases of discussion raised some
sweeping, even radical questions, for example:

erupted in the late 1970s, when it appeared that
faculty layoffs might be impending. 23 The shape of

Should every student have essentially an identical

general education had a real impact on departmental

general education, 1950s-style? Or, Should there be

majors, since faculty positions commonly rested on a

an administrative czar to preside over GE? (Neither

bedrock of student enrollment in GE courses. As

ultimately happened.) One plan that aroused a

general education changed, entire programs could

good deal of enthusiasm later on called for

potentially suffer. And at least a few professors saw

completely transforming general education courses

GE as an employment service for themselves, having

in the social sciences into interdisciplinary

to be reminded now and then that general education

offerings. (That didn't happen, either. The social

existed for the sake of the students, not the other
way around. 24

scientists themselves did not share the enthusiasm.)
"My final impression," Caretto says now, "is that
the program that came out was not so sweeping as

Endorsed by the Faculty Senate, in any case, by
a lopsided vote of fifty to nine, 25 the new general

we might have considered, but was certainly a

education program went into effect in 1981-82. It

significant change over the program that was in

carried requirements in Written Composition,

effect at the time." With some important

Critical Reasoning and Mathematics, Oral

exceptions, "the structure that was placed in the

Communication or Foreign Languages, Literature,

final GE program was pretty much the same as the

Fine Arts, Philosophy and Religion, and the History

task force" proposal.

of Western Civilization. It contained a reformulated

"I think one of the things I'm proudest of,"
Caretto adds, "is the ... international/intranational

Natural Sciences section which mandated a lab.
And students were required to take a minimum of

cross-cultural requirements"-the mandate that

nine units of their GE in upper division (a new CSU

students take three units of International Cross-

systemwide provision), so that GE continued longer

Cultural Studies and three oflntra-National Cross-

into their higher education.

Cultural Studies. A decade later, such universities

It was not a perfect program. The number of
units-fifty-one plus six in United States history
and the Constitution-was large if not huge. Two
sections-Social Sciences and Applied Arts and
Sciences (the old Breadth Electives)-seemed to
many faculty either formless (the former) or
purposeless (the latter). The list of courses available
to fulfill GE requirements remained expansive. On
the other hand, if not so pristine as in 1958-59, that
list had been cut down dramatically, even drastically,
from the days when a department's whole
undergraduate curriculum had supposedly fit general
education. Purists became upset that a few

as Berkeley and Stanford would be agonizing over
creating or not creating a cross-cultural dimension
to their core curriculum. Northridge did not even
experience a particular debate about it. Adds
Caretto: "There was no pressure. It was just
something that we all felt was the right thing to
do."
The degree to which campus politics shaped
the new GE curriculum has been debated.
Finestone remarks of the program: "Oh, I don't
think it's pedagogy at all, I think it's all political"that it became so after the task force had finished its
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departments with huge unit requirements managed

studies in the humanities and social sciences. With

to secure some unit exemptions from GE for their

a tremendous effort from members of the faculty,

students. Actually, these were kept to a relative

mammoth twelve-unit, team-taught general

mm1mum.
Comparing this with the general education

education courses were mounted under the tides
Search for Identity and Search for Community. A

program that had preceded it, the amazing thing is

large grant came through for new courses in the

how much the university had accomplished in

humanities. The problem was that as professorial

contrast to the usual incremental nature of

energy or funding ran out, some of the best

curricular change, and especially how much it had

initiatives never achieved permanent footing.

accomplished during the grim, so-called steady-state

During the seventies, the graduate curriculum,

times of the 1970s and early '80s (see pp. 95-96).

which tends to change by inches from year to year in

What strikes one in retrospect is the amount of

any case, did not particularly benefit from the

goodwill and the honest concern for students that

broader spirit of reform. State formulas provided

went into general education reform. After a decade

watered fuel for running master's programs.

in the wilderness, the program had again finally

Focused on its undergraduate majors, the university

become responsible, defensible, and even in some

lacked a graduate school or a distinct graduate

ways probably unique.

faculty. While a few M.A. programs were large
(notably in Education), others survived as minor
· departmental

s~rvices

comparable to hobbies or even

charities. Some eventually died out altogether.

Teaching and the Curriculum: A Golden

Age?

In 1977, the university adopted a policy which
placed new symbolic importance on the quality of
an individual professor's teaching, and practical

The reform of general education highlighted

importance as well. During earlier years, it had been

disagreements which have transcended the history of

difficult to ascertain in any concrete way who was or

the university, and which reached a crescendo in the

was not a good teacher. One had a sense of who the

seventies, over the role and size of professional

truly great ones were, and an equal sense about their

programs. As the administrator centrally responsible

opposites. Yet no method existed of actually

for undergraduate curriculum,26 Finestone

ascertaining what students thought of the education

unsuccessfully argued "that we didn't need a

they received, nor did any mandate exist for peer

Business program of the scope and magnitude of the

review.

one we have. The number of units in the Business

The 1977 policy, adopted shortly in advance of

major kept growing year by year, and as the people

a similar systemwide policy, required that

in Business saw what various needs were, they kept

standardized teaching evaluations be administered

adding units. My argument always was ... that no

in certain of a professor's courses at least once a

professional program ... of that sort needed to train

year. Peer review arrived a few years later. Some

everybody to do everything that they might ever do

faculty complained about all this. They believed

professionally." The School of Business

student evaluations were unreliable-that students

Administration and Economics did not agree. "The

who liked their professors would "evaluate" them

professional programs grew because people wanted

favorably, that the reverse would also hold true, and

to meet every conceivable need. There was a huge

that none of this would really measure teaching as

push in the seventies for programs to train ... travel

distinct from popularity. A number of faculty saw

agents, and I remember repeated fights ... .

the whole evaluation process as demeaning,

Fortunately, we never bought that."

something not worthy of a collegiate setting.

Despite the assertiveness of the professional

Implicitly, evaluation infringed on the right to teach

programs and the students' tilt in their direction, the

as badly as one chose. But evaluations offered

1970s turned into a golden age for interdisciplinary

faculty who did want to improve (as most surely
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did) a way of seeing what they needed to do. More

members can be excellent teachers, all can belong to

important, shaky junior faculty could be helped

the elite."

along in their teaching before tenure decisions
came up.

Yet the idea of egalitarian elitism butted against
by-now-dominant concepts of what comprised
professorial status at Northridge. "The University
always maintained both that teaching formed its
principal raison d'etre and that teaching excellence

The Institute

was the primary objective of all faculty. Officially,
the good teachers were the elite and everyone

Many of the best things the university did to

researchers were the elite. Those who wished to right

common source, the new Institute for the

this situation found little in the activity of teaching at

Advancement of Teaching and Learning. 27 In a

Northridge that could give the teaching-oriented a

general way, the institute sprang from what was

sense of pride, a feeling of accomplishment, and

jargonized in those years as "faculty

status in the eyes of their peers. The researchers

development" -something of a national fad that

seemed to hold a monopoly on status. As long as

produced a large body of literature, much of it

the teaching-oriented faculty regarded the research-

poppycock, as well as a little money for helping

oriented as rivals, the former were pressed to find

college faculty learn to teach better. In the end, .

anything so uniquely laudable or desirable about

faculty development became a triumph at

their craft that it would challenge the position of the

Northridge, thanks substantially to one of the great

ruling elite."

one-person shows in the history of the university.
Late in 1974, Harry Finestone and Earl

"The genius of the proposal," Sedey saw,
involved its potential for transferring the status

Wallis, the influential Dean of the School of

"characteristics of the researcher .. . to the teacher."

Communication and Professional Studies,

Fellows were appointed by the President of the

telephoned Daniel Sedey of the Department of

University to an institute-each a symbol of prestige.

Philosophy. There was going to be a campus

Fellows had their four-course teaching load reduced

faculty development institute, they informed

to three. They attended seminars and symposia. A

Sedey. Northridge had succeeded in a support

Teaching Consultation Service was established.

competition among the state university campuses.

Ultimately the institute' s programs brought in

The project would begin at the outset of 1975.

hundreds of faculty, fellows and non-fellows alike;

Would Sedey be willing to direct it? After reciting

and the experiment at N orthridge garnered

every reason he could think of to say No, Sedey

significant national recognition.

read the original campus proposal and said Yes. "If

After three years, though, Sedey, exhausted,

there was ever to be a plan that might succeed at

relinquished the directorship. The institute did not

improving teaching at Northridge," he thought,
"this is it."

of one of its fellows best serve as its epitaph: "What

"What captivated me, and kept me
captivated," Sedey writes, "was that the proposal

long survive his departure. Perhaps the reflections
impressed me at the meetings of the Institute was
the commitment of its members to CSUN, to

clarified and showed how to realize the concept of

radical self-analysis, and to exploring ways out of

egalitarian elitism. The organization I took the

what was perceived as chaos and a personal sense of

proposal to be describing embodied the concept

alienation and isolation into a new sense of purpose

that teaching at N orthridge represents a high

and community."

calling, that those who achieve excellence in their
teaching constitute an elite, but an elite to which all
can and should aspire, and all who do will be
encouraged and assisted. Theoretically, all faculty
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supposedly tried to join their ranks. In fact, the good

improve teaching during the 1970s arose from a
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The Minority Departments Take Hold

campuses not just close at hand but also in the

A good many of the debates over teaching strategies

"What I discovered was that the only way to have

Northeast and South, looking at other models.
during the 1970s revolved around the best ways of

any permanence and have any power was that I had

educating minority students. By the outset of the

to have an academic department. I discovered that a

seventies, the two minority departments that had

center or a program has no power." (Ironically, the

emerged from the travail of the previous decade were

point at which this dawned on Burwell was during

in place to assume a great share of the responsibility.

his visit to Kent State.) "When I went back to the

Exactly how they came into being is a tale in itself.

students and I told what we wanted and why, then

This book has focused thus far on African-American

we became adamant about the department, and had

student insurgency and its aftermath, principally

to

through the eyes of Bill Burwell. That story will be

acquiesce."

completed here. The emergence of the Mexican-

threaten other demonstrations before they would
In December, 1968, the Educational Policies

American on campus will then provide a focus for

Committee had gone on record in favor of

the 1970s and beyond.

programs, though not necessarily departments, in

In late April, 1969, the Educational Policies
Committee had unanimously approved formation of

Afro-American and Mexican-American Studies. 30
The twelve-point plan of the following month,

the departments of Afro-American Studies and

unanimously adopted by the Faculty Senate, had

Mexican-American Studies. Bill Burwell would co-

specified departments. EPC' s April 1969 decision

direct the first. Rodolfo Acufi.a-on his way to

continued the momentum. "The students' demand

becoming a quite prominent historian of

for the separate department[s] ... was too strong" to

Chicanos-would chair the second.
Pan-African Studies (to use its tide today) had

resist, David Benson sums up. "I think it was the
faculty that created them, and the administration,

reached this point by a rather tangled route. "We

given its sense of faculty dominance in curriculum,

wanted Archie [Chatman] to be the guy who would

acceded to their formation."

be hired ... to oversee it,"28 Burwell recounts. "He
was the leader of the BSU. But because Archie was

This acquiescence did not by any means cure
every potential problem. To a degree, it released the

facing felony charges," this plan came to grief. The

traditional departments from pressure to hire

administration negotiators "said that the state could

minority professors. It tended to isolate black and

not hire someone who was currently being charged

Chicano faculty within their own departments,

with crimes against the state. I wasn't there on

much as in the broader society (something

November 4. So I was the only person that was

contemporary ethnic separatists would not

acceptable to both the students and the faculty and

necessarily have found objectionable). Nor did it

the administration." "They hire me-I'm a senior

render the new departments equal in status in the

in Sociology at the time. And they put me on a

eyes of other faculty. It left fundamental curricular

lectureship for the spring semester," 1969.29

questions to be settled. For instance, a move to offer

It was not even clear originally that there would

Biology with examples drawn from the black

be a Department of Pan-African Studies. "The idea

perspective was scuttled as illogically separatist

initially was that" a number of existing departments

"black biology." Nor did the mounting of writing

"would hire a black person." These faculty would

programs in the minority departments immediately

then offer courses on black America, perhaps

produce minority faculty prepared to teach them.

through a center. UCLA, following this approach

And some of these problems would prove

already, was pointed to as a model. "Just by fate or

stubbornly persistent.

the grace of God or whatever, I wouldn't accept it.
I said, 'Well, I don't really know what we want, but

"I had the unique experience," Burwell declares
with a lingering sense of amazement, "of designing a

what I want is an opportunity to find out what we

department." Courses took shape with

want."' At university expense, Burwell traveled to

extraordinary speed. Finestone, who was involved in
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the process, observes: "The course lists [for both

formed, felt that way. And the evidence suggests

minority departments] were created on models of

[that] in American higher education, ... that did

the courses we had .... What was important was

happen on many, many campuses." Still, as Burwell

the duplication of general education for the

says of himself, he "had become much more astute

Educational Opportunit[y] ... Program. That was

about campus politics than they were aware of. I

seen as the primary task of these two departments."

understood then the value of tenure .... And so I

Of the curriculum, Burwell concedes that "when it

insisted on not just hiring people, but hiring them

was all said and done, it was really very

in tenure-track positions .... So as time went on,

traditional"-except that the emphasis in each of

that's really how we got entrenched." "The

the Pan-African courses focused on blacks.

battleground then became the tenure for the

Who, then, would teach the classes? Burwell
insisted "that these people would be hired by our
standards, and I introduced ... [the criterion of]

had its footing.
Benson now feels that the minority

expertise rather than academic training. And I went

departments sprang into existence too abruptly. "I

through a lot of things to show that academic

can't say without the threat, without the

training does not equate to expertise." What was

intimidation, whether or not those departments

expertise? "Well, really just a catchphrase to allow

would have developed. I believe that they probably

me to hire some people who didn't have the

would have, and they probably would have

academic training." At the time, though, Burwell

developed somewhat slower and with a little better

defined expertise more fully as "sensitivity,

base than they did." "We hired people who did not

commitment, and understanding of the black

always have a full understanding of the academic

problem. And I can judge that, you cannot judge

community, of the expectations of the academic

that. If you had any ability to do that, you would

community, the traditions of the academic

have done it." Moreover, he argued then, few

community. They came in ... somewhat as

blacks possessed Ph.D.s.-and most black Ph.D.s

revolutionaries, and we didn't have the time to go

"are not grass roots people .... They make it

out and find the best people who could in fact build

because they become white." "I wanted guys with

an academic program and a program to influence

academic training. But I did not want 'white'

young blacks or young Hispanics." Seen from a

Ph.D.s."3 1 In hiring, "I suppose the basic test was

different vantage point, though, these more "likely" -

awareness and commitment.... One of the real

appearing candidates would no doubt often have

things we looked at was, What kind of activity

been the very ones that Burwell and others involved

beyond ... academe had they been involved in?"

in the hiring process wanted to avoid.

What organizations did they belong to? Had they
been in civil rights marches? Had they ever gotten

Although the new departments struggled to life,
the plan to set up college outreach centers in

arrested? "All of those were strong points." And

Pacoima and San Fernando-also part of the

"they were expected to be black nationalists."

original twelve-point agreement ofJanuary, 1969-

Though disagreeing on much, Burwell and

failed after a brief try. The Chancellor's Office

Benson agree today that a tendency existed two

refused to pay for them. The federal government

decades ago to see the Pan-African Studies

further decreed that black and Chicano EOPs could

Department as a passing thing. Benson puts it this

not exist separately. As acting EOP director,

way: "I think there were multiple reasons for

Edmund Peckham managed to shift them into a

forming those [Pan-African and Chicano Studies]

unified program, with considerable clashing of gears.

departments. I think they were formed with the
idea that they would go away.... They were
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faculty." Once they secured tenure, the department

Meantime, Burwell's situation changed
painfully and precariously. "By 1970 ... I'm in a

formed as ... experimental department[s]. I don't

real struggle with the same students that I had

think the administration necessarily felt that way,

trained and recruited .... Because I now feel that we

but I think the faculty, who proposed that they be

have won. Now it's time to move on to do what we
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were there for in the beginning, which was to get

the community rather than come back and

education for minority students. They ... -the

strengthen it .... But ... when I draw the bottom

younger students ... -had now become radical

line, I feel that it's one of the greatest

black nationalists, to the point that they saw my

accomplishments of my life."

efforts as being integrationist and Uncle Tom ....

Burwell resigned from the department in 1981.

They believed that the only thing that we could do

"I grew disillusioned with academe.'' The last straw

was to start our own educational institution ....

was his final battle, a two-year attempt to require

What they wanted me to do, then, was to discount,

that through general education "every student have

almost, trying to do anything at Northridge, but just

an ethnic experience before they graduate." On the

use N orthridge as a springboard for starting our own

terms he wanted, he failed. The cross-cultural

educational institution. Well, I thought that was

dimension of the general education program of the

ludicrous. I thought that they were tremendously

eighties turned out to be far more inclusive than he

naive, had no understanding of what it would take

desired, which was to focus the requirement quite

to start an educational institution .... And I said,

exclusively on blacks, Chicanos, and Asian-

'Listen, ... you've forgotten what the goal was."'

Americans. In the midst of his disillusionment,

The changeover from talk of revolutionary violence

Burwell converted to Christianity. He became a

to the more staid pursuits of academe was

minister. He had come full circle, finding now a

extraordinary. "All of a sudden here I am saying,

new way to "make an impact on the qualitative lives

'No, fellas, let's put down the guns and let's pick up

of the black community and on black people."

the books.' ... By '70 I'm in almost hand-to-hand

Burwell's world view has changed. "I used to

combat with these guys." The stress Burwell went

see the world as black and white. It was the black

through over the next three years was excruciating.

folk over here and the white folks over there ....

For a time, "my life was threatened daily.''

The haves and the have-nots .... Us against them.

Today Burwell views the department which he

... I no longer see the world like that .... I see the

more than anyone built with mixed emotions. "In

world now as right and wrong, as evil and good.

many ways it has far exceeded what I expected it to

And some of that evil is perpetrated by blacks, and

be. In some ways it has been disappointing.... I

some of it is perpetrated by whites. I am now not so

can look at the Northridge experience and ... feel

interested in black people as I am in right, justice.

like I have made a contribution to my people, I've

Before, my philosophy was 'any means necessary.'

left a legacy.'' He takes great pride in the thousand

Now, the only means that I will use ... are godly,

and more students he taught, many of whom he still

biblical means. I used to see violence as something

encounters. "My disappointment has to do with, I

that I would do at the drop of a hat. I used to say

think, the faculty in many ways. I was very

that the ends will justify the means. I no longer

disappointed in the in-house fighting, the pettiness

believe the ends justify the means. The means must

that they began to fight one another to the

be consistent with what's right, what's good, what's

detriment of the movement. I was disappointed in

pure, rather than what works .... I used to feel a

that a level of activism that I thought should've been

kinship with all black folk. I now feel a kinship with

maintained was not maintained. The focus got lost

all Christians. And so I am not as fatalistic as I used

among many of them .... The fraternalism ...

to be. I used to feel that I would never live to be the

dissipated. The consciousness of the students

age that I am now because my life was going to be

became secondary; they assimilated much too

spent in the revolution. I don't have that kind of

quickly and readily, and took on the same values

fatalism now."

that I had fought against." There was inadequate
"follow-through on the commitment that, I'm going
to get trained and then I'm going to come back to
my community to strengthen it." Instead "there
was, ... I'm going to use this as a way to get out of
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Chicano Studies

If all of this was improbable, Garcia came to
academia from an unlikely background as well.

By the early 1970s, possibly five hundred

Born in 1943, raised in the San Joaquin Valley, he

institutions of higher learning had set up one or

had spent a good part of his childhood picking and

another kind of program in black studies. Though

weeding crops, including cotton: "That's a horrible

some were solidly-built, most were rickety affairs

job.... You have this big sack that ... feels like it

thrown together as black insistence confronted

weighs a ton. You go out there and you['ve] got a

white fear, anxiety, and guilt. A decade later, about

hundred and twenty-five pounds of cotton and you

half of these programs had collapsed. Others

get two cents a pound for it, picking it." "I

tottered.32 Yet Northridge's departments of Pan-

remember in junior high, we thought it was

African and Chicano Studies survived. In some

fantastic. Wages at that time were ninety cents, a

ways they even flourished.

dollar an hour. We got offered a job [at] fifty cents

From the beginning, tension had existed
between the black and Chicano students on

an hour to weed cotton, and we thought that was
incredible .... We did it all we could." Farming-by-

campus. "We accused them always of not carrying

chemicals had meanwhile entered its heyday.

their share of the load but always wanting to share

"Parathion [an agricultural insecticide that is highly

in the goodies once they came," Burwell says. "And

toxic to mammals] was probably the most potent

they accused us of wanting a bigger share of the pie .

thing. We all knew it, and were all afraid of it

. . . I now know that is typical in dealing with the

because we'd see the skull and crossbones signs

oppressed.... When the master drops a few crumbs

posted, and everybody knew stories or knew

down, the oppressed will fight each other for the

someone that had died from parathion."

crumbs."
Speaking from the Chicano Studies
perspective, Jorge Garcia observes that the

"My father has an eighth-grade education. My
mother got to the third week of the tenth grade."
But the parents deeply valued education. "Even

relationship between Chicano and Pan-African

during the summer, ... we would make the three-

Studies has always been both cooperative and

and-a-half-mile trip into town every two weeks and

competitive, but in general "difficult." One of the

go to the public library. We had one of those little

reasons for this is that "we are promoting the

Carnegie libraries .... We just worked our way

interests of two communities out there that aren't

around that library." At length the young student

always together." The departments are

found his way to Cal State Fresno.

administratively lodged in separate schools-and
"it's not an accident we're in different schools."

both Pan-African Studies and Chicano Studies at

Garcia arrived on campus in 1970, when the

Looking back on the upheaval that produced
CSUN, Garcia reflects: "The violence could have

new Department of Mexican-American Studies, as

occurred, ... but if there hadn't been a move for

it was then still called, was only a year and a half

something positive ... , both on- and off-campus

old. He faced interviews by the department's

(and I think it's very important, that off-campus

faculty, students, and staff, as well as by

support), nothing would have happened." As first

representatives of the Mexican-American

department chair, Garcia notes, Rodolfo Acuna had

community. These interviews were not exactly a

only "two weeks to write the original curriculum."

page out of academic tradition. One of them took

In the process of hiring, Acuna chose a balance

place at a poverty agency headquarters in San

between experienced people with Ph.D.s on one

Fernando. Another occurred in the midst of a

hand, and "young whiz kids" on the other. As for

MEChA33 party, the music being suspended

this latter group, "you can make them into the

during the interview. The MEChA festivities,

professor in the sense that they'll get the terminal

Garcia recalls, provided the setting for "a very

degree, ... but you'll have somebody who'll be

interesting interview because it was basically no-

committed to program and who also will be

holds-barred."

committed to community, and that's a very
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important link." Before long, the new department
had a dozen members.
"Our conviction always was that we were not

Though accused of separatism, Garcia and his
colleagues "never saw ourselves as separate.... We
saw ourselves as part of the institution, ... trying to

going to have a lot of Chicano Studies majors

understand the institution and use it to foster our

because, What ... are you going to do with it?" A

own goals. " The department was founded on "the

good share of the early majors intended to work in

commitment to teach and the commitment to

youth and poverty agencies. But Chicano Studies

working with students; the commitment to

would mainly function as what is called a service

community. And we expected and looked for and

department, helping Latino students acclimate to

wanted a variety of perspectives." Choosing from

the campus and providing them with a general

among this range of views, the students, it was

education.

expected, would be able to identify faculty who

The initial reaction of the rest of the campus to
Chicano Studies, Garcia recalls, "was incredibly
mixed." In the department, "I think there was a
tremendous sense of isolation, almost like a circlethe-wagons [response]. Going to committees, ...
you could almost feel in those early days, if not
hostility, suspicion; and some of that's still there.
There are still people who say we shouldn't be on
campus, and [that] we're not a legitimate area of
study.... Our response is, you' re a legitimate area
of study academically when the President signs the
paper and you become one .... My contention's
always been, ... if History [and other departments,
in terms both of curriculum and hiring] had done
what it should have been doing all along, there
wouldn't have been any need for us." Instead of
that happening, "the students and the community

would become compatible mentors. "It's the doing

MEChA's T eatro

looked at this institution and said, 'It's public, but it

and the commitment that draw ... us together, not

Aztlin performs, 1993

doesn't reflect us. "'

necessarily the philosophical-ideological

"We've been seen ... [as] a radical group,"
Garcia acknowledges, but he contends that the

underpinnings."
At the time of the department's founding,

department is radical "only in the sense that the

Chicano Studies faculty were expected to be and to

forward carrying of a tradition can be a radical

work together more than today. In fact, the

move .... We're very conservative in one way, in

department put enormous demands on its members:

that there is an emphasis on maintaining language,

Garcia completed his Ph.D. in 1986, a decade after

maintaining customs." The department is, for

he started it and a decade and a half after his career

example, one of only a handful which offer

at CSUN began. Meanwhile he carried all the

Nahuatl-the language of the Aztecs. As a window

responsibilities of a teaching position, heavy

into Mexican culture, Nahuatl resembles Latin for

committee obligations, and a stint as department

the Western world more broadly. "In many ways

chair. Somehow, too, he had to find time for his

we're re-creating a past that personally didn't exist

family. "I always felt that I couldn't compromise-

for us .. . . I'm talking about [a] ... golden age. I'm

not with my family, not with the department."

talking about a past that for a variety of reasons we

During his doctoral studies, the family developed a

knew nothing about-we know nothing about-but

ritual. On Thursday evenings, he and his wife

yet it's had a tremendous and is having a

would get a sitter, have dinner out, go to a movie,

tremendous impact on us."

and return; then Garcia would proceed to study all
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night. "For three years of course work [I] never

Women

slept on Thursday nights-never."
For a time Garcia abandoned academe, not

The problems which blacks faced in American

intending to return. In 1981 he resigned and went

society, and to a lesser degree those of Mexican-

back to the San Joaquin Valley to work with his

Americans, became fundamental issues in the

father and brothers. The family's fortunes had

Kennedy-Johnson reform liberalism of the 1960s.

changed dramatically. "By now my dad and

Within both groups, women played important roles

brothers ... [were] farming on a large, mechanized

as advocates. Meanwhile the consciousness of

scale and so I was running large crews with them,

women themselves, as women, began to rise .

. . . a hundred, a hundred and fifty men." Garcia

Organized feminism became a political cause.

learned how to coordinate these crews in the
family's peach, plum, and other fruit orchards. But

By the early 1970s, the feminist movement had
emerged across the country as a new force in

after a year or so, "it got boring. I'd find [during]

academe, and it began to transform CSUN. There

the second year that I would get a book, ... settle

was much that needed doing. Traditionally, women

my crew in, and wander ofF' to "sit down under a

had experienced discouragement and discrimination

tree and read." "The third year was ... just

among the professoriat. Where they did find
teaching jobs, many clustered in academic pink-

horrible."
By the fall semester, 1984, Garcia was back in

collar ghettos-such fields as Elementary Education,

the Department of Chicano Studies. When Jerome

Nursing, and Home Economics. Apart from their

Richfield retired in 1989, Garcia was chosen to

intrinsic academic merits, these disciplines reflected

replace him as Dean of the School of Humanities.

quite traditional gender roles. Women's special

Now that school had the university's first Mexican-

province had always included educating young

American dean and, in Carlos Navarro, an Associate

children, caring for the ill, and attending to the

Dean (selected earlier) who also came from Chicano

home. On the other hand, it would be easy to

Studies. It was an extraordinary turn of events.

overestimate the amount of sexism in the early

M~anwhile,

Chicano Studies at CSUN had

history of San Fernando Valley State, notably in

become the largest ethnic studies department in the

overall hiring. Many among the earliest faculty were

United States.

women, and apparently many of them simply

Over the years, the Mexican-American

assumed they could, in the phrase of a later decade,

community has changed, politics has changed, and

have it all.35 The story of women's rights in

so has the Department of Chicano Studies.

America is a complicated tale of change running

Mexican-American students now tend to distribute

right alongside the failure to change-perhaps

themselves by major pretty much according to

nowhere more than in the academic world.

campus norms. At present, Garcia observes, the

From 1969 to 1973, Elizabeth Berry taught

department is "spotty in terms of traditional

part-time in the Department of Speech

community involvement," although that still

Communication. In 1973 she received a tenure-

endures. "I think what has happened today is that

track appointment, a position from which she

you've seen the development of a variety of

quickly emerged to become a galvanizing force in

interests. People's specialties have grown and

the drive for gender equality and for a distinct

developed. There's a certain degree of ageing and

women's curriculum at CSUN. Eventually she

gentrification, too." Yet, through it all, the original

would succeed Harry Finestone as Associate Vice

impulse to open the campus to Latinos has

President for Academic Programs.

continued. As a Chicano Studies lecturer recently

At N orthridge in the early seventies, Berry

remarked of an innovative program to bring

recounts, "there was no [women's] organization.

Mexican-American students to CSUN from a

There was no ... women's network. We were really

troubled nearby high school, "they need to have

not even aware of what the problems were." Nor

someone believe in them. "34

had Berry herself been born as a full-fledged
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feminist: "I graduated in 1960 and fell into the

are homosexual .... [Lesbianism] won't be

kind of traditional pattern, in many ways, that

addressed because it's too risky."

women of the fifties did. The difference was that I

Rather than starting out as a major lodged in a

always had this urge to continue to go to school, and

department, like the minority programs, Women

so ... I kept going on and getting more degrees."

Studies began in 1977 as an interdisciplinary

By 1969, together with a solid marriage and two

minor, with Berry its first coordinator. The

young children, she had a Ph.D. Through what she

interdisciplinary status had all sorts of resource

describes as "an evolutionary process," Berry arrived

implications. Most serious of these was a lack of

at feminism. One of her early contributions to the

privilege to hire tenure-track faculty the way

curriculum, the product of collaboration with

departments do.

another colleague, Mary McEdwards, was a course
entitled Rhetoric of Sexual Liberation. Among

The networking that gave rise to the program
continues. "For the most part," comments Edda

some of the men in their department "it was looked

Spielmann, "I think the women on this campus

at as kind of a freak course."

have been very willing to help each other; and I

Through the early- and mid-seventies, campus

think that that's due to the ... attitudes of ...

women had begun to network-a catchy new

women who, early on, took the leadership, and [to]

verb-and to talk about curriculum. In 1976 a

their philosophies." She finds it "actually surprising

formal subcommittee of the Educational Policies

how much of a kind of camaraderie and ... sense of

Committee was set up to look into the feasibility of

obligation to help other women exists on this

establishing a program in Women Studies. Here

campus. I think it's quite unusual. And it really is

and on other campuses, many of which by now

not just a matter of people who know each other

already offered such programs, a field was really

and are friends with each other. I think there's a

being created. Reflecting this, not one of the

kind of feeling that on principle it should be done.

framers of what would become the Northridge

And it doesn't cut along ideological lines

program had a degree in Women Studies. Probably

necessarily, either."

for reasons having to do both with the
subcommittee's ideological temperament and with
campus political realities, "we were really quite
conservative in our approach," Berry remarks. "We

The Disabled

met a lot ... for about a year, and what we were
trying to do was establish that Women Studies was

While women were finding an independent voice

... [a] legitimate field of inquiry." "We were very

on campus, another group came to visibility as

concerned that it be seen as a legitimate academic

well. These were the disabled. Though their

program, not a[s] consciousness raising, because

emergence to prominence and a special place at

during this period of time everybody was saying,

CSUN developed over many years, in retrospect

'Well, it's just a fad, and all they do is sit around."'

the seventies takes on the appearance of a

A good deal of stress was laid on "the academic

transitional decade. Remarks Setsuko Kato

content of the courses, but of course Women

Hunter: "Northridge has handicapped students,

Studies is consciousness raising no matter what you

and when I saw them courageously coming to

do." "The other thing we did was to separate

attend ... lectures, ... that was a turning point

ourselves out from the Women's Center," because of

for me."

its then-radical reputation. In important ways, the

Over the past three decades, CSUN has

Women Studies program remains relatively

attracted great and deserved notoriety for its

conservative to this day. While ties to the Women's

programs to aid the disabled. Yet what is today

Center have since been established, "we've really

doubtless its most famous such program originated

skirted around the issue of lesbianism .... This

almost as far back as the beginning of the university
itself.36

[campus] is a very frightening place for women who
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In 1960 Mary Switzer, the Commissioner
of the federal Vocational Rehabilitation
Administration, wanted to establish a program
which would advance the education of the deaf in a

way early in 1962, with hearing students. In 1964,
two of the ten incoming students were deaf.
Before long, Valley State had ventured beyond
the National Leadership Training Program. It

particular way. At the time, few programs existed

offered classes in adult education to masses of

around the United States for training school

students who were deaf. This began in 1963 as a

superintendents, principals, or teachers who would

cooperative venture with the First Baptist Church of

find themselves working with deaf students. Those

Van N uys. Some of the students in the cooperative

that did exist were scanty in what they covered. But

program came from as far as eighty miles away.

then, most deaf students did not even attend public

They ranged as high as seventy-seven years of age.

schools. Vocational schools and other institutions

Only a third had been to college. Another

functioned as substitutes. Deaf students wound up

collaboration, between Pacific Telephone and

lamentably undereducated and under- or

SFVSC in 1964, enabled the deaf to communicate

unemployed. Gallaudet College, now Gallaudet

for the first time by long-distance telephone.

University, was then and remains the country's

With an estimated 2,500 deaf people in the

most famous campus providing higher education

Valley alone, a large population still waited to be

for the deaf. Situated in Washington, D.C.,

served. Jones welcomed ideas. During the spring

however, it is three thousand miles from the West

term, 1964, Valley State launched courses for deaf

Coast. Where deaf education was concerned-and

students on a totally formal basis, using full-time

specifically "leadership training" (the training of

interpreters for the first time anywhere. The next

school administrators and teachers)-the rest of the

question was, Could the deaf students be

country remained rather a wasteland. California,

integrated-"mainstreamed"-into classes with

though, had made a start through the John Tracy

hearing students? As academic vice president,

Clinic and other regional institutions.

Oviatt appointed a study committee to produce an

Switzer aimed at nothing less than using

answer. A widespread contention held the idea itself

education to liberate the deaf from a kind of ghetto

to be heretical, assuming that deaf students simply

and bringing them into the mainstream of

could not compete in a "real" college. Though

American life. San Fernando Valley State offered

apparently no other four-year institution in

possibilities toward accomplishing that. In 1961

California, or indeed the United States, had tried

the campus received a five-year, $380,000 federal

full mainstreaming, the committee submitted a

grant to set up a program of leadership training.

positive report. With new federal-state grant

Prominent among others in the early efforts to get

support coming in helter-skelter after 1968, a small

this program going were Delmar Oviatt and Ray

parade of staff began arriving-interpreters,

Jones of the faculty of Education. From 1962 until

notetakers, counselors, tutors. They would serve

1985, Jones would direct deaf education on the

what began as a corps of around a hundred students.

campus.

The heresy had broken out, to considerable off-

Under the grant, recruitment of students for

campus dismay. "We have found a way," Jones

the program would take place nationally, with

declared, "for qualified deaf persons to participate

entrants required to hold bachelor's degrees and

and compete in a college of hearing students."

have previous experience working with the deaf.

Though fraught with budgetary and personnel

Only ten students, each of them on scholarship,

problems over recent years-during the 1980s its

could gain admission. The curriculum would cover

federal funding began to dry up-the story of the

a wide gamut-everything from rehabilitation to

deaf program at CSUN has become a source of

neurology, social work to linguistics, administration

deserved pride. Individual participants and

to audiology. After eight months of study, the

published accounts have spread its influence

students would emerge with a master's degree and

nationally and abroad. Of the 416 graduates of the

public school certification. The program got under

National Leadership Training Program, 1962-91
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Outdoor class on
disability, 1993

(131 of them deaf), 50 (16 deaf) have completed

Blomgren, for one, helped conspicuously in

doctoral degrees, with more currently enrolled.

developing benefits for them.

Many of these people have moved into key

Many among the newly-arriving students came

positions. In 1977 Roderick MacDonald, deaf and

in wheelchairs. And in order to accommodate

blind, took the Leadership M.A. with a 4.0 average.

wheelchairs, the campus had to be significantly

Quite fittingly, the National Center on Deafness

redesigned.

today occupies a handsome new building, Jeanne M.
Chisholm Hall, in one of the most serene quarters of

In 1979 Don Cochrane, Associate Professor of
Social and Philosophical Foundations, School of

the campus. With an average of 225 students and

Education, was approached by one of his colleagues

almost 200 service-providers, CSUN continues to

and asked to participate in a disability awareness

have the largest totally-mainstreamed program solely

week later that term. Cochrane was a marathon

for deaf and hard-of-hearing students in the country.

runner. But the plan, as Cochrane relates, called for

During the 1970s, substantial numbers of

what turned out to be a very different form of

students with other disabilities followed the deaf to

challenge. "Two wheelchairs would be delivered to

Northridge. Federal law helped them along. The

Monterey Hall; and lo, at 8:30 one Monday

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 provided that "no

morning, we were outfitted and given about thirty

qualified handicapped person shall, on the basis of

seconds' instruction, and to go out into the world

handicap, be excluded from participation in, be

and experience what it would be like to have a

denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to

handicap that would keep one chair-bound. I

discrimination under any ... postsecondary

decided that I would play it as legitimately as

education program or activity." In 1976 each CSU

possible-that if chair-bound people couldn't eat, I

campus established Disabled Student Services. As

wouldn't eat; and if they couldn't go to the

an institution, Edmund Peckham recalls, "little by

bathroom, I couldn't go to the bathroom; and if

little, we became more aware of the needs of the

they couldn't make it up a hill, then clearly I

physically disabled." Former President Paul

couldn't either; and there'd be no stepping out of
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the chair or making any special pleading." This
went on for five days.
Rounding a corner on the morning of day one,
on Cochrane' s way to teach his first class, "a chair-

towards me. One of the first things that one notices
coming from virtually anywhere else outside of

bound person passed me going in the other

California is how much eye contact there is between

direction and we waved to one another, or at least

people .... What I discovered when I entered the

he waved to me and I impulsively waved back to

chair was that I suddenly became invisible. There

him. I had a strange feeling at that moment. It was

was no eye contact. People looked over me at a

as if I was masquerading, and I felt almost guilty at

height of about two and a half feet .... The whole

having succeeded. He took me for the real thing

absence of eye contact made me feel a kind of

and I knew I wasn't. But there was another side to

ugliness that as a matter of fact I knew I wasn't, and

that experience. It was the camaraderie that is

especially that I knew I wasn't psychologically or in

exchanged among those who are chair-bound."
Cochrane's office was on the second floor of
Monterey Hall-which, as of 1979, still lacked an
elevator. "It was very clear that chair-bound people

my inner self. But matters dealing with the inner
self don't carry much weight in southern
California."
Don Cochrane left the wheelchair and returned

... had either little or no access to professors on the

to running in 1979. In 1991, an elevator was finally

second or the third floor." "My means of getting up

installed in Monterey Hall.

was to lift myself out of the chair and onto the
second or third step, to place my books and papers

Well before the nineties, though, the campus
had gone through a significant transformation on

in the seat of the wheelchair and fold it up, and then

behalf of the disabled. A Disabled Students

lift myself ... backwards by my arms up the stairs

Advisory Board, among the largest boards in the

and pull the wheelchair behind me .... Coming

university, had come into being. Alterations had

down was a bigger adventure. I found that I could

been made to stairways by adding parallel ramps; to

turn the wheelchair around backwards and, setting

doors, particularly through electrical activation; to

my books on my lap, hold the railing on both sides

drinking fountains; and to restrooms. Inaugurated

of the stairs and lean out backwards into space and

late in the 1980s, the Computer Access Laboratory

let gravity take me down one step at a time."

offered such remarkable facilities that regardless of

All sorts of things turned out to be hidden

physical or learning disability, virtually anyone could

impediments, some of them virtually invisible to

operate a computer independently. The major

the eye of the walking person. Without constant

funding came from the State Department of

compensation from one's left or right arm, slanting

Rehabilitation. Apple, IBM, Hewlett-Packard, and

sidewalks that shed water toward gutters also

other companies donated equipment. Special

propelled wheelchairs into gutters. Then too, there

programs and paraphernalia were grafted on. As a

were the loosely-fitted, charmingly irregular railroad

result, even a person who was totally paralyzed could

ties that made up the original north walkway into

word process by breathing onto a small sensor which

the University Club. And despite numerous earlier

the lab's director (Neil Scott, an electrical engineer)

modifications, curbs still threw up barriers at certain

had helped to devise. Meanwhile, Scott came up

points. Cochrane and his colleague submitted plans

with other wonders.

to cut these through, "and I must say, to our
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"There was also the sudden change in the
reaction of students and others around campus

CSUN' s physically-disabled student program

surprise, within three months construction started

has brought the campus a good deal of national

on all four sites." Students and others wanted to

recognition. Arguably, in fact, it has become the

help Cochrane now and again, but they offered aid

best such program in the country. The same can be

where he didn't need it (passing through swinging

said of the program for the learning-disabled, which

doors-"there's absolutely nothing to doors"),

has attracted substantial support through grants.

rather than where he did (pulling long upward

Today Northridge has by far the largest number of

grades, a different story).

disabled students of any university in California.
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Faculty Work Load

two men, returns to the formulas. "One of the
things that Suzuki achieved ... was to reorganize

Don Cochrane was one of CSUN' s finest teachers of

the classification of courses ... in order to have

the 1970s, and professors like Cochrane tended to

fewer students generate more positions. And we

get smothered in students. Faculty in general had

were so out of line with the other institutions that

far more than their share. During the seventies,

the Chancellor's Office never even objected to this."

Northridge compelled fewer professors to educate

Suzuki's initiatives38 did produce a large number of

more students than did any other California State

new faculty positions and a lower student-faculty

University campus. Many blamed the academic vice

ratio. Still, Richfield adds, things did not altogether

president (1972-84), David Benson, for much of

improve. "Cleary, in the SEG [Senior Executive

this. Benson himself attributes the situation

Group ]39 meetings where the budget would be

principally to the institution's history, especially its

divided, ... treated each of the three vice presidents

heavy emphasis on the liberal arts. The humanities

... as if they were his kids, and everything was to be

and social sciences, in particular, lacked rich staffing

share and share alike. That group was unwilling to

under state formulas. Nor did the early science

face the question of whether Academic Affairs

program stress faculty-intensive labs. With a

should have any priorities over Student Affairs or

diminutive Engineering program, and without such

building and grounds .... He would parcel it out to

programs as Nursing or Agriculture that came with

achieve consensus, ... not in terms of what the

rich staffing, the course offerings overall may have

educational needs are."

run "over ninety percent lecture" in format, Benson
estimates. "The state was giving us our fair share,
but we ended up with the highest student-faculty
ratio in the system." Benson says he wrung every

LayoffAnxieties

position he could out of the staffing formula, "but
we still ended up with the highest student-faculty

During the sixties and early seventies, in David

ratio because we had this enormous proportion of

Benson's words, CSUN had grown "too fast to

lectures."

absorb all of the new faculty, all the new studies, all

Jerome Richfield has another perspective on

of the new curriculum." Thrown by formulas

what happened. Like Benson, he takes the story

against masses of students, social scientists and

back to the institution's early days. From the

humanists often felt like cannon fodder. At least

beginning, Richfield remarks, "our campus sort of

they had jobs. But what if they suddenly did not?

allowed itself, without struggling ... , to be on the
bottom of the list in terms of the amount of support

Over a number of years beginning in the earlyto-mid-1970s, for reasons never completely

it got." Richfield's explanation, like Benson's, takes

understood, student demand for a CSUN education

account of state formulas.37 "Now, Cleary's

went as flat as leftover champagne. FTE growth

overriding wish was that the campus would grow-

leveled off, students' average unit load fell, and the

grow, grow, grow. You can't have buildings without

annual number of degrees conferred stagnated.

the FTE, and since buildings are what he wanted, he

Meanwhile, an internal migration of students from

wanted FTE. So we had tremendous numbers of

some majors to others resembled the westward

classes" which were high in student-faculty ratio,

movement. In retrospect it became clear that this

"and very little compared to other institutions" that

shift resulted in part from the opening of career

carried a low student-faculty ratio.

paths to women in professions other than such

In 1984, Benson became President of Sonoma
State University. The arrival in 1985 of Bob Suzuki
as his successor brought a measure of change. In

traditional fields as teaching, together with a
slackening demand for new teachers generally.40
One of the formula-unfavored departments, the

explaining why, Richfield, who occupied the

Department of History, makes a good case study of

academic vice-presidency for a year in between the

what ensued. As the sixties ended, it was flush with
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students, many of them planning on teaching
careers. By the fall, 1968, it boasted some 1,500

tenure and reappointment on the basis that those

undergraduate majors, with 200 more seeking the

individuals were not needed, even though they were

M.A. To keep up with the growth, new faculty

fine individuals?" The issue generated discussions

were hired each year in batches. Then came the free

within the administration and debates with the

fall. Students shifted out of the humanities and social

vulnerable faculty. One of these professors, Ronald

sciences and Education; they bolted into Business and

Davis, "made the argument-I think it was almost

Computer Science and Engineering. The number of

persuasive at the time-that it's hard to say you' re

History majors plunged. By the spring of 1975, only

defending tenure by not according tenure. And I

600 undergraduate majors remained, with a hundred

was trying to make the argument that

more at the master's level. Who were the new History

administratively it was our task to protect tenure,

faculty to teach now?

and we couldn't assure ourselves at that point that if

In History and an array of other disciplines,

we accorded tenure ... we would not in the next

what Patrick Nichelson aptly labels the "specter of

two or three years have to lay off tenured people;

layoffs" -not just for untenured but also for

whereas if we didn't accord tenure, we would not

tenured faculty-haunted most of the decade of the

destroy tenure." "You're arguing to protect tenure,"

seventies. It cast dread as well over the early

Davis countered, "but you're denying it in the first

eighties. An Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on

instance." Presented with "that argument ... and

Layoff Procedures was set up in 1979. The

just the general belief that those were good people,"

following year, the Faculty Senate adopted

Benson concludes, "I think we just took a chance."

procedures. The students of that era might have

"We eventually gave them tenure and there was

been amazed to discover that some of their most

never a time when we had to lay them off, and I was
thankful for that. "42

dynamic and erudite younger professors were
sweating it out over their jobs.41 Lacking financial

Benson was operating more out of optimism

rewards as it does--especially in the seventies, when

than with "forecasting tools," of which he had "very

professorial salaries nose-dived in real terms-"the

few." Attempts were made to arrange for relocating

one thing that should be peculiarly ours," Edda

faculty to other CSU campuses, but inadequate

Spielmann contends, is "tenure and the security

cooperation prevailed throughout the state

that follows upon that." Now tenure fell under

university system as campus after campus faced the

direct threat.

same crunch. Northridge avoided layoffs. Not all

Rather than assuring faculty that it would do
everything possible to avoid layoffs, Spielmann

others proved so lucky. Then, "by the late seventiesearly eighties," Benson recalls, "it was pretty clear

continues, the administration "emphasized

that we were going to continue to grow, and I ...

overemployment. The notorious case was the

was trying to hold the enrollment at that point

History Department.... Not a week would go by

because we were running out of buildings."

when there wouldn't be some reminder of

By now, however, Don Cochrane had faced

overstaffing in History. And the people who were

enough. Though a brilliant teacher and one of those

the targets ... obviously felt very threatened .... I

behind general education reform, he occupied a

think you can see the results in terms of people's

junior position in a layoff-threatened department.

frustrations and attitudes toward the administration

In 1980, he moved his family to Canada to become

... to this day."

the head of a department at the University of

David Benson relates his own course of action
in the History crisis this way. "The hardest decision
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several years. So the issue became, Should we deny

Saskatchewan.
Cochrane' s departure was one of the sad,

I think I had was one year when we still had people

symptomatic legacies of a mixed decade at CSUN.

coming up for tenure in History, ... and we knew

Though the decade began and ended on a note of

by all statistics that the university probably

anxiety, it was also an era when women emerged as a

wouldn't need those tenured faculty in the next

coherent force, the disabled came into their own,

THE SEVENTIES: NEW DAWN AND MORNING AFTER

and the makeup of the student population
peacefully underwent continuing transformation.
The university overhauled its administrative
arrangements and dramatically reformed general
education. It also launched some significant
experiments to improve teaching. In the face of
many obstacles, a good deal had been accomplished
by the time the 1980s opened.
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FROM THE EIGHTIES INTO THE
NINETIES

Chapter 5

One of the most overused words of the 1980s was

aren't as clean because they don't have enough

"advantage." Everyone, so it seemed, was busily out

people to clean them up. The equipment breaks

to

gain an advantage in life over everyone else during

down more often and it takes longer to repair it ....

the yuppie era. Academe proved no exception as

Students are paying more and they're getting less.

institutions labored to surpass one another. The

They're getting frustrated. There is a morale

latter half of the decade turned out well for public

problem that's developed among faculty. One of

higher education in California, and well for CSUN.

the problems that has happened each year is that

For a few years Northridge did things it had never

people have said it will turn around next year. But

done before or had not done in ages. It built

it has not turned around. " 1

buildings at an astonishing pace, backed faculty

As the 1980s wore on, though, conditions did
gradually begin to improve. Late in the decade,
student-faculty ratios across the university, including
those in the humanities and social sciences, finally
started to fall. California's 1984 adoption of a
statewide lottery whose proceeds went to education
meant that new teaching experiments could be
underwritten. Lottery revenues were used to
purchase badly-needed science equipment as well as
for educational equity efforts. CSUN brought in a
few visiting professors; and lottery funding paid for
numbers of major guest speakers unheard of since
the campus's early days, if then. Faculty salaries
started to rise in real terms, so that year by year
professors began to recover their losses of the '70s.
The 1990s would open with the academic roller
coaster plunging down again; but during the midto-late eighties, CSUN experienced an upturn of
cautious optimism.

research to an unprecedented degree, and vaulted
into big-time intercollegiate athletics. True,
disagreements developed over which of these were
real advantages and which were not. True as well,
the eighties ended with the campus struggling to
preserve its gains against dwindling state resources.
Still, for a time, the 1980s was a heady era.
But it did not begin that way. The decade
opened with California public higher education
battling the adversities left over from the seventies.
The most recent blow, the Proposition 13 tax revolt
of 1978, had drastically rearranged state finances.
The beginning of the eighties saw students paying
higher fees while faculty took home less income,
measured against either inflation or compensation at
comparable institutions. As one high CSU
administrator put it: "What's happened since
Proposition 13? It's been a slow deceleration. You
go to get a pencil and it's not there. The rooms
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Foreign Affeirs

assistants. Numerous other scientists and educators

For one thing, the university's horizons expanded to

faculty visited China to deliver lectures, participate

the point that it developed a sort of institutional

in symposia, and, in one case, do particularly

foreign policy. Though this story climaxed in the

important research. As a consequence of this

arrived for training as well. A good many CSUN

eighties, it had begun well before.2
In 1949 Communism had triumphed in

research, Sheldon Harris documented for the first
time the full scope of World War II Japanese human

China, and over the following generation the

guinea pig biological warfare atrocities against the

United States refused to recognize the government

Chinese people and Allied prisoners.3

of the world's most populous nation. Then, in

By the late eighties, CSUN had established

1972, Richard Nixon made his famous presidential

official exchange relationships with thirteen

visit to the People's Republic of China (PRC). At

institutions in the PRC. Though not regarded as on

the end of 1978, President Carter announced that

the Olympian heights of, say, Princeton or Harvard,

the two countries would establish full diplomatic

CSUN had become extremely well known in the

relations.

Chinese academic world. It was called "Beiling,"

In October, 1978, a delegation of ten Chinese

which in Chinese means "North Ridge." Chinese

geographers visited CSUN. In 1979, a second

students found this a warm campus in comparison

group of Chinese academics arrived. Two years

with others at which they studied. CSUN's

later, a Northridge delegation returned the visits.

Semester in China program provided credit on the

By this time, an unofficial exchange program had

home campus to domestic students who studied in

already begun with the Beijing Institute of

the PRC. In 1990 CSUN was picked by the

Technology and the Harbin Institute of

Chinese government to spearhead a program to

Technology. The 1981 delegation, a seventeen-

retrain science teachers. Northridge's role involved

member body led by President Cleary, signed six

recruiting specialists from Southeast Asia, Australia,

exchange agreements. In 1982 the CSUN

and Canada, as well as the U.S., to consult and run

geographer 1-Shou Wang organized the university's

workshops for junior middle school teachers (grades

China Institute, becoming its director. (Most,

7-9) in the PRC. Chinese professors studied

though not all, of the professors close to the

American teaching techniques at CSUN in order to

institute had been born in China.) When the

introduce them at home.

PRC's first ambassador to the United States arrived
in this country, Northridge was the first campus he

Meanwhile, though, the expansion of
relationships with China had all but shut down in

visited. His successor also made CSUN his maiden

the wake of its government's slaughter of hundreds,

academic stop. Both men gave keynote addresses at

perhaps thousands of its own people in suppressing

N orthridge conferences on China.
All this led to a multitude of contacts between

the pro-democracy Tian An Men Square
demonstrations on June 3-4, 1989. The Semester in

Chinese and CSUN faculty and students. In 1981,

China program, now in its third term, had to

the historian Sheldon Harris organized a festival of

extricate thirty students from the country in the face

Chinese films, the first on any American campus.

of real panic on the home campus. Two CSUN

Joan Chen, who had just won China's award as best

delegations were also caught in China when the

actress, was recruited to the campus as a student by

massacre broke out. Sheldon Harris, doing research

President Cleary. An exchange of Chinese and
Northridge singers led to China's (as well as

for his book, finally escaped courtesy of the
Canadian government. "Dalian airport," he relates,

CSUN' s) first production of bilingual opera. The

"was a madhouse. Every foreigner in Manchuria,

N orthridge debate team became the first foreign

seemingly, was frantic to obtain a place on one of

debate team to compete in China. Professor Paul

the two Canadian chartered flights. Canadian

Chow of CSUN recruited topflight Chinese

consular officials were at the airport and offered

graduate students in physics as N orthridge teaching

tremendous comfort to the anxious civilians. An
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American consular official was also present, but she

Iranians and Armenians; of Vietnamese, Koreans,

remained mute throughout the entire period of the

Filipinos, and Chinese; of Israelis and Arabs. These

evacuation. Chinese officials put every obstacle they

and other new Americans were making Los Angeles

could think of in the way of preventing a smooth

International Airport the modern Ellis Island.

departure. The Canadian officials disputed every

"Today," observed Time in 1983, "everyone in L.A.

newly invented Chinese regulation. What should

is a member of a minority group. "6

have taken less than one hour for several hundred
persons to be processed with exit permits and be left
to

depart, took over seven hours. Dozens of

Chinese officials examined passports and baggage.

The population of the San Fernando Valley
itself changed dramatically. Between 1980 and
1990, the Anglo proportion of the Valley's 1.5
million residents fell from 75 percent to 58 percent

They peppered each departing passenger with

(compared to 40 percent counrywide and 37 percent

hundreds of irrelevant questions. Eventually, the

in the city). Even the absolute number of Anglos

foreigners were allowed to board the plane, and they

living in the Valley dropped. Throughout the East

arrived in Hong Kong and freedom four hours
later."4

Valley, by 1990 not a community between Sylmar

The CSU Chancellor's Office threw a

and North Hollywood retained an Anglo majority.
Meanwhile, the number of Latinos practically

moratorium on anyone from Northridge traveling to

doubled, and their proportion of the Valley's

China on campus business. That hardly seemed

population rose from 19 percent to roughly 30

necessary as a means of restraining students who had

percent. Asians and Pacific Islanders almost tripled

suddenly grown leery of studying there. Relations

in number (their percentage doubling to 8). The

between America and the PRC in general turned

number of blacks grew somewhat, but (at 3.4

chilly. The U.S. invoked sanctions, and for a time

percent in 1990) altered little as a proportion of the

high-level contact between American and Chinese

whole. As the Los Angeles Times summarized, "in

leaders practically ceased. 5

the 1980s, the population changes that transformed

The signing of international exchange

the Valley from a mostly Anglo, middle-class suburb

agreements between CSUN and institutions in other

were fueled by increases in immigration, the aging of

countries did not stop, though. By 1991 such

Anglo residents compared with other groups, the

agreements existed with institutions in six nations

upward mobility of minorities and the construction

besides the PRC: Japan, Ukraine, Korea, Brazil,

of thousands of apartments that drew nonwhites out

Taiwan, and the Netherlands.

of traditional enclaves in the northeast Valley."7
The student population of CSUN was bound
to reflect these changes, the only questions being
how fast and to what degree. Between 1979 and

Affirmative Action

1991 (in round percentages and in the terminology
of CSU ethnicity studies), the white non-Hispanic

During the 1980s, changing demographics

proportion of N orthridge' s student body fell from

continued to propel CSUN toward a sort of internal

77 to 62. Asians rose from 6 to 12, Filipinos from 1

internationalization as well. In 1960, the Asian

to 3, Mexican-Americans from 6 to 10 (a surge

proportion of Los Angeles County's population was

starting in 1987), and other Hispanics from 3 to 5.

only one in a hundred; by the early eighties, that

Over the same span of years, black non-Hispanics

figure had jumped to one in ten. In 1960, just one

held steady at 6 to 7 percent and American Indians

county resident in nine was Latino. By the early

at about 1 percent. The percentage of Pacific

eighties, the proportion had leaped to almost a third;

Islanders, under 1 percent in 1979, dropped by half

nearly two of every three children entering the

during the eighties. 8

public schools were Latino. The Mexican

There remained as well the issue of changing

population had burgeoned spectacularly, but so had

representation among minorities and women on the

the population of Salvadorans and Guatemalans; of

faculty. Take the case of women. When the bleak
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days had hit academe in the 1970s, devastating

Still, "I chink until we get a critical mass of people

tenure-track hiring, many women with shiny new

who are blacks and Chicanos, and Asians, too, ...

Ph.D.s had found themselves relegated to the ranks

who can exert influence and power and make chis

of part-time faculty. The hardest-hit disciplines lay

place comfortable for more minorities to come, it's

among the humanities and social sciences, where

not going to happen." "I chink ... you have a

women academics tended to concentrate. Once

group of older people who have been here awhile,

jobs began to open up again in the eighties-and

who feel pressured to hire people who are not like

with affirmative action now in place as a policy-

chem (who get special perks chat they never got),

conditions stood to improve for both women and

who really are very traditional in their viewpoint

minorities. "Our goal," declared President Cleary

about what makes up academic excellence, and who

in a formal statement of September, 1982, "is to

have a very narrow point of view. I think there's a

achieve a work force mixture that reasonably

real lack of civility and kindness among all of us

approximates the number of qualified women and

to[ward] each other."

minorities available to the University in its
recruitment areas. "9
The issue was not just an abstract one to Bob

By the end of the eighties, a new and in some
ways ironic approach was coming into vogue at
Northridge for the recruitment of a "quality"

Suzuki, coming into the academic vice-presidency

faculty. It rested, first, on revising what chat word

in 1985. Though only a child during World War

quality actually meant. Suzuki stated the

II, as a Japanese-American he had been interned.

proposition straight out: "Quality needs to be

For eight months his family of five had been

redefined." Why? Fundamentally, Suzuki argued,

"housed" in an animal exhibition stall in a livestock

for the sake of the students. "When we begin to

pavilion. Then they had been shipped off to a

look at the growing diversity of our student

concentration camp in the deserts of southern

population, we also have to look at the changing

Idaho, where they spent the next three years.

needs of chat population-the fact chat they need

Wherever they found themselves, they were

role models, they need to see the diversification of

surrounded by barbed wire fences and observed by

faculty."

armed guards from watchtowers. No one at CSUN

At Northridge, as elsewhere in the 1950s and

had a more exquisite sense of the catastrophic

'60s, various old boy networks had played a major

possibilities inherent in belonging to a minority

role in recruiting the original faculty. Following the

group than did Suzuki. Affirmative action for

1960s civil rights revolution, in order to open up

faculty, and educational equity for students, became

access to positions across lines of ethnicity and

perhaps the most passionate themes of his half-

gender, bona fide national searches came into force,

decade in campus administration.

overseen by affirmative action officers who were paid

To what degree, then, has the university

to guard against racism and sexism in hiring. No

succeeded in reaching its faculty affirmative action

more old boy networks. But as it turned out, chis

goals? Elizabeth Berry tersely replies: "We

new approach proved more effective in recruiting

haven't." Though diminishing as a proportion of

white women than it did underrepresented

the full-time professoriat year by year, and despite

minorities.

slowly-rising percentages of minorities and women,

By 1990, Suzuki was contending that "we need

whites still accounted for nearly 85 percent of the

to question whether the standard, traditional

faculty in 1990, with white men just shy of 60

affirmative action process involving simply a

percent of the total. 10 "Practically all the minority

national search has in fact been effective in reaching

faculty are in the two minority departments," Berry

chat ultimate goal of hiring a quality faculty."

observes. "Those faculty who are not in the

Affirmative action, in other words, functioned better

minority departments are very isolated.... I think

than the old boy networks had, but perhaps it didn't

it's abysmal." With women, "it's not quite as bad.

reach far enough. "There appears to be de facto

... And of course it's ... a lot better than UC."

evidence that it's not working. It is not leading to
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greater equity, at least for certain underrepresented

defensive. But when they were accosted as

groups . ... It has the appearance of being fairer and

supporting "merely" traditional standards of faculty

more equitable, but the results don't indicate that it

excellence-books and articles published, committee

is." "I think that the standard national search

service, and the sort-they would likely respond

process doesn't necessarily lead to the identification

that, Yes, these were precisely what they supported.

and the recruitment and the hiring of the best

Quality had nothing whatever to do with ethnicity,

candidates, particularly if you don't use some of the

or for that matter with sex, and all hiring ought to

networks that still exist out there, not only the old

proceed without regard to either one. Anything else

boys' network but the various ethnic networks ...

represented reverse discrimination.

and the women's networks .... I think you get far

All this came down to more than principle

better candidates through the utilization of those

alone. White men were prone to ask, Why should

networks, working hand in hand with perhaps a

we come last in the hiring line just because we are

national search, than you do simply through a

white and male? They seemed to have little to say

national search without utilizing those networks."
In American higher education, the old boy

about-may often have remained unaware of-the
point Suzuki and others raised, that minority

networks had traditionally shut minorities and

students needed minority role models. By the

women out, reinforcing the predominance of a

1990s, the whole society was wrestling as never

white, male faculty. Now Suzuki proposed a return

before with the issue of affirmative action.

to networks in order to diversify the faculty. The

While arguing that the diversification of faculty

original intent had been homogeneity. The new

ethnicity must play a central part in accommodating

intent was heterogeneity. But the underlying

an increasingly heterogeneous student body, Suzuki

premise remained exactly the same-that in

insisted in 1990 that "we are [also] trying to

determining "quality," a professor's sex and

diversify our student population on campus so that

ethnicity mattered.

it reflects the diversity of the communities that we

To what degree has the university met its

are serving, namely, the greater Los Angeles area ....

affirmative action goals in shaping the

About 60 percent of the [public school] students are

administration? Here, in contrast to her response

ethnic minorities in our service area; about 30

about faculty affirmative action, Elizabeth Berry's

percent of our students on campus are ethnic

reply is upbeat: "I think we've done pretty well."

minorities. So we're lagging behind the public

"In general I think there's a very supportive climate

school segment." "I fully expect that within the next

for women administrators." 11 While conceding

six to eight years 50 percent of our students on this

that conditions have improved in recent years with

campus will be ethnic minorities .... Even right

regard to women, though, Berry adds: "I think all

now [among] our first-time freshmen, over 50

female administrators have to be careful. I think

percent are ethnic minorities. So the change is

they are subtly judged differently.... I know

coming rapidly.... I don't think we will have

several female administrators [in 1989] who I

difficulty reaching the goal of diversifying the

believe are real feminists, but a lot of people don't

students who are coming into this university. We

know they are."

are already approaching those goals. The real

It would be easy to dismiss the on-campus
resistance to affirmative action over the past couple

challenge is trying to meet the retention and
graduation rate goals for the ed[ucational] equity

of decades as simply churlish or jealous-or worse,

program" by lifting these rates to parity with overall

sexist or racist. No doubt some of it has been. Yet

campus norms.

in parallel with the emergence of affirmative action
itself, there also emerged a principled conservatism

At the outset of the 1990s, a yawning gap
existed. The graduation rate of black students, for

(for want of a better word) which opposed all hiring

example, was half that of whites. Elizabeth Berry

or firing on the basis of sex or color. People holding

complains that "we're doing a terrible job" for

this view passed through the eighties on the

minority students. "We' re bringing them in, but
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we're losing them." What if good intentions fail?

among the administration and faculty grew. People

"I think that we can ill afford to fail," Suzuki

began urging her to run for AS President, and at

replies, "because the future of this state and the

length she agreed. What positions did she campaign

future of this country ultimately depend ... rather

on? "I was very concerned about retention ....

critically on our succeeding at this effort .... An

When you're in Academic Services [as she had

increasing proportion of our work force is going to

been], you really see the numbers for minorities."

be comprised of ethnic minorities, particularly ...

She found the graduation rate for African-Americans

Latinos, Chicanos, and blacks." "The bottom line

"devastating." "I said, 'This is awful. ... We really

for me is whether we are retaining and graduating

need to do something about retaining the few

substantially larger numbers of underrepresented

African-Americans that we have on this campus."'

minorities. We have not done that yet. But I am

Through conversations with other students,

pleased that we are well on our way in that effort,

Cooper came to realize that "this is not just a

and I'm particularly pleased ... with the integration

problem with minorities. This is a problem

of this priority throughout the university."12

throughout the campus .... Students don't care

Nothing could more clearly have symbolized
the growth of diversity among the student

about their grade point averages. They don't care
about what they' re learning in the institution. And

population and its leadership than the election of

students aren't graduating. They're on academic

Michelle Cooper as Associated Students President

probation throughout all cultures on this campus."

for 1990-91-the first African-American woman

Cooper discovered a troubling fact, that in

ever to hold that position. (The first black AS

comparison with other schools, CSUN's four-to-

President had been William Watkins, 1973-74.)

five-year graduation rates were exceptionally low.

Born and raised in Michigan, Cooper had

"That's when I started to just rethink the whole idea

graduated from a college-preparatory high school in

of what educational equity meant to me .... I

Detroit a decade earlier. Her mother's first cousin

started to realize [that] ... educational equity has to

had coauthored one of the most important works

apply across the board. And it has to apply to all

published on African-Americans during the
1960s. 13 Cooper briefly attended Eastern Michigan

students. Certainly an educational opportunity
program for disadvantaged students from non-

University, later living for a time in Europe. She

traditional backgrounds is important on a campus.

moved to California in 1984. One of her reasons

But it's also important that students throughout the

for coming was that "I was ... looking for a

campus are being supported and encouraged to

cultural mix." There followed several years of work

achieve at their highest ability level." During

in the business world. One job involved writing

Cooper's presidency, the AS even haltingly tried to

documents for a software company. In the fall of

develop a retention program of its own.

1988, she entered CSUN.
Cooper had begun her college career at
Eastern Michigan as a Chemical Engineering major.

Meanwhile, the emergence of such fresh
approaches as the Minority Business Program
(MBP) offered a sense of the possibilities. Founded

Later, she recalls, "working as a technical writer, I

in the mid-1980s with a $20,000 grant from Xerox

discovered that I really enjoyed writing." That led

and supported since by various corporations and

her toward an English major and a good deal of

foundations, the program sets as its goal the

creative writing. "There are so many things boiling

increased recruitment and retention of Native

inside that I have to achieve, or look into, at least,

American, African-American, and Latino students.

and attempt to do. But I think my major focus

It has thrived. As of 1992, the MBP served four

now is public service. I really want to help people."

hundred students. "We believe," Charles Bearchell

Cooper was drawn into student leadership by

(a program mentor) observes, "in small successes

way of a series of roles involving cultural awareness

rather than grandiose failures." The minority

and educational equity. She became an Associated

students are given the most direct, personal push in

Students Senator. Her circle of acquaintances

their first year or two, during which they must
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produce or be dropped. They are eligible for

total allocation of faculty positions. And we sort of

scholarships as well as tutoring, and MBP staff help

blindly, if you want, applied that rule of thumb ....

them cope with personal problems and find part-

However, we have examined that rule of thumb and

time jobs and internships. "At the very end of the

have decided that there's no good rationale for it,

program," adds Bearchell, "as they come close to

particularly in view of the projected shortages of

graduation, then we do our best to help them

faculty over the next ten years [1990-2000] and the

showcase their own abilities to the employers ....

increasing retirements. And so ... we ought to

It works." One index of that: a new approach to

really be reducing the percentage of our part-time

math instruction in 1990-91 helped boost the

faculty and converting increasing numbers of

success rate of freshman MBP students at passing

positions to full-time probationary positions."

the Math Placement Test from under 15 percent to
88 percent on the first try.14

A prominent ghost from the seventies still
hovers over the whole issue of lecturers. "The most
common argument that I hear over and over again
in departments that have lots of part-timers,"
Nichelson remarks, "is the old 1974 argument,

Part-Timers

'Well, but for them we would have layoffs."' Adds
Suzuki: "There are departments that want to

Affirmative action and its implications affected more

maintain a fairly large percentage of part-time

than the tenure-track faculty or administration of

faculty. They feel that it gives them flexibility."

CSUN. During the 1970s, the number of part-time

It may indeed give them flexibility, or a security

faculty (formally tided lecturers) began to explode at

blanket. Yet the other word that recurs again and

N orthridge and on other campuses. By 1991,

again when the subject of part-timers comes up is

California had 36,000 part-timers. 15 The California

"exploitation." "In some ways," says Suzuki, "it's

Faculty Association (CFA) has claimed that,

exploitation, as I see it, ... by full-time tenured

systemwide, "from 1972 to 1988, the number of

faculty of the part-time faculty, because there are

faculty increased by 28 percent .... However, all

some departments on this campus who rely on the

but 79 of the increased 4,574 faculty held temporary
appointments." 16 By 1990 just under 50 percent of

part-time faculty to teach the large classes and to
generate the FTEs so that the senior, tenured faculty

the total faculty at N orthridge were part-timers (25

can have reduced teaching loads. That does occur

percent figured on a full-time-equivalent basis).17
Patrick Nichelson places the responsibility for

systematically in a number of departments .... And
so they're very reluctant to bring down the

this explosion on administrators at CSUN and

percentage of the part-time faculty. We are putting

elsewhere. Hiring lecturers "was a tremendous

a lot of press[ure] on those departments to bring

money-saving device. It also was a way ... to

those percentages down. We don't like to see that

disable the faculty, because it meant a growing

kind of exploitation of the part-time faculty ....

proportion of the faculty were without tenure and

Contrary to what the [faculty] union is saying, it's

without job security.... Before the union contracts

not the administration that is supporting this large

[were recently negotiated, affording them a

pool of part-timers .... The faculty themselves-the

modicum of protection], the lecturers ... were

probationary, tenure-track, and tenured faculty-see

completely out on the sidewalk every semester.

certain advantages in having this large part-time

They had no contractual rights whatsoever."

pool. It also provides them with a buffer if there's

Bob Suzuki, on the other hand, partially
attributes the heavy part-time blanket to an old

ever a retrenchment."18
Viewed as temporary help with Ph.D.s, part-

artifact of staffing: "There was for years, not only

timers exist on the nether fringes of the faculty

on this campus but many other campuses, a rule of

community. Rather cruelly nicknamed "freeway

thumb that we would not increase our tenure[d]

flyers," they commonly teach courses in any given

and probationary faculty beyond 80 percent of the

semester on a number of different campuses.
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Tenured faculty may or may not treat part-timers
respectfully; may or may not know their names;

Cleve had long since become an omnivorous
reader. In particular, "as long as I can remember,

may or may not even recognize them in the

I've ... been crazy about ancient history." In 1972,

hallways. The impact all this has on collegiality

living just a couple of miles from the Northridge

stands in numbing contrast to the relations which

campus, he transferred from a community college to

prevailed among the original Valley State faculty of

CSUN. He graduated in 1973 as a History major.

the 1950s and early '60s. "You have a big group of

"I had entered all this intending to get a bachelor's

people who do not themselves feel complete

degree .... That to me would be ... about as high

collegiality," Nichelson complains. "They don't

as I could set my goals .... But ... my various

serve on committees with colleagues; they' re

professors encouraged me to ... go further." To go

somewhat socially marginalized, ... I think for a lot

further-to go toward a Ph.D. in Roman history-

of reasons, including the fact that the full-time

would require four languages. By the time Cleve left

faculty feel ... guilty about the whole arrangement

Northridge, he had completed two years each of

because it is a two-class system." More than that,

Latin and German. Later, as a doctoral candidate,

because part-timers do not serve on personnel

he learned Greek and French. In 1982, after nine

committees, the relatively diminishing percentage of

years of graduate study at UCLA, Cleve completed

faculty with tenure have found themselves saddled

the Ph.D. His speciality was the history of the

with increased departmental chores-among them,

Roman Empire.

ironically, the task of screening and hiring more
part-timers.
Many of the faculty who have taught part-time
at Northridge have been extraordinary people, men

That year he began his teaching career as a
lecturer at Cal State Fullerton. The treatment of
part-timers at Fullerton was often demeaning.
"Looking back on it now," he reflects, "I get angry

and women of remarkable accomplishments. Let

thinking about it." But with positions scarce, "I felt

the story of one stand for them all.

that I was lucky that I could come right out of

At the outset of the 1930s, the United States
was plunging toward the bottom of the Great

school and go into some kind of a job, anyway." A
number of his fellow graduate students could find

Depression. The deplorable economic condition of

no suitable work at all. Then, in 1985, Cleve

the South, the poverty of the region, became an

secured his first part-time position with the

issue of national concern. Robert Cleve was born in

Northridge History Department.

White Oak, near Greensboro, North Carolina,

To a department such as History, whose layoff

shortly after the Depression descended. White Oak

nightmares were fresh memories, a good lecturer

was a cotton mill company town, and the company,

brought something unobtainable in any other way-

as Cleve puts it, "owned the whole town, including

new blood. Astoundingly, History passed through

the houses we lived in, the stores we shopped in, the

the two decades of the seventies and eighties with no

schools we went to, everything; and therefore they

ability to hire anyone into a tenure-track position.

controlled your life as well, in a sense ....

Although respected on the whole for its teaching

Sometimes several generations of people would

and research, the department was aging. Many of its

work in the mills." At length, without even

part-timers came in fresh from graduate school.

completing the seventh grade, Cleve left school to

"It's been a shorter time since they've been

go to work.

students," Cleve observes, and "I think the lecturers

In 1950, at the age of nineteen, Cleve "escaped
from that cycle by joining the Air Force." He spent
the next two decades as an Air Force electronics

probably have a better feel for the students than
many of the older faculty who are ... burned out."
When Cleve joined CSUN, he found the

technician. He was stationed in turn in Korea,

response toward lecturers "much better" than at

Japan, Nebraska, Morocco, Colorado, Japan again,

Fullerton. Getting office space meant doubling- or

Guam, Van N uys, Alaska, and Colorado once

tripling-up with tenured faculty. Still, "all in all, the

more. In 1970 he retired from the service.

lecturers here are just treated more like colleagues."
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"The department seems genuinely concerned that

insecurity. This militates against "long-term

lecturers get the best treatment possible." Despite

projects like a book" And "in a significant way it

this, significant disadvantages remain. Part-timers

works against academic freedom" by denying the

are "set ... apart, and I don't think it's healthy

tenure that protects free speech.

academically."
Even in a relatively benign department, then,
the life of the lecturer remains precarious.

Cleve does propose a way out. Lecturers are
hired competitively; departments have an
opportunity to see how they teach. In view of that,

"Lecturers have absolutely no security," Cleve

"I think the lecturer positions should be . ..

observed in 1990. They are "hired simply from

converted to tenure-track positions .... If I'm good

semester to semester. And we are in effect fired at

enough to teach these students for the History

the end of each semester, and may or may not be

Department ... since 1984, I'm good enough to

rehired at the beginning of the next." Where once

teach them as a tenured professor. If I'm not, I

lecturers had no rights whatever, recent years have

shouldn't've been hired in the first place." Any

seen a limited expansion of rights and benefits

change, he believes, will require an aroused force of

through contract negotiations and in other ways.

lecturers allying themselves with sympathetic

Lecturers from each of the eight schools as well as

members of the tenured faculty. Lecturers will have

the library now sit in the Faculty Senate. Based on

to "educate their regular colleagues" about the

seniority, in 1991 some became entitled to two-year

threat that the current system poses to all faculty,

contracts and priority status for teaching slots. But

full- and part-time alike. "It's not going to resolve

such slots may or may not actually materialize-still

itself. It's going to have to be resolved by us, I

no guarantee. And lecturers' pay remains minimal

think"

compared to that of the tenured faculty (which, as
professional incomes go, is pretty minimal itself) . "I

From the exploitation of a North Carolina mill
town in the 1930s, Robert Cleve has pursued an

don't think you'll find any lecturers that are in it for

ascending pathway of accomplishment whose

the money," Cleve remarks. Lecturers must apply

destiny to date is a new kind of exploitation at a very

for step raises based on teaching experience, but

high and sophisticated level. Mitigating this

"most lecturers don't apply." Why not? "The

exploitation are the two things to which faculty

reason for that is that if you do this you become too

must always return in order to take any sense of

expensive, and when it comes time to cut the

satisfaction from what they do. There is the joy of

budget, the administration cuts these lecturers first

the discipline itself. And there is the pleasure of

because they' re too expensive to hire."

teaching it. What else could lure people with the

While at first Cleve "felt pretty fortunate just to
have any kind of work," as time goes by he feels

talents that lecturers possess onto the tightrope of a
part-timer's life?

"more and more angry as I realize what's going on."
The long and short of it is that "50 percent of the
faculty now are untenured and are [in] this
temporary category." "It seems to me that the
regular faculty in a sense are perpetrating this, and

UPC, CFA, and the Battle over Collective
Bargaining

I'm not sure why, because ... it seems to me that
this is ... [an] astoundingly successful attack on

Patrick Nichelson observes that the same threat

tenure. " The attacker, as Cleve views it, is the

which created pressure to hire lecturers became one

administration. "They've gotten half of the faculty

of the things that eventually pushed faculty to

now untenured .... [It] would seem to me that the

collective bargaining-"the chronic threat of

tenured faculty would be upset about that, but they

layoffs." Arriving on campus in 1970 as a part-timer

don't seem to be." (Nichelson's and Suzuki's

himself, Nichelson remembers that "one of the splits

observations return to mind.) Cleve feels

that I was most aware of was between those who

"exploited" today, less over pay than due to job

were looking forward to collective bargaining and
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those who weren't, and it tended to be a pretty

opinion about unionization, indeed, one finds

passionate matter." 19

conflicting perceptions of how much power the

All this interlocked with Vietnam, and with
demarcations in national politics between liberals

faculty actually had vis-a-vis the administration in
university governance. Conservative professors

(whose ranks were splitting at the time) and

tended to feel more satisfied with their influence

conservatives. "The people who were most active in

than did liberals (or radicals) .

. . . making statements of one sort or another
against national policy," Nichelson points out,

Certainly its internal divisions weakened
whatever voice the faculty might have had as a

"were the organizers of the strongest union." The

unified force. Statewide, faculty associations

same could be said as to criticism of campus policy.

covered a broad terrain of views, and as the 1970s

As Nichelson observes, one of the barriers to

opened no single organization could claim to

unionization remained the lingering sense among

represent a majority of the professoriat. Persuading

many senior faculty of "personal closeness to the

professors to agree with one another resembles the

administration .... I think they felt that the union-

legendary problem of getting economists to agree

management model of higher education would

with one another. In fact, Northridge faculty did

disrupt what they thought was a nice family

not even agree over just how divided they actually

situation." Unionism threatened to chill what

were.

remained of the warm atmosphere which had more

By the beginning of the seventies, the jousting

or less characterized the early campus; it implied

over collective bargaining was entering its climactic

that labor and management lived in conflict. A

phase. United Professors of California (UPC)

widespread feeling existed that "by being pro-

opened a drive to usher in faculty collective

collective bargaining I would be against my friend

bargaining throughout the state university system.

the dean, whom I golf with, and I would be siding

UPC was an affiliate of the American Federation of

with crazy hippies and antiwar people, and all that

Teachers and the AFL-CIO. Before very long, it

was a package. It also would be the downfall of

had competition. The Congress of Faculty

academic standards." "I think that inevitably there

Associations (CFA) emerged, its own list of affiliates

had to be an adversarial relationship," John Stafford

including the rather staid American Association of

says now, "because the functions were defined by

University Professors (AAUP), the National

the groups in somewhat different way[s]." But a

Education Association, the California Teachers'

good many faculty resisted trading elements of

Association, and the California State Employees'

collegiality, or what they saw as collegiality, for the

Association.

bargaining table.

Affiliates resemble the friends by whom one

Stafford actually saw things the other way

learns as a child one will be judged. In this case the

around. Unionizing would empower "the faculty

difference between, say, the AFL-CIO on one hand,

to have a voice in the affairs of the institution that

and the AAUP on the other, raised distinctions

we'd had before but which seemed to be slipping

which academicians debated like lawyers or

away with the larger institution." From this

theologians. "Specifically," as one study has put it,

perspective, assertive unionists were trying to

"UPC was perceived as an aggressive union

reestablish some of the elements of a lost era-

emphasizing political values and attracting members

though not "the old family system, which couldn't

who wished to redress a perceived unbalanced

be returned to with the much larger numbers of

distribution of power between faculty employees

faculty." Stafford also perceives unionism as

and administrative management. These perceptions

emerging in part out of "what we felt were the

were enhanced by UPC' s affiliation with the

failings of the academic senate" -notably, failings

traditional trade union movement. UPC tended to

tied to the generous number of administrators at

attract the most politically liberal faculty members.

Northridge able to vote as ex officio members of

... On the other hand, CFA was perceived as a

that body. Digging beneath the differences of

protective union seeking to enhance the rewards of
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employment and attracting members who tend[ed]

would scarcely exaggerate to say that Brown himself

to be highly committed to the university

helped propel faculty toward unionization for

organization. The traditional affiliations between

reasons having nothing to do with this legislation.

CFA and professional associations enhanced these

Brown "reneged on practically everything," remarks

perceptions. Members of CFA and its affiliate

John Stafford. "He talked big, ... but it didn't

organizations tended to be more conservative. "20
Lest that leave anything in doubt, a UPC poster

come through." Brown was "overtly derisive of the
state colleges," adds Patrick Nichelson. "I think a

portrayed a muscular but middle-aged and balding

lot of the faculty absorbed that and started acting

professor striking a heroic pose in the manner of the

like oppressed peoples."

labor art of the 1930s. Neither strident nor

United Professors of California and the

flamboyant, CFA would never have printed that

Congress of Faculty Associations now fought it out

poster. This sort of distinction raised yet a final,

for exclusive agent status. Today Nichelson plays

and quite central, issue in the debate over whether

down the differences between UPC and CFA. He

or not to unionize.

makes the telling point that "from my perspective at

There was simply a lot of faculty opposition to

Northridge the real differences were that the UPC

joining a union-any union. Some professors, Edda

people were just stronger and they thought more

Spielmann remarks, felt that a union was "for

like a union and they knew what they were doing.

workers." "If you're a professional, you don't need

... But in terms of the program that was put

it." She adds: "I think it was a time of snobbism-

forward, I didn't think there was much difference."

you' re escaping from the kinds of work where you

"In the statewide UPC," Nichelson goes on, "the

need to unionize." Many faculty, justly regarding

N orthridge players were considered moderates if not

themselves as professionals, apparently either

conservatives .... What's interesting is, N orthridge

overlooked or ignored how their income compared

was one of the one or two strongest UPC campuses

to that of other professionals like doctors or lawyers.

in terms of membership and final vote. Yet in the

Seen another way, and without sentimentality, state

statewide arena, our representatives tended to be

university professors made up just one more job

centrists if not a little bit on the right." This

category of state employees. But many professors

moderation, Nichelson believes, helps account for

recoiled at the idea of being confused with road

the N orthridge chapter's strength-its leadership

crews. One professor had a way of twitting his

did not come across as un-academically strident.22

colleagues by suggesting, tongue in cheek, that they

For all its moderation, though, the relative

should really call in the Teamsters to organize them.

assertiveness of UPC still tended to alarm many

His colleagues tended to respond as if he had just

faculty.

dripped acid on their cars.21
However much some professors might reject

One key difference between UPC and CFA was
that UPC aggressively recruited part-timers. CFA

the blue-collar image associated with union

wanted to keep them out of the original collective

membership, layoffs directly confronted them with a

bargaining election, fearing that lecturers might tip

very blue-collar threat. In a position to lead the

the scale toward UPC. 23

drive toward unionization were mavericks in the

In 1981 and '82, two successive elections took

senior ranks who remembered McCarthyism and the

place throughout the California State University

academic freedom battles of the 1940s and '50s-

system to determine which organization, or whether

battles which back then had gotten people fired.

no organization at all, would represent the faculty.

Indeed, some of the university's leading scholars

The lecturers were excluded from voting. In the

were also among its strongest unionists.

first election, UPC led by a hairbreadth, 6,316 to

In 1978 legislation was finally adopted which
granted collective bargaining rights to faculty in the

CFA' s 6,267, with 2,400 for no representative. In
the runoff election-after months of challenges-

state university system. The Governor who signed

CFA edged UPC, 6,580 to 6,541. Thus the issue

the law was Edmund G. Qerry) Brown, Jr. Yet it

was decided by 39 votes statewide.24
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"The less aggressive faction-CF A-won the

union defending people who in my mind seemed

bargaining election and took over, and left what

indefensible." It became harder and harder to deny

was left of UPC as practically nothing," John

tenure to anyone, including those who eminently

Stafford, then a UPC leader, recounts with a note

deserved to go. As for these floundering

of anguish. Despite its loss statewide, UPC had

probationary faculty, "there needed to be some way

carried N orthridge, along with a number of other

to get rid of them, and where getting rid of them

campuses. "That election really could have gone

seemed to be the most obvious need in the world,

any which way,'' Edda Spielmann concludes. "The

the union almost invariably stepped in to save those

real question is,'' as Patrick Nichelson puts it, "Why

jobs .... I think one of the things that tended to

was it so close? Why was the faculty so evenly

undermine the development of a vigorous,

divided? ... And then, Why didn't UPC, which

intellectually superior faculty at N orthridge was the

clearly was more focused, and definitely more

attitude, which slowly became identified with the

unionist, and had probably the strongest activists in

union attitude, that once someone had been hired,

the system for collective bargaining-and, by the

that was tantamount ... [to] giving them tenure.

way, got us collective bargaining" -win?

And that never seemed to me to be true, and that

During the summer of 1983, CSU trustees

has over our ... history largely become true."

ratified the first collective bargaining agreement

During its early years the university had sometimes

with faculty since the system had been founded.

let people go too impatiently. Now it clung to

Covering almost 20,000 people, it was the biggest

them too willingly. Arguably, the union simply

faculty employment contract ever negotiated to that

succeeded at its job of protecting any faculty

point in the history of American higher education.

member at risk. Yet success carried no indemnity

The package included a salary increase of 5.8

for the students these faculty taught.

percent. 25
Today CFA is called the California Faculty
Association. To a degree it reflects a melding of its
own old style with UPC' s. During recent years, for

The Curriculum

instance, it has aggressively taken up the cause of
part-timers. In 1989, Patrick Nichelson-originally

While many professors expended a good deal of

a prominent activist in UPC-was elected the

energy fighting the union battle of the early 1980s,

statewide president of CFA.

the entire decade was an era of curricular

Unionization has carried costs, as its

consolidation and tranquillity. As the eighties

opponents will insist and its more candid friends

opened, the new general education program was

will concede. Besides being an administrator,

corning into play. Then, at mid-decade, the

J erorne Richfield-who had earlier occupied

university established an Honors Program in

faculty leadership roles as Faculty President and

General Education. Honors emerged from an

chair of the statewide academic senate-was a

earlier program called the Learning Community,

member of UPC. Some referred to him as the

initiated by Patrick Nichelson and John Hartzog,

"Red Dean." Yet "I didn't feel that I was a

Director of the Learning Resource Center. With

member of a 'managerial class' as distinguished

modest funding from the university, the Honors

from the 'workers,'" he says. "I was a charter

Program invited the most promising incoming and

member of the union, and I always approved of

continuing students to take a special pattern of

union objectives but was often unhappy with the

limited-enrollment courses taught by some of the

union strategies and tactics; sometimes I deplored

best professors on campus. A corps of faculty

those." "I think the union became a divisive power

volunteers served as mentors. The program created

on campus," Harry Finestone remarks, "and I

and nurtured a small and very bright community of

know that I began to object to the union

students. They met socially to attend plays and

immensely when as an administrator I saw the

other outside events, as well as in the more formal
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setting of the three to four Honors classes which

requiring a great deal of equipment. Today,

were offered each term. Honors faculty commented

whatever else it means, equipment means computers

repeatedly on how very good these students were.

for teaching and scholarship. As Lewthwaite points
out, Geography has "acquired a battery of carefullythought-through computer acquisitions." "I think
we have done remarkably well. Now, this has

Long-Range Planning

resulted ... not by accident, [but] from very
thoughtful, careful planning," "a tremendous lot of

While the curricular legacy of the 1970s was being

patient thinking about where the needs for the

consolidated, so was another legacy of that decade:

future are." Together with long-range planning

long-range planning for the future of the university.

toward other goals, all this has further enhanced the

Unfortunately, planning worked our less effectively

department's ability to carry out, and integrate

than its sponsors had hoped. The Long-Range

students into, research. 29

Academic Planning Commission first met in
September, 1977.26 The planning process was
overhauled in 1981-82.27 By the time David
Benson left in 1984, formal long-range academic

Research

planning had gone on for seven years. "I think," he
reflects, that "the results were negligible,

Through its early history, CSUN offered its faculty

disappointing. I think it's extremely hard to find a

doing scholarly research so little support that such

process of planning that works in higher education.

activity almost came to seem a guerilla enterprise, to

... I think you have to try and look ahead. But I

be carried on out of sight on weekends, late at night,

think the difficulty with most planning efforts is

or over the summer. Although research came to be

that they develop paper work at such an

expected, incredibly, the formulas by which the

extraordinary rate .... It's extremely difficult to

California State University was driven-unlike

develop a process that does not produce so much

comparable institutions elsewhere-simply did not

paper work that it becomes a burden, and people

take research into account. "The fact that there was

begin to resent the work involved in the paper work,

never any leeway in the budget," David Benson

and the paper work becomes the process, and

points out, "prevented the campuses from making it

everyone is busy filling out their forms or doing

possible to adjust work load in any sensible way for

what they' re supposed to do; and there's not enough

those faculty who did take on extraordinary

time to think about: Once you have the paper

responsibilities either in scholarship or in university

work, what are you going to do with it, what does it

service. And so you ended up with a false kind of a

mean for the institution? ... But I do think it's

work load where everyone taught twelve units, and

worth the effort to keep trying."

some people did the other kinds of things." It

If long-range planning failed at the university
level during the 1980s, given departments could do
beautifully by it. Geography, for instance, had its

amounted to "an unfairness which multiplies or
compounds the problems of morale."
When Charles Bearchell became Dean of

eye out for fresh resources as always. The campus's

Graduate Studies and Research in 1977, he

relative absence of central direction and planning

inherited as research coordinator a professor who

gave the department freedom of maneuver.

was released half-time from teaching. In 1981, a

Geography also did well from the state lottery.28

full-time research coordinator was recruited from

The department's technical sophistication

another university. At mid-decade, Bob Suzuki

burgeoned. Gordon Lewthwaite recalls of his

arrived with a powerful drive to support research.

colleagues that "over and over again ... we said,

"I think," he says, that "there's a reasonable balance

The next generation of students is going to need

between research and teaching. I think research-

this." Geography is an expensive discipline,

the right kind of research-can in fact enhance
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teaching, and I think [it] can be very important for

recognized that their feelings toward one another

the State of California as well. So I think it's a

had scarcely mellowed.

question of balance, it's a question of what kind of

One reunion of protesters attracted perhaps

research we pursue. I think that we ought to be

two hundred current students to a gathering in

engaged to a greater degree in applied research

front of Oviatt Library. The irony of that was

rather than basic research-applied in the sense that

doubtless lost on the young students, for whom

we do research that has much more immediate

Oviatt was merely a name on a building. They

relevance to meeting the needs and challenges of

listened to Mike Lee, Cliff Fried, and other

the society than the basic research that's done in

firebrands of the past. 'T d like to welcome you on

many research institutions." One of Suzuki's

behalf of the graduating class of the Los Angeles

important goals involved stimulating scholarship on

County Jail, 1968," Lee quipped.32

teaching and learning themselves, notably at the
collegiate level. 30
After the mid-eighties, campus and state

Nineteen eighty-eight wasn't 1968, though.
The essential orientation of those returning that day
remained true to the sixties. ("We thought we were

funding for research, and reassigned time from

right," Lee declared on another occasion, "and we

teaching to research, leapt upward. A number of

were.")33 But there were no hour-long speeches this

older professors rededicated themselves to research.

time. Urging the audience to vote for Dukakis,

Monographs appeared by faculty authors who had

Fried kept his speech to two minutes. Latter-day

long since earned their last promotion, but who

student activists had invited their earlier

wanted to continue contributing to their field.

counterparts to come. The striking thing was how

Meanwhile, newer faculty arrived with their

few students lounged on the grass that pleasant day

research drive unburdened by the conditions of

to hear them. Nearby, twice as many students were

earlier eras. In order to help keep the momentum

cheering for fraternity touch football teams.34

going, most departments began putting newly-hired
tenure-track faculty on reduced teaching loads.

Still, this was the eighties-a decade that sent
mixed signals. Around the opening of the decade,

Though some professors had misgivings (extolling

Edward Teller, the "father of the hydrogen bomb,"

the role of teaching in a university still with a

could speak on campus and be greeted as an

predominantly teaching mission), research and

avuncular wit. When Teller returned to speak in

publication had become part of the tenure and

1988, on the other hand, he ran into demonstrators.

promotion process in ways scarcely possible during

For a few students, anyway, the time had returned

the institution's founding years.

for pursuing causes. A graying Cesar Chavez packed
the student union theater in May, 1990. He called
for support of the United Farm Workers' boycott
against California table grapes because-as Jorge

Struggles

Garcia had observed years before-workers were
falling victim to pesticides.

With research and other conditions changing, a

One of the major causes of the eighties-

certain sense of nostalgia set in, a desire to reassess

opposition to apartheid in South Africa-was a

the university's past. The year 1988 aroused an

foreign cousin to the civil rights crusade of the

impulse among some alumni and faculty to look

1950s and '60s. The question was, Should the

two-thirds of the way back through CSUN' s history

university, and specifically the Foundation, continue

to 1968-to try to come to terms with the events of

to maintain investments in companies doing

that era and take stock of the decades since. "It

business in South Africa? That question arose at

seems like yesterday," remarked Bob Baker, once of

about the same time on campuses around the

the Sundial and by 1988 a staff writer for the Los

country.

Angeles

Times.3 1

Old antagonists revisited the

campus. Upon getting reacquainted, some
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In 1984, CSUN confronted the issue squarely.
There seemed to be little to disagree about.

Apartheid was deplorable; and though it represented

margin, the senate voted to "reverse the decision of

an indirect route, divestment appeared the most

the Executive Committee" and to repudiate the

practical way of helping to undermine apartheid.

student resolution.39

Both the Associated Students Senate and the Faculty

It was a defining moment. Through

Senate came out for divestment, and the AS divested

subsequent weeks, the impassioned debate in the

its own funds. But although the Faculty Senate

senate that day would rise to a crescendo. The battle

voted in April, 1984, not until May, 1985 did the

originated, first, in the question of whether all

Foundation Board of Trustees finally vote on the

pornography by its very nature demeaned and

issue. A good-natured demonstration with signs and

subordinated women. A second, more specific

chants preceded its meeting. Worried employees

question arose: Did a relationship exist between

testified that the move might imperil their

pornography on one hand, and violence against

retirement benefits. (The Foundation had invested

women on the other? How, if at all, could a line be

more than $13,000,000 to cover these benefits.)35

drawn between "legitimate" erotica and

Nevertheless, the vote to divest was unanimous.

pornography? Finally, could the law be reformed in

There was something of an echo about it all.

such a way as to advance women's legal rights by

The demonstration itself repeated the idealistic civil

categorizing violence within pornography as a type

rights protests of the early sixties. A group called

of discrimination similar, say, to job discrimination

Students Against Apartheid marched and petitioned.

or sexual harassment? Indeed, wasn't this really a

Much of the initiative for divestment came from

struggle for civil rights?

within the Foundation itself, where student trustee

The First Amendment and the hallowed

(and student body president) Zeke Zeidler took a

tradition of academic freedom cast long shadows

leading role. Indeed, it was Zeidler who had

over the entire debate. The Senate Executive

brought the issue to the floor of the Faculty

Committee had impliedly exempted assigned

Senate-to which he also belonged ex officio. Here

classroom materials from its support of the ban.

the echo faded away. Unlike the 1960s, if students

But for many faculty, the idea of excluding any

wanted to exercise formal power at the Faculty

category of publications from a university bookstore

Senate level, now they had it to exercise.
During the early and mid-eighties, campaigns

for any reason, whether the publications were
assigned reading or not, was anathema. Once the

emerged on various campuses across the country to

process began, where would it stop? As other

exclude sex-oriented magazines from student

faculty saw it, though, no conflict with the First

bookstores. The offensive opened at N orthridge in

Amendment or with academic freedom existed at

mid-October, 1984, when nine members of the

all. Muddying the issue further, scholarly research

faculty asked the bookstore manager to remove

on the relationship between pornography and

Playboy, Penthouse, Gallery and Oui because the

violence produced no clear-cut answer. The experts

magazines' "raison d'etre is exploitative nude

disagreed.

photography of women. "36 At the end of that

Late in November, the Foundation Board of

month, the Associated Students Senate approved a

Trustees-having the power to establish bookstore

resolution in opposition to "the sale of commercial

policy-voted for the ban. 40 Yet hot debates

publications on campus that depict sexually and/or

continued in public forums. There was a further

violently exploited people."37 The Executive

sundering of feminist ranks. Friends who agreed on

Committee of the Faculty Senate unanimously

virtually every other issue concerning women's rights

supported terminating sales.38

discovered a gulf between them on this one. The

The full Faculty Senate faced the issue two

American Civil Liberties Union, poised to go to

weeks later, on November 15. Here unanimity

court to halt a ban, carefully followed the battle. 4 l

broke down. Not only did faculty split. Feminists

Meantime national media picked up the story. The

began dividing over the issue. Like stripping gears,

Los Angeles Times blasted the proposed ban

motion followed motion. In the end, by a thin

editorially. 42
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In the end, the ban never went into effect. On
December 11, the student senate overwhelmingly
rescinded its earlier resolution of support. On the

49. But by 1984-85, while 43 percent of the
students were men, 57 percent were women.44
One problem facing feminism during the 1980s

twentieth, the Foundation trustees reversed

and early '90s had also confronted it in the 1920s,

themselves as well. With but a single dissenting

when younger women took their mothers' and older

vote, they adopted a new resolution by Rex

sisters' gains for granted-assuming quite

Mitchell, Associate Professor of Management,

prematurely that full equality had been achieved.

setting bookstore policy. "An essential attribute of

Over half a century later, Elizabeth Berry said of

a university," the Mitchell resolution began, "is the

Northridge: "I do think we have the same problem

broadest possible consideration of ideas, which

that lots of campuses have, ... and it's this. With

consideration relies for its attainment on academic

the younger women, [it seems] that there isn't a

freedom and freedom of expression in speech and in

whole lot that needs to be done .... They' re

press." It ended: "The Bookstore will solicit

outraged about rape and sexual harassment and

recommendations from the faculty and students,

abortion and this kind of thing. But they don't

including periodic requests through department

really see the more subde kind ... of discrimination

chairs and the Associated Students President, in the

and sexism that continues. They haven't

choice of publications and merchandise stocked."43

experienced it. The older women know."

After two and a half months, the issue was finally
laid to rest.
In retrospect, these were critical months for the
university. Outstanding faculty and students had

By the eighties, some male professors
complained that a powerful feminist bloc had
emerged at CSUN. Women tended to see things
differently. "I think there's a feminist network,"

aligned themselves on both sides of the issue. They

Berry remarks. "I don't think it's a bloc, but there is

debated fundamental questions, among them the

a good feminist network. I think it's perceived as

very nature of a university. Yet considering the

being a lot more powerful and influential than it is

stakes involved, one of the most disturbing things

because any time women get together it's more

about the whole story is how relatively few

threatening than when a group of men get together.

individuals among all the thousands in the

I mean, three women is a conspiracy!" "I do think

university ultimately stood to be counted on either

that we have a wonderful group of women on this

side.

campus who are connected, who can call on each
Again, this was the 1980s. Issues arose

repeatedly, but they did not mobilize great masses

other for help and advice." At Northridge women
"operate differently" from men: "Whenever

of people. Such a student left as existed avoided

anyone's in trouble, anyone's had a run-in with

dashes with campus authorities, and the authorities

somebody or [is] being treated unfairly, we do a

reciprocated. Students Against Apartheid, Amnesty

couple [of] things. Usually somebody sends .. .

International, the Committee in Solidarity with the

flowers or a note .... We will call a meeting.... We

People of El Salvador, and other groups attempted

don't call it a 'meeting,' we 'have a party.' And we

important things in an atmosphere not so much

say, 'There're some issues here."' Through the

hostile to their efforts as simply indifferent to them.
The pornography issue aside, something of this
sense of indifference began to emerge even around
the cause of women themselves. This was ironic.

Commission on the Status of Women and other
avenues, the impulse to raise and contest issues still
runs strong.
At the same time, what one might call the ethic

By the mid- l 980s, most CSUN students were

of 1960s protest had become assimilated into society

women. The sex ratio had changed diametrically

at large by the 1980s, and certainly into campus life.

from earlier years. In 1963-64, in round figures, 5 5

It might be revived at a moment's notice.

percent of the students had been men and 45

In late March, 1989, for example, a

percent women. By 1975-76 the two sexes stood

confrontation erupted between ninety protesters and

just two percentage points apart-men 51, women

Vice President Edmund Peckham over the issue of
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the Hollywood Bowl. The construction project for

campus? In May, 1990, the Foundation Board of

the new Science buildings had spilled across a

Trustees decided to purchase one of the fast food

portion of the area southeast of Oviatt Library

chain's franchises. Then, in September, the board

which had previously been used for commencement

reversed itself by a vote of 11-3.

exercises. Instead, the university planned to hold its

What had brought on the reversal? Students

May, 1989 ceremonies at the Bowl. This upset

and faculty incensed by the conservative politics of

many students, who insisted that they had not been

the chain's founder, Carl Karcher, had mounted a

consulted. One protester exclaimed-echoing an

battle against the franchise. Gay and lesbian groups

earlier time-that the real issue was not

opposed it. And Karcher' s anti-abortion stance

commencement. "It's how the administration is

came in for special lambasting. Faith Haaz, the

treating us." Students could invite no more than

Director of the Women's Center, declared that "the

three guests because of the Bowl's limited capacity.

question here is between good business and bad

Nor would they receive the traditional handshake

morals. "47 Other questions arose. Some people,

from high officials of the university. By late March,

who considered the very notion of big-name fast

student protests had already scored at least one big

food in an academic-intellectual setting to be

success. Original plans had called for beginning the

tasteless, asked why the campus wanted a franchise

ceremonies untraditionally (if not unbelievably)

at all. Others asked whether calling attention to

early-at 7:00 AM. The university switched the

Karcher's politics was legitimate in the supposedly

time to lace morning. 45

apolitical atmosphere of the academy: Should

The 1989 commencement received mixed

Karcher' s views, in other words, have anything to

reviews. As 4,650 graduates, together with their

do with the decision? Would Carl's-generated

families and guests, converged onto the Hollywood

revenue help CSUN cope with pending state

and Ventura freeways, the resulting traffic jams

budget cuts? If USC and Cal State Fullerton

glued some of chem to the road for hours. No

already had Carl's on campus, why not CSUN?

matter that people really need not have driven, since

The lopsided September vote did not necessarily

the university had arranged shuttles for many; they

answer the abstract questions, but it did help settle

ignored the shuttles. "We created the largest traffic

the immediate one. President Cleary declared the

jam, the LAPD says, in the history of the city,"

Carl's matter "a dead issue."48

Peckham relates. "We had two whole freeways
absolutely blocked." The Ventura Freeway

Almost dead, anyway. The issue retained a hint
of life over the following year. Then, at the outset

remained gridlocked from 10:15 AM to 1:55 PM.

of November, 1991, the Foundation Board of

"I was in traffic three hours," remarked President

Trustees deadlocked 7-7 over contracting for a

Cleary, who reached the Bowl two hours late. With

Carl's Jr. franchise. The Foundation had taken its

a capacity of 17,900, the Bowl eventually filled to

own survey of campus opinion, which indicated

the brim. Beach balls and play money flew through

strong support for Carl's. The Foundation had also

the air. Ac 12:20 the scheduled 11:00 ceremonies

opened Subway and Taco Bell franchises on The

finally got under way. Stragglers in academic

Roof. It had recently taken out full-page ads in the

gowns, some having fled the freeway on foot,

Sundial urging students to vote for Carl's in an

continued arriving until 1:00. Mourned one

October, 1991 AS election. But the students had

graduate: "I wait three hours to graduate, and on

narrowly voted the other way. Now, two days after

Monday I have to get a job."46
During the 1980s student protest may have

the non-binding student referendum, President
Cleary abstained from voting in his role as Chair of

lacked the intensity of the 1960s, but it did not lack

the Foundation Board of Trustees. Cleary explained

for breadth. The degree of breadth became apparent

chat he did not want to fuel tensions in the wake of

as the campus edged into the 1990s. At first blush

a recent outbreak of gay-bashing on campus.

the question generating the upset this time seemed

Lacking a majority, the motion for Carl's went

improbable: Should a Carl's Jr. be located on

down on the tie. Along with Carl's, idealists who
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viewed the campus as an island rising above a sea of
mundane values also lost. Instead of Carl's Jr.,
CSUN began negotiating with Burger King.49

sea cargo containers onto campus for use as
temporaries.50

If construction bonds provided one way of
breaking free of the budgetary cocoon, another way
involved acreage largely lying to the north of Lassen
Street. The university and Watt Investment

Building Again

Properties of Santa Monica negotiated a joint
venture agreement to create the newly-dubbed

The construction project that had displaced

University Park. Cleary explicitly described

commencement ceremonies in 1989 fit into a maze

University Park as a means of overcoming state

of new building that was utterly transforming the

budget constraints-" a formulaic budget which will

campus as a whole. The 1960s had been the great

never change"-and creating an "opportunity" for

decade of construction in the earlier history of the

the university to secure a new "margin of

university. Ten structures had gone up-all but

distinction."

one of them during the first half of the decade.

The ground breaking for University Park took

Afterward, new construction had taken a nose-dive.

place in 1987. The project was then envisioned as a

The academic center of the campus rested to the

ten-to-twelve-year, $165,000,000 enterprise. By

south of its geographic center, within the original

1992 the completion date had stretched out

165-acre plot ofland. The acreage to the north

somewhat, and the cost estimate as well, to

that had been acquired since remained largely

$225,000,000. Following major alterations at the

undeveloped and held extraordinary potentialities.

insistence of the surrounding community, the 1992

"Eighty-five to eighty-seven cents of every

projection included housing for 2,400 students, half

budget dollar that comes to this institution is

a dozen four-story office buildings (some 500,000

[pre]determined [as to] how it's to be spent," James

square feet of office space in all), research and

Cleary points out. That has left strikingly little

technology facilities, a hotel, two restaurants, a

room for maneuver. Self-evidently, the university

theatre/ recital hall, an art gallery, a conference

finds itself chained down so long as it depends

center, an auditorium seating 1,500-2,000, a

entirely on the annual state budget. University

20,000-30,000-seat stadium, a recreation center,

development underwritten by sources outside the

and parking lots. In addition, a new Visual

confines of that budget has come to be seen as a

Performing Arts Center would go up along

major way of building buildings and otherwise

Nordhoff. The entire enterprise hinged on non-

avoiding stagnation.

state investment, with financing to come from

One avenue opened during the mid-eighties,

revenues from the commercial facilities, student

when the voters and the legislature began

residential housing fees, bond issues, and the

approving new bond issues for construction. As

university's leasing ofland to Watt. The campus

David Benson emphasized in 1990, it was not

was expected to benefit either directly (student

"until we went into bonding" that the state began

housing, art gallery, stadium) or indirectly (academic

"to put true amounts of money into capital outlay.

conferences in the hotel, research opportunities for

For example, now we're ... getting between a

faculty, jobs and internships for students in

hundred and two hundred million dollars in

corporate offices). Watt Investment would benefit

capital outlay under bonds" during good years.

from an aggregate seventy-five-year lease of state-

"There were years in the seventies and eighties

owned land from CSUN, which it would develop.

where the whole system didn't get more than

Kicking off the process by which a portion of the

twenty million dollars for all of its buildings for

cash flow from the private side would underwrite

nineteen campuses." Under those conditions, by

new public facilities, Watt/North Campus

the mid-eighties the space situation at CSUN had

Associates donated its profit from constructing

gotten so bad that steps were taken toward hauling

student housing to the North Campus-University
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Park Development Corporation set up for operating

benefits." "Institutional change is a very slow

and management purposes. No CSU campus had

process." "Over the long haul, I think the [project's]

ever attempted a cooperative venture with a private

potential benefits to this campus could be quite

developer on this scale before.51

enormous."

About the Park project, Cleary said in 1990:

University Park would continue to appear

"My basic drive all along has been twofold.

healthy into 1992. This ruddy appearance

Number one, that through that ... project, which

concealed fatal illnesses. Planning officials for the

carries a lifetime of fifty-five years with two ten-year

City of Los Angeles were insisting on having a say in

options, the first fifteen years will result in facilities

the project. The university responded that this was

that the state will never build for us. And I'm

state property-LA. lacked jurisdiction. The

thinking of the theatre, performing arts, visual arts

planners replied that it was commercial development

center, multipurpose stadium, [and] conference

and they would regulate it. Key local politicians

center. ... My intent ... is to see that these facilities

(notably City Councilman Hal Bernson) at first

are provided, but in addition to that, ... that after

sided with the university. Unpacified homeowners

those facilities are achieved, the university will

around the campus pressured against the project.

participate at a level of 20 percent of all the revenue

The politicians executed an about-face.

coming in from the facilities that are leased out to

Construction got stalled. The economy slumped.

non-university entities (but entities that must have

In June, 1992, Watt pulled out.53

some kind of interface academically) .... This

As University Park stalled, what had come to be

means that if the full build-out of the totally-

called the Academic Core Campus south of Lassen

envisioned University Park occurs, that annual-

was undergoing such dramatic new growth that

revenue-of-20-percent flow will give this university

some students and faculty feared that green space

an endowment, compounded over the years and ...

would disappear forever. In September, 1989,

reasonably invested, ... that could range two-

Oviatt Library began a metamorphosis. On the east

hundred to five-hundred million dollars seventy

and west faces, the old pillars came down. Earth-

years out .... I would like to set in concrete an

moving equipment snaked in and out of deepening

irreversible policy that says that that endowment is

excavations. A huge multistory framework of girders

to be used for educational development and faculty

arose. Inside the new wings went more office space,

research and creativity, and that no one else can get

additional seating-and an Automatic Storage and

into it for any other purpose .... And we'll be as

Retrieval System (AS/RS) which in important

well endowed as most land grant institutions are in

respects was apparently unique in the world. In

the country, as a state university having to deal with

order to restrain costs and avoid cumbersome off-

a formulaic budget." Moreover, "after the lease

campus storage, books, periodicals, microfilm and

runs out, ... in addition to the endowment, all

other materials would now be densely-stored, not

those facilities become ours; so we'll have a research

open-shelved. Responsibility for their retrieval

park up there, perhaps some ... seventy years out

would depend on a $2,000,000 high-tech robotic

at max."

system. In all, Oviatt' s space expanded by over 50

From the beginning, University Park aroused
a certain skepticism in the minds of some faculty,

percent.

As Oviatt' s face changed, the three-building

including those disposed toward suspicion of the

addition to the original Science complex, which had

administration in general.52 (Seventy years, for

displaced the 1989 graduation ceremonies, reached

example, seemed a long time to wait.) "I can

completion. CSUN now had a planetarium on its

understand the skepticism of the faculty and their

central quad which seated over a hundred students

impatience, because many of them will probably

and provided special accommodations for those in

never see the benefits of a project like that," said

wheelchairs. Instead of the conventional

Bob Suzuki in 1990. "But faculty that we hire over

arrangement of clustering faculty offices in one area

the next ten years will surely see some of the

of a building, research laboratories in a second
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locale, and teaching labs in yet a third, in the new

what lay in store at the very worst. On one hand, it

buildings professors' offices were linked together

did accommodate professors with individual offices.

with their laboratories. One Biology professor

On the other, when viewed from the direction of the

attributes these advantageous groupings "to faculty

central quad, the building resembled nothing quite

input-and I think that that was a big plus, that

legitimate to alter a Neutra building? Some felt

so much as an East Coast public housing complex.
It also leaked. And the original air conditioning
system worked so badly that offices turned into
greenhouses, especially since there were at first no
blinds. Temperatures on some days hit the midnineties. On other days they unpredictably dropped
close to sixty. Eventually, at great expense, the
whole air conditioning system had to be redone.
Even then, problems remained.
The Faculty Office Building served as a warmup for the travails of the new Science complex. By
November, 1990, Assemblyman Richard Katz, who
had labored for three years to get funding for the
complex, was calling for an investigation into what
had gone wrong.56 Along with other causes, clumsy
state construction budgeting procedures leading to a
rebid-redesign merry-go-round had contributed
mightily to the problems that ensued. There were
electrical and lighting difficulties, air flow troubles-

incensed that the university would change an

a host of unexpected problems requiring

architectural landmark for the sake of paintbrushes

adaptations, adjustments, and additional outlays.

there was a tremendous amount of faculty input in
the planning." Chemistry professors, in particular,
who had previously faced "a disastrous research and
teaching lab situation," came out ahead.54 Not as
far ahead as they might have liked, however, for the
new Science buildings contained significant flaws.
Other structures went up, among them a huge
Business and Education complex to the north of
Administration. The Bookstore underwent
dramatic expansion in the clever configuration of a
mall. South Library was converted to house campus
computing and learning resource facilities. The
student union and Engineering expanded. And the
university entered a new age of multilevel parking.
Then too, the Fine Arts Building got a
commercial annex-fast food and art supplieswhich generated a significant controversy. Was it

and burritos. Another position held that Neutra

There were, too, alarming difficulties with the

buildings were flexible, legitimately changeable.

mushrooming student housing. The goal of having

A third, implicit contention was that Neutra or no

more on-campus housing than any other CSU

Neutra, the campus needed another food outlet,

campus57 grew out of an underlying understanding

even though the Bookstore sat a stone's throw to

about the nature of college life. It should amount to

the east. Richard Neutra, with his cheerful and

more than a parking pass and a list of classes. It is

accommodating ways, was no longer alive to say Yes

presumably richer if it is residential. Students living

or No. Dismissing what resulted as a "lump" on

on campus create their own community, enlivened

the end of the building, Jerome Richfield adds that

by dialogue, debate, and weekend football games.

"a two-story addition to a three-story building is

They take an interest in the institution that

hardly a seamless adjunct. The Foundation's wish

commuters do not. Residential students transform

for greater earnings took obvious precedence over

an ordinary town into a college town. Looking back

any historical or aesthetic considerations."55

gratefully on their collegiate years, these alumni

Some of the new buildings were genuinely

become benefactors. In CSUN' s case as well, more

handsome. Chisholm Hall and the older Student

residential students meant less of a commuter image,

Health Center made an elegant pairing. In both its

and hence more prestige.58

original and expanded versions, Oviatt Library

But at the outset, a good many of the future

gracefully dominated the heart of the campus. Its

alumni decided not to pay rent. Accounting systems

interior appointments were superb.

were not in place to correct their forgetfulness. By

Much of the new construction failed to

May, 1991, hundreds of students had evaded

proceed as smoothly as it might have, though. The

around $2,800,000 over the four preceding years.59

Faculty Office Building (1984) provided a taste of

With the university laboring to collect, Edmund
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Peckham, who had jurisdiction over student

the Makeup Department) to become a college

housing, declared that he was "really appalled at the

band of 1959.

size of the deficiencies."60 Along with the skipped
payments, the vacancy rate ran extremely high. And
the presence of on-campus residential complexes
sparked more campus crime, including burglaries,

Political Hardball

vandalism, and even shooting incidents.6 1 (At the
University Student Union, previously a showplace

The administration had plans besides construction

for the full range and diversity of students and their

to add to CSUN' s distinction. The other big prong

activities, the threat of violence, together with the

of the offensive involved intercollegiate athletics. In

costs of security to offset violence, made scheduling

April, 1988, the university declared its intent to

dances practically impossible.)62 Confronting the

move to NCAA Division I in all sports but football.

realities of a rising crime rate, in 1991 the hard-

In June, 1990, it proceeded to enter Division I. In

pressed, thinly-stretched campus police relocated

between those dates, the administration and

their headquarters to University Park Apartments.

elements of the faculty played several games of

"We've created our own Frankenstein," Peckham

political hardball.

conceded. "But the thrust is right."
In acknowledging all the difficulties that
accompanied the campus construction boom of the

At the outset of the 1990s, an accreditation
team assessing the university noted that "virtually all
campus policies and initiatives are the subject of

eighties and nineties, one risks obscuring the core of

extensive discussion and review by faculty and

the matter-that CSUN had begun to revitalize

students before being finally approved by the

itself quite literally from the ground up. A

administration. "63 Among the keys to a successful

tremendous amount of construction had been

university presidency, James Cleary has listed

urgently needed for years, even for decades. At long

"openness, frankness, forthrightness, patience, [and]

last it was happening.

willingness to be available." "In terms of style," he

Seen from the direction of Hollywood or
Burbank, on the other hand, CSUN now

elaborates, "I have always believed ... that people
will accept a decision normally if they feel they have

represented not a campus per se but an expanding

been a part in the shaping or making of that

movie set. Long since had Universal, Columbia,

decision. And to achieve that kind of feeling among

and other studios discovered that by covering one

people-faculty, students-there has to be a very

name on a building with another ("Sierra

important element of consultation or willingness to

Hospital," say, for "Sierra Hall"), they could

consult as often as possible on every issue .... One

transform the campus's somewhat generic

source of criticism of myself has been that I consult

architecture into whatever they wanted it to seem.

too much. And if one has to err on ...

Production companies arrived in droves.

consultation, I suspect it's far better to err on the side

T devision shows, educational films, commercials,

of over-consulting than under-consulting.... The

feature films-the campus became a backdrop for

price you pay is, it takes a little longer, sometimes too

them all. To make one computer commercial,

long. But I don't mind that .... I'm quite willing to

several hundred students were lured out of the

be patient and wait it out." If a problem is resolved

dorms as extras. In another commercial, Sylvester

without the necessity of any administrative

Stallone graced the campus long enough to eat

intervention, so much the better. The prospects for

some ham as cameras whirred. The gym became

acceptance by all parties are high "because they know

the set for The Karate Kid. The seven-acre orange

it's evolved out of peer discussion, peer dialogue,

grove became Early California. And in 1990, the

rather than being imposed by administrative fiat,

clock got turned back in a particularly apt way for

which is the worst possible thing to do."

a campus Northridge's age. The university band
was sent through a time warp (or at least through

In a tradition going back before Cleary' s
presidency, the administration had viewed university
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governance as involving three broad areas of

physical plant should grow. Curriculum and

responsibility. One was curriculum, where the

personnel could be left to the faculty, but image and

faculty held virtually complete sway. The second

expansion could not. Late in his presidency, Cleary

area was personnel: although the administration had

began to pursue certain ends through an approach

a rather larger role here than with curriculum, the

that attempted consensus but did not shrink from

faculty's responsibility still predominated. The final

confrontation. This new style struck the Faculty

realm, however-the budget-was seen as

Senate with a jolt.

overwhelmingly an administrative matter. What

The issues that arose at the end of the 1980s

the curriculum was to the faculty, in other words,

and the outset of the '90s raised a central question:

the budget was to the administration. Cleary has

What was the role of the faculty in shared

described the Northridge budget process as the

governance? "I firmly believe," Cleary said in 1990,

most decentralized in the state university system. 64

"that the faculty should have a primary voice on all

The faculty traditionally tended to find it a mystery.
Cleary' s approach to management did vary

issues having to do with educational policy and
personnel policy in regard to faculty peers .... This

significantly from that of some other CSU

is why over, now, twenty-one years, I take great

presidents, who repeatedly fought with faculty over

pride in the fact that in regard to personnel matters,

curriculum and personnel issues. His first priority

I have not overturned a single personnel action by a

in 1969 had been to quell confrontation while

personnel faculty committee." "In regard to

forging a broad consensus. A singular aversion to

educational policy, prior to this year I also take great

direct conflict, together with a reliance on

pride in the fact that I never rejected the

compromise and consensus, became ingrained

recommendation of the Faculty Senate... . And this

administrative styles. Cleary regularly implemented

year I broke that record in one semester by having to

votes by the Faculty Senate. His reluctance to

reject two recommendations. "66

challenge faculty actions even when they arguably

The story began against a background of

needed challenging drew a certain amount of

mounting friction between the President and the

criticism. For their part, the faculty became

senate. The story had certain major landmarks. In

accustomed to a comparatively low-profile

the spring of 1989, the senate had voted to drop its

presidency, together with a significant measure of

number of ex officio administrative members from

decentralization and routinization. It was a reactive

sixteen to eleven. This represented a compromise-

administrative style, in which the President

many faculty wanted the number cut to zero.

responded to issues after they arose. In an odd way,

(Attempts to accomplish just that had arisen, and

even a union adversary like Patrick Nichelson found

expired, as early as the mid-1960s.)67 "We're

Cleary "not a 'good' enemy": "With this

perceived as voting in a bloc, which we don't do,"

administration there's never really been anything

Jerome Richfield remarks of the administrators in

clear to battle against in any consistent way."
Despite the decentralization, the aura of laissez-

the senate. Yet "faculty cherished the idea that the
administration caucused, which we never did, and

faire, and all the steps taken to mute conflict and

voted in a bloc, which we seldom if ever did."

avert a row of any kind, differences still inevitably

Administrators showed a partiality for sitting

simmered. A strategy of conflict-avoidance could

together in a row in the back of the room, which fed

not altogether avoid conflict.

those suspicions. 68 The reduction from sixteen to

If Cleary arrived at N orthridge determined to
temper confrontation, he also came without the

eleven involved an amendment to the Bylaws of the
Faculty, and thus a vote of the faculty as a whole. It

baggage of an institutional inferiority complex that

also required the President's signature. The faculty

burdened many already there. He brought an

voted pro; President Cleary signed.

expansive concept of what a state university ought

The senate then sought in a rather modest way

to be. 65 Students and faculty should take pride in

to redirect "instructional support staff positions"

it. Fame should greet it. The student body and

(secretarial and clerical slots) away from the
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administration as they became available, and-

ROTC. "I was kind of caught in an unfortunate

through a set of prescribed formulas-toward the

no-win situation in terms of the university

academic departments, where teaching and research

community, or at least the vast majority of the

occurred. Recent trends had seen positions go the

university community," he explains, "because I had

other direction, and in some departments secretarial

received a legal opinion from the Chancellor's Office

help was as thin as guitar strings.69 This time

that simply said, You are running a very serious legal

Cleary vetoed. That in itself was such a rarity that it

risk and a risk that the trustees ought to address

aroused considerable notice. Cleary recognized that

rather than an individual campus." Students from

faculty did not have sufficient secretarial support.

the Lesbian and Gay Alliance and other

Still, he says, "I felt I could not accept the

organizations protested. The senate reaffirmed its

recommendation after having had twenty years-plus

support for termination. 73

experience of fighting or opposing formulaic budget

Finally, there was smoking. By the end of the

approaches. It destroys the flexibility of an

'80s, with anti-smoking campaigns developing

institution. It makes it extremely difficult if not

nationwide, a number of institutions both in and

impossible to deal with mandates imposed by the

out of the CSU had moved to snuff out smoking on

state government or by the Board of Trustees."

campus. In the spring, 1990, as the Northridge

(Recent federal, state, and CSU mandates had

Faculty Senate was voting to terminate ROTC, it

indeed saddled the university with new but

also voted to ban smoking in most campus

unfunded requirements, which translated into

buildings. Cleary accepted the resolution's stated

positions.)70 Eight members of the Senate

principle of moving toward "a smoke-free campus

Executive Committee, including the Faculty

by the year 2000." Also in keeping with the

President, Professor of Chemistry Henry Abrash,

resolution, he set up a committee to plan strategy for

replied to Cleary' s veto quite directly: "You seem to

that campaign. He agreed as well to a segment of

relegate faculty participation to a passive role of

the resolution calling for programs to help

receiving and reviewing information. As faculty

employees seeking to end their dependence on

representatives we find this definition of our role in

tobacco. But indicating that questions of personal

shared governance unacceptable." Where, they

rights, enforcement, collective bargaining, and other

asked, did the President's priorities lie?71

matters remained at issue, he vetoed the provision of

The next issue involved gays and ROTC. As
Newsweek observed early in 1991, "while American

society has become more accepting of homosexuals

the resolution which sought an immediate halt to
smoking on campus.74
Meanwhile, amid these squalls, the university

over the last two decades, the country's military and

proceeded on a steady course toward NCAA

investigative agencies have steadfastly refused to

Division I.

change .... Gay soldiers and sailors are seen as a
threat to morale and discipline." By this time,
something like fifty universities had warned that
ROTC might find itself banned from campus unless

Going Division I

the military's practice of excluding homosexuals
changed.72 On grounds that it discriminated

During the mid-seventies, Cleary had actually

against gays, and that this violated state university

rejected a move toward Division I on grounds of

policy, in March, 1990 the Faculty Senate voted 45-

cost, in addition to which "people may get the

15 to terminate the Air Force ROTC program on

wrong notion, that we're more concerned about

campus. (Technically speaking, the university did

athletics than we are about anything else." How did

not have an ROTC program-it merely served as a

the ultimately-successful drive to Division I gain

branch site for UCLA's. This did not alter the

momentum? "The real thrust for this came not

issue.) Again the President vetoed. Cleary

from ... myself, but from the students themselves,

supported nondiscrimination; but he also supported

who were beginning to get tired and upset,
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disappointed that the scores of our events received

In January, 1988, the committee submitted its

such little, small-sized print if ... [they] appeared at

report under the title, "Intercollegiate Athletic

all in the sports page; that the name of the

Program: At the Crossroads." The report echoed

institution was not getting around; that people

the call for Division I, but left the implications of

didn't know we existed here." The "feeling of

the shift, including its financial implications,

institutional pride that seems to be spreading

unclear. The Associated Students Senate endorsed

among the students" became the primary factor

Division I in March. Appearing to have

propelling the campus toward Division I.

considerable support,76 in April the university

Division I status, Cleary argues, publicizes an

publicly declared its intention to go Division I

institution. "And the better known the institution

except for football. The effective date would be

is, the better our chances to obtain extramural

September 1, 1990.

funding for programs and projects other than

The Department of Physical Education and

athletics. Notre Dame, academically, is where it is

Athletics formally divided in July, 1988, with the

today because of its football team." "It is clear from

new Intercollegiate Athletics Program reporting

the statement of the mission of the institution that

directly to the President.77 A major CSUN

the [intercollegiate athletic] program has a very

tradition ended here: no longer would Athletics be

legitimate place" at Northridge. CSUN, Cleary

housed within an academic school containing

adds, enjoys "the enviable reputation of having one

academic departments. Administrative responsibility
for the program went to Vice President Peckham the
following summer.
On March 10, 1988, after a long debate, the
Faculty Senate endorsed the shift to Division I
except for football. As the minutes of chat meeting
summarize, "it was noted that this motion carried
with the understanding that no funds for this move
come out of the instructional budget and chat plans
and budgets undergo the normal scrutiny by
appropriate faculty committees . . . . President Cleary
stated that he expected the Athletic Department to
prepare a five-year plan which would clearly
delineate projections of costs for certain target dates
as well as the specific amounts of money that the
campus must raise from various designated offcampus sources of funding .... Should the campus
experience a short-fall in the anticipated resources
coming to the campus, CSUN could withdraw its
declaration of intent to move to Division I." A
month later, the senate broadened its wording to
read: "The move should not take place if it will be
to the detriment of the academic and instructional
programs of the University."78
Lacer on, tensions mounted dramatically over
the shift to Division I. Paralleling such issues as
secretarial support and ROTC, fundamental
questions arose involving university priorities and
faculty consultation. After the mid-' eighties, Jerome
Richfield as acting academic vice president, and Bob

of the strongest educationally-sound athletic
programs in the country."
When N orthridge did finally move toward
Division I, it excluded football. "And that's a very
major point," Cleary emphasized in 1990, "because
the cost of football alone would cover the cost of all
other sports." Division I football "would be wrong
for our institution until the resources are there."
More broadly, though, Cleary predicted then that
"it would cost us just about the same amount of
dollars to stay in Division II as it's going to take us
to move to Division I, not so much in the first year
or two, but as soon as we get into a conference
centered here in California. The cost will actually,
on a projection, be probably less than Division II
because the Division II institutions are
disappearing. "75
In November, 1986, the Physical Education
and Athletics faculty had voted to divide their
department: to set up a separate Intercollegiate
Athletics Program, and to recommend that the
university swing to Division I in every sport but
football. The following spring, Cleary had
appointed a (distinctly athletics-oriented)
committee, chaired by Edmund Peckham, co
recommend on the matter. "It seemed to me very
much wrong for our athletic program to be ...
straitjacketed in Division II status, where people
didn't know who we were," Peckham has since said.
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Suzuki, his successor, had made budgeting a much

that the Instructional Program will not be adversely

more public procedure than before. As Associate

impacted by this move." "ERC feels that the

Vice President, Academic Planning and Resources,

President's report [on the shift to Division I] and

Bonita Campbell, a powerhouse of energy, had

answers to questions about it [by various

labored to simplify the budget process so that the

individuals] have been vague and evasive."80

university would have a single, coherent budget

Yet the second document, by the Athletic

document. One fiscal domain, the academic-

Oversight Committee, suggested that the move to

instructional budget, was successfully opened to

Division I had in effect become a fair accompli. The

view.

committee found the chronology of it all particularly

Meantime, a number of faculty had been

telling: "Acceptance of the 'Crossroads' Report,

struggling to master the budget maze. They

public announcement of our intentions, and

discovered that in fact no single budget existed.

notification to the NCAA, all in the spring of 1988,

There were several separate budgets besides the

set in motion a time clock due to run out on 1

opened one for Academic Affairs. These included,

September 1990, the anticipated date of full

by way of example, budgets for Student Affairs or

Division I status." By the time the senate had

for allocating lottery revenues. The separate budgets

received the five-year financial plan, over a year and

had different locks requiring different keys. But the

a half had passed; the clock was rapidly ticking

administration would not turn over the key to its

down. Meanwhile, the university had, as required,

own budget. As they grew more sophisticated about

given one-year notice terminating its Division II

campus finances, faculty were bound to ask

conference affiliation. The plunge toward Division

awkward questions concerning the university's

I had become "irreversible." While a return to

financial priorities-and also concerning why

Division II remained theoretically possible after

faculty were not being allowed to learn more about

three years, the committee did not expect this to
happen.Bl

them.
Division I became a veritable funnel for

As Edmund Peckham puts it, "several meetings

questions. Did the "instructional budget"-which

in the Faculty Senate were almost a bloodbath of

the senate thought it had put off limits in March,

vitriol heaped upon the athletic program." Yet the

1988-when broadly construed also include

denouement came quickly. At the May, 1990

discretionary Foundation monies granted (or

senate meeting, a motion was pending against

grantable) to faculty for improvement of instruction

membership in Division I when a quorum call

and for research? Administrative guarantees had not

stymied a vote. That ended the meeting and shut

been made protecting these non-state monies.

down the senate for the academic year. 82 Returning

Would they now be drained by the competing

to the issue in September, the senate picked up

demands of Division I? When it finally appeared,

where it had left off and adopted a resolution

the five-year financial plan did not allay these

expressing its "deep concern."83 Meantime, CSUN

concerns.

had entered Division I.

As tensions mounted, two committees

"This thing has been consulted to death for two

produced two remarkable documents. The

and a half years," President Cleary remarked in June,

Educational Resources Committee (ERC), chaired

1990. 'Tm satisfied that if we can stay with the

by the art historian and curator Louise Lewis,

fiscal plan, which has a built-in annual review to

accused the President of giving "priority ... to

make adjustments, ... this can be achieved without,

Intercollegiate Athletics over academic excellence. "79

to quote the minutes of the senate, having any ...

The committee called into question the relationship

'detrimental' impact on the instructional program.

which Cleary had drawn between the university's

... But it's got to be monitored .... If we don't

mission statement and athletics. Also questioning

have the right experience with it-we are

the administration's optimistic cost assumptions,

committed, true, for two or three years- ... we can

ERC insisted "that there is no guarantee whatsoever

leave anytime."
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Monitoring rested in the hands of a committee

Entering Division I as an independent rather

reporting to the President but comprised of a

than with a conference affiliation, Northridge was

faculty majority, and producing a public annual

starting out at the very edge of the water. With

report which would encompass the budgetary

budgets already tight for recruiting, scholarships,

consequences of going Division I. The depth of

and staff, the sharpest state budget constriction in

support for Division I got tested not long after

years hit CSUN just as Division I got under way.

CSUN entered, when the NCAA changed its rules

Too, there remained the perennial problem of

to require that a member institution's teams must

deficient facilities. "Our athletic facilities were built

all compete within a single division. This meant

like everything else on this campus-to meet the

that football, despite its having formerly been the

needs of a 10,000 to 15,000 (enrollment) campus

big exception, must enter Division I if the other

size," emphasized Hiegert. "That just doesn't cut it

sports were to remain. The AS Senate

anymore."87 The Los Angeles Times described the

overwhelmingly passed a resolution backing

aging gymnasium as "high school-like."88

football's shift to Division I-in which, as the

Sundial cheerfully put it, Northridge "would be able
to play against teams like USC and UCLA."84
Meanwhile the economic-academic issue

The first year of Division I competition (199091) would demonstrate how successfully the athletes
and coaches could cope with all these obstacles.
They coped so well that the Times asked, Could this

remained unburied. One recent evaluation has

baptism of fire "have ended any better?" Darcy

contended that "the assumption that institutions

Arreola became CSUN' s first Division I champion,

derive financial benefit from sports programs is false

resoundingly winning the women's 1,500-meter

in most cases: sports programs that generate profits

race. Having beaten USC, UCLA, and Miami, and

used to help finance an institution's regular

compiled its best record ever (44-18-1), the baseball

programs are exceedingly rare. On the contrary,

team won national attention and a Division I play-

sports programs can and frequently do drain large

off berth. The team finished 10th/11th in national

sums from the academic aspects of the budget....

polls. The women's volleyball team (29-9) also went

Successful sports do bring a university celebrity.

to a postseason tournament. Despite its high

But it is doubtful that such celebrity pays off

priority for yielding both recognition and revenue,

financially or in other ways for the academic

men's basketball limped through a losing season.

enterprise of the university. "85 Would CSUN' s

Overall, strong sports in Division II did well in

athletic program now become the kind of fiscal

Division I. But it wasn't easy even when things

parasite that President Prator had originally feared

went their best. N orthridge could afford to spend

and vividly described? Besides return on

only $500,000 on athletic scholarships (the NCAA

investment, there remained other questions. Would

would have allowed $1,100,000). For the most

winning become everything? Might recruitment

part, crowds turned out sparsely-though home

cheating scandals erupt? More fundamentally,

attendance for men's volleyball was tops in the

could the tradition of the scholar-athlete, under

country. Teaching loads on coaches remained

which Northridge had dominated Division II,

heavy, even at the peak of the recruiting season. At

survive? Or would CSUN slide toward a shadow

21-6, ranked number three in the nation, the men's

curriculum for athletes, as other universities had

volleyball team was guided by a part-time coach,

done? Would athletes, notably minority athletes,

John Price, who helped make ends meet by working

get exploited and discarded after their eligibility ran

at a sandwich shop. The immensely successful

out? The pampering of Division I athletes on other

baseball coach, Bill Kernen, taught three classes

campuses scarcely matched the traditional

during the season and spent his own money for such

Northridge manner. "Whatever is done for the

necessities as batting helmets. 89

normal student around here is the way we treated

While this sort of commitment boosted CSUN

the athletes," remarked Athletic Director Bob

through its first Division I year, some of the issues

Hiegert. "In Division I, that is not the model. "86

that had put President Cleary and members of the
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faculty at loggerheads began to be resolved. As
Associated Students President, Michelle Cooper
walked into the tense situation in the Faculty Senate

ashtrays had already been ripped out of campus
walls.93
Throwing away the cigarettes and snapping off

at the opening of the 1990-91 academic year: "I

the pipestems clearly represented one's best interest.

remember just a distrust, and the whole issue was

The American Lung Association estimated that

with athletics." Later, she witnessed a thaw setting

almost 400,000 people were dying every year from

in. "Toward the middle of the year, we saw faculty

cancer and other smoking-related causes.94 Yet the

and administration at least starting to feel a little

decline of smoking, like the decline of the tie and

better about each other, and to talk to each other,

jacket, reflected a certain loss of academic tradition.

and show a little more trust." True, underlying

The professorial pose of old-the male pose,

disagreements remained over the university's budget.

anyway-had always seemed to include a bent briar

In October, 1990, the President and the

emitting some exotic Turkish aroma. No cheap

Chancellor's Office deflected an attempt by CFA to

cherry-flavored blends here: the connoisseurship

open up the instructional budget process to formal

and rituals of pipe-smoking resembled those of

union scrutiny along with voting participation.90

wine-tasting. A pipe could even serve more practical

On the other hand, ROTC would shortly leave

functions. One Northridge professor was known

campus, effectively ending that issue; and the

now and again to puff up billows of smoke with a

question of instructional support staff positions,

great show of studied serenity while inwardly

which had created such bitterness, got addressed in a

struggling for the answer to some question from the

policy statement passed by the Faculty Senate and

class. Now the pipe was gone, one more object

signed by the President at the outset of April, 1991.

tossed onto the scrap heap of professional images.

"Over the next decade," it ran, "every effort will be

Along with the campaign against smoking, the

made to achieve the objective of allocating to the

outset of the nineties saw a departure from the

academic Schools at least 80 per cent of the

bloated commencement ceremonies that had

Instructional Support Staff positions that are

developed over the years. The Honors

received by the campus. Deviations from this

Convocation had become a tasteful echo of what

objective may occasionally be necessary in order to

commencement had once been on the campus, an

provide the President of the University with

event carried out with dignity and decorum. But

sufficient flexibility to appropriately administer

the 1990 exercises drew a throng of 27,000. Only
20,000 of them could be seated. As Edmund
Peckham puts it, people wound up "milling
around, making it almost impossible for the
program to take place."
While Cleary resisted anything but a unified
commencement, feeling that unity reinforced the
importance of the event, Peckham himself had
concluded that the time for one big ceremony was
past.95 Long since had a great proportion of the
professoriat reached the same conclusion. A survey
following the 1990 commencement confirmed that
the students felt the same way.96 President Cleary
accepted the results. Nineteen ninety-one saw eight
separate ceremonies, one for each school. The
President attended all eight and, making it a point
to recognize each graduate individually, he shook
the hand of nearly every one. It all came off with
great success. Among the new graduates was

University resources. It is intended that this
objective be implemented in such a way that
currently existing staff positions are not abolished or
reallocated. "91
In March, 1991, a new policy took effect on
smoking. The intent was stated clearly and
forcefully: "It is the goal of the University to create
a smoke-free campus by the year 2000." The policy
prohibited smoking "in all public areas of the
campus where non-smokers cannot avoid exposure
to smoking"-for example, auditoriums,
classrooms, libraries, hallways, elevators, and "less
than 30 feet from the entrances of all campus
facilities." A phased plan called for banning
tobacco sales on campus and closing more and
more areas to smoking. Meanwhile, the university
would offer programs to help people overcome
tobacco dependence.92 By late April, over 250
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Katherine Chamlis, a commuting student from

Award (given to two faculty per year statewide).98

Lancaster who took her bachelor's degree in English

Oppenheimer has authored or coauthored some

at the age of eighty-two.

sixty-five publications, among chem four books. He
directs the School of Science and Mathematics
Center for Cancer and Developmental Biology. He
loves what he does. And he feels quite at home in

Bringing Things Together: Oppenheimer,
Students, and Sea Urchins

the institution where he does it.
Oppenheimer's graduate training had taken
him to the frontiers of research in developmental

Strolling around the campus at the outset of the

biology before he arrived at CSUN. He originally

1990s, one caught sight here and there of what-

came to Northridge, though, "with a feeling that I

wholly aside from its current focus on athletics and

wanted to teach and do research about equal[ly] ....

buildings or the questions of smoking and

I really enjoy teaching." Oppenheimer "did not

commencement-the university had the potential

specifically want a high-pressure kind of a research

to become. Among the first places to look was the

situation where I was under the gun" in such fashion

cramped basement laboratory of Professor Steven

"that ifl ... didn't do forefront research ... I

Oppenheimer. Take a fairly typical day. You walk

would be dumped. So, in other words, this was the

into a room full of test tubes, flasks, and beakers; of

kind of place that I really wanted." As for

cases jammed with chemicals, books, and journal

publications: "I don't think I felt that I would be

articles; and with apparatus all about. Two young

that productive at all." "I never thought I'd ever

Latinas are busily hunched over jars of sea urchin

write a single book."

embryos. Two men, both teachers, labor on a lab

Oppenheimer's initial research at Northridge

manual for the Los Angeles school system. One of

was a continuation of his work at Johns Hopkins

them peers at a TV screen hooked up to a

and UC San Diego, "using the same system, which

microscope and VCR. Sea urchin cells clump

was a mouse tumor system ... in which the cancer

together on the screen. All four students are on

cells are injected into the body cavity of the mice,

one sort of fellowship or another. Other students

and these cells then grow in the mouse, and the

flit around the lab. Meanwhile, Oppenheimer

mouse gets bigger, and then you ... pass it

to

chats on the phone, arranging for an Egyptian

another mouse, and that's the way you keep these

national to join the group. This same week,

cells going." The focus was on cell adhesion-

Oppenheimer is elected a Fellow of the American

"looking at the molecular basis for what makes one

Association for the Advancement of Science, with

cell stick to another cell, which is very important in

commendations "for award winning programs that

cancer." If cancer cells, which display a weak ability

bring advances in science to the pre-college

to stick to each other, adhered instead like normal

classroom and for studies on cell surface

cells, "then cancers wouldn't spread around the

carbohydrates in ... malignancy. "97

body and kill people."

Oppenheimer joined the Biology Department
in 1971, with a fresh Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins

At the beginning of the 1980s or so, after a
decade of working with mice, Oppenheimer

and on the heels of a postdoctoral fellowship at UC

"decided to change the system completely for a

San Diego. Within six years, he had risen from

number of reasons. I found that the mouse system

assistant to full professor, the remarkable pace

was just too variable .... Plus, I just didn't like

reflecting the emergence of a remarkable career.

killing large numbers of mice." So he and his

Today, in a department noted for its many fine

students changed creatures. "We switched over to

teachers as well as for research, no one more fully

the sea urchin. Now, the sea urchin is an

embodies the ideal of the teacher-scholar than

invertebrate. It has no feelings. It's a very simple

Oppenheimer. He has received a string of awards,

system." Furthermore, sea urchins solved the

including the CSU system's Outstanding Professor

variability problem.
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Professor Steven
Oppenheimer in his lab

"We' re not talking about what's called giant or

research publications are coauthored by my

big science," Oppenheimer says of his work. "We're

students." "I think that's one of the biggest

talking about a modest research effort that has been

successes that we've had .... Thirty out of my sixty

consistently productive, consistently involving lots

or so publications are actually coauthored by ...

of students."99 Grants have kept the research going.

students." Seventy students "appear on the

"We've received, ... over the past twenty years,

publications"-even in the prestigious pages of

approximately two million dollars." The sources

Nature and Science. These students are not research

have been diverse, among them the American

associates, Ph.D. candidates, or postdoctoral fellows

Cancer Society, the National Science Foundation,

such as one would find in labs doing "big science."

the National Institutes of Health, the National

They are working toward bachelor's and master's

Aeronautics and Space Administration, private

degrees. "I think that the involvement of students

organizations, and university awards. As of 1990,

in our research is exceptional. I think what makes it

six of the minority undergraduates doing research in

especially exceptional is that there [are] very, very

Oppenheimer's laboratory were receiving federal

large numbers of undergraduate students, not only

fellowships of $6,000 a year, and one graduate

the graduate students, ... and they' re superb ....

student had a NASA grant carrying a $15,000 yearly

Our good students could do well anywhere."

stipend. "In my lab I have approximately thirty
students who are doing research, active research, and

Once they finish CSUN, the students do very
well indeed. Oppenheimer has tracked those from

out of those thirty students approximately twenty-

the lab who have completed the master's degree with

three ... are on one sort of fellowship or another."

him.100 Of the forty-one, half are now Ph.D.s or

"A lot of them are on money that is a combination

physicians, or else are currently in or accepted into

of campus money and private money." Yet "it's

doctoral/medical programs. Other laboratory

never enough."

veterans are especially likely to have become research

A good deal of the recognition that
Oppenheimer has received has been for furthering

associates or dentists.
A lot of hand-wringing has gone on in recent

the teaching of science. "In my lab ... all of our

decades about the quality of science instruction in

research work is done by our students .... All of our

the secondary schools. This makes it all the more
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remarkable that Oppenheimer will accept "any

there's a tremendous range of feelings. There are

student of our thousand [Biology] majors" to do

other people who feel that the system ... has stifled

research in his lab. (Unsurprisingly, a good many

them from accomplishing what they really know

who arrive fail to stick.) In general, what kinds of

they could have accomplished if they were in a

students does he encounter? "I think they come

situation in which, let's say, the teaching

here with very variable backgrounds." Some of

responsibility was significantly decreased."

them "are gems to begin with," while others "are

The Oppenheimer story shows how one

late bloomers who really turn into gems also, and

professor created a career at Northridge that made

it's mainly [due to] our nurturing of them." Many

him a campus legend. In his scheme of priorities,

faculty agree today that students aren't as good as

Oppenheimer never set research above teaching. He

twenty or thirty years ago. As to his own students,

enjoyed both. His research, publication, and

Oppenheimer disagrees. "I think, in terms of their

teaching became so completely intertwined that he

performance in my classes, they're at least as good as

coauthored articles with undergraduates. He

when I came .... I find that they' re sharp, that they

established realistic expectations. Never depending

do very well."

entirely on the university to sustain his research, he

Consider, for instance, minority students.

developed a support base that came from both

There are far more of them in the sciences today

public and private sources. Finally, concerned about

than in the past. The fellowship programs have

his students as people, he followed their progress

made a major difference. Since the mid- l 980s, the

once they left the university. Oppenheimer's lab, its

university has worked to recruit these students into

very atmosphere, reminds one that whatever else

the sciences in general, and once there, to support

takes place on campus, the relationship between the

them. Oppenheimer talks about the effect this has

individual student and the individual professor

had on Biology: "There have been really major

remains the most important element of all.

efforts to recruit the good minority students into
our department, and we've got great ones, in much
larger numbers .... They've always been there, but
twenty years ago there was maybe one. Now, in a

Struggling into the Nineties

class, let's say, of fifty people, there's at least five or
maybe ten."

Oppenheimer's students suggests, the late 1980s and

students now.... A lot of Iranian students. A lot

early '90s had a different feel from prior eras. If the

of other Middle Eastern students." Many Asians.

frivolous phase of the seventies had debuted with

"So the cultural background ... of a lot of these

streakers delightedly frolicking across campus, the

students has changed significantly.... [Some of the

nineties opened with a specter. Now Captain

newly-arriving immigrants have experienced] a lot

Condom shuffled around campus, a student in

of hardships, having to leave a country under a

sunglasses who was otherwise dressed up as a

police state or under a very, very suppressive regime

condom. The event being observed was National

in which they really had to flee for their lives."

AIDS Awareness Month. The joyful abandon of the

Oppenheimer is a man who loves what he
does. He radiates enthusiasm. Of the life of a
Ph.D. biologist he says, "I would never do anything
else but this." He has also been content at CSUN.
"I am very happy with what I've been able to do at
this institution. I've gotten support from everyone
from the President on down. Anytime I've asked
for support I've gotten it. ... And there's a lot of
other people who feel like me. But ... I think
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As the changing ethnic background of

"In the sciences, we have a lot of foreign
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sixties and seventies seemed a long way off in time.

In fact, as the nineties began, even the late
eighties started to seem a long way off. The reason
was the budget. The 1990-91 academic year saw a
deteriorating state budget heading toward a longerterm crisis. CSUN's allocations for faculty research
began to be swallowed up. Part-timers expecting
teaching assignments for the fall semester discovered
they had none. Never completely absent, faculty

budget blues returned to prominence. As Nancy

commitment of a low cost education," lamented

Owens, an influential Professor of Home

Acting Chancellor Ellis McCune.108 By spring,

Economics, told the Los Angeles Times, "the faculty

1992 the state's fiscal condition was the worst since

feels ripped off. ... You really try to do a good job

the Great Depression. The budgetary destruction

and those things that allow you to do that are being
taken away from you."101

went on so remorselessly that CSUN could

Meantime an awful precedent was being set.

justifiably yearn for a return of the dismal conditions
of the steady-state seventies. Declared McCune' s

The new lottery money, supposedly a set-aside for

successor as Chancellor, Barry Munitz: "We are

such things as educational pilot programs, got

shoving ... [the California State University] slowly

diverted into underwriting formerly state-budgeted

but surely to an abyss from which it will take a
generation to recover." 109

articles-including previously line-item library
books, serials, and periodicals. This decision on
library acquisitions was made on a statewide basis
during the 1989-90 fiscal year. Lottery revenues
had actually begun dwindling. A library newsletter

A

Good~r?

astonishingly announced that as of November 1,
1990, "the CSUN Library has stopped purchasing

During the 1980s, predictions of America's decline

books." In fact, the number of book purchases had

as a nation came into vogue-with governmental

already been falling steadily every year throughout

budget calamities like the ultimate one in

the 1980s, and periodical subscriptions had had to

California commonly cited as evidence. Then

be methodically chopped back too. Now they got
axed some more. l Ol

something odd happened. The various forms of

The overall budget situation had deteriorated so
badly by March, 1991 that President Cleary could
tell the Faculty Senate: "You can shut down the UC
system, the CSU system and the correctional

decay which fed the disaster scenarios continued at
home; but abroad things appeared, at least, to take
a different turn.
When the Persian Gulf war broke out in 199091, protests erupted again at CSUN. Teach-in and

institutions and this would save $6.2 million

peace vigil signs proclaimed "Give peace a chance,"

[billion]. The state would still be faced with a
shortfall of$3.5" billion. 103 By the end of that

"NOWAR," and "HOW MANY MUST DIE?

month, Governor Pete Wilson was acknowledging

time it seemed the campus might rip itself apart.

that along with all the cancellations which Cleary

NO BLOOD OVER MID-EAST OIL."110 For a
The belief that war was unconscionable-at

had listed, the entire state work force could be

least any war waged anywhere in the world by the

furloughed, and the state parks shut down for good
measure, and red ink would still flow.104

across the United States in the wake of Vietnam. At

Ultimately, projections for the 1991-92 fiscal

United States-had become widespread on campuses
Northridge teach-ins, veterans of the anti-Vietnam

year deficit soared past $14 billion-the biggest
shortfall in the history of any state. 105 CSU

movement reheated the old rhetoric. Yet from the

students saw their fees raised 20 percent while the

terms, this time the enemy was not the

beginning, something was clearly amiss. In personal

system's 1991-92 budget underwent a slashing.

grandfatherly-appearing Ho Chi Minh but a villain

Statewide, over three thousand faculty found

straight out of Central Casting, Saddam Hussein.

themselves laid off or not rehired for the fall, 1991,

Some of the more tiresome anti-Gulf war activists

the ranks of part-timers predictably taking an

(Ramsey Clark, Daniel Ellsberg) also seemed to have

especially heavy battering.106 At Northridge,

come from Central Casting. True enough, 47of100

students pleaded for admission to already-filled

United States Senators voted against the resolution

classes. In March, 1992 an additional 40 percent fee

authorizing war; many instead favored a chokehold

hike kicked off 1960s-style protest demonstrations
on campus. 107 "We are giving up the traditional

embargo. But disengagement and pullout Vietnamstyle were simply not on Congress's agenda.
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Meanwhile, in Congress and across the

against Iraqi forces turned into a 100-hour

country, numerous antiwar activists of the 1960s

walkover. Bush's approval ratings temporarily

and '70s now found redeeming prospects in a war

soared to 91 percent. The leading American

against Hussein's Iraq. Symptomatically, the

generals became instant celebrities and folk heroes.

CSUN Progressive Young Democrats split over the

Their blitzkrieg against Iraq also rolled over the

war, some predictably con, but others-appalled by

struggling antiwar movement. Acknowledged Blase

Hussein's actions-pro. 111 One "major" antiwar

Bonpane, a local peace activist and onetime CSUN

rally in late February, 1991 drew only 125 people to

instructor: "We've taken a tremendous blow and
we have suffered." l l 4

Oviatt Lawn. 112
Consider an individual case of ambivalence.

Though the Allied victory was stunning, some

Michelle Cooper then had a brother in the army.

of the sheen of victory quickly wore off. Hussein-

"The students," she recalls, "were seeing friends who

whom Bush had compared to Hitler-remained in

were just pulled out of school and shipped off to the

power. The ensuing flight of some 2,000,000

Gulf." She found students to be "antiwar initially.

terrorized Iraqi Kurds toward Turkey and Iran led

Once we got into the war, I thought it was nice to

to an Allied rescue effort that came too late for

see a majority of students pro-our country and

untold thousands who died in misery. The

supporting our President, even though they may not

restored Kuwaiti regime remained aloofly

have initially agreed-and I was one of those

autocratic. None of this aroused any significant,

students-with his entrance into this exchange."

organized response at CSUN.

War opponents raised various arguments.

In mid-April, 1991 another kind of ceremony

Contending, for instance, that "It is a war for power

took place on the same Oviatt Lawn where the

more than it is a war for oil," the President of the

antiwar rally had attracted its sparse crowd two

CSUN Coalition for Middle East Peace, Denise

months before. More than a thousand Muslims

Rene, insisted that "the United States had no

from the campus and the community gathered there

business being there in the first place." 113 Some

to participate in Eid, a celebration ending Ramadan,

opponents took a flat-out pacifist position-no

the Islamic month of fasting. Sponsoring the

wars anywhere, anytime. Others insisted that

celebration was the Muslim Student Association.

American lives were going to be squandered over

Nothing could have symbolized more vividly the

petroleum; that it was not America's conflict

rising cultural diversity at CSUN as the twentieth

anyway; that negotiations could take the place of

century passed through its final decade.

armed force; that the public, Congress, and the

Seen in perspective, the 1980s assume the deep

United Nations (which ultimately sanctioned force)

sunset hues of rose and gray. The university had

were being cynically manipulated by the Bush

taken full part in the expansive spirit of the decade.

Administration; that Bush was an imperialist; that

Some very good things occurred, among chem

the war would lead to an environmental

drastically-needed construction and mounting

catastrophe; and/or that trying to free Kuwait (if it

support for faculty research. Good, occasionally

was even worth freeing) would turn into an endless

inspired teaching continued. There were many fresh

quagmire like Vietnam. In retrospect, some of

initiatives. Yet the larger proportion of these

these arguments had genuine substance. The war,

initiatives occurred at some distance from the core

for example, did produce an environmental

academic mission of the institution. The two prior

catastrophe. And the administration's orchestration

decades had each witnessed major debates over how

of the escalation-what antiwar activists called

best to educate students. The 1980s focused instead

manipulation-was indeed masterful, at least in

on such matters as fast food franchises, smoking,

comparison to Lyndon Johnson's blundering

and intercollegiate athletics. No great campus-wide

strategy in Southeast Asia.

curricular initiatives occurred during the eighties. In

After a numbingly successful bombing
campaign, the American-Allied ground campaign
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1989 Harry Finescone remarked chat the university's
focus had shifted "almost entirely away from the

academic enterprise." Problems of major concernthe dropout rate, the proportion and status of parttimers, the fundamental purposes to which the
university should devote its resources-remained
unresolved. CSUN found itself stymied by factors
as diverse as the crimes of a foreign government and
crime on campus, the national economy and the
state deficit. In the end, as was true of the country
at large, the "advantages" produced by the eighties
often turned out to be hollow.
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In a few scant decades, California State University,

job, and, if a bit further along in years, probably a

Northridge has emerged from a field of squash

family as well.

stubble to a place among the country's more
significant regional universities. Today it seems

Many N orthridge students were not
foreordained to go to college; many must struggle

remarkable that during the 1950s, the idea of

to

founding a four-year campus in the San Fernando

carry more personal burdens than did their

attend. They often lead more complex lives and

Valley had to be sold to the state legislature. Over

counterparts of earlier generations. All the more

a generation later, one wonders whether the people

fitting, then, that their teachers are still by and large

of the Valley and its surrounding communities

real professors-or else lecturers-instead of

fully realize what an asset the university represents

graduate student teaching assistants distractedly

to

them.
Cal State Northridge is a "people's

getting on with their dissertations. Better, too, that
the classes students take are not generally large, and

university," after all, a campus which exists to offer

that "large" at CSUN does not often mean a

an affordable public higher education to its

gigantic show put on in some cavernous

surrounding population. Commonly the students

auditorium. Students can still get close to many

in people's universities do not match the

professors if they choose. In that sense, the old

stereotypical collegiate image, nor, from the

academic community of the founding years endures

beginning, has the CSUN student body as a whole

to this day. It represents a precious if frequently

ever neatly matched it. The profile of a typical

under-appreciated gift which the professors quietly

N orthridge student today would run something

give to their students.

like this. I She would be a woman, first of all, and
about as likely as not to have passed her mid-

Academicians often seem to have the sense that
in creating the reputation of an institution they have

twenties. If she were an undergraduate, the

to

chances would run about fifty-fifty that she would

put CSUN on the map-as a protest campus.

go it alone. It was the students, though, who first

be majoring in one of the professional fields. If

Today, Northridge student musicians tour Europe

she were a graduate student, the odds of that

to repeated acclaim, CSUN-trained actors appear

would be overwhelming. (CSUN still grants fully

continually in movies and television, and other

a third of its master's degrees in Education alone.)

graduates make their way more quietly among the

Her life would require her to balance education, a

professional fields.
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You cannot be around professors very long
these days at Northridge or anywhere else but what
you wind up listening to uneasy shop talk about the

research position. California's Master Plan went a

capabilities of contemporary college students. True

long way toward ensuring that this would be the

enough, Scholastic Aptitude Test scores have

case throughout the state university system.

dropped. At CSUN between 1971and1990,

Carrying on research without the backup of a full-

freshman SAT scores in math fell from 494 to 455,

dress research institution, and under the teaching

while verbal scores plummeted all the way from 473

burden that the CSU imposes, has involved a

to 378. Both sets of scores began above the national

tremendous and largely unpublicized personal

average, followed a nationwide slide, and ended

sacrifice for many Northridge faculty. Yet despite

below the national average. For years so-called

the obstacles, a gratifying-in the case of a number

grade inflation has also raised concern throughout

of professors, even an astonishing-amount of

academia; but since peaking in 1973, undergraduate

scholarly and creative achievement has come out of

grade point averages at Northridge and throughout

CSUN. Some of it has received the best kind of

the state university system as a whole have

formal recognition, including, on campus, the

undergone deflation-a pattern one might expect

vied-for annual awards of the President's

given the SAT results. For at least two decades,

Associates.

Northridge has been a tougher place than CSU
institutions as a whole to make good grades.2
One striking thing about the successful

Coming away from an exploration of its history
one cannot help but remark on the decencies, the
human decencies, which the campus has

university teachers interviewed for this book is how

traditionally displayed. Students and faculty who

often they emphasize how many genuinely superb

justifiably complain of bureaucracy, for instance,

students they have. Through personal attention

tend to overlook the great number of genuinely kind

and other means, they somehow compensate for or

and accommodating people who make up the non-

actually rectify the deficiencies students bring with

teaching staff, or the competent professionalism that

them, and capitalize on the assets. From the

generally characterizes them. Although the

National Center on Deafness to the Minority

university has become more rigidly bureaucratized

Business Program to the Oppenheimer laboratory,

than during its early years, it has received an

simply respecting students goes a long way. The

ongoing endowment from the secretaries,

alumni interviewed for this book seem to remember

groundkeepers, and custodians who daily face

it all: anything which a professor did to try to help

challenges that often go unnoticed by those

or creatively challenge them remains engraved on

occupying the academic wing of the house. These

their memories.

challenges have always included having to do too

By the early 1990s, with large numbers of the

much with too little. Northridge could probably be

founders annually retiring, the CSUN faculty was

as coldly impersonal as are many prominent

passing through a transition from its first to its

institutions its size, but by and large it is not. Its

second generation. At the risk of a little blurring as

programs for the disabled provide perhaps the

people exit before the camera, we can take a

clearest testimony to a different set of values. A

snapshot of the typical Northridge faculty member

better set of values.

at the beginning of the decade. 3 He would be a
man, unlike most of his students. He would have
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In the United States today, the typical
professorship is essentially a teaching, not a

Yet none of this means that ethnic, gender, and
other tensions had been laid to rest at CSUN by the

reached his late forties. Together with four-fifths of

1990s. Such tensions remained a significant, even a

his colleagues at the university, he would hold a

mounting problem throughout academe and society

doctorate. He would probably have taken it at

at large. A surge of gay-bashing occurred at

either UCLA, USC, or a midwestern university.

Northridge in 1991. CSUN briefly shut down

And his principal professional activity would be

during the Los Angeles riots of 1992. And an

teaching.

outburst of complaints and demonstrations by the

Black Student Union that same year eerily echoed

tradition of taking public higher education for

the events of 1968.4

granted, the shadow the university casts appears

Looking back as a minority graduate, Michelle

much shorter than it should. From the distance of

Cooper remarks that "I think I've experienced
discrimination [at Northridge]. I think that there've
been preconceived ideas about my performance level
in some classes." While she believes "discrimination

President

does exist," Cooper adds that "I think it's most

Blenda Wilson

amongst the students." As Associated Students
President, she became one of many backers of a
proposed policy on "discriminatory harassment,"
part of a broader movement to put controls on
racist, homophobic, or similarly insulting,
intimidating speech on American campuses. This
proposal set off a passionate debate. It was
reminiscent of the earlier bookstore debate, but
fortunately, this time far more people took part.
Speech codes raised fire and counter-fire over the
issue of so-called political correctness.5 They
required institutions to balance potential harm to
individuals against potential harm to First
Amendment rights. People of good will could

Europe or China it looks longer than from civic

disagree about that. At Northridge a searching

center. Drop the university into any third-world

debate occurred on the issues, in the best tradition

country and it would cast a giant shadow.

of the academy. In 1991 the Faculty Senate

If the people whose stories make up this book

overwhelmingly voted down the discriminatory

represent something close to an accurate sampling of

harassment proposal.6

overall opinion, when students and faculty reflect on

Appointed President of the university in 1992,

their experiences at Northridge, they tend to see

Blenda Wilson, herself an African-American, spoke

them through an array of different lenses. Except

out eloquently against speech codes. Yet the issues

for some of the 1960s protesters, the students

that Michelle Cooper had pointed to and which

generally applaud the campus. They often credit it

summoned forth the proposed policy had not

with setting them on course. "The university,"

evaporated with the senate's vote. Given the

reflects Michelle Cooper, "changed my life."

multiethnic campus that CSUN had become,

Degrees which students earn at CSUN are an

President Wilson faced enormous challenges in a

intimate part of their identity, and they tend to

realm that had been President Cleary's greatest

speak of the university, and of particular professors,

strength-persuading groups to talk to one another.

with affection as well as gratitude.

Even if the campus were to achieve a state of

Many of these professors share this enthusiasm

perfect harmony, many students and professors

for CSUN. The university has met or exceeded

would still wish that CSUN could be things it

their expectations. And many other professors

simply cannot. It will never be an old Ivy League

would like to share it. Among the faculty, though,

university, nor (short of a revolution) Berkeley or

and particularly some who have been at N orthridge

Michigan. Yet given its slender resources, the

the longest, there is often a note of regret. They put

remarkable thing is the number and diversity of

their hearts into the campus, but it did not turn out

roles which Northridge carries out with competence

as they had anticipated. From one perspective, the

and even distinction. Because CSUN serves a region

university failed to remain small and intimate-to

possessing so many other colleges and with a long

remain a college. From another perspective, in
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growing explosively, the institution merely got big.
It did not become as illustrious as some faculty
originally expected, or perhaps in the specific way

California, anyway, it has turned out to be far more

they wanted.

vulnerable to the budget ax than have research

Fundamental reasons for the university's

segments of the N orthridge campus community

substantially beyond its own power to correct. In

have historically struggled to cope with and

some ways CSUN was born lucky. Not only were

compensate for inadequate resources, from the

the 1950s an academic golden age; the university

student trying to get enough courses to complete a

just missed the anticommunist hysteria of the late

degree in four or five years, to the faculty member

1940s and early 1950s, which temporarily poisoned

grinding out a book on weekends, to the coach

academic freedom in California and throughout the

paying personally for team equipment. Nothing is

country. (At Northridge, happily, one might easily

new here. But during the 1990s, with the

have taken academic freedom too much for granted

California State University still drawing more than

over the years.)? Up to the point at which

nine-tenths of its budget from Sacramento's

California's original state teachers colleges

rapidly-emptying coffers, 8 the state's fiscal collapse

metamorphosed into more diversified institutions

pitilessly exposed to view the system's underlying

aiming at offering advanced degrees (including

vulnerability.

they were following a common national pattern.

Reflecting on his presidency toward its end,
James Cleary remarked that "I really don't have any

CSUN emerged in this milieu; it acquired these

regrets except one, that given the context in which

aspirations.

we have to work, and I mean nearly full dependency

Then came the 1960 Master Plan, which

on the resources of the state and the generosity or

clumped the state colleges together and rigidly

lack of generosity of the Governor and the

relegated them to the status of a poor relation to the

legislature, what we've achieved as an institution did

UC. No other state has adopted a system of

not come earlier." Though CSUN has tried to

collegiate education in which the "tiers" are quite as

offset this dependency with an expensive

stratified as those in California. Ever since, CSUN

development plan, the university's overall

has struggled to find the ladders that would enable

development efforts have strikingly lagged. At the

it to clamber higher. It has enjoyed some major

beginning of the 1990s, three-quarters of the CSU

successes. But on the whole it has not had the

campuses ranked ahead ofNorthridge in donations

resources to compete as a research institution with

per student.9 University Park, on the other hand,

the UC. Nor has it had the resources to develop an

represented a specific, imaginative way of attempting

alternative teaching-university model along such

physical development on a grand scale and at the

ambitious lines as those suggested, for example, by

same time providing the campus with an

the 1972 Report ofthe President's Commission.
Founded during a prosperous era with

endowment. Any sequel to the CSUN-Watt plan
which succeeded would make all the clearer, too, the

seemingly unbounded faith in higher education, the

wisdom of Ralph Prator and Warner Masters when

university has gone on an economic roller coaster

they assigned the acquisition ofland such a central

ride ever since. In the face of the nationwide

priority.

student insurgency of the 1960s, questions arose

LOOKlNG BACK

institutions depending less on state revenues. All

shortcomings lie well in the past and have remained

doctorates) and at involving themselves in research,
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This crisis pointed yet again to the problem
with the public teaching-university model: in

From the beginning, much of CSUN's history

about devoting public resources to higher

has been guided by a series of dreams-either

education. Political and financial assaults by two

tangible, like University Park, or else intangible.

successive state governors followed, as did

Prominent among them has been the perennial

"stagflation" and tax revolts in the seventies and the

dream of community. That the university would

fiscal crisis that revealed itself at the end of the

once mount a course of study called the Search for

eighties.

Community (p. 83) suggests the power of this

dream. Senior faculty and staff speak lyrically today

During the very early years, the administration

of a community which once existed on campus,

and the faculty, sharing as they did a common sense

wishing that it had endured. Yet in postwar

of identity unique to that era, also shared a set of

suburban Southern California, a community of any

ambitions. Valley State would become a competitor

sort was almost an oddity. Sociologists worried

of UCLA and USC, possibly even the Harvard of

during the 1950s about alienation in a society of

the West. Over time-with new faculty who had

rootless individuals thrown together for no common

never known the dream pouring in year after year,

reason, having scant sense of permanence, and

with budgetary anemia worsening, and with

moving around sealed up in their private cars.

classroom teaching loads and conditions failing in

In Los Angeles, the famous "hundred suburbs
in search of a center," the ultimate suburb is the San
Fernando Valley. Even more than L.A. itself, the
Valley lacks a center of gravity. While some of the
suburbs and towns lying beyond it and sending
students to Northridge may have a local sense of
community, they do not identify with the Valley.
CSUN is the Valley's most important single
institution, and one which-with its music and
theatre programs, its innovative art gallery, its
athletic teams, and the award-winning radio station
KCSN-should in itself be a major force for
regional identity. University Park would have
reinforced its cultural centrality. As of today,
though, the full possibilities remain far short of
realization.
Meanwhile, with the sheer growth of the Valley
and with new faculty dispersing far and wide in
search of affordable housing, the prospects for a
close, collegial community of scholars have
continued to diminish. Those prospects were
actually limited even during the early years.
CSUN' s first decade coincided with an era of
unheard-of professional mobility for academicians.
The sense of commitment to a given institution,
that one passed one's entire career there, had already
given way to the portable career. With the ring of a
phone another job awaited. In this academic
marketplace, professional services were for sale to the
highest or most prestigious bidder. Careers
advanced not in parallel with any particular
institution, but individually. At CSUN this
national system was superimposed on the original
family pattern with its affections and loyalties.
Dreams of mere personal mobility could conflict
with dreams for the university. Some of the

any fundamental way to improve-the faculty as a
whole substantially lost that original sense of shared
ambition. The dream of a great future continued to
exist among the administration, at least its upper
echelon. Many students shared the dream as well.
They voted to assess themselves for a student union
or a child care center from which their own
generation of students would never benefit. By the
1990s, primarily by way of Edmund Peckham' s
sprawling, influential Student Affairs domain, the
students had done a remarkable job of providing
amenities for themselves. The facilities, at least,
needed to sustain a flourishing student community
(if not quite that of the close, cordial 1950s) had
emerged.
Among many faculty, however, an in-thetrenches mentality had set in. Though by no means
universal-other departments than Biology have had
their Steven Oppenheimers, other departments than
Geography their sense of esprit-it was very
widespread. The quality of the institution's most
important enterprise, teaching, remained sound
overall. But with the sheer size of the university,
combined with its pressureslO and with
academicians' normal impulse to orient toward their
discipline, faculty tended to think more in
individual or departmental terms. One had one's
own career, classes, and commitments. Beginning
early, Ralph Prator had to struggle "to keep the
concept of the institution as a whole in the
foreground." 11
During the long era of James Cleary' s
presidency the higher administration continued this
struggle, while at the same time going to great
lengths to mediate and submerge conflict among the
multiplying groups that made up the university. Yet

campus's most valuable people moved on.

conflict has continually altered the campus, from the

Fortunately, a good many others stayed.

Kienholz episode, to the November 4 crisis, to the
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battle over bookstore censorship. Friction has

which is a "narrow university" world-sports per se

shaped the university like some elemental geologic

count for little in the coinage of prestige.

force, and has been about as difficult to contain.
One reason Division I athletics aroused such

dramas in American higher education. While the

reopened the old issue of campus identity. Was

legendary College Man of the nineteenth and early

CSUN at its core a liberal arts institution, or else an

twentieth centuries was ideally an athlete, he also

undifferentiated state university with a professional

participated in peer group hijinks, had an adversarial

bent? Should it attempt a Big Ten kind of image or

relationship with his professors, got "gentleman's

something else? Though from the start many

Cs," and attracted a generous measure of faculty

faculty agreed that N orthridge should become a

scorn.12 Professors have traditionally viewed

liberal arts college, it never did. Neither a decisive

athletic, fraternity, and all other forms of hoopla

majority of its faculty nor the administration ever

with indifference or contempt. While CSUN

wanted it to be distinctly that; and the occasional

faculty with the "narrow university" orientation

moves to recast it in the liberal arts image failed.

were sometimes accused of being spoilsports, they

Aside from the question of liberal arts-versusthe university have animated much of the

had no less interest in excellence than the
administration. They merely defined it differently.
Throughout the Cleary era Northridge faculty

administration as against a substantial portion of

had more influence over curriculum and standards

the faculty. One has been what might be called a

for peer retention and promotion than did most of

"narrow university" model focused on teaching,

their counterparts in the CSU-something they

research, and, to one degree or another, public

should have appreciated more than they did. Yet

service. From this perspective the institution's

decision-making became more distant and removed

overriding mission is educational and scholarly;

than during the campus's earlier years. While

anything apart from that-especially in the face of

affirming that a significant measure of collegiality

scarce resources-amounts to a distraction and a

endured, David Benson adds that as a consequence

drain. The narrow university perspective tends to

of growth "you end up with a larger and larger

view athletics as something different from

group of faculty who have less and less direct

academics. It also tends toward indifference or

information; and without that direct information

hostility to growth.

and direct involvement you can become somewhat

Particularly in recent years, by contrast, the
administration has endeavored to fashion a "broad
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Division I at CSUN restaged one of the oldest

conflict in the 1980s and '90s was because it

professionalism, two additional, differing visions of
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Most fundamentally, the differences over

remote and apathetic about what goes on."
Moreover, as the university grew, it grew more

university" image in which the institution becomes

bureaucratic. Those who knew N orthridge at the

famous the way that American universities

outset marvel at the degree of freedom of maneuver

conventionally have, by growing large and

they had, like steering a small boat compared to the

publicizing themselves. In effect, Division I was

educational supertanker that the campus has

one more attempt to navigate between the shoals set

become. Waves of procedures and paper work now

in place by the Master Plan. More fundamentally,

accompany every process from hiring a professor to

though, when President Cleary decided on Division

proposing a course. CSUN is enmeshed in four

I he was making a decision about identities. The

layers of bureaucracy-c::.mpus, Chancellor's Office,

pursuit of excellence, the term commonly used to

Sacramento, Wash~ngton. With the increasing

summarize what the university should strive for,

bureaucratization of any organization, earlier, more

summoned differing images of what excellence

democratic ways of operating tend to yield to less

amounted to. True enough, a Notre Dame image

democratic ways. Bureaucracies do not hold

involved athletics. Yet that of another midwestern

elections. They issue and enforce regulations based

institution, the indisputably great University of

on formulas. Cautious by nature, they tend to

Chicago, did not. In the strictly academic world-

shrink from exercising any authority not explicitly

granted them. Multiple layers of bureaucracy

different approaches. Oviatt began it all by

generate multiple reasons why things cannot be

negotiating one-on-one, as if playing a game of

done. They discourage, even stifle innovation.

chess. Later he and Ralph Prator traveled around

Though more democratic in form, a complex,

the country in search of prospects. Subsequent to

layered committee system such as emerged over the

that the faculty took over recruitment. During the

years at CSUN simply compounds the inertia. It

sixties, ethnicity and ideology became open, explicit

also snatches time away from teaching and
scholarship.13

hiring. The logic behind this was that throughout

For these reasons and others, as Northridge
became larger, a measure of alienation set in among

concerns as the new minority programs did their
the academic world these concerns had widely
prevailed all along, explaining why nonwhites found

the faculty. This manifested itself in a certain

themselves restricted to the periphery of the

widespread cynicism which, unfortunately,

professoriat. In the eighties the quest for minority

professors commonly communicated to their

candidates brought things full circle, with an

students. Faculty had a way of complaining about

impulse to return to the old network system.

student apathy; yet in contrast to the founding

Meantime, the national search with an affirmative

years, it became harder and harder to get professors

action officer as referee had become the norm.

themselves to attend on-campus events. Beginning

Unfortunately, over the years Southern California

in the early 1980s, a fruitful series of annual faculty

has ceased to be quite the attraction that Prator and

retreats was instituted, drawing professors together

Oviatt originally found it to be during their

again from all the reaches of the university to ponder

wintertime recruiting journeys. As the CSUN

educational issues and restore a sense of collegiality.
Despite this and other valuable efforts to
reestablish community, with growth two academic
"cultures" developed. The faculty comprised one;

economist Keith Evans has put it, "the appeal of
living in this climate just isn't making the difference
it once did." 14
Apart from the attempt to recruit an excellent

the administration comprised the other. While

faculty, a tendency has developed in the university

saying this risks underemphasizing the differences of

to read sheer size as excellence. Certainly President

opinion that prevailed within each group, the overall

Cleary saw linkages between the two. While CSUN

distinction was clear enough. Faculty might join the

today is vastly removed from its origins as a small

administration, but administrators seldom

college set among groves and horse ranches, does

voluntarily returned to the faculty. Unlike

that really make it any better an educational

professors, during the lean 1970s and '80s

institution? Yes and no. Size means more education

administrators still had the ability to move from

for more students, which meets their needs and

campus to campus; and in contrast to the tendency

serves the interests of the region. More to the point,

of its early days, CSUN increasingly filled its

size has made possible a more diverse, more

administrative vacancies by recruiting from other

specialized faculty and curriculum. Size has brought

institutions. To the deepening unease of the faculty,

additional library, laboratory, computer, and other

core decisions involving budgets remained, as ever

facilities. Yet CSUN has paid an enormous price

before, the preserve of the administration. Indeed,

for size in its historically gaping student-faculty ratio

some faculty complained that Northridge operated

and in the perennial failure of resources to keep pace

on an old-fashioned industrial model, complete with

with growth.

professional, non-teaching, mobile executives and a

More students have nearly always wanted to

unionized, less mobile, but exquisitely-educated

pack into Cal State Northridge than the campus

labor force. The Senior Executive Group resembled

could easily accommodate. If the university, with its

a board of directors. CFA referred to the

relatively low profile, is as well-kept a secret as some

administration as "management."

claim, the students, at least, have always been in on

In endeavoring to recruit a superior faculty,
over time the university has employed several

it. Trying to absorb them all, the Prator and Cleary
administrations pursued fundamentally identical
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strategies: Acquire more land. Build more
buildings. There resulted the giant construction

they tended to have in common included a set of

booms of the late 1950s-early 1960s and the late

clear goals, the drive for a regional or national

l 980s-'90s. In the perspective of time,

reputation, bold leadership, and an eagerness as well

construction, along with the acquisition and

as an ability to acquire and hold onto resources.

development of land, will likely be seen as the most

Through subsequent decades, as resources and the

important legacies of both administrations.

sense of community among faculty diminished, the

With the multiplying and differing meanings
that the word "excellence" has taken on over the

Laissez-faire also implied decentralization.
Much as the university let the students set its

university to be reminded that at one time the

academic priorities when they collectively decided

administration and faculty collaborated from a

on majors, the academic priorities, in turn, actually

shared sense of what they meant by the term.

had to compete with administrative and

Primarily, they meant academic excellence. Despite

extracurricular priorities divorced from the

the overall lack of originality which the initial

classroom.

into framing much of it. Since then, other

Over the decades, the sense has diminished that
the most important shared focus for professors and

institutional priorities have sometimes appeared less

administrators is the instructional program. The

certain. "A quality college is guided by a clear and

administration has always considered curriculum

vital mission," Ernest Boyer has observed. "The

primarily a faculty matter, as indeed it should be.

institution cannot be all things to all people.

Yet during the founding years both groups wrestled

Choices must be made and priorities assigned."15

with it. More recently the administration has largely

Though CSUN displays a mission statement in its

focused elsewhere. Growth suggests quality, it

catalog, the university has had trouble doing an

contends, or sports will upgrade academics, or

effective job of making clear choices. Again in

development will generate an endowment; but as for

retrospect, one remains struck by the comparative

the academic content itself, this has remained for the

sense of focus that characterized the university's

professoriat to work out more or less on its own.

very earliest years. Its philosophy then seemed more

Through the 1970s and most of the '80s President

precise-as precise as the names of that era's

Cleary avoided saying No to the faculty's curricular

Academic Standards Committee, Curriculum

desires. But the most important question of all-

Committee, and General Education Committee.

What and how should the university teach?-was

Once the initial decisions had been made
about what kinds of programs the campus would

left with the faculty and with administrators further
down the chain. In other words, the main

not offer, though, all disciplines came to be

administrative responsibility for educational

considered equally valuable. Market forces

leadership in the strictest sense of the term resided

prevailed from then on. (Except during the free-

with the successive academic vice presidents and

for-all 1970s, general education served as the

those reporting to them.

exception to the rule.) This sense of curricular
democracyl6 was one of Delmar Oviatt's most

LOOKING BACK

rivalry between departments only grew.

years, one returns to the early history of the

curriculum displayed, a good deal of effort went
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competitive, entrepreneurial manner. The things

While the administration has regarded
curriculum as a faculty matter and has never tried to

important legacies. Neither Oviatt nor most of his

mount sweeping curricular campaigns,

successors in administration, many of them from

paradoxically, the biggest innovations having

Education and other professional fields, had much

educational implications-for example, the Report

time for a pecking order among the disciplines.

ofthe President's Commission, the Institute for the

Thus, for the most part the university adopted

Advancement of Teaching and Learning, and

curricular laissez-faire in preference to planning.

general education reform-have typically come on

Some of CSUN' s best departments took shape

the initiative of members of the administration.

early in this milieu. They did it by operating in a

The President's Commission framed its report at a

particularly important juncture, one which might
have represented a turning point. It recommended a
kind of educational experimentation which had not
been tried earlier. By the seventies, though, it was
too late to attempt anything on the grand scale. The
curriculum had fundamentally taken shape; budgets
were slipping. The wonder is that far-reaching GE
reform subsequently got through at all.
The early 1990s found advance and stagnation
more oddly juxtaposed at CSUN than ever before.
Oviatt Library epitomized the situation. Its new
wings were beautifully appointed and its high-tech
robotics represented the state of the art. But the
budget for book acquisitions kept on plunging and
periodical subscriptions kept being canceled. The
campus construction boom had meantime moved to
the northwest as a mammoth new $28,000,000
Business-Education complex went up. At the same
time student fees, too, dramatically went up, and
classes got slashed.
By the early 1990s, the greatest foreseeable
struggle for the university entailed preserving what it
had already achieved. With 375,000 students-a
tenth or so at N orthridge-the beleaguered CSU
remained America's largest university system. 17 Its
campuses granted more bachelor's degrees than all
other private and public institutions in California
taken together. 18 As a keystone of that system,
Northridge could still offer its students the great
dream of the 1950s, an affordable public higher
education. But the dream was threatened as the
state's willingness and ability to continue supporting
it weakened.
Since its first, halting beginnings in borrowed
classrooms midway through the fifties, California
State University, Northridge has been a boon for the
people of its surrounding region. Together with the
graduates it has educated-the teachers and
engineers, the psychologists and accountants, the
artists and physicists-Northridge has created untold
opportunity and hope. Given the complex national
problems that have emerged since its founding,
together with the promise that higher education
holds for addressing them, the role of CSUN may be
more critical today than ever in the past.
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A

NOTE ON SOURCES

Archival sources for CSUN are uneven. The

distinguished journalists have gotten their start on

university has no centralized policy on saving

that paper.

documents, and a great many potentially-valuable
manuscripts have simply not survived. Most of

The university's photographic record is farflung and contains enormous gaps. The greatest gap

what does remain is located either in the University

is in the morgue of the Sundial itself, which,

Archives or else in various administrative offices on

pictorially, comes dose to nonexistence. Perhaps

campus. The Urban Archives Center holds still

20,000 photos, all of them reviewed for this book,

other materials. I have consulted the set of minutes

are held by the University Archives. By far the

of the Faculty Senate housed in the office of the

richest collection for its size is the one in the

Faculty President; this set contains attachments and

University News Bureau. Additional illustrations

corrections which may not be encountered in

have been selected from the holdings of the

others.

Instructional Media Center and from smaller

Throughout the course of research, everyone
with whom I asked to speak agreed with bur one
exception. And every source which I requested was
readily shared with a single exception: when

collections around campus. Some photos were
taken especially for the book.
There is only the scantiest literature on the
broad history of comprehensive universities such as

approached in 1991, the Senior Executive Group,

CSUN. While comparisons between institutions

consisting, among others, of the President and the

within the California State University system have

three vice presidents, denied access to their minutes

been possible, reliable national comparisons have in

on grounds that it would have a chilling effect on

many respects proved next to impossible.

their deliberations. I considered this unfortunate,

The tapes that have been made and manuscripts

bur, lacking access, cannot ascertain precisely how

that have been gathered for this book are now

unfortunate. Each SEG member of that era has

housed in the University Archives.

been more than cooperative individually.
Certain sources have been used with considerable
caution, including the student newspaper, the Daily

Sundial On the whole, though, the Sundial has
proved far more valuable than originally anticipated.

In reading past issues, one is reminded how many
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